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ABSTRACT 
This is a quasi-experimental study that aims to examine the interactive effects of 
web-mediated instructional strategies and learners’ cognitive preferences in their 
acquisition of introductory programming concepts. The thesis knowledge domain is 
an introduction to computer programming knowledge, designed for non-computer 
science students. It is the intention of this study to extend the McKay (2000a) 
research to examine the interactive effects of web-mediated instructional strategies 
and cognitive preferences in the acquisition of introductory programming concepts in 
Malaysian universities. Whereas the instructional strategies investigated by McKay 
(2000a) were paper-based, they involved graphical metaphors (McKay, 1999a; 
1999b).  
 
Instead, this thesis interrogates whether or not information communications 
technology (ICT) elements such as signals (or cues), interactive animation, 
navigational tools, words and graphics influence students’ cognitive performance, 
and whether there are interactive effects of their cognitive preferences that contribute 
to the results. This study recognises the complex nature of the web-mediated learning 
environment and the difficulties experienced by students due to their lack of prior 
programming knowledge, which were first analysed by Bagley in 1990 and revised 
by McKay (1999a; 1999b; 2000a).  
 
The web-mediated instructional system in this study was designed by following the 
instructional strategy developed by Bagley (1990) and revised by McKay (2000a) 
with graphical metaphors, considers human cognitive architecture (Sweller, et al., 
1998; Riding & Cheema, 1991; McKay, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a; Mayer, 2002a) and 
the conditions of learning (Gagne, 1985, McKay 2000a).  
 
This empirical study examined the performance of novice-learners (or -
programmers) with different cognitive preferences using two web-mediated 
instructional strategies: 1) text-plus-textual format and 2) text-plus-graphical format. 
The participants were primarily second year undergraduate students, in Malaysia, 
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who are required to enrol in an Introductory Programming course as part of their 
program requirement for the first time.  
 
They were classified for the purpose of this research as novice-learners. The 
subsequent data collected included scores from three instruments: 1) pre-test; 2) post-
test and 3) cognitive styles analysis. The validity and reliability of the cognitive 
performance measurements (pre- and post-test) were confirmed according to Rasch 
model using the Quest interactive test analysis system software (Quest) (Adam & 
Khoo, 1996). These cognitive performance measurements were found to have strong 
validity with the item fit statistics produced by the Quest estimate and ranged from 
0.81 to 1.22, strongly upholding that the test-items sampled the one construct.  
Further analyses were conducted, based on effect size (Cohen’s d) to compare the 
magnitude of difference between groups (Cohen, 1977). The results suggest that 
there is no clear evidence that a cognitive preference plays an important role in 
cognitive performance when learning from web-mediated instructional modules. 
However, it has been observed that the analytic-verbalisers performed better when 
the instructional format they received suit their cognitive preferences with a medium 
effect size. As the participants were novice-learners, the influence of prior domain 
knowledge cannot be ignored. The findings of this doctoral study contribute new 
knowledge to the existing literature in the related disciplines of human–computer 
interaction, web-mediated instruction, human cognitive processing and research 
methodology. Firstly, the use of high-quality measurement tools to assess the 
effectiveness of web-mediated instructional strategies is important. Secondly, the 
findings can provide guidelines on how to design web-mediated instruction for high-
element interactivity knowledge domains such as the acquisition of programming 
concepts. Finally, the learner’s cognitive learning preference profile should be 
considered when designing web-mediated instruction and in particular their level of 
prior domain knowledge. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Instructional strategies for the acquisition of programming concepts have been 
researched for over two decades (McKay, 2000a). As this research involves 
overlapping of computer science, instructional design and cognitive performance, a 
thorough understanding of the terminology used is therefore vital when dealing with 
such ordinarily multidisciplinary research domains. Thus, several key terms used to 
establish a firm conceptual framework for this study that needs to be defined as their 
use may vary across the knowledge domain as witnessed in the literature. These 
definitions are presented in alphabetical order below. 
 
Animation 
A multimedia graphic presentation that depicts continuous transition over time. 
 
Cognitive load 
The amount of mental resources in working memory required by a task (Sweller, et 
al., 1998; Clark & Mayer, 2003). 
 
Error estimate 
The difference between the observed and the expected response associated with item 
difficulty or person ability (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 310).  
 
Fit statistics 
Indices that estimates the extent to which responses show adherence to the modeled 
expectation (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 310). 
 
High-element interactivity information materials 
The information materials (or subject matters) which involves high interaction 
between each elements in the information in order to be understood. Each elements 
of information can be learnt individually but cannot be understood until all of the 
elements and their interactions are processed simultaneously (Paas, et al., 2003, p. 1).  
 
Hypermedia 
Hypermedia is defined as a method of presenting instruction in a web-mediated (or 
online) environment in a non-linear format that provides learners with navigation 
control to access and sequence information they receive based on their learning 
needs. ‘Hypermedia’ is used interchangeably with the terms ‘learner-controlled 
animation’ and ‘interactive animation’ in this thesis. 
 
Hypertext 
Hypertext provides contents in network-like information structures where learners 
are allowed to decide which contents they want to attend to and in what order they 
want they want to attend to these contents (Naumann, et al., 2007, p. 792). The 
fragments of information are interconnected and therefore can be navigated through 
the electronic hyperlinks. 
 
ICT elements 
The term used in this thesis refers to any graphical user interface tool such as a 
navigation button, hyperlink, screen layout, animation and sequence of information  
presentation. 
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Infit mean square 
One of the alternative measures that indicates the degree of fit of an item or a person 
(the other being standardized infit). Infit mean square is a transformation of the 
residuals, the difference between the predicted and the observed, for easy 
interpretation. It expected value is 1. As a rule of thumb, values between 0.7 and 1.30 
are generally regarded as acceptable. Values greater than 1.30 are termed misfitting, 
and those less than 0.7 as overfitting (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 310). 
 
Infit t 
One of the two alternative measures that indicate the degree of fit of an item or a 
person to the Rasch model (the other being infit mean square). The infit t also called 
standardized infit, is the standardization of fit values to a distribution with a mean of 
0 and variance of 1. Values in the range of -2 to +2 are usually held as acceptable 
(p<.05). Values greater than +2 are regarded as misfitting, and those less than -2 as 
overfitting (Bond & Fox, p. 310). 
 
Instructional design 
Instructional design is defined here as the systematic approach to developing 
effective instructional strategies (for example, in courseware or to facilitate web-
mediated learning) based on instructional specifications for specific groups using 
learning and instructional theory to ensure high-quality instruction and the 
achievement of desired learning goals (Spector, et al., 2005).  
 
Instructional strategies 
Instructional strategies are the methods used to deliver information intended as 
learning materials. For the purposes of this thesis, this means the use of ICT elements 
such as interactivity, navigational tools, colour, screen layout, words and pictures to 
deliver a desired learning objective. 
 
Linear text 
Textual sentences provide a specific sequence of content where learners are gently 
guided from one subtopic to the next by rhetorical signals and other textual aids. 
 
 
Local independence 
The items of a test are statistically independent of each sub-population of examinees 
whose members are homogeneous with respect to the latent trait measured (Bond & 
Fox, 2007, p. 311). 
 
Logit 
The unit of measurement that results when the Rasch model is used to transform raw 
scores obtained from ordinal data to log odd ratios on a common interval scale. The 
value of 0.0 logits routinely allocated to the mean of the item difficulty estimates 
(Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 311). 
 
Low-element interactivity information  materials 
Each element in the information materials can be learnt and understood individually 
without consideration of any other elements (Paas, et al., 2003, p. 1). 
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Metaphors 
Describing or interpreting some unfamiliar educational phenomenon, event or action 
in terms of a familiar thing, event or action. So that learners can understand new 
educational phenomena by relating them to something previously experienced or 
learned (Botha, 2009). 
 
Mouse-over 
Mouse-over is a technique in which new information appears on the screen when the 
user places their mouse over a specific screen area, and is also known as ‘rollover’ 
(Clark & Mayer, 2008).  
 
 
Multimedia instruction 
The definition for ‘multimedia’ adopted here is based on that proposed by Mayer 
(2009a). He defined multimedia instruction as the presentation of materials using 
words and pictures with the intention to promote learning. Presenting instruction 
using words includes printed or spoken text. For the purposes of this research, words 
refer to printed or visual text on a computer screen. Presenting instruction using 
pictures includes static graphics (illustrations, graphs, photos or maps) or dynamic 
graphics (animation or video). For the purposes of this research, graphics refers to 
static graphics or animation displayed on a computer screen. The terms ‘multimedia 
format’, ‘multimedia presentation’ or ‘multimedia’ used in this thesis refer to any 
instructional presentation that contains both words and graphics (Clark & Mayer, 
2008, p. 56). 
 
Online learning 
Online learning or e-learning is human being’s learning that occurs in a computerised 
environment. The instructional materials can be accessed through an internet 
browser. 
 
Partial credit  
Partial credit is an alternative scoring strategy to right-wrong scoring (or 
dichotomous) in the measurement of educational achievement. The responses to a 
partial credit test-items are ordered sequence of several categories (Masters, 1984). 
The partial credit given equals the number of categories completed successfully.   
 
Program control 
Program control refers to a computer condition under which the topics, sequencing, 
instructional methods, and pacing are managed by the electronic instructional 
environment and not the learner. This term is also known as ‘instructional control’ or 
‘computer control’, in contrast with ‘learner control’. 
 
Specific objectivity 
The measurement of any person’s trait is independent of the dispersion of the set of 
items used to measure that trait and, conversely, item calibration is independent of 
the distribution of the ability in the sample of persons who take the test. 
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Threshold 
The level at which the likelihood of failure to agree with or endorse a given response 
category (below the threshold) turns to the likelihood of agreeing with or endorsing 
the category (above the threshold). 
 
Unidimensionality 
A basic concept in scientific measurement that one attribute of an object be measured 
at a time. The Rasch model requires a single construct to be underlying the items that 
form a hierarchical continuum (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 314) 
 
Web-mediated instructional system 
This term denotes a learning environment that is mediated and accessible via the 
internet. The instruction is designed for specific domain knowledge with specific 
instructional design and specific instructional strategies. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 
ADDIE analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation 
ARCS attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction 
CLT cognitive load theory 
CSA cognitive style analysis 
CTML cognitive theory of multimedia learning 
CTT classical test theory 
dlv difference estimate logit-value 
FD field dependent 
FI field independent 
HCI human-computer interaction 
ICS integrated cognitive preference/style 
ICT information communications technology 
IRT  item response theory 
IS information system 
IT  information technology 
ITT instructional transaction theory 
MBTI Myers-Briggs type indicator 
polv post-test estimate logit-value 
prlv pre-test estimate logit-value 
Quest Quest interactive test analysis system 
SCS single cognitive preference/style 
T1 text-plus-textual metaphor instructional format 
T2 text-plus-graphical metaphor instructional format 
URL uniform resource locator 
VRT validity and reliability testing study 
WMIS web-mediated instructional system 
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The Effects of Web-Mediated Instructional Strategies and Cognitive Preferences in the Acquisition of Introductory 
Programming Concepts: A Rasch Model Approach 
1 An Overview 
1. 1 Introduction  
The interactive effects of web-mediated instructional strategies and cognitive 
preferences for online learning are largely unknown. Therefore, it is important to 
ensure that a valid and reliable cognitive measurement scale is developed to reduce 
the possibility of inconsistent findings among studies in this area. The aim of this 
study is to utilise a 2 x 4 quasi-experimental design to facilitate investigation of the 
interactive effects of web-mediated instructional strategies and individual differences 
in information processing in the acquisition of programming concepts. This chapter 
provides a brief overview of why and how the study has been conducted, and what it 
entailed. The chapter begins by elucidating the background and purpose of this 
doctoral research. The research hypotheses are then explained, followed by a 
discussion of the significance of the study. A brief introduction to research design is 
detailed in the next section, followed by an outline of the contribution of this 
research to the field. Finally, the overall structure of the thesis is outlined. Therefore, 
to explain the overall context of this study, the discussion will present the following 
sections:  
 background of the research study, 
 aims of the study, 
 hypotheses, 
 rationale of the study, 
 research design, 
 theoretical and practical contributions, 
 assumptions, 
 limitations,  
 summary, and 
 organisation of the thesis. 
1. 2 Background of the research study 
To explain the background for this research the following sub-sections follow: 
 acquisition of programming skills, 
 web-mediated learning environment, 
 instructional strategies, 
 cognitive preferences, and 
 knowledge taxonomy. 
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1.2.1 Acquisition of programming skills 
People learn to write computer programs for a variety of reasons: for example to 
practise programming as a career path; to gain skills for personal use; to explore 
ideas on other subject areas; or to learn how to solve problems in a structured and 
logical way (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005). In Malaysian public universities, 
introductory computer programming subjects are generally included these days in 
most curricula, even in courses outside of the computer science field. Most 
undergraduate students who are enrolled in non-computer science courses are 
required to learn computer programming. For instance, students who enroll in the 
Bachelor of Technique and Vocational Education program must complete a one-
semester course called ‘Introductory to Programming using C++ Programming’.  At 
the end of the semester, to ensure that students comprehend the learning concepts 
presented in the classroom, students are required to apply what they have learnt in a 
small project. However, the vast majority of students are considered as novice-
programmers, with 55 percent of them failing to apply the knowledge correctly.  
They tend to apply a context specific (line-by-line) solution, rather than implement 
the whole structure of a program (Ala-Mutka, Uimonen & Järvinen, 2004).  It is 
unquestionable that acquiring skills and knowledge in an introductory programming 
course is difficult for most university students (Perkins, Schwartz, & Simmons, 
1988; Rowe & Thorburn, 2000; Milne & Rowe, 2002; Garner, 2003; Savidis, 2005; 
Weidenbeck, 2005; Whittington, 2006; de-Raadt, 2007). According to de Raadt 
(2007), this failure to accomplish an expected result in learning computer 
programming is faced by novice-programmers around the world and, surprisingly, 
these failure rates are higher compared to other courses. 
 
Many educational research projects have been carried out to identify the cause of this 
problem, particularly in relation to novice-learners (or programmers). Milne and 
Rowe (2002), for instance, found that the difficulties of acquiring (or learning) and 
applying programming concepts relate to pointers (used to manage data structures, 
and for storing and retrieving) and memory-related concepts (such as copy 
constructors and virtual functions), while some problems with learning are caused by 
the complexity of the programming language syntax and semantics, inadequate 
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instruction, and lack of problem-solving strategies (Mayer, 1981; Perkins, et al., 
1988; Deek & McHugh, 1998; Chattratichart & Kuljis, 2002). However, this study 
assumes the complex nature of the web-mediated instructional environment, 
individual preferences in information processing and the difficulties experienced by 
students due to the lack of prior programming knowledge affect their performance as 
first analysed by Bagley (1990). 
1.2.2 Web-mediated learning environment 
The literature indicates that the emergence of information and communications 
technology (ICT) tools through the internet is having a big impact on teaching and 
learning in general (Atkinson & Mayer, 2004). The integration of web-based 
technologies into instructional design seems inevitable. As the web-mediated 
learning environment can be accessed anywhere and at anytime, students have far 
greater flexibility to control their learning paths (Leung, 2003; Alomyan, 2004). At 
present, there is little empirical evidence that reveals that web-mediated instruction 
results in effective learning. To offer effective instructional ICT media, web-
mediated educational programmes often adopt interactive multimedia in their design. 
 
The last few decades have witnessed great changes in the practices of teaching and 
learning as this field has shifted from traditional approaches (such as behaviourism 
and cognitivism) to more constructivist approaches to knowledge construction 
(Verhoeven, Schnotz & Paas, 2009). The basis of constructivist learning theory is 
that the construction of knowledge involves linking new information with prior 
knowledge and individual experiences. Knowledge construction (or acquisition) 
demands various cognitive mapping processes in order to construct a coherent mental 
representation. This process includes selecting relevant information, organizing 
selected information and integrating information with prior knowledge, and such 
information is presented in the so-called instructional multimedia format (Mayer, 
2005a). Multimedia as defined by Mayer (2001) is the presentation of material using 
both words and pictures: the former are presented in a verbal form such as printed or 
spoken text, while the latter are presented in pictorial form such as static graphic, 
photos, illustrations or animations. According to the ‘multimedia principle’ espoused 
by Mayer (2003), learners will perform better when their instructional material is 
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presented in both words and pictures; this principle is relevant across the range of 
educational media (paper-based or computer-based). In opposition to this view, 
Schnotz and Bannet (2003) suggest that Mayer’s principle is not always applicable in 
knowledge acquisition as it is strongly affected by the task appropriateness of the 
form of instructional representation. Furthermore, the usability of multimedia 
principles in designing effective instruction may also be influenced by the nature of 
the task and the characteristics of the learner (Ardac & Unal, 2008).   
1.2.3 Instructional strategies 
Inspections of recent developments within e-learning assume that highly graphical 
(or visual) instructional format results in effective and attractive learning. In this 
regard, presenting information in a highly verbal format is not an easy task for 
courseware designers (McKay, 2003). Overuse of graphics and animation in 
instruction induces significant extraneous cognitive load and requires learners to 
engage in unnecessary learning processes (Chandler, 2004). Besides the textual and 
graphical formats, other ICT elements such as screen layout, navigation strategies, 
animation and information organisation are identified as important factors in this 
study. Increased interactivity with these elements, such as learner controlled 
animation, is found to lead to better learning performance. For instance, a study by 
Mayer and Chandler (2001) revealed that learners presented with a modest amount of 
learner-controlled animation could perform better on tests than learners who were 
exposed to continuous animation. Such learner-controlled animation involves only 
minimal interactivity such as clicking a button to move to the next (instructional) 
frame. Furthermore, Mayer and Chandler (2001) suggest that modest user 
interactivity can reduce the learner’s cognitive load in working memory. Gerjets and 
his colleagues (2009) propose that a high-level of learner control in a hypermedia 
environment, encourages effective post-test performance regardless of participants’ 
level of prior knowledge. On the one hand, this approach is recommended when 
there is no time constraint on a specific learning objective. While on the other, even 
though learner- or system-controlled animation appears to be adequate for presenting 
procedural knowledge, research has found that it inhibits learning. This is due to the 
cognitive overload that results when learners use cognitive resources to make a 
“decision about which content to access, the sequence for reading it, and the rate of 
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reading” (Niederhauser, Reynolds, Salmen & Skolmoski, 2000, p. 238). The use of 
cognitive resources required to perform these tasks, thereby reduces the attention 
paid to the learning content or knowledge construction activities. 
 
As suggested in the aforementioned studies, learner-controlled animation per se 
cannot improve learning. In fact, the positive effects of interactivity emerge when the 
instruction develops with regard to human cognitive architecture (Mayer & Chandler, 
2001). These suggestions are in line with Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia 
learning (2005a) and cognitive load theory (Sweller, van Merrienboer & Pass, 1998). 
For example, cognitive load can be minimised by reducing irrelevant instructional 
materials that do not increase comprehension of the subject matter (such as a separate 
glossary of technical terms or irrelevant navigational tools). Therefore, freeing up 
some working memory capacity may be used to construct relevant (cognitive) 
schema. To promote learning, the total cognitive load must not exceed the working 
memory capacity (Sweller, et al., 1998). Miller (1956) suggests that working 
memory can hold about seven elements of information simultaneously. Integration of 
multiple information elements such as those drawn from words and pictures into a 
single cognitive schema requires a high level of working memory load in the absence 
of appropriate instructional design. For this reason, poorly designed instruction 
imposes extraneous cognitive load, resulting in poor performance on learning 
outcomes. This might be one of the explanations for why performance in 
introductory programming languages is often disappointing for non–computer 
science students (Jones & Burnett, 2008).  
 
Learning computer programming requires the learner to ‘use’ information and 
knowledge and ‘critical thinking skills’ in problem solving, one of the important 
aspects of learning computer programming (Bagley & Chou, 2007, p. 1). Due to its 
complex nature, an introductory programming subject is considered as high-element 
interactivity material to novice-learners because each element in this knowledge 
must interact with each others and all must be processed simultaneously in order to 
be understood (Paas, Renkl & Sweller, 2003). Therefore, Paas et al. (2003) propose 
that high-element interactivity material is more effective than low-element 
interactivity material when extraneous cognitive load is reduced. Extraneous 
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cognitive load is unnecessary information or learning activities in order to achieve 
learning objective (Paas, et al., 2003). For instance, instruction that requires learners 
to engage in a search for referents in an explanation (such as “Part A explanation 
refers to Part B without clearly indicating where Part B is to be found”) (Paas, et al., 
2003, p. 2) 
 
In order to reduce extraneous cognitive load, the materials in this doctoral study were 
designed to have minimal human-computer interactivity (HCI), requiring only simple 
actions like clicking a button to move to the next topic or mouse over to view 
animation or verbal materials. Each instructional screen contains information on how 
to shift to the subsequent or previous screen. Providing such non-linear learner-
control in a hypermedia learning environment can benefit many students (Chen & 
Macredie, 2002). However, past research has demonstrated that not all students 
benefit from this feature, especially field-dependent cognitive style students (Chen, 
2002). The tendency to become confused in a web environment is more likely among 
field-dependent learners than field-independent learners (Wang, Hawk & Tenopir, 
2000).  
1.2.4 Cognitive preferences 
Previous studies indicate that cognitive preferences (or styles) play a critical role in 
determining performance in the hypermedia environment (Lee, 2007; Chen & Liu, 
2008). Chen (2002) has summarised the findings of previous studies that cognitive 
styles influence reactions to non-linear interaction. Research on how web-mediated 
instruction affects learning outcomes is required to develop ‘web-mediated 
instructional systems’ (WMIS) to facilitate learners who possess various cognitive 
styles (McKay, 2003; Lawless, Schrader &Mayall, 2007; Chen & Liu, 2008). McKay 
(2000a) found that there are interactive effects of instructional strategies and 
individual’s cognitive style construct particularly in paper-based instruction on 
performance outcomes, when learning computer programming concepts. 
Nevertheless, the interactive effect of individual differences in cognitive processing 
in a web-mediated context remains unclear (McKay, 2000a; 2003; 2007).  For 
example, instruction that is presented in the same format (such as written text or 
graphics) may be processed in different representational forms by individuals (e.g. 
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verbal or non-verbal) (Park & Etgen, 2000). Even though both formats are visual, 
how an individual represents the information in their mind depends on individual 
characteristics related to information processing or cognitive preferences. A 
‘verbaliser’ prefers a thinking mode for receiving written textual information or 
graphics material in a verbal format, while a ‘visualiser’ tends to conceptualise the 
same information in a visual format (Riding & Rayner, 1998). 
 
Research on how learning styles influence online interaction is non-trivial (Ng'ambi, 
2006). Graff (2003) proposes that there is a relationship between cognitive styles and 
online learning, which involves literature searching, online discussion and online 
assessment systems. However, another study suggests that there is no relationship 
between student online learning performance and learning style (Akdemir & 
Koszalka, 2008). In addition, the acquisition of new knowledge is not dependent 
upon technology per se (Riding & Grimley, 1999).  The literature presents evidence 
which indicates that one of the factors that should be considered when designing 
web-based instruction is individual differences in cognitive style (Chou, 2001; 
Papanikolaou, Mabbot, Bull & Grigoriadou, 2006; Chen & Liu, 2008). The 
development of readily accessible ICT tools requires not only technical skills but 
also an awareness of the diversity among the potential target users (Sloan, Nelson & 
Sloan, 2007). Indeed, further research is needed that takes into account the different 
cognitive style groups with different preferences for navigation strategies and display 
options (Chen & Liu, 2008).  
1.2.5 Knowledge taxonomy 
Information organisation is another factor to consider when designing meaningful 
web-mediated instructional programmes. The instructional materials used for this 
research were developed based on the theoretical ‘conditions of learning’ first 
proposed and published in 1965 by Robert Gagne (Gagne, 1985). Gagne asserts that 
instruction is a set of events or conditions that influence individuals in such a way 
that learning is facilitated (Gagne, Briggs & Wager, 1992). These events are not only 
external to the learner (for example, web-mediated instructional strategies) but are 
also partly internal to the individual’s learning or (cognitive preferences). In adopting 
this view, web-mediated instructional design must take into account the events that 
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may affect learning and which are collectively known as the conditions of learning 
(Gagne, 1985). Learning how to write a computer program involves many different 
cognitive skills (McKay, 2000a). 
 
There are several reasons why Malaysia was chosen for this study. The majority of 
previous research has been carried out in the United States (US), Europe, China, 
United Kingdom (UK) and Australia. Testing past findings in Malaysia is seen as 
valuable in so far as it can verify the generalisability of the findings in a different 
context. If these findings contradict existing theories, the research context may be 
seen as the cause. Malaysia is a developing country, and as such, its familiarity with 
ICT tools, particularly the internet, is relatively low compared to developed 
countries.  
 
According to the statistical report published by International Telecommunication 
Union (Maniewicz, 2009a), the number of internet users in Malaysia in 2007 totalled 
around 55.7 out of every 100 inhabitants, while this figure in Europe was 57.8, in 
China 16.0, in the UK 76.24, in Australia 69.0 and in the US 71.2 (Maniewicz, 
2009b). Moreover, only 64.5% of households were found to use the internet for 
educational purpose according to the Malaysian Communication and Multimedia 
Commission (2008). In addition to the above reasons, there was convenient access to 
necessary data and information through my existing networks as an academic in a 
public university in Malaysia. Moreover, my formal education in computer science 
and four semesters’ teaching experience in ‘introductory programming courses’ to 
non–information technology students, enables my observation that the student’s 
performance in this type of course is quite frustrated overall. 
 
In summary, the nature of the interactive effects of individual differences in 
cognitive processing in a web-mediated context remains unclear (McKay, 2003; 
McKay & Merrill, 2003). Therefore, this study is intended to investigate the 
relationship between the independent variables (individual differences in processing 
information and web-mediated instructional strategies) in the acquisition of 
programming concepts, particularly in the Malaysian context. The advent of ICT 
drives researchers and practitioners to understand the potential of web-mediated 
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instruction to promote human knowledge and learning. For this reason, such 
empirical investigations are needed to assist instructional designers to develop more 
efficient and effective web-mediated instructional systems with a consideration for 
the different characteristics of cognitive preferences and the benefits of different 
multimedia elements (Chen & Macredie, 2002; McKay, 2003; Chen & Macredie, 
2004; Chen & Liu, 2008), with regard to the ‘cognitive load theory’ (CLT) (see 
section 2.7.2). As proposed by Paas et al., “the manner in which information is 
presented to learners and the learning activities required of learners can also impose 
a cognitive load” (Paas, et al., 2003, p. 2). To date, many conventional instructional 
programmes have been developed without consideration for the importance of 
human cognitive architecture.  
1. 3 Aims of the study 
This study examines various aspects of a web-mediated instructional system 
(WMIS): in particular, the interactivity in the multimedia environment; individual 
characteristics in information processing; instructional design for high-element 
interactive instructional material; and whether or not these aspects affect cognitive 
performance. The ‘cognitive style construct’ (Riding & Cheema, 1991) was selected 
as one of the independent variables, among other individual characteristics, due to its 
significant influence on teaching and learning (Miller, 1987). The term ‘cognitive 
style’ refers to the human preferences in perceiving, organising, interpreting and 
processing information received. It is assumed that cognitive preference is significant 
due to the need of learners to organise and process information they receive from a 
hypermedia environment in an efficient manner in order to acquire desired 
knowledge. 
 
Individual performance may be reduced if the instructional format is mismatched 
with cognitive preferences (Riding & Sandler-Smith, 1992). Conversely, Massa and 
Mayer (2006) suggest that there is no strong support for the view that verbalisers and 
visualisers should receive different kinds of multimedia instruction. They state that 
their findings should not be taken to indicate that instruction should never be 
designed to suit learners’ cognitive preference as a whole. Instead, they question the 
effectiveness of designing instruction to accommodate individual cognitive 
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differences. Riding and Cheema (1991) define cognitive style as the way in which an 
individual processes information he/she receives. According to them, cognitive 
preference can be grouped into two basic dimensions: wholist–analytic and verbal-
imagery. The wholist–analytic continuum describes “the way in which an individual 
interprets or processes the same information, in whole or in parts”, while verbal–
imagery refers to a continuum that supports preferences for verbal/visual strategies 
related to “how people prefer to represent the information they receive during 
thinking” (Riding & Cheema, 1991, p. 210). There are several measurement tools for 
classifying cognitive style, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) (Myers 
& McCaulley, 1985). For the purposes of this study, both dimensions of the Riding 
cognitive learning preferences are determined using ‘cognitive style analysis’ (CSA) 
(Riding & Cheema, 1991). 
 
The measurement of human performance in the social sciences often lacks rigour in 
terms of the performance measures used. Researchers frequently rely on statistical 
measurement to identify the relations among variables, while the use of measurement 
models is rarely appreciated. Statistics obviously play an important role in cognitive 
performance measurement, and vice versa. However, it is important to understand 
the distinction between statistics and cognitive performance measurement (Fisher Jr, 
2010). Therefore, this study aims to provide evidence for the value of employing a 
cognitive performance measurement model that employs both Rasch modelling 
(‘item response theory’ (IRT)) and traditional statistical measurement techniques, to 
investigate the interactions effect between variables. Statistical measures usually use 
ordinal raw scores in the data analysis, in which case researchers may have a 
tendency to avoid improving the testing instrument, because any changes to the 
instruments changes the interpretation of the data. However, measurement models, 
such as the Rasch model, convert ordinal raw scores into scale scores (Rasch, 1960; 
Fischer & Molenaar, 1995). Thus, the sense of the data remains constant over 
instrument reconfiguration which thus improves the quality of the measures (Fisher 
Jr, 2010). Moreover, the Rasch model provides an examination of the ‘right answer’, 
whereas the more traditional statistical analysis concentrates on the ‘wrong answer’ 
(Izard, 2005a; 2005b). 
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To conclude, the aim of this study is to contribute new knowledge to the current 
body of literature and to provide empirical evidence on how to design efficacious 
web-mediated instruction for learners who possess a diversity of cognitive 
preferences. Bentracourt (2005) holds that most previous studies have been carried 
out on the effect of animation on offline learning outcomes, but little is known about 
how people explore and process (screen-based) animation, even though it forms a 
significant part of the instructional design. To address this issue, the ways in which 
people process information and the interaction with each instructional representation 
was also examined for this thesis. Information processing occurs in the working 
memory; so given the limited capacity of working memory, strategies aimed at 
reducing cognitive load must also be considered for implementing effective 
instructional design. Paas and his colleagues (2003) suggest that the major theory for 
building a framework to study cognitive processes and instructional design is CLT. 
Their suggestions include an exploration of the science of learning and an 
understanding of the way humans learn from ICT tools (such as hypermedia) without 
ignoring the importance of a knowledge taxonomy. Finally, the importance must be 
recognised of implementing valid assessment instruments that measure human 
cognitive performance in web-mediated instructional systems.  
1. 4 Hypotheses 
The research hypotheses build on assumptions that are drawn from the literature and 
the results of previous research studies. The hypotheses for this study are based on 
the following assumptions, that: 
 
i. verbalisers will learn better when their online instructional material is 
provided in a text-plus-textual format, while visualisers will perform better 
when receiving their online instructional material in a text-plus-graphical 
format. This preliminary hypothesis corresponds to the findings of the Riding 
and Douglas (1993) study that investigated computer-based instructional 
materials. Furthermore, Riding and Caine (1993) and one aspect of the earlier 
‘aptitude treatment interaction’ (ATI) theory (Cronbach & Snow, 1977), posit 
that verbalisers should receive verbal instructions and visualisers should 
receive visual instructions. The ATI has a tendency to oversimplify complex 
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relationships, according to Thorsett (2001). In article on ‘Reassessing 
apttitude: introduction to a special issue in honor of Richard E. Snow’, by 
Kyllonen and Lajoie (2003), Snow states that “multivariate study could often 
be more beneficial to science and to practice than scores of little, univariate 
ones” regarding ATI (p. 83).  
ii. designing instruction with minimal interactivity within a multimedia format 
for high-element interactivity material will improve learning. Information 
varies according to how individuals learn with consideration to other 
elements and can be defined as ranging from low- to high-element 
interactivity (Paas, et al., 2003). These elements are also called ‘intrinsic 
cognitive load’. Intrinsic cognitive load is fixed, and thus cannot be modified 
or improved by instructional design manipulations. According to the CLT, 
when intrinsic load is high, consideration of extraneous cognitive load is 
important primarily to ensure that total cognitive load does not exceed the 
natural limitation of the working memory. 
iii. individual differences in cognitive preferences contribute to learner 
performance in hypermedia learning environments. A field-dependent learner 
has a higher potential for disorientation towards learning, while navigating 
through a web-mediated instructional system than field-independent learners 
(Lee, 2007; Chen & Liu, 2008). Thus, there are interactive effects between 
cognitive style constructs and web-mediated instructional systems. 
1. 5 Rationale of the study 
The research findings to date on hypermedia learning environments have produced 
mixed results. Some research found that hypermedia are beneficial for learning 
(Chen, Fan & Macredie, 2006) while others say the positive effect of hypermedia are 
limited to learning tasks (Dillon & Gabbard, 1998; Gerjets, Scheiter, Opfermann, 
Hesse & Eysink, 2009). In addition, it was also discovered that the same hypermedia 
features that were effective for assisting learning but at the same time can be 
detrimental (Scheiter, Gerjets, Vollmann & Catrambone, 2009). Therefore, further 
investigations are desirable. Looking more narrowly at how individual learners use 
ICT tools in knowledge acquisition, particularly in terms of high-element 
interactivity subject matter, may provide more evidence of whether individual 
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differences in cognitive performance exist. Tabbers and de Koeijer (2009) advise that 
the meta-cognitive strategies used by learners when navigating through instructional 
material might be adopted as a variable in future research.  
 
The challenge is then, how to develop instructional approaches that reduce cognitive 
load while learning from multiple representations such as words, pictures, animations 
and interactive multimedia (de Jong, 2009). Despite the fact that CLT contributes to 
the unity of various sets of instructional design principles, it needs to move forward 
and further investigate the issues, such as: “(1) which instructional treatments lead to 
which cognitive processes (and how)…(3) what characteristics of the learning 
material and the student mediate these effects …” (de Jong, 2009, p. 22). 
 
However, de Jong (2009) argues that in a realistic setting, learners often use tools 
like a notepad to offload memory. Furthermore, Mayer (2009b) states that the call to 
conduct experiments in a laboratory and an authentic educational setting, are another 
way to broaden instructional theory, rather than see it as a challenge. For this reason, 
this experimental study was conducted in a real educational setting where the 
instructional treatments were replaced by a one-hour standard instructional session. 
During the instructional period, participants were given a practice problem booklet to 
apply their understanding (see Appendix A-2).  
 
To sum up, as for the future, the literature reveals a growing adoption of the internet 
as a method of knowledge delivery in both organisational and educational settings 
(Caldwell, 2006; Wan, Fang & Neufeld, 2007). To maximise the potential of this 
technology, comprehensive research should be undertaken on the overall 
effectiveness of any web-mediated instructional systems in terms of learning 
performance (Patil & Pudlowski, 2003). Whether or not learning performance 
improves with such a system, the reliability and internal consistency of the cognitive 
performance instruments must first be validated. Hence, limiting the mixed results 
that derive from previous research. 
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1. 6 Research design 
The factorial 2 x 4 quasi-experimental design was employed to analyse the 
dependent variable (‘cognitive performance outcomes’) and the possible interactive 
effects of the independent variables. This design involved two factors of web-based 
instructional format, with two cognitive preferences and four levels for each 
cognitive factor. These variables were defined as: ‘web-mediated instructional 
strategy’ (text-plus-textual and text-plus-graphical formats), and ‘cognitive 
preference’ (wholist-verbaliser, analytic-verbaliser, wholist-imager, and analytic-
imager as described by Riding & Cheema (1991)). The beauty of a factorial design is 
that it allows the examination of more than one independent variable simultaneously 
to determine their possible interaction effects (Cottrell & McKenzie, 2005). 
Furthermore, it also permits testing of two or more hypotheses. More interestingly, 
Trochim claims that the only effective way to examine these effects simultaneously 
is by using a factorial design (2001). The non-equivalent group design was adopted 
which involves pre- and post-tests for two different treatment groups (Campbell & 
Stanley, 1966 c1963; Trochim, 2001; Trochim & Donnelly, 2006). One can assume 
that the groups in this study are non-equivalent, due to the lack of randomisation in 
assigning the participants to groups. Thus, the non-equivalent groups used for this 
study means that each group received different treatments: each group received either 
text-plus-textual metaphor format as treatment-1 (T1) or the text-plus-graphical 
metaphor format as treatment-2 (T2). Both instructional treatments were accessed by 
the participants online.  
 
To allow for comparison of the groups, the intact groups were selected from the same 
qualified population. In other words, all participants were officially enrolled in an 
introductory programming course for the first time. Prior to the experiment, they 
were randomly assigned to treatments according to the Riding’s Cognitive Style 
Analysis (CSA) results. Therefore, the groups were determined to be identical prior 
to the treatment, which enabled comparison between the groups. There is no need for 
a control group in this study. A true experimental design was not possible due to 
ethical and logistical constraints. To randomly gather all targeted students from 
different classes and universities into a specific experimental setting was almost 
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impossible. Consequently, the quasi-experimental design was deemed to be the best 
and most valid alternative (Thompson & Panacek, 2006). 
 
The cognitive performance test instruments were used as the method of data 
collection. This technique was carried out in three different research-phases. It 
commenced with: 1) the exploratory study; 2) the validity and reliability testing 
(VRT) study (may be used interchangeably in this thesis with the term ‘the validation 
study’) and 3) the ‘main study’. Each phase was conducted by following the same 
procedure. The details of the experimental procedures are as follows: 
i. a ‘cognitive style analysis’ (CSA)—conducted one week prior to (ii), 
ii. a pre-test—given before the instruction period, 
iii. the instruction period—a one-hour web-mediated instruction module 
according to the research treatment allocation. During this instructional 
period, participants were given a problem booklet to apply their 
understanding, and 
iv. the post-test—which occurred immediately after completion of the web-
mediated instruction. 
 
Because participants were volunteers, not all were keen to complete the whole 
research procedure. Only the participants who completed the whole experiment were 
included in the data analysis. Data were analysed using the ‘Quest interactive test 
analysis system’ (Adams & Khoo, 1996), to verify the construct validity of the 
cognitive performance test instruments. Cohen’s ‘statistical power analysis’ was 
utilised to compare the magnitude of difference between the groups (Cohen, 1988). 
1. 7 Theoretical and practical contributions 
The findings of this study will contribute knowledge to the existing literature in the 
related disciplines of human cognitive processing, human–computer interaction 
(HCI), web-based instructional strategies and research methodology. The findings 
suggest that instruction of high-element interactivity knowledge materials (such as 
programming concepts), should be designed with consideration of a learner’s level of 
prior domain knowledge and cognitive preferences. It is assumed that novice-learners 
should be assisted if instructional materials are presented in a structured textual (or 
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verbal) format. This research is suggesting that this type of instruction seems more 
beneficial when it matches with novice-learners’ cognitive style preferences. In terms 
of HCI, designing a practical user interface is crucial, particularly for education and 
training. Therefore, instruction for novice-learners should take into consideration 
working memory capacity. I am proposing this can be done by reducing the human-
computer interactivity (HCI) for each instance, adding signals (or cues) in textual 
information, limiting scrolling activities, consistency (such as the location and colour 
of the screen-navigation button). Moreover, that an appropriate interface and 
usability screen design may assist ‘novice-learners’ use their working memory to 
focus on the learning materials, rather than trying to understand how to navigate 
instruction. 
 
In relation to web-based instructional strategies, the findings will provide educators, 
instructional designers and trainers, with a detailed basis for designing web-mediated 
instructional systems and, in particular for high-element interactivity knowledge 
materials. There is potential variance in learning outcomes when the knowledge 
domain involves low-element interactivity. For example, text-plus-textual and text-
plus-graphical instructional formats may be advantageous for some learners, yet 
detrimental to others. Hence, the results of this research will provide beneficial 
guidelines in designing web-mediated instruction in the Malaysian context. 
 
Finally, with regard to the research methodology, I am proposing that, the use of 
high-quality measurement tools to assess the effectiveness of web-mediated 
instructional strategies is important. For this reason, the Quest estimate was 
implemented to analyse the experimental data. The theoretical underpinning this 
IRT-software tool is the ‘Rasch measurement theory’ (Rasch, 1960). The beauty of 
the Rasch IRT model is the requirement of the data to ‘fit’ the Rasch model. When 
the data satisfies this requirement, the measurement tools are deemed to be valid for 
measuring a single variable or construct. In practice, researchers rarely pay sufficient 
attention to the quality of the measures they use to interpret results. Therefore, this 
model is recommended, especially when the research is highly reliant on the 
assessment instrument to measure the cognitive performance. It is also suggested that 
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researchers invest the same effort into constructing and calibrating their assessment 
instruments, as they do into reviewing the literature.  
 
This study is valuable insofar as it validates the recent findings on instructional 
design and educational technology. In summary, my findings suggest that web-
mediated instructional formats (text and graphics) are beneficial in certain contexts 
and under specific circumstances, and in terms of the specific knowledge domain, for 
facilitating effective learning. Developing efficient and accurate instructional design 
strategies is challenging in web-mediated environment as delivering effective 
instruction simultaneously to learners who possess various characteristics is 
problematic. Clearly, it is rarely possible to accommodate individual learners through 
completely personalised instruction. The findings of this research may suggest 
alternatives for designing web-mediated instructional systems that afford of benefits 
for education and training.  
1. 8 Assumptions 
For the purposes of this study, the following assumptions were made: 
i. learning occurs with both treatments in web-mediated instructional systems; 
and  
ii. the participants were not cheating in pre-test and post-test. 
1. 9 Limitations 
There a several limitations that are inherent in this study: 
i. the data collected were based on convenience samples and may not represent 
the true population as a whole; and 
ii. the findings in this study were limited to the Malaysia and may not be 
generalised to another population residing outside of Malaysia. 
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1. 10 Summary 
The intention of this study is to extend the McKay (2000a) research to examine the 
interactive effects of web-mediated instructional strategies and cognitive preferences 
in the acquisition of introductory programming concepts in Malaysian universities. 
Whereas the instructional strategies investigated by McKay (2000a) were paper-
based, and involved graphical metaphors (McKay, 1999a; 1999b). 
 
Instead, this thesis interrogates whether or not ICT elements such as: signals (or 
cues); interactive animation; navigational tools; words and graphics influence 
students’ cognitive performance; and whether there are interactive effects of their 
cognitive preferences that contribute to the results. This study recognises the 
complex nature of the web-mediated learning environment and the difficulties 
experienced by students due to their lack of prior programming knowledge, which 
were first analysed by Bagley in 1990 and revised by McKay (1999a; 1999b; 2000a).  
 
The web-mediated instructional system (WMIS) in this study was designed by 
following the instructional strategy developed by Bagley (1990) and revised by 
McKay (2000a) with graphical metaphors, considers ‘human cognitive architecture’ 
(Riding & Cheema, 1991; Sweller, et al., 1998; McKay 1999a; 1999b; 2000a; Mayer, 
2002a) and the ‘conditions of learning’ (Gagne, 1985; McKay 2000a). The 
emergence of ICT and the overwhelming amount of information through the advent 
of the internet, has created extraordinary challenges to educators and trainers. 
Therefore, this study offers possible solutions to these educators/trainers for 
designing effective web-mediated instruction, and for the researchers, to recommend 
a robust alternative approach to conducting quantitative research that evaluates the 
effectiveness of web-mediated instruction. Following the Rasch measurement 
techniques not only strengthens the validity and quality of the assessment 
instruments used, but also providing a rich data interpretation between the interactive 
effect of the individual test-items and the participants’ performance. For instance, a 
particular test-item may be easily responded by an individual, given one instructional 
format, yet be relatively hard for the individual that given another instructional 
format. Determining the validity of the testing instruments, should be the first 
principal for those people who are developing such measures.  
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The aim to obtain a genuine scientific measurement should be the first principal in 
seeking valid results from the assessment (Bond & Fox, 2001). Furthermore, the 
accuracy of social science research outcomes obtained from the parametric statistical 
analyses can be questioned, because the observations are usually made on an ordinal 
scale. Instead, when analysing data using parametric statistics, an interval or ratio 
scale is required. Thus, the Rasch IRT model has the analytical tools to meet this 
requirement.  
1. 11 Organisation of the thesis 
This thesis is comprised of seven chapters. This introductory chapter has provided an 
overview, comprising an introduction and background; the aims of the research and 
my hypotheses; the design and methodology. The details of the remaining chapters 
are explained below. 
 
Chapter-2 discusses the three theoretical strands that underpin this research: the 
‘conditions of learning’ and the ‘web-mediated instructional strategies’ that involve 
‘human information processing’. These strands serve as the conceptual framework 
for this study. The literature reviewed include: cognitive preferences (or style); 
cognitive theory of multimedia learning; cognitive load theory; learning theories and 
the relationship among these theories. The chapter also provides a review of the 
approaches taken by researchers in measuring human performance. 
 
Chapter-3 details the potential research designs that could be employed for this 
study and the rationale for choosing the research design. 
 
Chapter-4 explains methodologies or techniques employed. These include: research 
hypotheses; research phases; ethical considerations; development of the test 
instruments; strategies in designing web-mediated instructional systems; research 
procedure; data processing techniques and the data analysis tools. The chapter 
foregrounds the need to develop valid and reliable cognitive performance assessment 
instruments, as the findings of this study rely heavily on these instruments.  
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Chapter-5 reports the results from the validity and reliability testing (VRT) study as 
the data description and analysis were conducted in two phases: the VRT study and 
the main study. The VRT study aims to validate the measurement scales. Hence, this 
chapter explains the processes undertaken in validating the cognitive performance 
instruments. The findings from this phase were further used as a basis for conducting 
the main study and in analysing the data collected from the main study 
 
Chapter-6 presents the results of the main study and provide a discussion of the 
findings.  
 
Chapter-7 offers conclusions regarding the findings as a whole, including theoretical 
and practical contributions of this research. This chapter also outlines the limitations 
of the research, and offers suggestions for future research directions. 
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2 Conceptual Framework and Literature Review  
2. 1 Introduction  
As conveyed in the previous chapter, it is proposed that the acquisition of 
introductory programming knowledge is complicated particularly when it involves 
non–computer science students. Mayer’s learning model (Mayer, 1989) posits that 
understanding the learning process must account for several issues, such as learning 
materials, presentation formats and learner characteristics, in order to accurately 
identify and describe learning outcomes and cognitive performance. In this regard, 
chapter two discusses the major areas of knowledge that contribute towards fostering 
meaningful learning in the acquisition of introductory programming concepts 
through web-mediated environments. Reichel and Ramey (1987) describe a 
conceptual framework as a combination of broad ideas, knowledge and principles 
drawn from relevant research fields and useful tools to organise and support a 
research. As a result, the purpose of chapter two is to delineate the main constructs 
adopted in this research and the relationships among them (Miles & Huberman, 
1994).  The conceptual framework, therefore, is based on three foundational research 
domains: 1) conditions of learning, 2) instructional strategies, and 3) human 
information processing. These knowledge domains are identified in the literature as 
impacting on cognitive performance, particularly in web-mediated instructional 
systems. 
 
Therefore, to explain how the conceptual framework leads the literature review, the 
following sections will include: 
 conceptual framework, 
 learning theory and instructional theory: are they related? 
 conditions of learning, 
 instructional strategies, 
 knowledge organisation, 
 human information processing theories, 
 measuring human performance in a WMIS, and 
 summary 
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2. 2 Conceptual framework 
Learning is a process of knowledge acquisition carried out by an individual in 
response to a source of information. This is the commonsense view of learning 
(Mayer, 2002b). The individual possesses unique characteristics that include: 
cognitive preferences; prior knowledge; technology skills; information processing 
strategies and motivation. While the source of information is considered as ‘external’ 
to the learner (see Figure 2.1), it can be read, understood and represented in a 
person’s memory for constructing a mental picture. This information maybe designed 
in many ways, through a linear or complex ordering of information, using text or 
multimedia, visual or auditory modality, on paper or computer screen, and may be 
delivered in a synchronous or asynchronous manner (for the discussion on 
‘instructional strategies’ see section 2.5).  
 
The individual employs his or her unique characteristics to construct a mental 
representation of the information presented in the source (for the discussion on 
‘human information processing’ see section 2.7). As depicted in Figure 2.1, this 
study aims to articulate these three research paradigms. To draw accurate 
conclusions from the research, substantial effort was put into developing the best 
methodology to measure human cognitive performance when learning from the 
‘web-mediated instructional system’ (WMIS).  
 
Therefore, the investigation of the interactive effects of web-mediated instructional 
format on the cognitive learning performance is important. Ensuring that appropriate 
methodology and valid cognitive performance measuring tools were used, was very 
important important in order to legitimize my findings. Hence, my conceptual 
framework is based on three interrelated areas: the ‘conditions of learning’, 
‘instructional strategies’, and ‘human information processing’.  
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Figure 2.1: The conceptual framework  
 
Chapter-2 begins with a review of the relationship between learning theory and 
instructional theory, which is followed by a discussion of the conditions in which 
learning takes place, particularly in a web-mediated environment. The focus then 
turns to instructional strategies. There are several bodies of knowledge relating to the 
design of effective web-mediated instruction. Researchers and instructional designers 
may either employ one particular theory at the exclusion of all others, or adopt a 
more synergistic approach that integrates theory from several usually disparate fields. 
For this study, the latter approach was considered appropriate to facilitate the 
development of the WMIS. To complete the overall context of this research the 
relevant literature on web-mediated technology, the multimedia principles, human–
computer interactivity (HCI) and the knowledge organisation are also discussed. 
 
When describing ‘human information processing’, there are several theories that 
concentrate on human cognitive information processing such as: the cognitive load 
theory (CLT) (Sweller, et al., 1998); component display theory; dual coding theory 
(Paivio, 1986); information processing theory (Miller, 1956) and the cognitive theory 
of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2001, 2005a). This study however focuses on the 
CLT due to the implications of this theory to multimedia learning outcomes 
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(Niederhauser, et al.,2000; Seufert & Brunken, 2006). Human cognitive architecture 
has no logical central executive memory facility available in working memory when 
dealing with novel information (Sweller, 2005). Yet, the requirement for working 
memory limitation can be eliminated when dealing with previously stored 
information in long-term memory, because this familiar information can act as a 
central executive. Therefore, Sweller (2005) states that “instruction should act as 
substitute for the missing central executive when dealing with novel information and 
that factor, in turn, determines multimedia instructional principles”(p. 19). 
 
The dual coding theory and  information processing theory have served as a basis of 
the cognitive theory of multimedia learning. This theory is assumed to influence 
cognitive performance because according to Mayer (2009a), multimedia instruction 
should be designed to prime five cognitive processes: selecting relevant words; 
selecting relevant images; organising the selected words; organising the selected 
images and integrating these verbal and pictorial presentation with prior knowledge. 
Therefore, Mayer’s ‘multimedia principle’ (2001) proposes that people learn better 
with the combination of words and pictures than from words alone. 
 
Besides these theories, cognitive preferences are also considered to be a part of 
human information processing. The model used to measure cognitive preferences is 
based on Riding and Cheema’s (1991) Cognitive Style Analysis (CSA), as this 
cognitive performance measure is still widely used in many studies (Graff, 2003; 
Lee, 2007; Chen & Liu, 2008; Frias-Martinez, Chen & Liu, 2009). For instance, 
Graff (2003) used the CSA to examine the relationship between cognitive style and 
several forms of online learning and assessment methods. Graff believes that all 
cognitive styles can be grouped according to orthogonal dimensions (wholist-analytic 
and verbal-imagery dimensions). 
2. 3 Learning theory and instructional theory: Are they related? 
The decisions involved in the development of a WMIS are closely related to 
assumptions about the principles of human learning. However, not all learning 
theories are relevant to instruction because some describe how learning occurs 
without directly explaining what type of instruction should be employed to assist 
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learning (Reigeluth, 1999). For instance, a theory of learning might posit that the 
chemical composition of nerve cells changes when activated by a single learning 
event. This finding may be interesting by itself, but it cannot be used to support 
instructional design. Another learning theory suggests that presenting an ‘alerting’ 
signal before the presentation of the stimulus for learning activates some neural 
circuit, thus facilitating learning. This finding can be considered significant in 
designing instruction (Gagne, et al., 1992). The learning theories that are important 
to instructional design are those related to controllable events and conditions (Gagne, 
et al., 1992). Merrill (2001, p. 294) states that a “theoretical tool, in and of itself, is 
not an instructional design theory but defines instructional components that can be 
used to define instructional prescriptions more precisely”. 
 
This section highlights three mainstream learning theories: behaviourism, 
cognitivism and constructivism, which are reviewed within the context of 
instructional design. As proposed by Bednar, Cunningham, Duffy and Perry (1992, 
p. 19), “Instructional design and development must be based upon some theory of 
learning and/or cognition; effective instructional design is possible only if the 
developer has developed reflexive awareness of the theoretical basis underlying the 
design”. 
 
The perspective of the behaviourists is that learning is a set of responses to a stimulus 
(Sackney & Mergel, 2007). They postulate that the learner’s responses are guided to 
determine whether learning has occurred. The learning is thus seen to be effective 
when appropriate responses are strengthened by positive feedback, and incorrect 
responses resulted learners to move further according to predesigned instructional 
learning path. The goal of instruction is to optimise knowledge transfer in the most 
efficient manner (Bednar, et al., 1992). However, the early behaviourist researchers, 
such as Skinner (1904–1990), observed learning through experiments using animals 
as research subjects. In spite of its critics, behaviourism still colours social science 
research and has implications for today’s instructional design (Morrison, Ross & 
Kemp, 2009).  
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An implication of this earlier research relates to the development of instructional 
objectives, such that instructional designers often apply precise objectives (also 
referred to as Mager-style objectives), when writing instructional objectives in the 
cognitive domain. This approach is based on behavioural learning theory, which 
requires that a learner demonstrates an overt response indicating that they have 
mastered the learning content (Morrison, et al., 2009). The drill-practice programs, 
computer-based tutoring systems and assessment software are all examples of 
instructional technologies driven by ‘behaviourist learning theory’ (Jonassen, 2000). 
However, behaviourism has been challenged by the ‘Gestalt theory’, which posits 
that learning does not merely consist of stimulus–response connections but also 
involves cognitive processes (Laurillard, 2002). ‘Gestalt theory’ has provided a 
foundation for the emerging ‘cognitive learning theory’. As depicted by the famous 
picture of a young lady and an old woman (see Figure 2.2). As such, this single 
image can be structured internally in different ways by different people (Hanson, 
1958). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Old lady and young woman á la Toulouse-Lautrec (Hanson, 1958, p. 11) 
 
The earlier gestalt psychologists believed that human beings were intrinsically 
motivated to look for structure of visual field or problem (Wertheimer, 1968). This is 
an explanation of why the same graphical representation (see Figure 2.2) perceived 
differently by different people when presented in traditional format. People will see 
an old woman or a young lady depending on how they structured the image in their 
mind, as a whole or combination of parts (Riding & Cheema, 1991). People also give 
meaning to the image according to their existing skills, prior knowledge and 
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experience. The gestalt theory have been ignored in mainstream psychology but it 
does provide some useful guidelines on organising instructional materials (Brown, 
2004). 
 
Cognitive learning theory weakened in popularity in the late 1950s (Ertmer & 
Newby, 1993). While the behaviourists focused on maximising knowledge transfer, 
the cognitivists emphasise efficient information processing strategies (Bednar, et al., 
1992). Cognitive theory focuses not only on the relationships among external factors 
but also on those between external and internal factors (Mayer, 1987). An external 
factor involves learning outcomes and instructional manipulations, whereas internal 
factors include prior knowledge, cognitive learning processes and a learner’s skills. 
The cognitive approach examines the mental activities behind the behaviour such as 
paying attention in the acquisition of new knowledge and the effects of this 
knowledge on learning performance.  
 
Examining the effect of instruction on learning can only indirectly infer learning, 
based on discrete changes between states of knowledge, such as performance on a 
test (Mayer, 1987). Cognitivists believe that learning is not a passive process but 
rather that learning actively builds a personal schema by reorganising and activating 
existing schema (or cognitive concept), in the processing of new knowledge 
(Blanton, 1998). Discrete changes in our knowledge take place when a person’s 
existing schema is modified and expanded as the individual actively engaging in 
their learning processes.  
 
Constructivism can be referred to as a generative learning process theory, which was 
originated by Wittrock (1974). According to the constructivist view, learning is 
defined as the construction of internal representative knowledge or personal 
interpretation by individuals based on their perspective on the world and personal 
experience (Bruner, 1966; Bednar, et al., 1992; Mayer, 1992).  It has been said that 
the learner is “already a scientist” (Solomon, 1994, p. 16), who actively constructs 
knowledge according to personal experiences, goals, interests and beliefs (Cole, 
1992), rather than passively responding to stimuli. Constructivists believe that each 
person has their own unique interpretation of the world. As such, people make 
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decisions and are responsible for what, how and when they learn. Hence, on this 
account the concept of the global average learner is rejected (Bednar, et al., 1992). 
The role of teacher or instructor is to facilitate and support learning rather than 
driving a one-way information delivery medium.  
 
In addition, the instructional theories also aim at facilitating people learning by 
promoting effective, efficient and appealing instruction (Reigeluth, 1983). 
Instructional theories of themselves are generally influenced by three mainstream 
learning theories as previously discussed (behaviourism, cognitivism and 
constructivism). Yet Reigeluth has described ‘instructional theory’ as being; “design 
oriented (not description oriented), they describe methods of instruction and the 
situations in which those methods should be used, the methods can be broken into 
simpler component methods, and the methods are probabilistic” (1999, p. 7). Being 
design oriented entails that the instruction is focussing on attainment of learning 
goals or objectives, while description oriented is focussing on the results of given 
instruction.   
 
Methods of instruction are the ways to support and facilitate learning. For instance, 
they may gain learners’ attention and provide practice materials. Furthermore, 
Reigeluth (1999) suggests that methods of instruction can be broken into more 
detailed components. According to Gagne (1985), some of the components for 
gaining learners’ attention are appealing to the interest of the learner and stimulating 
the learners’ prior knowledge. For instance, in web-mediated instruction, the 
headings of information presented are usually highlighted, bolded or coloured to gain 
learners’ attention. The methods of instruction are probabilistic rather than 
deterministic by which the instruction is designed to increase the chances to achieve 
learning goals, rather than ensuring the attainments of learning goals.  
 
Thus, it is proposed that the decision over which theory to use as a basis for 
designing a WMIS, is straightforward. This is because the instructional design 
strategies that are outlined in this research were formed through the synthesis of all 
three learning theories (behaviourism, cognitivism and constructivism) and 
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Reigeluth’s instructional theory. It can be considered that cognitive learning theory is 
part of constructivist learning theory rather than a separate theory unrelated to others.  
 
In addition, this WMIS encourages learners to engage with the online learning 
environment at their own pace. Therefore, it is proposed that this approach aligns 
with the constructivists’ theory. However, this is not meant to imply that 
constructivist theory offers a one-stop solution for instructional designers; instead I 
am proposing that it provides clear direction and a design focus during the 
development process of an instructional system. The constructivist view is assumed 
to be relevant here because in web-mediated instructional strategies the learner 
actively participates in the learning process (Jacobson & Spiro, 1993). As the 
learning process is stimulated by external (methods of instruction) and internal 
factors of individual’s learning (cognitive preferences), the next section discusses 
those factors that were indicated as part of the ‘conditions of learning’ (McKay, 
2000a). 
2. 4 Conditions of learning 
Instructional planning is assumed to include a (instructional) design aimed at 
assisting individual learning (Gagne, et al., 1992). The term ‘individualised 
instruction’ has been widely used in education for the past few decades. It has been 
used in reference to diverse definitions and terms, such as student-centred, self-paced 
and self-directed instructions. Students decide what they want to learn and actively 
engage in the learning process, this is a central concept in a student-centred approach 
(Jones, 2007). Self-paced instruction allows learners to indicate their specific 
learning objectives and become actively involved in their learning activities to 
perform at the specific learning tasks (Morrison, et al., 2009). In self-directed 
instruction, the learners are responsible in their learning activities to achieve the 
learning objectives (Brockett & Hiemstra, 1991). Learning takes place among 
individual learners while teaching (or instruction) most commonly occurs in a group 
activity (Gagne, et al., 1992). Witkin, Moore, Goodenough and Cox (1977) propose 
that individuals differ in how they deal with and make decisions when learning with 
new materials and depend on both the ‘external’ and ‘internal’ individual’s 
‘conditions of learning’ factors (see Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2.3: The conditions of learning (adaptation from McKay, 2000a) 
 
In order to design effective instruction, one should consider Gagne’s instructional 
design theory known as the ‘conditions of learning’ (Gagne et al., 1992). They 
propose that instruction is a set of events or conditions that influence individuals in 
such a way that learning is facilitated (Gagne et al., 1992). As a result, these events 
are not only external to the learner (for instance as learning materials) but are also 
partly internal to them (as their various modes of cognitive processing). Web-
mediated instruction must therefore take into account such events that may affect 
learning, which are collectively called the ‘conditions of learning’ (Gagne, 1985). 
According to Gagne (1991), internal conditions of learning are the instructional 
conditions, which include such things as prerequisite skills and knowledge that the 
learner has acquired for use in further learning. These ‘conditions’ may include, for 
example, relevant prior skills and knowledge in programming to be recalled in 
learning (or training for) a new programming language. External conditions of 
learning are those events that provide stimulus to the learner or instructional 
strategies, such as how the teacher or trainer organises the instruction (learning 
hierarchy or information organisation) or what type of instruction is provided to the 
learner. 
 
Some principles derived from older learning theories have been used for many years 
and continue to be relevant in modern theories today, such as ‘contiguity’, 
‘repetition’ and ‘reinforcement’ principles (Gagne, et al., 1992), which are assumed 
to be external to the learner. A ‘contiguity principle’ means learning is a 
consequence of a combination of a stimulus and a response that occur shortly 
thereafter (Guthrie, 1952). The ‘repetition principle’ suggests that the learning 
activities are required to be repeated many times in order to promote learning and for 
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knowledge retention (Gagne, et al., 1992). The ‘reinforcement principle’ believes 
that learning is enhanced if learner is rewarded for each learning performance 
(Gagne, et al., 1992). Consequently, this study puts a greater emphasis on 
‘instructional strategies’ as they take into account how to stimulate the internal 
factors of the learner. Internal factors are not limited to prior skills and knowledge 
but also involve the complexity of ‘human information processing strategies’. This 
study thus applies these (Gagne) ‘external’ and ‘internal conditions of learning’ to 
the development of the WMIS for this thesis. In the next section, the literature 
relating to instructional strategies is reviewed and synthesised to support my 
conceptual framework. The instructional strategies considered include: web-
mediated technology; ICT elements such as textual and graphical metaphors adapted 
from McKay (2000a); multimedia and navigational facility. 
2. 5 Instructional strategies 
In selecting appropriate instructional strategies to be implemented in designing 
instructional systems for introductory programming concepts, with appropriate 
permission, I drew on the instructional programme employed by McKay (2000a), 
adapting my web-mediated learning content to focus on C++ instead of the original 
Bagley (1990) paper-based introductory Pascal programming language manuals, that 
were redesigned by McKay (2000a). 
 
Consideration should be given to several factors such as the learner cognitive 
preferences, choice of delivery system, task complexity and technology (Merrill, 
2001). In considering the learner, the constructivist assumes that learning occurs at 
the individual’s level. Thus, instruction should be designed to cater for individuals 
and not for groups of learners. Delivering instruction through web-mediated 
technology offers individuals the flexibility to access the instruction at their own 
pace and provides more time for reflection (Fetaji & Fetaji, 2007). In terms of 
learning-task complexity, an introductory programming concept is complex enough 
(as it involves high-element interactivity information) for experienced-learners let 
alone for novice-learners (Garner, Haden & Robins, 2005). Given this level of 
complexity, the instructional design must take into consideration that the learners 
will need to have adequate prerequisite knowledge or skills in order to acquire more 
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advanced skills or knowledge. Therefore, developing a unit of web-mediated 
instruction for this study was based on Gagne’s (Gagne, 1985) nine events of 
instruction as summarised in Table 2.1. In considering technology, ICT elements 
such as multimedia are assumed to have considerable weight in supporting learning.  
 
Table 2.1: Gagne’s nine events of instruction 
1. Gaining attention 
2. Informs the learner of the objective 
3. Stimulating recall of prerequisite learning 
4. Presenting the stimulus materials 
5. Providing learning guidance 
6. Eliciting the performance 
7. Providing feedback  
8. Assessing the performance 
9. Enhancing retention and transfer 
 
To further develop the discussion on instructional strategies, the following sub-
sections include: 
 web-mediated instruction, 
 instructional format: textual, 
 instructional format: multimedia,and 
 navigational facility. 
2.5.1 Web-mediated instruction 
The advent of a plethora of ICT tools and technology (such as internet-based 
software applications and authoring software tools) has opened new doors in course 
delivery and materials design. In light of the potential of these emerging technologies 
have for developing individualised instruction, web-mediated instruction has been 
increasingly utilised in both organisational and educational settings around the globe. 
The internet can be a very useful tool for learning and training because it encourages 
branched and non-linear instruction. This means that students can browse the 
information that has been created particularly for them in some instances and access 
materials that may have been provided to others to assist their learning (Brooks, 
Nolan & Gallagher, 2001). Yet not enough is known about the effectiveness of 
online learning and optimal delivery of instruction through the internet requires 
systematic analysis and research into how to effectively use the potential of web-
mediated technology (Ritchie & Hoffman, 1997). Moreover, the issues surrounding 
web-mediated instruction such as pedagogy, technology, interface design and 
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evaluation should be considered as well (Khan, 2001). Thus, it is thought that well-
designed, learner-centred interactive facilitated instruction that is, engaging, may be 
beneficial for remote learners.   
 
The term ‘web-mediated’ as used in this study refers to the utilisation of web 
technologies as a medium for delivering instruction. The term is used 
interchangeably throughout this thesis with the following terms: online learning, e-
learning, web-based learning, technology-mediated learning or web-based 
instruction. The rising demand for web-mediated instruction in the education and 
training sectors is due largely to its cost effectiveness and its potential to offer 
distance education or training to a growing number of learners who are dispersed 
geographically (Ryan, Scott, Freeman & Patel, 2000). The internet also allows 
communication of various types, such as synchronous (real-time) or asynchronous 
(over a period of time), in one-to-one or one-to-many, video or audio linked, or typed 
messages (Ryan et al., 2000). Earlier, numerous researchers predicted an accelerated 
growth of distance training (known as the ‘big bang theory’) as a result of the 
explosive growth of ICT (Hawkridge, 1995).  
 
Researchers are becoming interested in the effectiveness of the internet as an 
instructional device. For instance, Schrum and Hong (2002) proposed seven 
dimensions that contribute towards student success in web-mediated learning 
environments. These dimensions include: access to tools; experience of technology; 
learning preferences; study habits and skills; goals and purposes; lifestyle factors and 
personal traits; and learner characteristics. In terms of a learner’s characteristics, 
research findings by Chen (2010) revealed that learners with different cognitive 
styles have similar but non-linear approaches towards learning in web-mediated 
environments. Another study reveals that university students preferred structured and 
concept-based web-mediated instruction to a more traditional classroom approach 
(Yang & Tsai, 2008). Moreover, this study found that individual preference in web-
based learning was influenced by an individual’s ICT experiences.  
 
Other researchers have found that the integration of usability design into the 
instructional development process is a critical factor to success in web-mediated 
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instruction (Nam & Smith-Jackson, 2007). By simply transferring the instructional 
materials from one medium to another, without understanding that different mediums 
require different approaches to instructional design, can be detrimental to learning. 
For instance, web-mediated instructions are often developed based on instructional 
design models such as: the analysis; design; development; implementation and 
evaluation (ADDIE) model; and Dick and Carey’s model (Dick, Carey & Carey, 
2005; Dick, Carey & Carey, 2008). Yet these models lack any integration of usability 
design of HCI into their development processes (Nam & Smith-Jackson, 2007). This 
oversight is understandable as it has been found that knowledge construction requires 
ongoing and meaningful interactivity with technology and multiple channels of 
communication (Verhoeven & Graesser, 2008). Consequently, facilitating a 
meaningful learning process through a web-mediated instructional system demands 
more tailored instructional design that incorporates usability (van Merrienboer & 
Kester, 2005).  
 
Despite the potential of web-mediated instruction in educational and corporate 
settings, it comes with a price insofar as flexibility of access generally increases 
complexity, particularly in the designing of effective and appealing instruction. This 
is one of the challenges that must be addressed when seeking to take advantage of 
these new opportunities. Moreover, the ‘no significant difference’ phenomenon has 
been found in studies that examined whether technology-mediated instruction 
improves learning outcomes compared to traditional classroom-based learning. For 
instance, undergraduate students enrolled in a basic information technology (IT) 
skills training programme showed no significance difference in their performance in 
online learning, compared to their counterparts in the traditional learning 
environment (Piccoli, Ahmad & Ives, 2001). Alomyan (2004) summarised the 
findings of several studies that indicate that not all learners benefit from web-
mediated learning environments. Even though students have the opportunity to create 
their own learning path, the unstructured nature of the internet requires more time for 
some students to find the information they need (Ng & Gunstone, 2002).  
 
To date, conclusions on the effectiveness of web-mediated instruction are far from 
consistent and continue to be debated among researchers (Hsiao, Kuo & Chu, 2006; 
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Gupta & Bostrom, 2009). To further examine the effect of web-mediated instruction 
in terms of ‘instructional strategies’, the learning materials used in this study 
concentrated on both textual and multimedia formats. The following two sections 
discuss the literature on both types of these instructional formats. 
2.5.2 Instructional format: textual 
According to the multimedia principle as briefly discussed in chapter-1, section 
1.2.2, students learn better from learning materials presented using words and 
pictures than those using words alone (Mayer, 2001). Mayer previously concluded 
from several studies of his own that students are able to remember the information 
presented in the textual format (such as a descriptive passage) but are unable to 
utilise the information to solve problems in new situations (Mayer, 1996). One of his 
studies required students to listen to a brief passage on how bicycle tyre pumps work. 
The students’ performances were then measured using retention and transfer tests. 
The retention test called for the students to remember the information in the passage, 
while the transfer test aimed to examine how the student used the information to 
solve new problems. The results revealed that the students performed satisfactorily 
on the retention test but achieved poor results on the transfer test. The same pattern 
of results was discovered when the students had to read a written passage. Based on 
this finding, Mayer (1996) explored how students might make sense of expository 
text in order to achieve meaningful learning rather than rote learning. Mayer 
proposed a teaching method that he claimed can help students better understand texts 
whereby the student must participate in cognitive processes (selecting, organising 
and integrating) information in real academic tasks.  
 
In a further study by Mautone and Mayer (2001), they explored how to improve 
students’ understanding of text-based scientific explanations. They argued that 
signalling (or adding cues to the passage) will help students learn from the text more 
deeply. Subsequently, a number of studies have revealed that signalling (various 
types of signals such as topic overviews and headings) may indeed assist learning 
from text, because such signals foster the selection, organisation and integration of 
text-based information (Naumann, Richter, Flender, Christmann & Groeben, 2007). 
To support these findings, Naumann and co-researchers (2007) conducted two 
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experiments. Experiment-1 was aimed at testing the interaction effect of text 
structure and reading skill on learning outcome. They anticipated that learners with 
low-level reading skills would be superior on learning outcomes when given 
hypertext rather than linear text. On the other hand, learners with high-level reading 
skills were expected to show little or no difference between these two formats. 
Experiment-2 was conducted to gather more evidence to support the assumption that 
learners will achieve better learning outcomes with hypertext-specific topical and 
rhetorical signals (such as pointer words) than with linear text. In this experiment 
Naumann et al. (2007) included material in hypertext with reduced numbers of 
hyperlinks and a graphical overview instead of only hypertext with specific signals 
and linear text as used in experiment-1. From the results of both experiments, they 
found that learners with low-level reading skills showed a decline in learning 
outcomes when learning from linear text. However, no deteriorating effects were 
found on qualitative and quantitative aspects of learning outcomes when they learned 
from hypertext with specific signals. For learners with high-level reading skills, 
whether learning from linear text or hypertext with such signals, made no difference 
to their learning outcomes. 
 
According to the ‘cognitive flexibility theory’, the hypertext format when it includes 
a network map, assists learners in their information retrieval because it allows 
learners to proceed freely (‘criss-crossing’ behaviour) between the topics in a flexible 
manner. This form of flexible knowledge navigation is particularly beneficial when 
learning complex information (Jacobson & Spiro, 1993). Zumbach and Mohraz 
(2008) have drawn a similar conclusion in that learning with hypertext might be as 
good as, or even better than, learning with linear text if the task complexity exceeds a 
certain threshold. In their study, learners performed significantly better with the 
hypertext format in essay task performance and in a multiple-choice test, than did 
their counterparts exposed to a linear text format.  
 
Yet the advantages of hypertext were found to be limited in the Niederhauser et al. 
(2000) study. They suggested that the use of sequential and systematic strategies for 
reading the hypertext (left to right and top to down) was an effective approach to 
learning the content. They found, to the contrary, that readers who use the ‘criss-
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crossing’ approach tend to learn less than do those who adopt a systematic strategy. 
Surprisingly, the readers who used the ‘criss-crossing’ approach at the beginning of 
their reading then shifted to using a sequential navigation pattern—a strategy that 
enhanced their learning. The Niederhauser researchers proposed that these 
counterintuitive findings are associated with the cognitive load of the readers. The 
readers who adopted the default reading strategy as they did with paper-based text 
have effectively minimised their cognitive load because they did not then need to 
make decisions on which topic to read next. In contrast to this approach, the ‘criss-
crossing’ readers used their cognitive resources to decide which topics to proceed 
with. This inhibited a reader’s opportunity to integrate new knowledge into their 
existing schema, as the cognitive load associated increased with the navigation 
pattern they adopted. However, the readers who continued with the ‘criss-crossing’ 
approach at the beginning and then shifted to the default reading strategy may have 
come to realise that they could not efficiently process the information, using the 
initial strategy and therefore switched to a more effective approach. It was felt that 
this method resulted in a reduction in cognitive load, thus facilitating their learning. 
 
Considering all of the above findings, there is evidence that specific prior domain 
knowledge plays an important role in learning from text. Learners with adequate 
prior domain knowledge can be assumed to have greater opportunities to achieve 
better performance when learning from text. This improvement is due to their ability 
to integrate their prior domain knowledge with new information to construct their 
new knowledge. Hence, designing learning materials for novice-learners should take 
into account the impact of prior domain knowledge on facilitating learning. 
Designing text-based instruction by adding appropriate signals or graphical 
organisers may assist learning, particularly for novice-learners. For this study, the 
‘instructional strategies’ in the text-plus-textual format extends the McKay (2000a) 
study and were designed in parallel with the suggestions by DeStefano and LeFevre 
(2007). The text was presented in a hierarchical and linear format, according to the 
programming domain knowledge structure, as this is seen to increase cognitive 
resources and thereby reduce the need for decision-making. In a hierarchical 
structure, the learning content commences with a more general topic in which a more 
specific topic is embedded with the hyperlink. Whereas in linear structure, the 
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learning content is presented in linear order, in which each page is linked to allow the 
learner to move forward and backward (Niederhauser, 2008). This bidirectional 
format strategy allows the novice-learners to have access to additional mental 
resources to integrate and understand the learning materials. Moreover, this 
instructional format may avoid learners experiencing feelings of disorientation and 
confusion, because it is anticipated that learners will have acquired prior domain 
knowledge of traditional text-based formats. These structures are useful for novice-
learners because they offer conceptual information on how topics are related in a 
hypertext system (Shapiro, 2008).  
 
Research on how to improve learning from text provides practical guidelines to 
instructional designers. However, further research is needed, especially for designing 
online educational materials using text-based instructions. Besides the textual format, 
there are other options for presenting learning materials to maximise cognitive and 
learning performance. The next section reviews the research on multimedia 
instructional formats. 
2.5.3 Instructional format: multimedia 
The term multimedia invokes a variety of meanings. One might define multimedia as 
a ‘live’ performance in which images are displayed on a screen in front of an 
audience and sounds are relayed through speakers. Alternatively, multimedia might 
refer to an online lesson in the form of graphics displayed on a computer screen with 
spoken words emitted through the computer’s speakers. It can also be interpreted as a 
‘power point presentation’ alongside a presenter’s corresponding commentary 
(Mayer, 2005b). Given this range of interpretations, multimedia is defined in this 
study according to Mayer’s (2005c) definition; as my materials are presented in more 
than one format, such as words and (static or animated) pictures. Multimedia is a 
technology or (digital) medium that offers many new opportunities, except that 
knowing how to use this technology effectively to facilitate learning and 
comprehension, remains in dispute (Rouet, Lowe & Schnotz, 2008). The multimedia 
principle suggests that learning outcomes improve if the learning materials are 
presented in words and pictures rather than words alone (Mayer, 2001; 2005c). 
Multimedia presentations are believed to have their own strength due to the ability to 
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display multiple representations of information (Ardac & Unal, 2008). Gagne et. al 
(1992) proposed that instruction should be designed to capture a learner’s attention 
as soon as learning takes place. Multimedia can serve this immediate need as it can 
stimulate learners to engage in their learning early by presenting information in 
highly attractive ways (Schraw & Lehman, 2001). 
 
Multimedia instruction is assumed to assist comprehension of procedural information 
(such as product assembly), as it can use text to explain sequential information and 
display pictures to illustrate spatial relations between various instructional 
components (Brunye, Taylor, Rapp & Spiro, 2006). To investigate the degree to 
which multimedia instruction facilitates the learning of procedural information, 
Brunye et al. (2006) compared three instructional representation formats: a 
combination of text and picture (multimedia); single-format text; and single-format 
picture. In their study, the 18 steps of product assembly were presented in three 
blocks of six steps. Since the multimedia instructional formats were inherently 
redundant as the text and picture describe similar information, the single-format text 
and picture presented the same information twice (such as picture above picture or 
text above text) concurrently. Not surprisingly, the results showed that participants 
recalled more information, and made faster and more accurate decisions, with the 
multimedia format. Furthermore, the multimedia instructional format resulted in 
improved memory for the procedural knowledge acquisition, than the picture only 
format, because participants could add more information with the supplied text.  
 
Besides static pictures, animation or dynamic visualisation are usually included in 
multimedia instruction because it is assumed that animation has far more impact on 
student understanding than static pictures, particularly for scientific explanations. 
While on the one hand, in explaining the process of lightning formation or how a 
tsunami is triggered, animation can reduce cognitive load, because the learner no 
longer needs to reconstruct the process in their mind from a sequence of static 
pictures (Catrambone & Seay, 2002; Cohen & Hegarty, 2007; Hoffler & Leutner, 
2007). On the other hand, animation sometimes will increase cognitive load due to 
the temporal limits of working memory because animation displays different visual 
frames over time, so that a new frame causes the previous one to disappear. The 
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process of this type of frame transition provides transient information that disrupts 
the learner from retaining the information in their memory, as they try to integrate 
the new image (or information) (Boucheix & Schneider, 2009).  
 
Therefore, presenting (screen-based) information in integrated sequential static 
pictures may offer permanent information to be stored in peoples’ memories and 
improve their functional mental models, particularly for learners with heightened 
spatial abilities (Boucheix & Schneider, 2009). However, some learners may 
misinterpret the instruction. So adding appropriate signalling cues, text, carefully 
chosen static pictures and instructional conditions, such as implementing a forward 
and backward (knowledge navigation) function may improve learning in web-
mediated instruction (Paas, van Gerven & Wouters, 2007).  
 
Web-mediated instruction often employs hypermedia and hypertext technologies 
which allow a digitally encoded instructional format of text and multimedia to be 
accessed by individuals at their own pace via hyperlinks (Jacobson, 2008). The 
flexibility afforded by the non-linearity possibilities of hypermedia/hypertext is one 
of the advantages offered by web-mediated instruction (Laurillard, 2002). However, 
learners browsing through web-mediated instruction are diverse, in terms of their 
prior domain knowledge, skills, characteristics and needs, with low-ability learners 
found to have difficulties with hypermedia (Dillon & Gabbard, 1998; Lawless, 
Brown, Mills & Mayall, 2003). In this regard, knowledge navigation strategies have 
been shown to be important when designing web-mediated instruction, particularly 
for novice-learners (Chen, et al., 2006). The next section discusses the empirical 
evidence on how knowledge navigational strategies may support learning. 
2.5.4 Navigational facility 
Knowledge acquisition through web-mediated environments offers many adaptive 
mechanisms, such as navigational tools. These tools promote a flexible approach to 
how people traverse the information as it is presented to them through various web-
pages. Without suitable (knowledge) navigational design strategies, learning from 
web-mediated instruction may become problematic for some learners due to the 
potential for their disorientation (Edwards & Hardman, 1999). It is proposed that 
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designing information more explicitly and structurally according to a linear 
navigation strategy may assist learners to better assimilate information (Dillon & 
Gabbard, 1998). In addition, giving some level of control to the learner in a web-
mediated environment has shown to have a positive effect on learning (Corbalan, 
Kester & van Merrienboer, 2006). The Corbalan researchers (2006) study revealed 
that learning is more efficient and effective with personalisation of learning tasks 
rather than a fixed sequence. This type of personalisation results from learning tasks 
being provided by an instructional agent (the computer) according to the learner’s 
needs (McKay, 2000a). When a learner has full control over the selection of their 
learning tasks, learning may become more appealing and promote the development 
of a learner’s self-regulatory skills. Given full control to learner can be explained by 
the fact that the learner has the freedom to select the required learning task to suit 
their current state of knowledge, interests and preferences (van Merrienboer, 
Schuurman, de Crook & Paas, 2002).  
 
How much learner-control that is appropriate depends on the learning content, the 
complexity of the task and the learner’s characteristics (Dillon & Gabbard, 1998). In 
terms of learner characteristics, Kopcha and Sullivan (2008) tested the achievements 
of learners with both high and low levels of prior domain knowledge on a program-
controlled and learner-controlled computer-based instructional programme. Their 
results revealed that high prior domain knowledge levels meant that learners 
performed better on the post-test when the instruction matched with their preferences 
for control (ie: knowledge navigation). The explanation for this improvement may be 
because learners with high levels of prior domain knowledge are aware of their 
preferences and possess the skills and knowledge around what and how learning 
should take place to suit their needs. In contrast, low levels of prior domain 
knowledge led learners to score higher when their preferences for control were 
mismatched with the instructions they receive. The desire to finish more quickly and 
more easily may have contributed to this finding. The low prior domain knowledge 
learners may not have received adequate instruction because they were unaware of 
their learning requirements. 
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A number of studies indicate that learners can be distinguished by determining their 
knowledge navigational profiles. For instance, McDonald and Stevenson (1998) 
conducted research to examine how knowledgeable and non-knowledgeable learners 
performed in hypertext systems. Their instructional system was designed to have 
three conditions: hierarchy, nonlinear, and mixed (a combination of hierarchy and 
nonlinear conditions). The learners under the mixed conditions performed better than 
those under the other two conditions. As expected, knowledgeable learners 
outperformed non-knowledgeable learners. The researchers concluded that both text 
structure and prior domain knowledge levels affect performance on the hypertext 
system. In the mixed conditions, learners were allowed to browse through their 
preferred (knowledge navigation) path and were not limited to a single path, and 
could jump here and there across the cross-referential links to a new section.  
 
Although this condition offers a certain amount of freedom, the hierarchical 
framework that formed the navigational structure prevented the learners from 
experiencing any disorientation. Another study also reveals that prior domain 
knowledge influences the performance of reading comprehension in computer-based 
learning (Calisir, Eryazici & Lehto, 2008). The performance of knowledgeable 
learners under four conditions (linear text, hierarchical hypertext, mixed hypertext 
and generative text) shows no significant differences. Interestingly, non-
knowledgeable learners performed differently, according to the instructional 
condition they were assigned. The performance of non-knowledgeable learners was 
superior in hierarchical and generative conditions than under the other two 
conditions. The results can be explained by the fact that, under generative conditions, 
the learners were able to generate and use notes about the text. This facility assists 
reading comprehension among non-knowledgeable learners. This finding parallels 
that of McDonald and Stevenson’s (1998) study, which identified that non-
knowledgeable learners are assisted by navigational aids, more than are 
knowledgeable learners when learning in a hypermedia environment. 
 
Experts and novices have been found to differ in how they represent information 
(Chi, 2000). Having identified how students formed their strategies when navigating 
web-mediated instruction, attention is now turned to how the learning materials 
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should be organised to facilitate student learning and easy knowledge navigation. As 
novice- and experienced-learners may represent different types of information and 
knowledge differently in web-mediated environments. It is important to organise 
computer programming knowledge according to the most suitable knowledge 
hierarchy, particularly as the way knowledge is organised has been found to be 
crucial to knowledge acquisition (Puntambekar & Goldstein, 2007).  
2. 6 Knowledge organisation 
Learning how to program is difficult for most individuals, let alone for novice-
learners. As Dijkstra (1982) asserts, programming is “one of the most difficult 
branches of applied mathematics” (p.14). The complexity is confirmed in the 
literature for many reasons, including: a lack of prior domain knowledge (de-Raadt, 
2007); a lack of problem-solving skills (Soloway, Bonar & Ehrlich, 1983; Deek & 
McHugh, 1998); a lack of suitable technology and effective pedagogy integration in 
the classroom; individual differences in cognitive styles (Tai, Yu, Lai & Lin, 2003; 
Mancy & Reid, 2004; Papanikolaou, et al., 2006); individual differences in spatial 
ability (Mayer, Dyck & Vilberg, 1986; Cox, Fisher & O’Brien, 2005; Fincher, et al., 
2005; Jones & Burnett, 2008); and inappropriate strategies used in course design 
(Robins, Rountree & Rountree, 2003) are some of the problems reported in the 
literature. Thus, it is unquestionable that novice-learners have problems when 
learning how to program. The most frequent problem encountered in learning 
concerns the computer ‘control structure’ concepts, such as loops or repetition 
(Garner, et al., 2005). 
 
For instance: it is thought that novice-learners face these difficulties because they 
lack the characteristics or ability required to construct the abstract mental 
representations of programming knowledge that experts are able to develop 
(Weidenbeck, 2005) more readily. When given four consecutive lines of (computer 
programming) looping codes, experts may represent the code as a single unit in their 
working memory; thus such information can be easily transferred into their long-term 
memory for future use. However, it is thought that the novice-learner may represent 
the same code as independent units in their working memory, thereby storing the 
code in their long-term memory in a disorganised pattern. At retrieval time, the 
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novice-learner may therefore have difficulties reconstructing the code-elements into 
a meaningful knowledge pattern.  
 
Therefore, with the aim of identifying ways to better assist novice-learners in their 
acquisition of introductory programming knowledge, this section now describes how 
information or instructional materials should be “organized in such a way that they 
{the materials} can be easily retrieved” (Gagne, et al., 1992, p. 83). The instructional 
materials developed in this study are based on the ‘conditions of learning’ theory first 
published in 1965 by Robert Gagne and revisited by McKay (2000a). Even though 
his theory was developed more than 40 years ago, it is still applicable to instructional 
design and instructional technology today; as it has been embedded within newer 
theories and models such as: the ‘instructional transaction theory’ (ITT) (Merrill, 
1999), the ‘elaboration theory’ (Reigeluth, 1999) and the ‘attention, relevance, 
confidence and satisfaction’ (ARCS) model of motivational design (Keller, 1987). 
 
Table 2.2: Five categories of learned capabilities 
 
Learning how to write a computer program involves many different cognitive skills 
(McKay, 2000a). These cognitive skills are related to five categories of human 
capabilities (Gagne, 1985). Aronson and Briggs (1983) argue that these capabilities 
are important to identify what type of instruction suits each learning outcome. It 
should be noted that the process of learning is not an event that happens naturally as 
it occurs under a variety of certain instructional conditions that may differ from one 
person to another (Gagne, 1985). There are five categories of learning outcomes 
(Gagne, et al., 1992), which describe five types of human capabilities that are learned 
(Gagne, 1985): intellectual skills; cognitive strategies; verbal information; attitudes 
Learned Capabilities Description 
Intellectual skills Permit the learner to carry out symbolically controlled procedures 
Cognitive strategies The means by which learners exercise control over their own 
learning processes 
Verbal information The facts and organised ‘knowledge of the world’ stored in the 
learner’s memory 
Attitudes  The internal states that influence the personal action choices of a 
learner 
Motor skills The movement of skeletal muscles organised to accomplish 
purposeful actions 
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and motor skills (see Table 2.2). Before designing instruction, the question that needs 
to be answered is: what are the learning outcomes expected to be, or put more simply 
what is to be learned? (Gagne, et al., 1992, p. 53). The answer may fall into one or 
more of the following categories of learning outcomes. 
 
For this study, three categories of learned capabilities are defined: verbal 
information, cognitive strategies and intellectual skills. The systematic design of the 
introductory programming web-mediated learning materials was based on these 
categories. The instruction should begin as a reminder of the knowledge or skills that 
may have been previously learned by the learner and gradually progress towards 
more complex tasks or the (new) domain knowledge to be taught (Gagne, 1985). The 
reason for this is that the learning of lower-level declarative knowledge (basic facts) 
will facilitate the acquisition of higher-level procedural knowledge. From the 
perspective of cognitive science, knowledge can be classified into two categories: 
declarative or procedural knowledge. The former refers to the knowledge of 
‘knowing that’ and the latter refers to the knowledge of ‘knowing how’ (Gagne, 
1985; Brien & Eastmond, 1994). 
 
Declarative knowledge consists of a hierarchy of cognitive units (propositions or 
spatial images) whereby the limits of each unit are related to the ability of a person’s 
working memory to process information generally into no more than five cognitive 
components or chunks) (Anderson, 1983). Declarative knowledge “corresponds to 
things we are aware we know and can usually describe to others” (Anderson & 
Lebiere, 1998, p. 5). It answers the question of ‘what’ we should know in order to do 
something. One example of declarative knowledge is expressed in the statement: “all 
computer programs, no matter how simple or how complex, are written using one or 
more of three basic structures: sequence, repetition and selection” (Zak, 2008, p 5). 
Schunk (2008) refers to declarative knowledge as ‘knowing that’ or knowing the 
facts, abstract knowledge or subjective beliefs. Alternatively, Ormrod (2008) defines 
declarative knowledge as knowledge that can be acquired through textbooks, 
teachers, our experience and the environment around us. 
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Procedural knowledge “is knowledge that we display in our behaviour but we are not 
conscious of” (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998, p. 5). It consists of a condition-action (if-
then) relationship, whereby an if-then relation has the characteristic of a procedure as 
it involves at least two steps (Gagne, 1985). Procedural knowledge (with embedded 
rules) also refers to a set of instructions that must be completed to perform a given 
task (Gagne, 1985). Examples of procedural knowledge are ‘the knowledge about 
how car’s braking system works’ and ‘how to write a computer program to calculate 
salary for a thousand employees’ (McKay, 2000a). Unlike declarative knowledge, 
which may be acquired faster with conscious effort (due to the rule-based nature of 
the learning required), the process of storing procedural knowledge is longer as it 
takes place gradually (Anderson, 1983, 1996), due to the embedded rules required to 
complete the task (McKay, 2000a).  
 
Although declarative and procedural knowledge have been interpreted in the 
literature in a variety of ways. Yet Gagne, Yekovich and Yekovich (1993) have 
clearly distinguished between the two, as follows. Firstly, that declarative knowledge 
is relatively static, while procedural knowledge is more dynamic. Secondly, that the 
activation and retrieval of declarative knowledge requires more time and more 
conscious effort, whereas the activation and retrieval of procedural knowledge is 
faster and automatic (unconscious) and can be sped up with practice.  
 
Since the distinction made by researchers between these two categories of knowledge 
varies depending on specific viewpoints adopted by the specific researcher, this 
study uses the term as defined by Gagne (1985). It should therefore be noted that 
Gagne further refers to declarative knowledge as ‘verbal information’ as well as 
‘basic rules’ in his description of intellectual skill capabilities; whereas he defines 
procedural knowledge as the ‘knowing how’ of knowledge/skill development. This 
procedural knowledge involves intellectual skill (higher-order rules) and cognitive 
strategy capabilities (McKay, 2000a). 
 
Gagne (1985) argues that once the ‘external conditions’ necessary for learning have 
been identified, such as intellectual skills, the learning process will activate the 
internal processes required for effective learning (see Figure 2.3). Therefore it is 
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proposed that the most important concern in relation to engaging these internal 
processes is the information processing strategies imposed by the instructional 
strategies to deal with programming tasks in a web-mediated environment.   
2. 7 Human information processing theories 
The acquisition of programming knowledge through any technical system (such as a 
web-mediated instructional system (WMIS)), depends on the constraints of human 
information processing (Gyselinck, Jamet & Dubois, 2008). Students who typically 
(as novice-learners) may deal with such educational information systems with 
limited working memory capacity; and with these limited resources, may need to 
select and organise their verbal and pictorial information received, to integrate that 
newly acquired information with their prior domain knowledge, storing it in their 
long-term memory for future use (Mayer & Moreno, 2003). As the learning 
paradigm shifted from behaviourism, to cognitivism and then constructivism, so did 
instructional science as it took individual differences into account (Tobias, 2010). In 
order to foster meaningful learning using multimedia and hypermedia, it is vital to 
understand how adult learners may process the multimedia messages they receive. 
This study examines individual differences in human information processing based 
on three theoretical views: cognitive theory of multimedia learning, cognitive load 
theory and cognitive style theory.  
2.7.1 Cognitive theory of multimedia learning 
Learning occurs when an individual processes new information and integrates this 
information with prior domain knowledge to construct new knowledge. As said 
above, when the process of the construction of new knowledge leads to changes in 
the long-term memory it may be considered that learning has occurred (Schnotz & 
Kurschner, 2007). Determinations about the optimal design of web-mediated 
instructional system may then be influenced by the designer’s underlying conception 
of learning (Mayer, 2005c). There are three perspectives on (or metaphors for) 
multimedia learning that have been proposed by Mayer (1992, 2005c): multimedia 
learning as response strengthening; multimedia learning as information acquisition 
and multimedia learning as knowledge construction. 
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In the first metaphor, Mayer says that if decisions on the instructional design are 
based on the view of multimedia learning as response strengthening, it is assumed 
that learning occurs when a learner increases or decreases an association between a 
stimulus and a response. The stimulus-response connection strengthens when a 
correct response is rewarded and weakens when an incorrect response is punished. 
The role of the learner in building the connection, is to provide responses and receive 
(timely) feedback on their responses. So the learner passively receives rewards and 
punishments; while the role of the instructor is to control these rewards and 
punishments, for example through administering the instructional event by supplying 
a prompt or question. The instructional designer’s role in this metaphor is to develop 
a learning environment for practising skill development with feedback, such as an 
online quiz. This perspective remains relevant for most of today’s web-mediated 
instruction, particularly when the instruction strategy’s goal is to aid students to 
obtain specific skills. However, it has been criticised for being incomplete because it 
only assists learning, yet does not facilitate meaningful learning (Mayer, 2005c). 
 
It seems that Mayer’s second metaphor was developed as part of a reaction against 
the response strengthening criticism view. Multimedia learning as information 
acquisition is based on the assumption that learning takes place when a learner adds 
new information to their memory. According to this second metaphor, multimedia is 
assumed to be a vehicle for efficiently delivering information to the learner. The 
learner’s role in this perspective is to passively acquire information and to commit it 
to their memory. The role of the instructor is to present information through lectures 
or textbooks; while the instructional designer in this scenario, is responsible for 
creating a learning environment that exposes the learner to a measured amount of 
information, such as an online ‘power point presentation’ or a similar digital 
resource. This metaphor is also called the ‘commodity view’ because information is 
seen as a commodity that can be transferred directly from a teacher to the learner, or 
it can be transmitted from one place to another (Mayer, 2005c). The appropriateness 
of this perspective depends on the instructional objectives. If for instance, the 
instructional goal is to help people learn isolated pieces or units of information, this 
approach may be appropriate. However, this information acquisition perspective is 
incomplete if the instruction aims to promote ‘understanding’. As such, it has been 
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criticised for conflicting with our common knowledge of how people learn (Mayer, 
2005c), which does not treat information as a commodity, and instead prefers to 
acknowledge a more constructivist approach.  
 
The third metaphor (multimedia learning as knowledge construction) is in direct 
opposition to the previous perspective. Instead it conveys that, multimedia learning is 
understood as a knowledge construction process. This metaphor is based on the 
notion that learning is an ongoing process, where we actively construct a mental 
representation in our working memory from the presented materials (Mayer, 2005c). 
According to this perspective, the learner’s role is that of a ‘sense-maker’ who when 
receiving a multimedia presentation, seeks to integrate this material into a coherent 
(internal) mental representation. Therefore, an instructor provides cognitive guidance 
on these academic tasks to support the learner’s cognitive processing; while the role 
of the instructional designer, is to produce an instructional environment in which the 
learner can interact meaningfully with the materials presented, by providing guidance 
choices of what to select, and how to organise and integrate this material with prior 
domain knowledge. Multimedia in this perspective acts as an aid to knowledge 
construction, which varies from one learner to another. This may explain why the 
learning outcomes differ when two different learners are presented with the same 
multimedia materials. For the purposes of this study, this metaphor was considered 
most appropriate to guide the design of my WMIS, because the instructional goal of 
this research experiment is to promote a meaningful learning environment for the 
acquisition of introductory programming concepts.  
 
In addition, this third multimedia learning metaphor is more consistent with the 
constructivist learning theory to explain that learners actively process the information 
they receive during an instructional event (Bednar, et al., 1992). This process 
includes: selecting the relevant information; organising the selected materials by 
building coherent (internal) mental knowledge; and integrating the selected materials 
with prior domain knowledge to develop meaningful learning (Wittrock, 1974; 
Mayer, 1996). Hence, it is proposed that ICT elements such as multimedia may have 
the potential to lead students to engage in active cognitive processing during 
learning, thus facilitating knowledge construction (Mayer, 2005a; Graesser, Chipman 
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& King, 2008). The decision over which learning metaphor should underpin the 
design of my WMIS relies heavily on the common understanding from the literature 
of how people learn from multimedia instruction. As such, there are three main 
cognitive theories that explain how people learn from words and pictures: cognitive 
load theory (CLT); dual-coding theory and the working memory (Mayer, 2002a).  
 
In the first theoretical stance, Miller suggests that working memory can hold about 
seven elements of information at a time (Miller, 1956). While Sweller’s CLT 
assumes that our working memory has limited capacity to process information 
simultaneously (Sweller, 1988; 2005). The CLT presupposes that the working 
memory becomes unlimited when dealing with information already stored in the 
long-term memory (Paas, Renkl & Sweller, 2004; Sweller, 2005). The major claim 
of CLT is that it provides guiding principles for instructional design and for 
presenting materials in line with the capacity of working memory to optimise 
learning (Sweller, et al., 1998). A more detailed discussion of CLT is presented in 
the following thesis section (2.7.2). 
 
In the second theoretical stance that underpins this study is the ‘dual-coding theory’ 
that was first proposed by Paivio (1971; 1986). In this theory, it is suggested that 
verbal information and non-verbal (imagery) information are processed through two 
distinct classes of mental channel and that they are (metaphorically) interconnected 
(Clark & Paivio, 1991; Sadoski & Paivio, 2001). It is assumed that these two 
memory related channels are ‘verbal’ and ‘visual’. In other words, if the instructional 
material is presented in both a verbal and a non-verbal format, the information is 
processed and stored in these two different channels simultaneously. However, if the 
material is presented in either verbal or non-verbal format but not both, it is also 
assumed it is processed and stored in only one location. Clearly, according to 
Sadoski and Paivio (2001), the chances of retrieving information that is stored in two 
distinct memory channels are higher than if it were stored in only one channel. In 
summary: recalling; recognising; retaining and retrieving information, are all 
assumed to be improved when the learning materials are presented in both visual and 
verbal formats (Sadoski & Paivio, 2001).  
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The term ‘working memory’ was first coined by Miller, Galanter and Pribram 
(1960). In this thesis, the term is based on its meaning within cognitive psychology 
domain. Whereas the term emerged from an earlier model of short-term memory 
(Baddeley, 2000) researchers. As mentioned previously in this section, working 
memory can process or hold a limited number (seven plus or minus two) of units of 
novel information at any given time (Miller, 1956). The mental processing includes: 
combining, manipulating or comparing not more than between two and four elements 
(or chunks of information), regardless of their instructional format (digits, letters, 
words or other units). For instance, some learners may be able to process about one 
sentence of a verbal narration and about 10 seconds of the animation (such as video) 
at the same time (Mayer, 2003). According to Peterson and Peterson (1959), without 
rehearsal or repetition, almost all of the contents of working memory vanishes within 
20 seconds of its inclusion therein. By contrast, it is also thought that the limitations 
of working memory are eliminated, if the information is already stored in the long-
term memory (Sweller, 2005).  
 
The central feature of the ‘cognitive theory of multimedia learning’ (CTML) (Mayer, 
2001), is based on these aforementioned theories. Besides the two assumptions 
concerning dual channels and limited capacity, CTML also assumes that learners 
engage in active processing (Figure 2.4). To promote meaningful learning in 
multimedia learning environments, CTML specifies three main cognitive processes: 
selecting, organising and integrating (Mayer, 2005c). The first cognitive process is 
referred to here as ‘selecting’. This means that the multimedia materials may include 
words (spoken or written) and pictures (static or animated). The spoken words enter 
through our ears and the pictures enter through our eyes. The relevant words selected 
are processed in our verbal working memory, and these may include some of the 
spoken words, while the selected pictures are processed in our visual working 
memory. 
 
The second cognitive process is referred to as ‘organising’. This process involves 
organising the selected words into a coherent verbal representation in our verbal 
working memory, and organises the selected pictures into a coherent visual 
representation in our visual working memory. While the third cognitive process, is 
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referred to as ‘integrating’. The integrating process refers to building an interactive 
connection between novel information (verbal or visual representation) and our 
existing knowledge. Thus, designing multimedia instruction should consider these 
processes in order to maximise its potential for knowledge construction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML)(Mayer, 2005b, p. 37) 
 
The CTML relates to how people process multimedia messages. Figure 2.4 shows 
that the CTML is based on three main ideas as described earlier: the dual-channel 
assumption; the limited capacity assumption; and the active cognitive processing. 
Firstly, the CTML depicts how people possess two separate processing systems, 
namely an auditory or verbal channel and a visual or pictorial channel (the dual-
channel assumption). Secondly, that people can process a limited amount of 
information in each channel at any time in their working memory (the limited 
capacity assumption). Thirdly, that people or learners are sense-makers who may 
engage in active cognitive processing to construct coherent mental representations of 
the information that they receive during instruction. As mentioned earlier in this 
section, the cognitive processes involved in active learning commence with selecting 
relevant words and relevant pictures.   
 
Figure 2.4 shows that in this ‘memory model’ the words and pictures that come from 
a multimedia presentation as indicated at the left side of the figure, and enters our 
sensory memory through our eyes and ears as shown in the sensory memory box. 
This process then continues by organising selected words into a verbal mode (of 
communication transmission) and selected pictures into a pictorial mode. Therefore, 
can we assume then, that the words and pictures that may be selected from the raw 
information go into our working memory (indicated by left side of working memory 
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box). By contrast, the right side of the working memory box indicates the knowledge 
that is already constructed in working memory.  
 
Finally, the learner may integrate the constructed pictorial and verbal models with 
their relevant prior domain knowledge, to form a coherent mental representation by 
bringing forward their prior domain knowledge from their long-term memory into 
their working (short-term) memory. The CTML provides useful insights for 
understanding multimedia design principles, such as the ‘multimedia principle’, 
which suggests that presenting materials in words and pictures is better than words 
alone.  
 
As presented in Table 2.3, Mayer initially articulated seven principles for fostering 
multimedia learning: the multimedia; coherence; redundancy; spatial contiguity; 
temporal contiguity; individual differences and modality principles (2001). As 
research in this area continues to develop, Mayer (2009a) introduced six new 
principles, based on: signalling; segmenting; pre-training; personalisation; voice and 
image (see Table 2.3). One of his original principles, individual differences, was 
recast as a boundary condition in his more recent research.  
 
Table 2.3: Mayer’s learning principles (Mayer, 2001, 2009a) 
Mayer’s Principles Description 
Multimedia  People learn better form words and pictures than from words 
alone.  
 
Principles for reducing extraneous processing   
Coherence People learn better when extraneous materials (words pictures 
or sounds) are excluded rather than included. 
Redundancy People learn better from graphics and narration than from 
graphics, narration, and on on-screen text. 
Spatial contiguity People learn better when corresponding words and pictures are 
presented near rather than far from each other on the screen or 
page. 
Temporal contiguity People learn better when corresponding words and pictures are 
presented simultaneously rather than successively.  
Signalling  People learn better when cues that highlight the organization of 
learning materials are included. 
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Principles for managing essential processing 
modality People learn more deeply from pictures and narration text than 
from pictures and on-screen text. 
Segmenting People learn better when a multimedia lesson is presented in 
user-paced segments rather than as a continuous unit. 
Pre-training People learn better from a multimedia message when they 
know the names and characteristics of the main concepts. 
 
Principles for fostering generative processing 
Personalisation  People learn better from multimedia message when words are 
in conversational style rather than formal style. 
Voice  People learn better when the words in multimedia presentation 
are spoken by human voice rather than by a machine voice. 
Image  People do not necessarily learn better from multimedia message 
when the speaker’s image is added on the screen rather than not 
on the screen. 
Principle that was recast as a ‘boundary condition’ 
Individual differences Design effects that are effective for beginner may not be 
effective for more experienced learners. 
 
For the purposes of this study, the instructional materials were developed according 
to the multimedia principle as discussed in section 2.5.3. Designing web-mediated 
instructional materials is not limited to merely following the multimedia principle, it 
should also focus on implementing an instructional design that effectively promotes 
the use of our working memory resources. In managing cognitive resources 
effectively, the cognitive load theory (CLT) provides a framework to serve this 
needs.   
2.7.2 Cognitive load theory 
The aim of developing the CLT was “to provide guidelines intended to assist in the 
presentation of information in a manner that encourages learner activities that 
optimise intellectual performance” (Sweller, et al., 1998, p. 251). An appreciation for 
a human-being’s cognitive architecture such as the relationship between working 
memory and long-term memory is vital in order to design effective instruction. 
Without this important knowledge the effectiveness of the instruction is likely to be 
random (Sweller, 2005). Moreover, understanding of human cognitive architecture 
underpins the development of ‘cognitive load theory’. As previously explained, CLT 
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is dependent on acknowledgement of the limitations of working memory (Kalyuga, 
Chandler & Sweller, 2000). Our concept of ‘working memory’ is as “…a brain 
system that provides temporary storage and manipulation of the information 
necessary for such complex cognitive tasks as language comprehension, learning 
and reasoning” (Baddeley, 1992, p. 556). Therefore, in order to understand why 
some learning materials appear to be processed automatically while others appear to 
need some time to be understood, attention should be given to the interactions 
between our working memory and our long-term memory (Sweller, 2005).  
 
Working memory has limited capacity for storing and processing novel information 
at any one time, whereas long-term memory has unlimited capacity in storing 
information in organised and hierarchical schemas (Kalyuga et al., 2000). If the 
learning task exceeds the working memory’s capacity, the learner must discard some 
of the units of information. Consequently, it is assumed that our complete schema 
cannot be constructed immediately in our long-term memory. Learning is seen to 
have occurred if alterations take place in our long-term memory (Sweller, 2005). 
Thus, if there has been no alteration in our long-term memory, it can be said that 
perhaps nothing has been learned. Once again, the fundamental principle of CLT is 
that the quality of instructional systems may be enhanced if appropriate attention is 
given by the instructional designer, to the role and limitations of working memory 
(Sweller et al., 1998). 
 
To further clarify CLT with respect to this thesis, it is necessary to delve a little 
further in the following. 
2.7.2.1 Classification of cognitive load 
As mentioned above, cognitive load refers to the amount of mental effort required by 
the learner when dealing with the information they receive during an instructional 
event (van Merrienboer & Ayres, 2005). There are three classifications of cognitive 
load: intrinsic, extraneous and germane (Sweller, et al., 1998), that are combined to 
form this theoretical model. Intrinsic load results from the complexity of the 
information to be processed and the level of learner expertise (van Merrienboer & 
Ayres, 2005). For instance, programming concepts induce a high-level of intrinsic 
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cognitive load because these concepts contain high-element interactivity information. 
This is so because, for instance, to understand a programming looping concept for 
calculating the salary for hundred employees, it is required to simultaneous recognise 
sequential concept for calculating salary for one employee (McKay, 2000a). 
However, intrinsic load cannot be manipulated by an instructional designer due to the 
level of its complexity (Sweller, et al., 1998). Information (of the learning material) 
with high-element interactivity is difficult to understand, particularly for novice-
learners. Such information may involve a large number of interacting elements for 
the novice-learner. It can be assumed that there may be only one element for the 
more experienced-learner. Experienced-learners require less mental effort than 
novice-learners because they already possess the schema required to construct those 
(prior domain knowledge) elements. This effect has been found previously in 
Bagley’s study (1990) and supported by McKay (2000a). 
 
Extraneous cognitive load, on the other hand, is imposed by the elements of the 
instructional design itself that are not directly necessary for our schema construction. 
For instance, presented verbal instruction in two modes: visually on a screen as text, 
as well as aurally in an audio narration (Clark, Nguyen & Sweller, 2006). The level 
of extraneous cognitive load may thus be controlled by instructional designers (van 
Merrienboer & Ayres, 2005). However, poorly designed instruction may increase 
extraneous cognitive load. For instance, a glossary of technical terms that is not 
presented in conjunction with the relevant information will force learners to apply 
mental effort to irrelevant information searching. Reducing extraneous cognitive load 
is not necessary for low element interactivity subject matter, as long as the load is 
manageable (Paas, et al., 2004). However, reducing extraneous cognitive load is 
crucial for high-element interactivity subject matter because the load may exceed the 
limitations of our working memory. 
 
Similarly, germane cognitive load can be controlled by the instructional designer. By 
contrast to extraneous cognitive load, germane load is the amount of mental effort 
learners must apply to construct their cognitive structure and automate new 
information (van Merrienboer, Kester & Paas, 2006), such as exerting mental effort 
to process various examples and mentally create a relationship between them to 
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comprehend the information. For instance, my practice problem booklet which is 
given to the learners during their instructional period contains incomplete problem 
solving steps to the example problems that are to be solved by the learners (Bagley, 
1990). This strategy to employ ‘incomplete’ examples is to assist learners in actively 
developing schema structure to complete the problem solution by carefully study the 
partial complete example (van Merrienboer, Kirschner & Kester, 2003).  
 
Despite its effectiveness for the possibility of improving learning, the value of the 
germane load depends upon learner motivation. Even though the information may be 
presented in such a way as to yield high germane load, it may not be effective if the 
learner is not motivated (or has the attitude, which is a Gagne (1985) ‘condition of 
learning’) to invest mental effort in the learning process (Paas, et al., 2003). Gagne 
(1985, p. 63) explains that attitude is “an internal state that influences (moderates) 
the choices of personal action made by the individual”. There are three aspects, or 
components, of an attitude: cognitive; affective and behavioural (Gagne, 1985). The 
‘cognitive component’ is concerned about the individual’s belief that attach to 
particular task. The ‘affective component’ is pertained to the individual’s feeling of 
their belief to the particular task. The ‘behavioural aspect’ is individual’s 
predisposition to perform on the task. Therefore, the learner’s decision for choosing 
to invest their mental effort in completing problem solving steps in a practice 
problem booklet may contribute to high-germane load, thus improve learning. 
Finally, it is assumed that cognitive overload occurs if the total amount of intrinsic, 
extraneous and germane loads exceeds working memory capacity.  
 
Due to the nature of high-element interactivity associated with the acquisition of 
programming concepts, the instructional strategies employed in this study attempts to 
reduce extraneous cognitive load based on several effects, including the split-
attention, redundancy and modality effects (Sweller et al., 1998). The ‘split-
attention’ effect is cognitively demanding to induce as it may occur when the 
material presented demands that learners split their attention between two or more 
sources of information in order to comprehend the information. An example of such 
is the representation of how acid rain is produced in both graphic and textual formats, 
but where the text has been placed at some distance from the graphic representation. 
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This separation of the two sources of information means our working memory must 
work harder to process and integrate the information we receive as instructional 
strategies. However, this is a conventional split-attention format (Sweller et al., 
1998).  
 
To reduce unnecessary load, Sweller et al. (1998) suggest integrating the information 
rather than split them at some distance. For instance, in my web-mediated 
instruction, additional information was added to the same page (rather than on 
different page) and can be accessed using mouse-over function. The ‘redundancy’ 
effect takes place when redundant information is included in the learning materials. 
In other words, the same information is presented on two or more occasions in 
different formats (Sweller et al., 1998). That such repetition is assumed by 
behaviourist learning theory to reinforce learning was called into question when 
empirical evidence established that the elimination of redundant effect from learning 
materials improves learning (Kalyuga, Chandler & Sweller, 1999). The ‘modality 
effect’ occurs when information is presented in both visual and auditory format and 
may enhance learning more than visual representation alone (for some cognitive 
preferenced learners. 
 
To avoid the split-attention effect, whereby the learner is forced to split their 
attention between different sources of information, this study used ‘leads’ (or 
hypertext node previews) in presenting programming concepts. A study by 
Antonenko and Niederhauser (2010) revealed that ‘leads’ appear to be a beneficial 
tool for reducing extraneous cognitive load caused by the split-attention effect and 
for improving structural and domain learning in web-mediated hypertext 
environments. The ‘leads’ provide information to the learners in the linked node 
without the learner being required to move to another page (Antonenko & 
Niederhauser, 2010). This technology was implemented in this study using a mouse-
over function. Although there is some evidence of the potential value of this tool 
(such as linked comments), little is known about how this technology assists learners 
to manage their cognitive load, thus enhancing learning performance (Antonenko & 
Niederhauser, 2010). Antonenko & Niederhauser (2010) drew two main conclusions 
from their research. Firstly, their electroencephalogram (EEG)-based cognitive load 
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measurement data revealed that a learner’s brain activity is less intense when 
browsing hypertext nodes using ‘leads’. Yet self-reported measures showed no 
significant differences in cognitive load under the two experimental conditions. 
Secondly, they found no positive effect was evident on learning outcomes in the 
acquisition and structural knowledge domains, when utilising ‘leads’ in a hypertext 
learning environment. Furthermore, the researchers explained the variance of the first 
finding through the effects of temporal differentiation and structural differentiation 
of cognitive load.   
 
Learning in hypertext environments often involves screen-based information that is 
displayed in a nonlinear design, meaning that learners with higher levels of prior 
domain knowledge have an advantage, while novice-learners may be more 
challenged (Jacobson & Spiro, 1993; Potelle & Rouet, 2003). This environment 
offers some degree of freedom (or self-direction) in selecting information according 
to the learner’s needs, interests and cognitive preferences. For instance, the ability to 
browse the information received or to select which hyperlinks to access, requires a 
requisite amount of prior domain knowledge. Amadieu, van Gong, Paas, Tricot and 
Marine (2009) discovered that when there may be low levels of prior knowledge, 
learners perform better with a ‘hierarchical structure’ in the acquisition of their 
conceptual knowledge (see Figure 2.5, this picture aims at showing the structure 
rather than the labels).  
 
On the one hand, they may also show a reduced mental effort in a post-test when 
learning through such a ‘hierarchical structure’ in hypertext learning environments. 
While on the other hand, the high prior domain knowledge learners may prefer both 
‘hierarchical’ and ‘network structures’ when trying to acquire conceptual knowledge. 
Consequently, they may achieve better factual knowledge acquisition from a 
‘hierarchical structure’ than from a ‘network structure’. Low prior domain 
knowledge learners may be more inclined to get lost in their ‘network structures’ 
than in their ‘hierarchical structures’. Both low and high prior domain knowledge 
learners use less mental effort when dealing with information they received that is 
presented in a ‘hierarchical structure’.  
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(a) Hierarchical structure 
 
(b) Network structure 
Figure 2.5: Two types of concept-map structure (adapted from Amadieu, et.al.,2009) 
 
This finding is in line with the research by Salmeron, Canas, Kintsch and Fajardo 
(2005), who discovered that low prior domain knowledge learners may have learned 
better with ‘high-coherence order’ materials, whereas high prior domain knowledge 
learners benefited more from ‘low-coherence order’ materials. High-coherence order 
features the way learning material is structured in a hypertext environment that is in a 
highly hierarchical order, according to the knowledge domain. In order to 
comprehend the ‘repetition concepts’ in my web-mediated instruction, the learners 
are recommended to learn in a logical order. While low-coherence order means 
learning material is hierarchically organised, yet has unrestricted accessibility to 
hyperlinks (i.e. allows for less logical reading order) (DeStefano & LeFevre, 2007). 
 
The results from the aforementioned studies demonstrate the current understanding 
of the possible influence of cognitive demand on learners browsing for information 
in hypertext learning environments. Moreover that learners must simultaneously 
process current information and decide where to go next. Without activation of 
sufficient prior domain knowledge, it is proposed that this process calls for higher 
cognitive load in working memory, thus possibly hindering learning for novice-
learners. An earlier study also proposed that different (knowledge) navigational 
patterns may affect student learning in a hypertext environment (Niederhauser, et al., 
2000). These researchers explored whether or not learning performance improves 
when using hyperlinks to compare and contrast between two related pieces of 
information. Their ‘compare and contrast links’ were presumed to assist learning 
because it was designed to provide freedom in navigating a learning path. However, 
on the other hand, their ‘compare and contrast strategy’ was found to have a negative 
effect on students’ learning. The mental effort associated with their strategy may 
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interfere with learning due to the limits of the participants’ cognitive processing 
capacity. On the other hand, their results showed that a systematic and sequential 
reading strategy was an effective method for learning the content. Niederhauser et al. 
(2000) suggested that their strategy may have minimised the mental effort in 
constructing a learning path. Theoretically speaking, as the construct of cognitive 
load consists of causal factors and assessment factors; the former may represent the 
factors that affect cognitive load, while the latter refers to the factors that are affected 
by cognitive load (Paas & van Merrienboer, 1994). The construct of cognitive load as 
conceptualised in Figure 2.6 shows the interrelationship between the causal factors 
and assessment factors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the construct cognitive load  
(adapted from Paas & van Merrienboer, 1994) 
 
It is thought that the possible causal factors may be the characteristics of the 
(learning) task, the learning content and the possibility of the interaction between the 
two. On the one hand, the ‘task characteristic’ which is generally unstable may be 
manipulated (Paas & van Merrienboer, 1994). For instance, for instructional events 
such as: task novelty; time pressure; reward systems and environmental factors. On 
the other hand, these researchers also thought that as the participants’ characteristics 
are relatively stable, they are not likely to experience sudden changes because of 
their environmental factors. It is interesting to note that their participants’ 
characteristics included: cognitive capabilities; prior domain knowledge and 
cognitive style. Their assessment factors involved: mental load; mental effort and 
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performance. Be that as it may, this thesis sets out to investigate these aspects of 
web-mediated instruction. 
 
I am proposing through this thesis that the cognitive load theory (CLT) may provide 
guidelines for instructional designers to limit the circumstances that create 
unnecessary cognitive load in designing web-mediated learning materials. Hence, it 
is important to develop instructional systems that are designed specifically to 
improve the learning of programming concepts for novice-learners. In this study, the 
information that participants received was presented within a linear and sequential 
design (Bagley, 1990; McKay, 2000a). In addition to the McKay (2000a) research, 
my study concentrates on the cognitive preference (or style) construct (Riding & 
Cheema, 1991), as a factor that determines the level of cognitive load. 
2.7.3 Cognitive preferences (or style) 
People have a wide range of cognitive preference albeit with different nomenclature 
as identified by Riding and Rayner (1998) and described further below. As discussed 
in the previous chapter, several studies have identified that cognitive learning 
performance is influenced by individual differences related to cognitive load and 
prior domain knowledge or level of expertise. Designing and developing web-
mediated instruction is a challenging task that must meet the needs of diverse users 
(Chen & Macredie, 2010). Various ‘human factors’ have been identified as having a 
significant impact on web-mediated instruction, such as gender differences, prior 
domain knowledge and cognitive preference. Human factors are also described in the 
literature as human-computer interaction (McKay, 2008). Instead, this study focuses 
on the Riding and Cheema (1991) cognitive preferences model, as one of the key 
dimensions of individual difference.  
 
The concept of ‘cognitive preference’ (or style) has emerged from research in 
distinct areas of study: psychology; perception; cognitive controls and cognitive 
process; mental imagery and personality constructs (Riding & Rayner, 1998). This 
study follows the Riding model by combining the interactive effects of ‘cognitive 
preference’ and ‘instructional strategies’ (McKay, 2000a). There has however, been 
some debate over the definition of cognitive style/preference and learning style 
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among researchers. Riding and Cheema (1991) found over 30 labels referred to as 
cognitive or learning style. They suggest that these labels can be grouped into two 
principles of cognitive style and learning strategies as in Table 2.4. 
 
Table 2.4: Labels of cognitive styles and learning strategies 
Wholist-Analytic 
cognitive style family 
Verbaliser-Imager 
cognitive style family 
Learning strategies 
Field dependence- Field 
independence (Witkin, et 
al., 1977) 
Sensory modality (Bartlett, 
1932) 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
(Myers, 1962) 
Impulsive - Reflective 
(Kagan, 1965) 
Verbaliser - Imager (Riding 
& Taylor, 1976; Riding & 
Cheema, 1991) 
Learning Styles Inventory 
(Dunn, Dunn & Price,1975) 
 
Levellers – Sharpeners 
(Holzman & Klein, 1954) 
Verbaliser- Visualiser 
(Richardson, 1977) 
Divergers-assimilator- 
converger- accommodator 
(Kolb, 1977) 
Divergers - Convergers 
(Hudson, 1966; Guilford, 
1967) 
 Activist-reflective-theorist- 
pragmatic (Honey & 
Mumford, 1986) 
Holists- Serialists (Pask 
& Scott,  1972) 
 Surface-deep (Biggs, 1987) 
Wholist-Analytic (Riding 
& Cheema, 1991) 
  
 
 
Some authors use the term ‘learning style’ and ‘cognitive style’ interchangeably, 
while others refer to them as separate concepts. For this study a distinction between 
learning style and cognitive style/preference is necessary. Learning style is defined 
by Entwistle (1981) as a person’s “general tendency to adopt a particular strategy” 
(p. 93). In this regard, learning style definitions can be more closely related to those 
of ‘learning strategies’ than ‘cognitive style’. The construct of learning strategies is 
assumed to be more unstable over time compared to cognitive preference (or style) 
because the former can be developed and modified according to the learning 
situations and task at hand (Riding & Rayner, 1998). Therefore, in order to offer a 
more rigorous definition, the term cognitive preference instead of cognitive style is 
used in this thesis. 
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To further clarify ‘cognitve preference’ with respect to this thesis, it is necessary to 
delve a little further in the following issues to include: 
 definition of cognitive style, 
 the rationale for using cognitive style analysis (CSA), 
 cognitive style analysis (CSA), and 
 cognitive style and cognitive performance. 
 
2.7.3.1 Definition of cognitive style 
Sternberg and Grigorenko (1997) describe ‘cognitive style’ as “a bridge between 
what might seem to be fairly distinct areas of psychological investigation: cognition 
and personality” (p. 701). For many decades, psychologists have sought to tie 
cognition and personality into a single encompassing theory (Messick, 1984; Costa Jr 
& McCrae, 1992). In so doing, they suggest that the notion of cognitive style offers a 
viable way of conceptualising the link between cognition and personality. The most 
administered cognitive personality-based construct is presented by Myers-Briggs 
(Myers & McCaulley, 1985). Fundamentally, the premise of their theory is “that 
much seemingly random variation in behaviour is actually quite orderly and 
consistent, being due to basic differences in the way an individual prefers to use their 
perception and judgment” (Myers & McCaulley, 1985, p. 1). The construct measures 
four separate personal preferences or dichotomous indices using the ‘Myers-Briggs 
type indicator’ (MBTI) that involves: extroversion–introversion, sensing–intuition, 
thinking–feeling and judgment–perception. Since the focus of my research is related 
to the interactive differences of preference in cognitive performance from cognitive 
and behavioural perspectives, the MBTI model was eliminated from consideration. 
Although it should be noted here that the Riding and Cheema (1991) wholist-analytic 
dimension of cognitive preference does map to the MBTI (McKay, 2008).  
 
Witkin et al.’s (1977) definition of cognitive style originally emerged from several 
field experiments. Their earliest experiment was focused on how people establish 
through their perception, that an upright rod is in fact upright in a space that involves 
tilted frames or tilted rooms. Their findings suggest that individuals differ in the way 
they perform on such a task. It was reported that some tend to rely on ‘visual cues’ or 
information from the surrounding environment, such as a fully aligned rod with the 
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surrounding frame, regardless of how the frame is positioned. Others, conversely, 
rely almost exclusively on ‘internal cues’ such as the ‘felt position’ of the body 
irrespective of the position of the surrounding frame. The former was articulated as 
field-dependent (FD) and the latter described as field-independent (FI). To simplify 
the measure, the simple geometric in complex design was presented on paper rather 
than using a rod within a complex spatial field.  
 
In this embedded-figures situation the measures of field-dependent and field-
independent were based on the time taken to locate the simple figure in the complex 
background. Field-independent individuals can easily distinguish the simple 
geometric figures hidden in the more complex figures, while field-dependent 
individuals were found to take a longer time to find the simple figure in the complex 
design. Witkin et al. (1977) used the term cognitive style because the approach a 
person adopts “encompasses both perceptual and intellectual activities” in a wide 
range of situations (p. 10). Generally, FD people tend to rely on the dominating field 
for clues about an object, and are more likely to use external referents for processing 
and organising information. By contrast, FI people may easily separate objects from 
the organised perceptual field as they have an ability to develop their own referents 
to process and structure their knowledge. In other words, FI people tend to be more 
self-directed when given unfamiliar technical tasks that require the development of 
restructuring skills. However, they are less self-directed when it comes to the 
development of interpersonal skills. Furthermore, the performance of FI students 
tends to be better than that of FD students in mathematics and science (Witkin et al., 
1977). 
 
The FD/FI model generally features the ‘wholist–analytic’ dimension (Riding & 
Rayner, 1998). While the ‘verbal–imagery’ dimension generally relates to the mental 
imagery concept developed earlier in the scientific study of psychology, such as in 
dual-coding theory (Paivio, 1971). As such, Paivio (1971) developed the ‘verbaliser–
visualiser’ model which is divided into two components: a verbal system and a visual 
system. The verbal system consistently deals with verbal or linguistic information 
while the visual system prefers to process visual information. This model relates to 
cognitive style seen as “an individual’s preferred and habitual approach to organize 
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and represent information” (Riding & Rayner, 2000, p. 138). Riding and Cheema 
(1991) have proposed the ‘wholist–analytic’ and ‘verbal–imagery’ to be two basic 
dimensions of their cognitive style construct (McKay, 2000a).  
 
They suggest that in the former an individual prefers (inherently) to internally 
process information either as an integrated whole (wholist-analytic) or in discrete 
parts of that whole, while the latter (verbal-imagery) describes how some individuals 
are inclined to represent information during thinking, either in verbal forms or 
images (Riding & Watts, 1997), which may change according to the task at hand 
(McKay, 2000a). Verbalisers are anticipated to display superior performance when 
dealing with verbal information and imagers are expected to perform better with 
visual information. The McKay (2000a) was able to show this common axiom was 
not necessarily so.  
 
As there is such a wide range of style labels and assessment instruments proposed by 
researchers for identifying cognitive style, the next section discusses the rationale of 
choosing (Riding & Cheema, 1991) cognitive style analysis (CSA). 
2.7.3.2 The rationale for using cognitive style analysis 
Despite criticisms that the ‘embedded-figure test’ (EFT) measures abilities instead of 
style (McKenna, 1984, 1990), it is yet to be used to intensively examine cognitive 
style against other measures in educational research, particularly relating to 
performance in web-based learning environments (Chen & Macredie, 2002).  
McKenna argues that the FD/FI model measures ability rather than style at two 
levels: the conceptual level and the empirical level. Arguments about the conceptual 
level have been based on three criteria used to distinguish between abilities and 
styles, as proposed by Messick (1976).  
 
For the first criterion, ‘abilities’ describes the effectiveness and level of performance 
of the task, while ‘styles’ are concerned with how the task is approached. The second 
criterion is that ‘abilities’ are assumed to be unipolar which means the person’s 
ability measure on a continuum , whereas ‘styles’ are believed to be bipolar which 
means the persons who are not FI are assumed as FD. For the third criterion, values 
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or scores are related to abilities and not to styles. At the empirical level, EFT was 
found to have significant correlation with general intelligence measures. It is 
therefore anticipated, given that EFT correlates with academic performance, that it 
may also reflect general ability. 
 
As mentioned earlier, Riding and Cheema (1991) assert that the ‘wholist–analytic’ 
dimension was inspired by the FD/FI model. They were in general agreement with 
Witkin and his colleagues in their understanding of FD/FI concepts. However, 
Riding and Cheema have argued that the measurement tool used to assess FD is 
flawed, in that the FD/FI tests only measure FI individuals, and it is assumed that 
people who are not FI are FD (Riding & Rayner, 1998, p. 44). For this reason, Riding 
and Cheema (1991) developed a computerised tool (‘cognitive style analysis’, or 
CSA) that measures style as not being correlated with ability. The CSA differs in 
three significant ways from the FD/FI model in defining style. Firstly, if individuals 
have a positive measure for the ‘wholist dimension’, this does not imply that others 
who perform poorly on the same tasks have an analytic tendency. This method 
overcomes a shortcoming in the FD/FI model that determines ‘styles’ according to 
the score. Secondly, a person’s relative performance is compared between the two 
halves of the continuum, rather than discrete measures of ‘style’. In other words, 
individuals can be positioned at any point on either continuum. Finally, response 
times are sensitive in this measurement; hence the use of a computer-based 
presentation can be assumed to produce more accurate results. 
 
For the purpose of this study, it is essential to differentiate the concept of cognitive 
style from that of general intelligence. It should not be assumed that a high scorer in 
one ‘cognitive style dimension’ is inherently better than a low scorer on the same 
dimension, they should be treated equally.  The CSA was chosen over other models 
to measure ‘cognitive preference’ on account of its ability to measure an individual’s 
‘inherent tendency in processing information’ and their ‘thinking style’ together. For 
the aforementioned reasons, the ‘cognitive style construct’ was defined in this 
research according to the position of Riding and Cheema (1991). 
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2.7.3.3 Cognitive style analysis (CSA) 
The CSA is a computer-based psychometric test used to locate the individual’s 
position on two independent dimensions: the ‘wholist–analytic’ and the ‘verbal–
imagery’. It consists of three subtests. The first subtest aims to measure a preference 
to apply a ‘verbal–imagery’ style. The second subtest is used to measure the ‘wholist 
dimension’ of information processing. The third subtest items relate to the analytic 
dimension of information processing. The test taker interacts with the test by 
choosing ‘true’ or ‘false’ responses to each question. The individual’s position on 
these dimensions is computed by comparing response time between wholist- and 
analytic-items and the verbal- and imager-items on the test.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Cognitive style dimensions (Riding & Cheema, 1991) 
 
For the ‘wholist–analytic dimension’, a low CSA ratio determines the person to be a 
wholist and a high ratio corresponds to an ‘analytic’ type. The middle of Riding’s 
ratio defines the individual as an ‘intermediate’. For the ‘verbal–imagery dimension’, 
a low-ratio describes a preference to be a ‘verbaliser’ and a high-ratio describes a 
preference to be an ‘imager’. The ratio in the intermediate position defines the 
individual as ‘bimodal’ (Riding, 2005). Both dimensions are assumed to be 
independent of each other in that the style of a person in one dimension does not 
affect their ‘style’ on the other (see Figure 2.7) (Riding & Caine, 1993). 
 
Wholist–Analytic Dimension 
The ‘wholist–analytic’ dimension describes an individual’s preferred way to organise 
and process information. This dimension is probably inherent features of individual’s 
and is considered to be fairly fixed characteristics (Riding & Pearson, 1994; Riding 
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& Rayner, 1998). A ‘wholist’ tends to perceive objects as a whole and is able to 
develop abroad perspective on the context or situation. By contrast, ‘analytics’ focus 
on individual parts of an object and usually focus on one or two of these concurrently 
to the exclusion of others (see Figure 2.8). In authentic situations, wholists are able to 
view ideas in whole pictures, yet find it difficult to separate these ideas into discrete 
parts. However, ‘analytics’ are able to apprehend ideas or concepts in parts, yet have 
trouble integrating ideas into complete wholes. According to Riding and Rayner 
(1998), the ‘wholist–analytic’ dimension is believed to be a more stable construct 
than ‘verbal-imagery’ dimension.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8:Wholist and analytic view of information (Riding &Cheema, 1991) 
 
Verbal–Imagery Dimension 
The ‘verbal–imagery’ dimension describes an individual’s tendency to represent 
information during thinking. ‘Verbalisers’ are inclined to represent (or think about) 
information they receive in words or verbal associations, while imagers tend to 
represent (or think about) information they receive in pictorial mental pictures. The 
correlation between the ‘verbal–imagery’ dimension and intelligence has been 
reported to be very low (r=0.12) (Riding & Pearson, 1994, p. 419). In practice, 
‘imagers’ learn best when presented with the concrete and readily visualised 
information and ‘verbalisers’ display superior performance when presented with text-
based information. In summary, from the findings above it can be assumed that 
learners’ performance will improve when the materials presented match with their 
‘cognitive preference’. The next section discusses the research on ‘cognitive 
preference’ and ‘cognitive performance’. 
2.7.3.4 Cognitive preference and cognitive performance 
The findings from Riding and Douglas’s (1993) research confirmed that imagers 
performed better when information on a motor car’s braking systems was presented 
in text and illustration rather than text alone, while the verbalisers scored equally on 
Wholist view Analytic view
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the text-plus-text format and the text-plus-illustration format. These findings are 
supported by another study by Lee (2007), who examined users’ learning 
performance when learning to build a personal homepage using visual metaphors and 
a hyperlink interface. Lee explored how users’ cognitive styles affected learning 
performance.  
 
The results from the interaction analysis of presentation modes and cognitive styles, 
suggest that ‘verbalisers’ tend to prefer a hyperlink interface. For instance, ‘wholist–
verbalisers’ performed better when learning with a hyperlink interface but did not 
benefit from a visual metaphor interface. By contrast and using the Riding’s 
preferred thinking mode to explain that the ‘imagers’ whether ‘wholist’ or ‘analytic’, 
showed enhanced performance with the visual metaphor interface. Interestingly and 
still using the Riding’s thinking mode and mode of preference which is absent, to 
explain that, the ‘analytic–verbaliser’ participants were more flexible in selecting 
their preferred learning strategies when presented with any interface when 
developing their mental models. Therefore, developing learning materials in the 
visual-metaphorical mode might be effective for users with different cognitive 
preferences, particularly in terms of developing mental models. 
 
The findings of the studies of Riding and Douglas (1993) and Lee (2007) were 
identical in confirming the traditional belief that ‘imagers’ work better with graphical 
formats and the ‘verbalisers’ learning is enhanced with textual or verbal formats 
(Cronbach & Snow, 1977). Surprisingly, a contradiction to these findings was 
identified by McKay (2000a). McKay examined the interactive effect of instructional 
strategies (text-plus-textual or text-plus-graphical metaphors) and individual 
differences in cognitive style on the acquisition of computer programming concepts. 
As said earlier, the McKay (2000a) instructions were delivered on paper-based 
instructional booklets (that were adapted with permission from the Bagley (1990) 
research). McKay’s study found that the ‘verbalisers’ performance improved when 
the instruction was delivered in text-plus-graphical metaphors. As expected, and 
corresponding to the conclusions of Riding and Douglas (1993) and Lee (2007), 
‘imagers’ were found to be superior when presented with the text-plus-graphical 
format.  
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Another web-based instruction research study that considered the influence of 
cognitive styles was conducted by Chen and Liu (2008). They investigated how 
cognitive styles influence student learning patterns in web-based instruction. Their 
study used CSA as a measuring tool to determine levels of field dependency, and the 
authors correlated FD and FI with the ‘wholist–analytic’ dichotomy. Furthermore, 
these researchers proposed that learners with different cognitive styles (wholist and 
analytic) have different preferences in terms of information (cognitive) location, 
selection of navigation tools and information display options. It is useful to note here 
that the Riding’s ‘wholist-analytic’ ratio refers to people’s ‘internal processing 
mode’ and may be inherent. Their finding suggests that web-based instruction will be 
beneficial to all types of learners if the designer considers individual differences, 
particularly cognitive styles. It is proposed that these differences have significant 
effects on learners’ behavioural patterns when navigating web-based programs (Lee, 
Chen, Chrysostomou & Liu, 2009). 
 
The variety of labels for determining cognitive style has been discussed for 
clarification. The definition of cognitive style for this study accords with the Riding 
and Cheema (1991) cognitive preference construct, and the rationale for choosing the 
CSA was clarified. The next section points out when planning to measure human 
performance in a web-mediated information system (WMIS), what is means to study 
the interactive effects of cognitive preferences and instructional strategies on 
cognitive performance outcomes, it is essential that the validity and reliability of the 
assessment instrument be first confirmed.  
2. 8 Measuring human performance in WMIS 
Investigation of the effects of independent variables on human performance in a 
WMIS must rely heavily on the validity of the cognitive measuring instruments. 
However, research in the social sciences tends to lack the rigour in their measuring 
instruments compared to research in the physical sciences. In physical science 
studies (for instance, that measure weight, height or speed), the research participant 
being measured and the measuring instrument are assumed to fulfil the requirements 
of fundamental measurement, and the instruments are made on a ratio scale. This 
practice allows the researcher to employ further analysis of the data that involves 
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various parametric statistical techniques. Consider, for example, a study that 
measures a person’s height. The measure used (which in this case is a ruler) is 
independent of the person being measured. The state of the ruler remains constant 
while measuring one person’s height against another person’s height. The ruler has 
equal interval measurement units that can be positioned on a single dimensional 
scale. Therefore, direct comparison can be made between persons of different 
heights. As a result, further analysis using parametric statistical techniques (such as 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the t test), can be easily applied to the data 
(Iramaneerat, Smith Jr & Smith, 2008).  
 
However, in social science research (for instance, exploring attitudes, behaviour or 
performance), invariant comparisons and linear scales are not as easily obtained as 
they are in the physical sciences. Observations are commonly made on ordinal 
scales; thus, parametric statistical techniques cannot be applied to the data (Wright & 
Mok, 2004; Gravetter & Wallnau, 2009). The measurement values using an ordinal 
scale are only interpretable according to their arrangement in a given order. For 
instance, partial credit values from a 0 to 3 scale, in which 0=incorrect, 1=partially 
correct, 2= almost correct and 3=completely correct, can only be conceptually 
interpreted. Clearly, with such scales the difference between two measures cannot be 
interpreted in a quantitative sense. Regardless of the value labels chosen, the 
difference between ‘partially correct’ and ‘almost correct’ is not necessarily equal to 
the difference between ‘almost correct’ and ‘completely correct’. In addition, the 
average (means) based on these values cannot be interpreted in the same sense as the 
average obtained from an interval or ratio scale. Hence, applying parametric analysis 
such as ANOVA to ordinal scales data is problematic, and will lead to spurious 
interactions and underestimated effect sizes (Embretson, 1996). 
 
Despite these issues, researchers in many disciplines including the social sciences 
continue to employ parametric statistical methods to their ordinal scale data. For 
example, a study conducted by de Koning, Tabbers, Rikers and Paas (2007) 
investigated how to foster learning using cueing-effect animation. The participants 
were given a comprehension test and a transfer test, to measure the effect of 
watching and learning from animation on their cardiovascular system. The former 
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test consisted of 38 multiple choice questions and the latter consisted of 10 open-
ended questions. To reveal the effect of cueing, data were analysed using separate 
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and univariate analysis of variance 
(ANOVA). Cohen’s d was also calculated for the effect sizes.  
 
A study by Arguel and Jamet (2009) also employed one-way ANOVA to examine 
the effectiveness of video and static pictures in improving learning of procedural 
contents. Performances on treatments were measured using 10 open questions, and 
the Cohen’s d effect sizes were computed to measure the magnitude of the difference 
between treatments. Both studies used parametric statistical tests to test their 
hypotheses. However, for such research it may not be appropriate to use parametric 
tests, because most parametric statistical tests (such as ANOVA) use ‘means’ and 
‘standard deviations’ to perform the calculation. In interval and ratio scales, such as a 
ruler, the ‘means’ and ‘interval’ between two points are well defined (Gravetter & 
Wallnau, 2009). The measurement of two inches is exactly located between a 
measurement of one inch and a measurement of three inches. For X=1 and X=3, 
M=2 offers a specific central location for the two scores. However, measurements 
using ordinal scales do not allow for such precision. For instance, when measuring 
student performance on ordinal values, for instance, the student who scores four on 
an item performs better than the one who scores three on the same test-item, yet how 
much better remains undefined. Consequently, applying these parametric statistical 
methods to such research is unwise. The tests may lead to erroneous data 
interpretation and any findings derived from the study would be doubtful (Siegel & 
Castellan, 1988; Gravetter & Wallnau, 2009). 
 
To overcome these shortcomings, statisticians have developed alternative methods 
for handling ordinal scale data. In the so-called non-parametric statistical tests, 
‘medians’ are compared instead of ‘means’. Yet this method has its limitations and is 
less powerful than parametric tests (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). Another approach to 
these problems is to transform ordinal observations into linear measures (Fischer, 
1995). This study transformed the data into ‘logits’ using the ‘Quest interactive test 
analysis system’ (to produce the Quest estimate) (Adams & Khoo, 1996). By 
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employing this technique, it is assumed that inconsistency in the findings can be 
reduced.  
 
The section above describes the methodology that my study used to validate the 
human performance measuring instruments to ensure the instruments are measuring 
the intended variables. However, it is vital to know how and when to use multimedia. 
Thus, the selection of multimedia elements included in the instructional materials for 
this study was based on Mayer’s ‘multimedia principle’. As such, the instruction was 
delivered through web-mediated technology. However, the technology alone does 
not ensure meaningful learning. Well-conceived and sound instructional strategies 
need to be implemented to form research-based instruction that is supported by 
learning theory.  
 
As previously explained, there are interactions between long-term and working 
memory. The cognitive load can be reduced if the learner is familiar with the 
materials. For example, if a portion of the screen design includes familiar objects, it 
is thought that this may reduce the learner’s cognitive load when browsing new 
topics (or web-pages). Furthermore, individual characteristics are likely to affect 
knowledge construction through web-mediated instruction.  
 
Learning is a complex process. Therefore, factors that are internal to the learner are 
addressed in this study, such as individual differences in people’s inherent 
information processing mode. It is proposed that the theories discussed in this study 
support web-mediated learning. These theories include: cognitive load theory; 
cognitive theory of multimedia learning and cognitive style theory. The use of 
cognitive theory of multimedia learning and the cognitive load theory were expected 
to have a positive effect in developing hypermedia learning (Dillon & Jobst, 2005). 
However, in measuring cognitive performance in response to the web-mediated 
instructional system (WMIS), robust methods were employed. It is anticipated that 
richer and more accurate findings on the effectiveness of such instructional systems 
will be revealed. 
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2. 9 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the three research paradigms that support my conceptual 
framework. They represent ‘conditions of learning’, ‘instructional strategies’ and 
‘human information processing’. The literature has been reviewed to investigate the 
current gaps in our research knowledge. As cognitive performance measurement is 
integral to this study, this chapter also provides an overview of the methodologies 
employed by other researchers. Therefore, it is summarised that adoption of an 
appropriate assessment methodology is vital for this study to yield consistent 
research findings.  
 
An overarching aim of this research is to investigate the interactive effects of 
cognitive preferences and instructional strategies on learners’ cognitive performance 
outcomes. Cognitive performance is identified as the key variable under 
examination. However, assessment of this variable can be problematic when an 
inappropriate methodology is used. Having identified these issues as vitally 
important, the next chapter discusses the research design of this study. 
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3 Research Design 
3. 1 Introduction  
As stated earlier, the aim of this study is to investigate the interactive effects of a 
web-mediated instructional system (WMIS) and cognitive preferences in the 
acquisition of introductory programming concepts. Therefore, the objective to 
achieve this aim is to design and implement a WMIS that is developed according to 
contemporary theories derived from: instructional design; conditions of learning and 
human information processing. Previous studies have shown mixed findings. 
However, it is not clear whether the results were due to a failure to have sound 
experimental designs and to use powerful assessment instrumentation, or something 
else. In order to achieve unambiguous conclusions for this study, this chapter debates 
an appropriate research design, that should be adopted to structure the data collection 
and analysis procedure.   
 
There are many ways of conducting social science research, and all research designs 
have their strengths and limitations. In broad terms, this study is situated in a 
quantitative framework. Creswell (2009) describes quantitative and qualitative 
approaches as two different research paradigms. The term ‘qualitative’ is used 
interchangeably with terms such as ‘interpretative’, ‘constructivist’, ‘post-positivist’ 
and ‘naturalistic’. These approaches are designed to investigate the complex nature 
of phenomena. Quantitative research is also known as ‘positivist’, ‘experimental’ or 
‘empiricist’. This approach is usually employed when the research aims to explore 
the relationship among measureable variables. The experimental research design “is 
the best and the easiest way” to investigate the cause and effect relationship (Abdi, 
Edelman, Valentin & Dowling, 2009, p. 1) of the key research variables. The 
discussion on quantitative research designs takes place in the following sections. 
This chapter concludes with the rationale of the research design chosen to support the 
methodology. 
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This chapter has seven sections, that include: 
 quantitative research design, 
 threats to internal validity, 
 threats to external validity, 
 experimental research, 
 quasi-experiment research, 
 the implemented research design, and 
 summary. 
3. 2 Quantitative research design 
In order to decide which quantitative design is best employed in research studies, 
Trochim and Donnelly (2006) suggest that the researcher should answer two 
questions as depicted in Figure 3.1. If a random assignment is used, the possible 
design is a randomized experiment or true experiment. When a random assignment is 
not possible, the second question will be asked: whether a control group or multiple 
measures are involved. If the answer is yes, then the possible design is a quasi-
experiment. If the answer is no, then a non-experiment design will be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Types of design (Trochim & Donnelly, 2006) 
 
Experimental research (also called randomized or true-experimental) is designed to 
study cause-and-effect relationships. This design is the most preferred option for 
many researchers. It offers gold standard research because it allows random 
assignment. Random assignment means everyone has a similar opportunity to be 
assigned to any particular treatment or control group. However, due to practical and 
ethical constraints, experimental research is not always feasible. Therefore, the quasi-
experiment, first coined by Campbell and Stanley (1966 c1963), is designed to 
yes  no  
yes  no  
Is random assignment used? 
Randomized or 
True experiment
Is there a control group or 
multiple measures?
Quasi-experiment Non-experiment 
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examine the cause-and-effect relationship, similar to experimental design yet it lacks 
random assignment. While a non-experimental design does not examine the cause-
and-effect relationship, it does study the variables as they exist. This is because some 
variables cannot be manipulated, such as attribute variables like gender or socio-
economic status. The non-experimental design includes: a descriptive research; 
correlational research; ex post facto research and evaluation research. Descriptive 
research is designed to describe phenomena or characteristics of groups using 
numbers, percentages or averages (Cottrell & McKenzie, 2005). Correlational 
research, as its name suggests, is designed to examine the degree of the relationships 
between or among variables, yet not the effect of one variable on another variable. 
Ex post facto means “after the fact’ or ‘retrospectively” when used within the 
context of social and educational research (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007, p. 
264). It is designed to examine cause-and-effect relationships in existing phenomena 
(or from the completed research). 
 
It is not possible in this study to use a non-experimental design, so it will not be 
explained in detail in this chapter. However, the experimental and quasi-
experimental designs will be discussed in detail in the following sections because 
these designs are more relevant to this study. It should be noted that the good 
experimental research design is the design that is best in controlling the possible 
effects of extraneous or confounding variables. This design is believed to have strong 
internal validity. Besides that, the research that is able to be generalized in other 
contexts and settings, beyond the sample used in the study, is believed to have a good 
external validity. Prior to the discussion of intended research designs, the next 
section will first explain the factors that may jeopardize the internal and external 
validity. 
3. 3 Threats to internal validity 
The main consideration when conducting studies, which aim to make inferences of 
cause-and-effect relationships is ‘internal validity’ (Trochim & Donnelly, 2006), 
“without which any experiment is uninterpretable” (Campbell & Stanley, 1966 
c1963, p. 5). Any extraneous variables that allow for alternative explanations of 
observed changes in the treatments are threats to internal validity. The research 
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design employed in this study attempts to control or minimize the possible threats to 
internal validity. Thus, my findings can be drawn with confidence that the changes 
on the dependent variables are caused by the instructional treatments, not by other 
confounding variables. The eight sources of threats to internal validity are: history; 
maturation; testing; instrumentation; statistical regression; experimental mortality 
and selection-maturation interaction, as identified by Campbell and Stanley (1966 
c1963). The description of the threats and the possible action that can be taken by the 
researcher are explained in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: The sources of threat to internal validity 
Threats to Internal 
Validity 
Justification Problem  Controlling the Threats 
History  The specific events occurring 
between the first (pre-test) and 
second (post-test) measurement in 
addition to the experimental 
variable. 
My study has two different experimental 
groups. One group receive T1 (text-plus-
textual format) and the other received T2 
(text-plus-graphical format). The participants 
for both groups are exactly similar in every 
way possible, except they received different 
treatment. 
Maturation  Processes within the respondents 
operating as a function of the 
passage of time per se (not specific 
to the particular events), including 
growing older, growing hungrier, 
growing more tired and the like. 
The participants involved in this study are 
between the ages 19 to 27, so that the 
individual maturational status is about the 
same. In addition, the procedure can be 
completed in three hours to minimize the 
opportunities for maturation. 
Testing  The effects of taking a test upon the 
scores of a second testing. 
The pre-test and post-test used in this study 
comprise 41 test-items. The 34 test-items 
were the same and the other 7 test-items were 
different. Furthermore, in the pre-test, the 
test-items were ordered from easier to 
difficult, but it was randomly ordered in the 
post-test to decrease memory effect.  
Instrumentation  Changes in the calibration of a 
measuring instrument or changes in 
the observers or scorers used may 
produce changes in the obtained 
measurements. 
The instruments used in this study were 
calibrated according to the Rasch model 
(Rasch, 1960). This model assures that the 
instruments measure one single variable that 
it intends to measure. By implementing the 
anchoring strategy, the pre-test and post-test 
are at the same difficulty level.  
Statistical Regression Operating where groups have been 
selected on the basis of their 
extreme scores. 
As previously stated, the measures used are 
valid and reliable because they were 
calibrated using the Rasch model. The 
principle of specific objectivity in the Rasch 
model means that when the data fit the model, 
the measurements are invariant across the 
person and test-item being measured.  
Experimental 
mortality 
Differential loss of respondents from 
the comparison groups 
Prior to the experiment, it was explained to 
participants why it is important to conduct 
this doctoral study. They were also given 
verbal and written instruction to make sure 
they understood how to complete the 
experiment. Therefore, they could anticipate 
the hours required and could make a decision 
to continue or withdraw. For this doctoral 
study, participants from both groups were 
included in the analysis only if they 
completed the whole experimental procedure. 
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Selection-maturation 
Interaction 
In certain of the multiple-group 
quasi-experimental designs, such as 
non-equivalent control group design 
is confounded with – i.e. might be 
mistaken for – the effect of the 
experimental variable. 
The intact groups for this study are equivalent 
for three reasons. Firstly, they are in the age 
range from 19 to 27 years old. Secondly, they 
are novice-learners as they had no previous 
formal enrolment in introductory 
programming courses. They are assumed to 
have either no, or limited knowledge in 
programming. Thirdly, they volunteered to 
participate. 
(Source: Adapted from Campbell and Stanley (1966 c1963) and Creswell (2009). 
3. 4 Threats to external validity 
The extent to which the experimental finding can be generalised to other populations 
is referred to as ‘external validity’. The potential threats to external validity also need 
to be identified to control and minimize these threats. There are four primary threats 
to external validity as identified by Campbell and Stanley (1966 c1963). The 
description and the action taken to control these threats are discussed in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2: The sources of threat to external validity 
Threat to External 
Validity 
Justification Problem  Controlling the Threats 
Interaction of Testing 
and Treatment 
In which a pre-test might 
increase or decrease the 
respondent’s sensitivity or 
responsiveness to the 
experimental variable. This 
would make the results obtained 
for a pretested population 
unrepresentative of the effects 
of the experimental variable for 
the unpretested universe from 
which the experimental 
respondents were selected. 
Before the experiment, the participants were 
given written and verbal explanations about the 
importance of giving their full effort in 
answering the pre-test and post-test. 
Furthermore, they were located in different 
computer labs according to the treatments they 
received. Therefore, they could not anticipate 
the independent variables involved in this study. 
For some constraints, the participants have to be 
located at the same computer lab, but they did 
not see each other’s computer screens as 
monitors were installed under the tables. This 
approach can possibly reduce such a threat. 
Interaction of Selection 
and Treatment 
In which the treatment effects 
were found only in one group 
due to the participants’ 
characteristics. One group may 
have unique characteristics 
compared to other. 
Due to unfeasibility of randomly assigning 
participants, the participants for each group at 
least have some similar characteristics, such as 
that they are enrolled in an introductory 
programming course for their first time, or 
similar cognitive styles (for instance, one 
wholist-imager received T1 and one wholist-
imager was assigned to T2). 
Reactive Arrangement Which would preclude 
generalization about the effect 
of the experimental variable 
upon persons being exposed to 
it in non-experimental settings. 
This study was conducted in an authentic 
educational context. 
Multiple-treatment 
Interference 
Likely to occur whenever 
multiple treatments are applied 
to the same respondents, 
because the effect of prior 
treatments are not usually 
erasable.  
The T1 and T2 are given to different groups. It 
means that one participant is only exposed to 
any one treatment. 
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3. 5 Experimental research 
There are a several variants of possible experimental research designs. Therefore the 
decision to use one of them is based upon which design can control as many 
extraneous variables as possible and is still ethically and practically feasible to be 
employed in this study. Experimental designs usually include: a post-test only 
control group; pre-test-post-test control group; a Solomon four-group and factorial or 
multivariate designs (Campbell & Stanley, 1966 c1963). To understand, the 
nomenclature or symbols used to represent the various aspects of research design, 
they are depicted in Table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3: Symbols used to represent the various aspect of research design 
Symbols Representations 
X Treatment-independent variable that is manipulated 
O An observation or a measurement of the dependent variable (each 
observation maybe numbered independently, indicating the order in 
which the observations occur: O1,O2,O3, etc.) 
R 
C 
Random assignment  
Cut-off score 
 
To further develop the discussion on experimental research, the following sub-
sections include: 
 post-test only control group design, 
 pre-test-post-test control group design, 
 Solomon four-group design, and 
 factorial or multivariate design. 
3.5.1 Post-test only control group design 
This type of research design compares two different groups: experimental and 
control groups. By randomly assigning participants into experimental and control 
groups, this type of design is powerful and assumes equivalence for comparison (see 
Figure 3.2). This design omits pretesting conditions. Without a pre-test, the groups 
are still valid to be compared as it employs random assignment. Therefore any 
differences found in the dependent variable might result from the treatment the 
groups received (Cottrell & McKenzie, 2005).  
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R X O 
R  O 
Figure 3.2: Post-test only control group design 
 
This design controls most of the major threats of internal validity except 
experimental mortality. The absence of a pre-test is sometimes problematic because 
it is difficult to conclude that any differences may result from the experimental 
treatments, problems with instrumentation or selection. Furthermore, pretesting is 
required to measure the exact degree of changes attributable to treatments (or 
independent variables). However, this design is not applicable for this study for two 
reasons. Firstly, random assignment is not possible. Secondly, it is more complex to 
measure improvement in cognitive learning performance if prior observation is 
eliminated from the study.  
3.5.2 Pre-test-post-test control group design 
This design guarantees that all participants have an equal opportunity to be included 
in experimental or control groups. Thus, it is assumed that the two groups are 
identical in all aspects, and comparable. All groups are tested and observed. The 
experimental group will receive the treatment while the control group will receive no 
treatment or will be in the original treatment (see Figure 3.3). This design allows 
learning progress to be measured through pre-test and post-test, if both tests are 
identical. All threats to internal validity are very well controlled in this design, 
mainly by randomization (see Table 3.4). This design is the most frequently 
implemented in experimental research due to its ability to control threats to internal 
validity and because it is easy to implement in a small population (Campbell & 
Stanley, 1966 c1963). 
 
R O X O 
R O  O 
Figure 3.3: Pre-test-post-test control group design 
 
However, this design is not appropriate for this study because allocating participants 
to groups randomly is not possible. 
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3.5.3 Solomon four-group design 
Named after its originator, this research design can assist researchers to examine 
whether any differences found in the dependent variables are due to the treatments or 
instrumentation’s problem (Cottrell & McKenzie, 2005). As depicted in Figure 3.4, 
this design is a combination of post-test only control group (bottom two rows) and 
pre-test-post-test control group (top two rows). So, the weaknesses of both designs 
are eliminated. This design allows the researcher to explore the “effects of testing and 
the interaction of testing” (Campbell & Stanley, 1966 c1963, p. 25). 
 
R O X O 
R O  O 
R  X O 
R   O 
Figure 3.4: Solomon four-group design 
In reality, this design is difficult to employ because it requires more participants, and 
it is more expensive and time consuming.  In addition, this design is also not feasible 
for this study, due to the unfeasibility of randomly assigning participants to groups. 
3.5.4 Factorial or multivariate design 
When the research intention is to study the effects of more than one independent 
variable, the factorial or multivariate design is a strong candidate as a design choice 
(Abdi, et al., 2009). This research design allows researchers to investigate the effect 
of two or more independent variables (or factors) simultaneously. Besides examining 
the main effects, this design is the only effective way to investigate the interactive 
effects that exist between independent variables (Trochim & Donnelly, 2006). The 
interactive effects mean “the effects of one independent variable are different, 
depending on the levels of the other independent variable” (Abdi, et al., 2009, p. 
282). In this type of design, a ‘factor’ is the major independent variable where a 
‘level’ is a subdivision of a factor. As for this study, the ‘web-mediated instructional 
formats’ and ‘cognitive preferences’ were the major independent variables or factors. 
So saying, the instructional format has two levels: text-plus-textual metaphor format 
and text-plus-graphical metaphor format.  
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As described earlier, ‘cognitive preference’ used for this study has four levels. They 
are: wholist-imager; wholist-verbaliser; analytic-imager and analytic-verbaliser. The 
advantage of this design is the ability to answer multiple research questions, using 
one experiment (for instance, what are the main and the interactive effects of 
independent variables on the dependent variable?). However, this type of research 
design should be planned and conducted meticulously, because an error in one of the 
levels can jeopardize the whole experiment.  
3. 6 Quasi-experiment research 
As explained earlier, an experimental design is a gold standard research design that 
offers the best control of threats to internal and external validity (Campbell & 
Stanley, 1966 c1963). Thus, why do we need a quasi-experimental design? In reality, 
experimental designs are relatively rare due to obstacles in random assignment. So, 
the quasi-experiment research design often is the method of choice. The quasi-
experimental approach does not randomly assign participants to groups or treatments. 
There are also several designs that can be employed, such as interrupted time series 
design, regression discontinuity design and pre-test-post-test non-equivalent group 
design (Campbell & Cook, 1979).  
 
Therefore to further develop the discussion on quasi-experimental design, the 
following sub-sections include: 
 Interrupted time series design, 
 Regression discontinuity design, and 
 Pre-tes-post-test non-equivalent comparison/control group design. 
3.6.1 Interrupted time series design 
This type of design involves multiple observations over time. This design has its own 
requirements, such as that data are required to be collected at many consecutive 
points in time before and after a treatment is given (Campbell & Stanley, 1966 
c1963). The design can be diagrammed, as in Figure 3.5.  
 
O O O O X O O O O 
Figure 3.5: The interrupted time series design 
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The key strength of this design is to have a periodic measurement process, which 
allows the researcher to examine the pattern of results on the manipulated variables. 
 
 
Table 3.4: Sources of threats to internal and external validity for experimental and quasi-experimental designs, 
adapted from Campbell and Stanley (1966 c1963, p. 8 and 40). 
Sources of Invalidity 
 Internal External 
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Experimental Design 
1. Post-test Only Control 
Group Design  
+ + + + + + + + + ? ? - 
2.  Pre-test-post-test Control 
Group Design + + + + + + + + - ? ? - 
3. Solomon Four-group 
Design + + + + + + + + + ? ? - 
4. Factorial or Multivariate 
Design + + + + + + + + + ? ? - 
Quasi-experimental 
5. Interrupted Time Series 
Design 
- + + ? + + + + - ? ? - 
6. Regression Discontinuity 
Design + + + ? + + ? + + - + + 
7. Non-equivalent Group 
Design + + + + ? + + - - ? ? - 
Note: In this table, a minus indicates a definite weakness, a plus indicates that the factors are 
controlled, a question mark indicates a possible source of concern, and a blank indicates that 
the factor is not relevant. 
 
The failure to control history is the major threat to internal validity (see Table 3.4). 
The interrupted time series design is not applicable for this study for the following 
reason. Only one pre-test and one post-test will be administered to measure students’ 
cognitive performance before and after the treatment. Including the pre- and post-
tests on multiple occasions is not possible in this study due to time and ethical 
constraints. The time available for this experiment was only three hours. 
Furthermore, the stress on participants should be minimised to the level they would 
normally experience in their common lecture or class.  
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3.6.2 Regression discontinuity design 
This design is frequently adopted in clinical health research. This is because it allows 
researchers to give the treatment to the most deserved person. In order to conduct a 
good scientific experiment, other designs might prevent the most impaired person 
from receiving treatment. Therefore, this design provides not only a good scientific 
practice but also a good clinical practice (Trochim, 2001). This type of design 
requires the researcher to assign participants to treatment or control groups according 
to a cut-off score on an assignment variable (Shadish, Cook & Campbell, 2002). The 
assignment variable can be any measure, usually a pre-test. The scoring of one side 
of the cut-off is assigned to treatment, while another side is assigned to the control or 
other treatment groups. Figure 3.6 illustrates the basic design of regression 
discontinuity.  
 
O C X O 
O C  O 
Figure 3.6: Regression discontinuity design 
 
Even though this design allows a non-randomized approach to assigning participants 
to treatment groups, it is still not applicable to be implemented in this study. The 
reason is the cut-off score, if implemented in a CSA, it will introduce unbalanced 
comparison groups. For instance, a participant in one cognitive preference group 
such as ‘wholist-imager’ received text-plus-textual instructional format while the 
‘analytic-imager’ was given text-plus-graphical instructional format. So, a 
counterfactual inference between a ‘wholist-imager’ participant who received a text-
plus-textual and a ‘wholist-imager’ participant who received a text-plus-graphical 
instruction cannot be made.  
3.6.3 Pre-test-post-test non-equivalent comparison/control group design 
The pre-test-post-test non-equivalent comparison or control group design, is almost 
similar to a pre-test-post-test control group design, except this type of design lacks 
pre-experimental sampling equivalence (Campbell & Cook, 1979). The groups are 
usually assembled from existing collectives such as classrooms or tutorial groups. 
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O X O 
O  O 
Figure 3.7: Pre-test-post-test non-equivalent control group design 
 
As shown in Figure 3.7, there are two groups: one received treatment (or were 
exposed to the independent variable) and the other group received no treatment. 
Rather than comparing one group to a control group, this design also allows for 
comparison between two or more treatments, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
 
O X1 O 
O X2 O 
Figure 3.8: Pre-test-post-test non-equivalent comparison group design 
 
In making a comparison between two or more groups, two selection methods can be 
employed: individual matching or aggregate matching (Engel & Schutt, 2005). The 
details about these two methods are explained in Table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5: Selection methods for comparison between groups 
Selection Method Explanation 
 
Individual Matching 
 
Individual cases in the treatment group are matched with similar 
individuals in the comparison group (Engel & Schutt, 2005, p. 172). 
For instance, a wholist-imager student received treatment in a text-
plus-textual instructional format and the matching wholist-imager 
student received comparison treatment in a text-plus-graphical 
instructional format. In such situations, this can create a comparison 
group that is very similar to the experimental group. Therefore, it is 
important to determine what variables should be used for matching 
purposes. In some situations, it is problematic because the matching 
variable cannot be found for all cases. For this study, the cognitive 
style was the matching variable. 
 
 
Aggregate Matching 
 
Selection is made by identifying a comparison group that matches 
the treatment group in the aggregate. This can be done by finding a 
comparison group that has very similar properties in such key 
variables as the same average age, the same percentage of females, 
and so on (Engel & Schutt, 2009, p. 189). 
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3. 7 The implemented research design 
A quasi-experimental 2 x 4 factorial research design combined with non-equivalent 
comparison or control group design was manipulated to observe and analyse 
variables (see Table 3.6). There are two independent variables: ‘instructional 
strategy’ (text-plus-textual and text-plus-graphical) and ‘cognitive preference’ 
(wholist-verbaliser, wholist-imager, analytic-verbaliser and analytic-imager).  
 
Table 3.6 : Quasi-experimental for 2 x 4 factorial design 
Cognitive Style 
Instructional Strategies 
Text-plus textual 
metaphors (T1) 
Text-plus-graphical 
metaphors (T2) 
Wholist-verbaliser x x 
Wholist-imager x x 
Analytic-verbaliser x x 
Analytic-imager x x 
 
This study applied a ‘non-equivalent group design’, which involves a pre- and post-
tests for two different treated groups (Campbell & Stanley, 1966 c1963; Trochim, 
2001; Trochim & Donnelly, 2006) (see Table 3.7). One can assume that the groups in 
this study are non-equivalent due to lack of randomization in assigning the 
participants to groups. Thus, the non-equivalent groups for this study denote that 
each group received different treatments. In order to compare the groups, the ‘intact 
groups’ were selected from the same eligible population. In other words, all 
participants were enrolled in introductory programming course for their first time. 
They were assumed to have little or no knowledge of the topic being tested (a 
programming looping control structure). Prior to the experiment, they were randomly 
assigned to treatments according to the CSA ratio results. For instance, the first 
‘wholist-analytic’ recorded in the Excel database was assigned to text-plus-textual 
metaphor format (T1), while the second ‘wholist-analytic’ was assigned to text-plus-
graphical metaphor format (T2), the third ‘wholist-analytic’ was assigned to T1, the 
fourth was assigned to T2 and so on. The processes were repeated for each cognitive 
preference group until all participants were assigned to the treatments. Therefore, the 
groups were determined as identical prior to the treatment; and this feature allowed 
groups to be compared. There was no control group in this study.  
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Table 3.7: Pre-test post-test non-equivalent group design (adapted from Campbell & Stanley, 1966 c1963). 
 
 
 
 
A quasi-experimental design is similar to true experimental design. The only 
difference is lack of randomization in assigning participants to the different treatment 
conditions in a quasi-experimental design. Even though the true experiment is always 
referred to as a ‘gold standard’ and has the potential to maximize inference, this is 
often impossible to implement due to resource and ethical constrains in authentic 
educational settings.  
 
The rationale for this design is three-fold. Firstly, it is important to note that this 
study was conducted in a real educational setting. Consequently the reason for 
choosing a quasi-experimental design is due to the infeasibility of randomly assigned 
participants from different universities in specific classes, occasions, treatments and 
groups (Trochim, 2001). Therefore randomization was not possible to implement. In 
addition, in Malaysian universities, different universities offer different programming 
languages for the introductory programming language courses. In this case, quasi-
experimental design is a more feasible option since this study used the C++ 
programming language in the instructional module. The second rationale is that this 
design offered descriptive information about individuals’ performance outcomes on 
the treatment they received. In addition, by having more than one independent 
variable, increased the external validity of the experiment (Abdi, et al., 2009). 
Finally, it allowed the exploitation of differences in cognitive performance outcomes 
between two treatment groups. As a result, the quasi-experiment should be conducted 
with minimum possible interruption of their normal learning sessions. The 
participants for each experimental group were selected by determining which 
Malaysian universities offered an introductory programming course to their non-
computer science students. The participants for each group were enrolled in the same 
course in the university. They were randomly divided into groups for treatments 
according to their cognitive preferences’ ratio. The CSA computer program was used 
to classify the participants' cognitive preferences (Riding & Cheema, 1991). 
N 
Selected 
population 
R 
Random 
allocation to 
groups 
O1 
First 
observation 
X1 
Treatment 1 
O2 
Second 
observation 
X2 
Treatment 2
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3. 8 Summary 
There is a variety of possible research designs that could have been employed for this 
study. Each design has its own advantages and disadvantages. It is important to 
explain why one design is not applicable, while another was chosen to be 
implemented. This chapter conveyed the rationale implementing sound research 
design. It is also important not to be confused between research design and research 
methodology. This chapter presented the overall research design and explained how 
this study controlled all the possible threats to internal and external validity. In the 
next chapter (the research method), the actual execution of the research design, will 
be discussed.  
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4 Research Method 
4. 1 Introduction 
Usually the research method chapter presents the blueprint describing the research 
techniques that were conducted to achieve and legitimize findings. So saying, 
appropriate procedures were implemented to test the hypotheses specified and the 
rationale of the research decision debated. This chapter therefore commences with 
the hypotheses that shape and specifically focused the purpose of this study. Next, 
the research techniques that were used will be explained. As such, they include: the 
research phases; the research techniques employed; the participants and the 
experimental procedures followed; the research materials and the data analysis used. 
As previously discussed, acquiring an introductory programming language is 
difficult for novice-learners. It therefore needs appropriate instructional strategies to 
assist learners with different cognitive preferences and in particular in a web-
mediated instructional environment (Chen & Liu, 2011). 
 
To explain the methodology adopted for this research, the discussion will present the 
following sections: 
 research hypotheses, 
 research phases, 
 the exploratory study, 
 the validity and reliability testing (VRT) study, 
 the main study, 
 ethical considerations, 
 test-items construction, 
 materials, 
 web-mediated instructional usability design, 
 scoring strategy, 
 data analysis tools, and 
 summary. 
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4. 2 Research hypotheses  
In this study, the final experiment aims to provide relevant evidence for the testing 
the following hypotheses. It is stated that student from similar cognitive preference 
groups may perform differently when learning from text-plus-textual web-mediated 
instructional materials than learning from text-plus-graphical web-mediated 
instructional materials. For instance, the ‘wholist-imagers’ may perform better with 
text-plus-graphical instructional format than text-plus-textual instructional format. 
Therefore, the first hypothesis is: 
 
Hypothesis 1(H1) 
The cognitive performance of one cognitive preference group will differ when 
learning from text-plus-textual format and text-plus-graphical format compared to 
another. 
 
The rationale to formulate this hypothesis includes the findings by Riding, Buckle, 
Thompson and Hagger (1989) and Riding and Douglas (1993), that imagers  
facilitate utilizing the same learning content from text-plus-picture format compared 
to the text-plus-text version. Furthermore, Riding and Watts (1997) bear out that 
imagers preferred to learn from structured-pictorial format while verbalisers tend to 
learn from the structured-verbal version. Yet the McKay study (2000a) suggests that 
verbalisers are superior when the learning materials presented in text-plus-graphical 
format. In a more recent study by Chen and Liu (2008), it is proposed that the 
cognitive preference plays an important role in student learning pattern preferences 
in a web-based instructional programme. This issue raised the following directional 
hypotheses. 
 
Hypothesis 2(H2) 
The cognitive performance of a ‘wholist-imager’ group who received text-plus-
graphical instructional format will outperform a ‘wholist-imager’ group with text-
plus-textual instructional format. 
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Hypothesis 3(H3) 
The cognitive performance of a ‘wholist-verbaliser’ group who received text-plus-
textual instructional format will outperform a ‘wholist-verbaliser’ group who learned 
from text-plus-graphical instructional format. 
 
Hypothesis 4(H4) 
The cognitive performance of an ‘analytic-imager’ group who received text-plus-
graphical instructional format will be higher compared to an ‘analytic-imager’ group 
who learned from a text-plus-textual instructional format. 
 
Hypothesis 5(H5) 
The cognitive performance of an ‘analytic-verbaliser’ group who received text-plus-
textual instructional format will be higher compared to an ‘analytic-verbaliser’ group 
who learned from a text-plus-graphical instructional format.  
 
The next section discusses how test-items constructed, followed by how this research 
was conducted to test these hypotheses. 
4. 3 Test-items construction 
Presenting robust and reliable cognitive learning performances outcomes requires 
accurate assessment instrument calibration. Thus, constructing valid and reliable 
measures are fundamental. Therefore the assessment instruments (pre- and post-tests) 
were specifically designed to assess the acquisition of abstract introductory 
programming concepts (see page 184 for description of abstract concepts) on three 
levels of Gagne’s learning skills hierarchy (Gagne, 1985). They involve: verbal 
information; intellectual and cognitive strategy skills (see Table 2.2). The pre-test 
was administered to all participants and the data was gathered with respect to 
participants’ prior domain knowledge of introductory computer programming 
concepts. The dependent variable (cognitive performance outcomes) was examined 
in the main study by investigating the difference between the pre- and post-test 
scores. 
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As said earlier in this thesis, high quality tests and quality assessments have a 
psychometric basis, in other words test-items should measure a specific single 
construct (Griffin, 2009). Some of the main study’s test-items were replicated from 
the McKay research (2000a). In addition, new test-items were developed and used 
with the existing measures, in order to achieve a rigorous cognitive performance 
measurement scale. Even though McKay’s test-items were calibrated and were 
deemed reliable in her study, it was necessary to recalibrate all test-items to verify 
their internal consistency for this experiment.  
 
There was a possibility that the reliability of the testing instruments could be 
different in terms of test-item properties when implemented in a different context or 
in different curricula (Griffin, 2009). Therefore, to ensure that these assessment 
instruments consisting of a combination of existing and new test-items, they were re-
calibrated to determine whether each test-item was functioning in the same manner 
as in previously tested groups. More importantly, it was crucial to ensure the 
instruments were measuring a single construct (Griffin, 2009). As in the physical 
sciences, people rely both explicitly and implicitly on calibrated measurement 
systems such as: using a thermometer in measuring Celsius temperature. This 
measure remains valid and reliable in any part of the world and at any time (Bond & 
Fox, 2007). Thus, the main study wanted to utilise the same type of standard 
assessment measurements as found in the physical sciences through a meticulous 
test-items construction process. 
 
The test-item construction process went through several iterative phases, which 
commenced by the pre-testing of the test-items with a group of participants that 
represented the actual population for the main study. The construct intent to measure 
specific variables could be called into question if the test-item characteristics varied, 
when tested among different populations. A longer test may be more accurate in a 
Rasch methodology because the opportunity to drop misbehaving test-items from a 
small test-set is sometimes not possible (Izard, 2004a). This dilemma may occur 
because there has been inadequate coverage of the test contents (in a shorter test) 
which may then result in a rather dubious quality of the test-items. So saying, test-
item discrimination indices usually indicate the ability of the test-item to distinguish 
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between the novice- and experienced-learners. It is assumed that experienced-
learners have a higher probability of answering the test-item correctly (Camilli & 
Shepard, 1994). See the following Section 4.5.3 for the initial process of test-items 
analysis and the full iterative process is reported in chapter-5 (the validity and 
reliability testing (VRT) study: Analysis and results). 
4. 4 Research phases 
Designing a study within the normal period of the usual learning programming 
language course for undergraduate students at their university was complicated. In 
order to diminish the extraneous or confounding variables that might affect the 
results, this study was implemented with a sequence of three research studies (or 
experiments) that involved: (1) an exploratory study; (2) a validity and reliability 
testing (VRT) study and (3) a main study (see Figure 4.1). The rationale of the 
exploratory study was to examine aspects of the construct validity of the combination 
of used (Bagley, 1990; McKay, 2000a) and my newly constructed test-items. The 
test-items were calibrated using the modern Rasch test statistics’ measurement 
technique (Rasch, 1960). The purpose of the second study, the VRT study, was to 
further investigate whether there were differences between the response patterns of 
novice- and experienced-learners. This is important in order to ensure the test 
instruments were measuring the same construct. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Research phases 
 
 
 
 
Exploratory Study 
Validity and Reliability 
Testing (VRT) Study 
Main Study 
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The number of volunteered participants for each research phases is presented in 
Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Profile of the research participants 
Study Groups Background Participants Completed
The 
Exploratory 
study 
 
Novice-
learners* 
Bachelor of Education 
(Technique and Vocational) 
98 98 
The Validity 
and Reliability 
Testing study 
Novice-* and 
experienced-
learners* 
Bachelor of Bioprocess 
Engineering 
Bachelor of Education 
(Technique and Vocational) 
 
125 125 
The Main study Novice-
learners* 
Bachelor of Civil 
Engineering 
399 352 
*  Novice-learners: formally enrolled in the Introductory Programming Language course for the first time 
* Experienced-learners: formally enrolled in the Introductory Programming Language course in the previous 
semester. 
 
The details of how these studies were conducted are explained in the section 4.5 
through to section 4.7. 
4. 5 The exploratory study 
The exploratory study was conducted prior to the main study, within a similar 
population that was intended for the main study. The exploratory study was the 
critical component of this research that was designed to determine which aspects of 
the methodology needed improvement in the main study. Therefore, the intention of 
the exploratory study was to establish the construct validity of the pre- and post-tests, 
the web-mediated instructional modules and the number of hours required to 
complete the four-stages of the experiment. In addition, it also aimed to identify the 
potential problems of any other important issues with regard to the administration of 
CSA and corresponding instrumentations. Therefore, the results obtained from this 
exploratory study were then used to refine any necessary parts of the methodology. 
 
To further develop the discussion on the exporatory study, the following sub-sections 
include: 
 participants, 
 procedure, and 
 exploratory study results. 
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4.5.1 Participants  
The exploratory study involved 98 participants from a Malaysian University. All of 
the participants were second-year students enrolled in a Bachelor of Education 
(Technique and Vocational). These students were required to complete an 
undergraduate course entitled ‘Introductory to Programming Language’ which 
employed the C++ programming language as part of the course requirements. 
4.5.2 Procedure  
The exploratory study was held on two same days (Monday and the following 
Monday in their normal tutorial session) to complete the four stages of the 
experiment (Figure 4.2). At the onset of the day-one session, the participants were 
given a consent form that provided a further description of the study (see Appendix 
C-1). They were required to acknowledge that they had agreed to volunteer as 
research participants in this study by signing the consent form. Stage one required 
the students to complete the CSA screening test that was held in a computer 
laboratory. According to CSA results, the participants’ ratio were then randomly split 
into two groups, as generated by an Excel spreadsheet. One group was allocated to 
access the web-mediated instructional module in a text-plus-textual metaphor (T1) 
format, while the other group members were allocated to the text-plus-graphical 
metaphor (T2) format.  
 
The day-two session took place in the eighth week of their normal semester. In this 
day-two (3 hour) session, they were expected to complete the additional three stages 
of the experiment. The quasi-experiment was conducted during this period because 
the participants were scheduled to learn the ‘repetition control structure’ topic in 
their normal classroom tuition. Their usual lecture session was pre-empted by the 
web-mediated instructional system (WMIS). The experiment was conducted in 
separate computer laboratories according to the instructional treatments, T1 or T2 
(see URLs for these instructional treatments in table 4.6). In order to identify whether 
learning had occurred or if the WMIS was successful, at least two measures are 
required, one prior to the treatment (pre-test) and the second following (post-test) 
(Izard, 2004b). 
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Figure 4.2: The procedure for the exploratory study 
 
The pre-test consisted of 35 test-items (see Appendix A-1), and was conducted first. 
Immediately upon its completion, the participants were instructed on ‘abstract 
programming concepts’ (see page 184 for description of abstract concepts) and in 
particular, relating to the concept of the ‘repetition control structure’ through the 
WMIS defined earlier as T1 and T2. After they finished the WMIS, the participants 
were given a paper-based practice problem booklet (see Appendix A-2) to seek their 
understanding of the topic being learned. The post-test which also included 35 test-
items (see Appendix A-3) was conducted afterward. Figure 4.2 presents the 
procedure for this exploratory study. In general, the entire procedure was completed 
in approximately 110 minutes. 
 
As described earlier, the data was analysed using the Quest interactive test item 
analysis system (Adams & Khoo, 1996). Central to Quest is the Rasch item-response 
theory (IRT) model, which allows for reliable test-item estimates and participant 
(case) ability estimates (Bond & Fox, 2001). It creates a functional scale that both 
test-items and people’s performance outcomes are measured independently with the 
same ‘logits scale’. Rasch measurement suggests that high scorers have a higher 
probability to perform on difficult test-items while their counterparts have less 
CSA Screening Test 
Independent variable 
Pre-test 
(prior domain knowledge) 
(WMIS) Web-mediated 
Instructional System 
(Text-plus-textual (T1)) 
Independent variable
(WMIS) Web-mediated 
Instructional System 
(Text-plus-textual (T2)) 
Independent variable
Post-test 
Dependent variable
Stage 2 
Stage 1 
Stage 3 
Stage 4 
Day 1 
Day 2 
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probability to complete on more difficult test-items. The Quest estimate and Rasch 
IRT model are explained more fully in section 4.12.1. Data that was gathered from 
this exploratory study was analysed in order to determine if any changes to the 
instructional instruments and data collection procedure were necessary.   
4.5.3 Exploratory study results 
The data analysis revealed that only test-items with a discrimination coefficient value 
of 0.20 and higher should be accepted, in order to assure that all test-items were 
equally discriminating to all participants (McKay, 2000b). Identification of low 
discriminating test-items in a test in classical methods rely on the correlation of 
students’ performance on that test-item and their total score on that test. This 
assumes that student’s performance on a test is lineally related to student’s ability 
that is a total raw scores (Liu & Kalman, 2010). This correlation is referred to 
discrimination coefficient (Barrett, 2001).  However in Rasch approach, the student’s 
performance on particular test-item is based on student’s performance on that given 
test-item not to the whole test-items. Item discrimination analysis based on Rasch 
model have strong underlying assumptions that are hard to meet (Burton, 2005). 
Therefore, a classical methods should also be investigated. Any test-items with a 
lower discrimination coefficient value were eliminated from the test or were 
modified to improve their discrimination power. As a result, the testing instruments 
(pre- and post-tests) were modified as suggested by these results.  
 
These results suggested that one test-item should be deleted (see Table 4.2) and six 
test-items required modification because of their inability to differentiate between the 
less able and more able participants. These results were then used to form the second 
research study, the validity and reliability testing (VRT) study, explained over the 
page. However, due to large amount of missing data obtained from the exploratory 
study, the remaining data from this experiment was not subjected to any further 
statistical analysis.  
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Table 4.2: Discrimination coefficient value for pre-test item (pr03) 
 
The data in Table 4.2 for instance, revealed that pre-test item (pr03) needs to be 
discarded because discrimination coefficient value is 0.09 that is below than 0.20, as 
highlighted in yellow in Table 4.2. Eight participants attempted this test-item. To 
further validate the new test-items, the VRT study is explained in the next section. 
4. 6 The validity and reliability testing (VRT) study 
The second research study, which is called ‘the validity and reliability testing study’ 
was conducted to investigate the validity and reliability of the cognitive assessment 
instruments. However, prior to conducting the VRT study, seven new test-items were 
pre-tested by five people from different backgrounds to establish instructional 
content-related validity. These new test-items were focusing on five simple-task test-
items and two medium to difficult task test-items. The results from a manual 
calibration showed that all the new test-items were acceptable for inclusion in the 
VRT study (Izard, 2004a).As suggested by the results, the adjustments were made to 
the research instruments in order to facilitate the research purpose. These involved 
modification on pre- and post-test items. 
 
This second study was conducted four months after the exploratory study. This delay 
was subject to the participants’ availability due to their university’s academic 
semester commencement.  The objective of this VRT study was to examine and test 
the revised cognitive assessment instrumentations, involving 41 pre-and post-test 
items (see Appendix B-1 and B-2), to ensure the validity and reliability of each test-
item. In order to strengthen the results, these instruments were tested on two different 
Item    3: pr03                                Infit MNSQ = 1.08 
                                                     Disc =  .09 
  
Categories          0         1         2         3         4         x      
missing 
  
Count               90         8         0         0         0         0         0 
Percent (%)       91.8       8.2        .0        .0        .0        .0 
Pt-Biserial       -.09       .09        NA        NA        NA        NA 
p-value           .195      .195        NA        NA        NA        NA 
Mean Ability     -2.58     -2.28        NA        NA        NA        NA        NA 
  
Step Labels                   1 
  
Thresholds                  -.09 
Error                        .38 
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groups of students: deemed as ‘novice’ and ‘experienced groups’ (see Table 4.1 for 
clarification of the ‘novice’ and ‘experienced groups’). 
 
To effectively evaluate the test-items’ properties, it was important to have 
heterogeneous participants that reflected the characteristics of the targeted 
population. This carefulness allowed an examination as to whether the assessment 
instruments effectively discriminated between the less able (novice) and more able 
(experienced) learners. Only the test-items that successfully discriminated between 
these two groups were used in the third study reserved for analysis as the main study. 
As before, the test-item analysis for the VRT study was used to examine the 
characteristics of those particular test-items and only the accepted test-items were 
included in the main study.  
 
The VRT study allowed the investigation of the differences between novice and 
experienced groups on their cognitive performance outcomes. A number of previous 
researchers have argued that novice-expert differences show that the learner’s 
acquired knowledge-base is an important cognitive characteristic that influenced 
learning performance (Kalyuga, 2005). Accordingly, learners with different levels of 
prior domain knowledge may have different learning outcomes when given the pre- 
and post-tests. Novice- and experienced-learners have the same limitations of short-
term memory, except that it has been explained elsewhere that the experienced 
learners’ memory chunks are possibly larger (Miller, 1956; Bagley, 1990). Other 
research in the literature, concentrates on the importance placed on the ability to 
navigate through a faster learning path for experienced-learners, whereas a novice-
learner performs better when kept to a more rigorous (predetermined) task 
development strategy (Bagley, 1990). 
 
To further develop the discussion on the ‘validity and reliability testing (VRT) 
study’, the following sub-sections include: 
 participants, and 
 procedure. 
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4.6.1 Participants  
There were 40 undergraduate volunteer student-participants who were enrolled in the 
Bachelor of Education (Technique and Vocational) and 85 volunteer student-
participants from the Bachelor of Bioprocess Engineering who participated in this 
experiment. The former were classified as a ‘novice group’, while the latter were 
classified as the ‘experienced group’. There were 20 participants from the novice 
group and the 42 participants from the experienced group allocated to the T1 module, 
while the rest of students from both novice and experienced groups were allocated to 
the T2 module. 
 
It was important to include two groups of learners deemed as ‘novice’ or 
‘experienced’ in order to obtain different levels of abilities to achieve a maximum 
spread of test-item scores (Izard, 2004a). Hence, the novice group showed little or no 
knowledge of computer programming concepts as they had no previous experience 
with regard to this course. The participants who enrolled in the university’s course 
‘Introductory to Computer Programming Language’ in the previous semester were 
defined as an ‘experienced group’ and thereby were expected to have acquired basic 
programming knowledge. 
4.6.2 Procedure  
This second study took place in two Malaysian Universities and employed the same 
procedure as for the earlier exploratory study for these novice- and experienced-
groups (see Figure 4.2). As conducted in the exploratory study, both knowledge-level 
groups were split according to their CSA ratios. For instance, the first ‘wholist-
analytic’ in the Excel database was assigned to the text-plus-textual metaphor 
instructional format (T1), the second ‘wholist-analytic’ was assigned to text-plus-
graphical metaphor instructional format (T2), the third ‘wholist-analytic’ was 
assigned to T1, the fourth was assigned to T2.  
 
This treatment allocation process was repeated for each cognitive preference group 
until all the participants had been assigned to their treatments. The difference 
between the VRT study and the exploratory study, was the pre- and post-test items. 
Although there were 35 test-items for the exploratory study, the number of test-items 
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for the VRT study were increased to 41 test-items. The results from this VRT study 
are reported in the next chapter (and Appendix E-1). 
4. 7 The main study 
As the measurement scale was validated and confirmed in the earlier exploratory and 
VRT studies, the main study was conducted to investigate the interactive effects 
between the web-mediated instructional strategies and cognitive preference in the 
acquisition of introductory computer programming concept outcomes, in a Malaysian 
university. The main study was also conducted in an authentic learning environment, 
as the participants had for their normal university tutorial sessions. The data obtained 
from this study were used to test the hypotheses (see section 4.2). In order to 
strengthen the validity and reliability of the findings, the cognitive performance 
measurement scales (pre- and post-tests) were again validated according to the Rasch 
IRT model (see section 4.12.1 for details regarding the Rasch IRT model). 
 
To further develop the discussion on the main study, the following sub-sections 
include: 
 participants, and 
 procedure. 
4.7.1 Participants 
There were 399 undergraduate students who were enrolled in the Bachelor of Civil 
Engineering that volunteered to participate in this main study. There were 20 from 
the existing university tutorial groups which were assigned at the commencement of 
their Introductory Computer Programming Language course. Their participation was 
strictly on voluntary basis. There were replacement tutorial sessions for those who 
did not become involved in this experiment. All participants were considered to be in 
this study as ‘novice-learners’ in that they had little or no knowledge about computer 
programming. 
4.7.2 Procedure  
This main study also took place in a Malaysian university and like before with the 
earlier experiments, it also applied the same research procedure as exploratory and 
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the VRT testing studies. An exception was addressed however, with regard to the 
administration of the CSA testing process. Due to the large number of participants, 
time constraints and the availability of computer rooms, the CSA was conducted on 
the same day with three other quasi-experimental stages (see Figure 4.3). This means 
the first available group session was assigned to T1 and the second available group 
session received T2 as depicted in Figure 4.3. This group session allocation process 
repeated until all 20 tutorial groups were assigned to their instructional treatments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Research procedure for the main study 
 
As a result, 10 groups were assigned to T1 and the other 10 groups were given access 
to T2. In their standard lesson planning, it was confirmed beforehand (with the 
appropriate academic course coordinator) that all tutorial groups were to have their 
usual one-hour theory lecture every week and their three-hourly tutorial session 
every fortnight. The main study was conducted in their week-8, during their normal 
three-hour tutorial session assigned to the ‘repetition control structure’ topic. In their 
three-hour tutorial session, they were usually given practice questions to solve during 
first hour, followed by a one hour lecture on the topic for that week, which in turn, 
was followed by practice questions again to test their understanding of the previously 
learned computer programming topic. This main study replaced their usual week 8 
tutorial session.  
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As the time-span for this experiment was two weeks, to avoid the possibility of 
cheating, the ‘uniform resource locator’ (URL) for each instructional treatment (T1 
and T2) was altered immediately at the end of each session. This security measure 
was considered to be critical in controlling any confounding variables such as the 
possibility of participants of gaining access to the treatment before beginning their 
assigned tutorial session. 
 
The usual CSA screening test was conducted at stage-1 as pictured in Figure 4.3. 
After all participants finished with their CSA screening test, they were given the 
paper-based 41-items pre-test in the stage-2 (see Appendix B-1). Immediately after 
the pre-test completion, the participants were required to access their web-mediated 
instructional system (WMIS), stage-3. Unlike the earlier studies, the instructional 
treatment allocation was determined by classroom grouping. The duration to access 
the WMIS was limited to a one-hour period due to the fact that it was replacing their 
normal one-hour lecture during their tutorial session. They applied what they 
understood from the WMIS into the usual practice problem booklet afterwards (see 
Appendix A-2). In stage-4, the participants received a 41-items post-test (see 
Appendix B-2).  
 
In order to avoid incomplete responses (see the problem of the missing data in the 
first study, section 4.5.3) for both the pre- and post-tests, the participants were 
advised by written and verbal explanations of the importance of completing all test-
items. It was suggested that they put forth their best effort in both testing booklets. 
The verbal explanation was given by the researcher prior to the experiment. The 
written justification was placed in front of testing booklets (see Appendix B-3). The 
plain language research statement and consent forms were given to all participants 
before participating in the experiment as explained in the next section. 
4. 8 Ethical considerations 
Permission to conduct this research project was in accordance with RMIT 
University’s ethics requirements and approved by the Chair of the Business 
College’s Human Research Ethics Sub-Committee. The signed consent forms (see 
Appendix C-1) were collected from all the participants at the beginning of data 
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gathering. The required ethics consent form outlined the research objectives and 
emphasized the confidentiality of the participants’ responses. In addition, the ‘plain 
language statement’ (see Appendix C-2) informed the participants that no one had 
been compelled to participate, and withdrawal from the research was an option at any 
stage of the experiment. The participants were advised of this fact prior to the 
submission of their informed consent. Participants were also informed that it was 
possible that the results of this research would appear in publications. Because of the 
research code assigned to each participant, they were also advised that there was no 
possibility of identifying their participation in these forthcoming published results. 
The completed questionnaires were secured in a locked filing cabinet and the ‘soft’ 
or ‘digital-data’ was maintained in a password-protected computer. Moreover, these 
data will be stored for a period of five years upon completion of this research. After 
which time, such paper-based records will be shredded and placed in a secure recycle 
bin, while the ‘soft’ or ‘digital-data’ are to be deleted or destroyed in a secure 
manner.  
4. 9 Materials 
There were five research instruments that were utilized in this study. They include: 
the CSA program; the pre- and post-tests; the web-mediated instructional system 
(WMIS) (text-plus-textual and text-plus-graphical formats) and the practice problem 
booklet (adapted with permission from Bagley, 1990). Further details relating to the 
instruments are discussed in the following section.  
 
To further develop the discussion on the experimental materials, the following sub-
sections include: 
 cognitive styles analysis (CSA) 
 pre-test  
 web-mediated instructional system (WMIS)  
 practice problem booklet, and 
 post-test 
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4.9.1 Cognitive style analysis (CSA) 
As mentioned earlier, the CSA (Riding & Cheema, 1991) was used as the screening 
test to classify the participants’ cognitive preferences as a ratio depicting levels of: 
wholist-analytic and verbal-imagery dimensions. Participants were advised before 
taking the CSA: “to relax, and to take their time; that this was not a test, and that 
there was no right or wrong answer”. This computer-based test consist of three sub-
tests. The verbal-imagery ratio is determined in the CSA’s first sub-test by 
concluding whether the relationship between the first word presented and the second 
word presented belong to the same category. For instance, “are fork and shovel in the 
same group?”. The second CSA sub-test establishes the wholist-analytic ratio and 
comprises two sets of geometric images. In the first set, the person taking the CSA 
needs to decide whether the geometric shapes are the ‘same’ or ‘different’. In 
addition, the second task requires them to make judgements about whether the first 
geometric shape is “embedded in the more complex geometric figure appearing in 
the second set”. This sub-test determines an analytic dimension of style/preference. 
The participants were required to respond by simply pressing a ‘true’ or ‘false’ 
response button for each question (these ‘buttons’ were denoted on the computer 
key-board by a blue or red sticky label). To determine an individual’s position on 
each preference or style dimension, the computerized comparison of responses of 
time taken between the ‘wholist and analytic items’ and the ‘verbal and imagery 
items’. To indicate the position of individuals’ cognitive preference/style, Riding 
(2005) recommends a standardisation ratio on each of the fundamental style 
dimensions. In general, the ratios ranged from 0.4 through to 4.0 with a central value 
around 1.0. The wholist-analytic scores below 1.03 represented wholist preference; 
the scores of 1.36 and above denoted analytic preference and the scores between 1.03 
and 1.35 were classified as intermediate. Verbal-imagery scores below 0.99 
represented verbal preference; the score of 1.10 and above refered to an imager 
preference and the score between 0.99 and 1.09 were classified as bimodal.  
 
However, due to the small number of participants, this study disallowed the 
intermediate and bimodal groups. Therefore, the ratio of 1.20 was used to position 
wholists and analytics (the lower than 1.20 ratio related to a ‘wholist’ and the higher 
than 1.20 corresponded to an ‘analytic’). The cut off point of 1.04 was used to 
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classify individuals in verbal-imagery dimension with the ratio below 1.04 was 
defined as ‘verbaliser’ and ratio above 1.04 identified as an ‘imager’. The cut off 
point for wholist and analytics group determined by the middle value of 1.03 and 
1.35. While the cut off point for verbaliser and imager group identified by the middle 
value of 0.99 and 1.09. 
 
The CSA was easily administered because it is a computer-based programme and 
available in a number of languages. For instance, in this study, the participant had the 
option of choosing English or the Malay language according to their preference. 
Moreover, the CSA test could be used with a group (using their own computers in a 
‘supervised laboratory’) which reduced the organisational problems and resource 
constraints associated with one-to-one testing. The CSA is suitable for use with a 
wide range of participants, aged 10 to 100 years, and is capable of be using in a range 
of cultural contexts (Riding, 2005). 
4.9.2 Pre-test 
The test for prior domain knowledge consisted of 41 test-items (see Appendix B-1). 
The participants completed this paper-based pre-test before being given access to 
their instructional treatments (T1 or T2). The scoring for the 20 test-items was 
dichotomous, with another 21 test-items being partial credit (up to 4 levels). For test-
items that required a clear cut answer, the dichotomous scoring strategy was given in 
either a ‘0-value’ for incorrect answer or ‘1-value’ for a correct answer. The 
dichotomous scoring was usually found in the test-items where learning outcomes 
required knowledge and skill that requires verbal information. Problem solving in 
programming usually involves an ordered sequence of steps. For these questions, 
selected test-items were awarded a partial credit score due to the evidence that the 
student participant has understood and applied their understanding to solve the 
problem given, or that they demonstrated a (part) solution with minor errors 
(Masters, 1984). For instance, writing an algorithm to calculate monthly pay. For this 
type of question, a partial credit value was awarded for either a ‘value of 0, 1, 2, 3 or 
4’ based on appropriate strategies applied; or in other words, part marks were 
awarded to partially correct responses (where 0= no knowledge shown and the 4 
denoting a completely correct solution/answer). Consequently, one partial credit test-
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item received a score of either a ‘0, or a 1 or a 2’, while another received a score of 
either a ‘0, or a 1, or a 2 or a 3’ with the maximum of a ‘4’ marks. 
 
In addition, partial credit scoring strategies were used to reveal programming 
knowledge, because the nature of acquiring a suitable programming language 
concept may sometimes require more than a simple right or wrong answer. It has 
been found previously that this scoring strategy was more appropriate for evaluating 
cognitive performance levels (McKay, 2000b). The test-items were structured from 
easiest to the most difficult test-items. The rationale for this sequencing was to 
reduce stress on participants as this test was administered prior to accessing the web-
mediated instructional system (WMIS).  
 
The pre-test was designed to test 14 learning events relating to the acquisition of 
abstract programming concepts as shown in test specification matrix in Table 4.3. 
The horizontal axis used to describe instructional objectives and the vertical axis 
used to show the programming learning domains. The 14 learning domains included: 
defining diagrams; programming processes; basic mathematics; control structures 
which include sequential, conditional and repetition; the characteristics of the 
WHILE, DO WHILE and the FOR, programming statements and for using the 
WHILE, DOWHILE and FOR in writing solution algorithms.  
 
These 14 learning domains establish the three levels of Gagne’s instructional 
sequence theory (1985), which include: verbal information (basic skill); intellectual 
skill (intermediate skill); and cognitive strategy (advanced skill). The instructional 
objectives consisted of two categories of knowledge. The first category was 
declarative knowledge which has been classified as either verbal information (Band 
A) or intellectual skill (Band B). The person identified as having verbal information 
skill when that person evidenced of knowing basic terms. By understanding concepts 
and principles, the person identified as having intellectual skill (Band B). The second 
category was procedural knowledge, which was divided into three levels of skills. 
The skills involved intellectual (Band C), cognitive strategy (Band D) and cognitive 
strategy (Band E). 
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Table 4.3: Specification matrix for the 41 test-items on introduction to programming concepts  
(adapted with permission from McKay (2000a)) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructional Objectives : Programming Knowledge  
 
 
 
 
Declarative Procedural 
Band-A Band-B Band-C Band-D Band-E 
Verbal 
information 
skill 
 
Concrete 
concept 
Knowing 
basic terms  
Know 
“that” 
 
Intellectual 
skill 
 
Basic Rule  
Discriminates
Understands 
concepts & 
principles 
 
Intellectual 
skill 
 
Higher-order 
Rule 
Problem 
solving 
Applies 
concepts & 
principles to 
new 
situations 
 
Cognitive 
strategy 
 
Identify sub-
tasks 
Recognizes 
instated 
assumptions 
 
Cognitive 
strategy 
 
Knowing the 
“how” 
………….. 
Recall simple 
prerequisite 
rules & 
concepts 
Integrates 
learning from 
different 
areas into a 
plan for 
solving a 
problem 
Task 
No: 
Learning 
Domain: 
     Totals: 
14 Solution algorithm   √, √ √  3 
13 Programming using ‘For’     √,√ 2 
12 
The ‘For’ 
logic 
characteristic 
  √   1 
11 
Programming 
using 
‘DoWhile’ 
     √,√ 2 
10 
The 
‘DoWhile’ 
logic 
characteristic 
 √    1 
9 Programming using ‘While’   √  √ 2 
8 
The ‘While’ 
logic 
characteristic 
√ √    2 
7 
Counter-
control 
repetition 
√   √  2 
6 Repetition √ √,√ √  √,√ 6 
5 Conditional √ √  √,√ √ 5 
4 Control structures √ √ √  √,√ 5 
3 Basic mathematics √ √ √ √  4 
2 Programming Process √,√ √,√ √   5 
1 Defining diagram  √    1 
TOTAL 8 10 8 5 10 41 
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The person is shown as having intellectual skill (Band C) when that person have 
problem solving skills and able to apply concepts and principles to new situations. 
Able to recognise instated assumptions identified the person dominated cognitive 
strategy (Band D).  The person is shown as having cognitive strategy skills (Band E) 
when that person able to recall simple prerequisite rules and concepts and able to 
integrate learning from different areas into a plan for solving problems.  
 
There were 18 test-items established and recognized in the previous research, for 
instance, in the Bagley (1990) and McKay (2000a) studies (see Appendix D-1). The 
following Table 4.4 is an example of the dichotomous pre-test items that were 
concentrating on the programming knowledge of basic mathematics; the same test-
item was rephrased in the post-test. Even though these two test-items were intended 
to measure the same learning content, the post-test item was reworded to reduce 
memory effect.  
 
Table 4.4: The example of rephrased dichotomous test-item. 
Pre-test item add 2 to the variable myAge and assign the new value to myAge 
Post-test item write a statement to increase the variable myGrade by 2 
4.9.3 Web-mediated instructional system (WMIS) 
Instructional topics within the WMIS were developed to establish the possible 
advantages of integrating web-mediated interactivity with the textual and graphical 
instructional strategies.  These modules were developed in two versions in the web-
mediated environment according to the two McKay (2000a) paper-based treatment 
booklets (textual and graphical metaphors). The WMIS topics were represented as 
text-plus-textual metaphor (T1) and the text-plus-graphical metaphor (T2) 
instructional format. The learning content adapted the Pascal content of the McKay 
(2000a) instructional materials, to the C++ content in a web-mediated instructional 
environment. The instruction was also developed according to the normal lesson plan 
at the Malaysian university. Moreover, the newly developed instructional format for 
this research also included: programming concepts and examples of C++ 
programming according to Deitel and Deitel (2008), Malik (2008) and Zak (2008).  
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The objective of the WMIS was to develop programming algorithms which used the 
WHILE, DO WHILE and FOR control structures using the C++ language. The 
instruction for the experimental treatments (T1 and T2) were initiated with generic 
instructional strategies on how to browse the web-mediated instructional system 
(WMIS). The learning content consisted of six sub-topics: (1) logic pattern (control 
structure) defined, (2) repetition using the WHILE control structure, (3) repetition 
using the DO WHILE control structure, (4) repetition using the FOR control 
structure, (5) comparison of WHILE, DO WHILE and FOR control structures and 
(6) example algorithms and problem in C++ all based upon the Bagley (1990) 
research materials. This material was used and adapted for this study with the kind 
permission of Professor Carole Bagley. 
 
The participants received the instructional modules in sequential order. However, 
participants were permitted to browse the WMIS at their own pace by using the 
mouse and clicking the ‘next’ or ‘previous’ screen-based buttons to view the next or 
previous topic. This navigation button was located at the bottom right corner of each 
instructional frame. To browse a subtopic, the participant could click on the ‘next’ or 
‘previous’ button that appeared on the bottom left corner of a frame that had a 
subtopic. Furthermore, to gain additional knowledge on certain topics, the 
instructional modules allowed participants to browse a topic by ‘brushing a mouse’ 
over the graphic or coloured text.  
 
To further clarify the instructional strategy ‘elements’ adopted by web-mediated 
instructional system (WMIS) for the experimental treatments (T1 and T2) with 
respect to this thesis, it is necessary to delve a little further into the instructional 
design issues. 
4.9.3.1 Instructional format 
The learning content was represented by four instructional strategy elements,  
expressed as textual or graphical metaphors (some with pictures) and symbols. These 
web-mediated strategy elements formed the basis of the two instructional formats 
which were introduced earlier as text-plus-textual metaphor (T1) and text-plus-
graphical metaphor (T2) formats. 
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Text-plus-textual metaphor format 
Expository instructions were presented using a text-plus-textual format (see Figure 
4.4) to guarantee that all the participants received adequate instructional content 
(Bagley, 1990). These instructional topics included: the WMIS instructional 
objectives; the programming concepts’ description and tasks description. In order to 
make sense of new information such as ‘defining a concept’, expository text may be 
shown to be useful (see Figure 4.5) (Chi, 2000). 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Example of text-plus-textual metaphor format (McKay, 2000a) 
 
 “Good metaphors are like good detective stories, with the connotative richness of 
meaning accounting for human ability to interpret metaphors without specific prior 
learning” (Tversky, 1977) in McKay (2000a, p. 164).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Expository description of repetition concept (McKay, 2000a: Lesson 3). 
 
Text-plus-graphical metaphor format 
Expository information is only one type of knowledge discourse that is used to learn 
programming concepts. Acquisition of programming knowledge involves cognitive 
skill that is associated with knowledge of knowing that and knowing how (McKay, 
2004). Furthermore, it has been shown that explaining complex knowledge like this 
in a text-plus-textual format is difficult (Brunye, et al., 2006).  
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Therefore, to that extent, the graphics may emphasize spatial relationships which 
sometimes occur in particular types of expository information. For instance, 
scientific explanation of how a lighting storm develops (Mayer & Moreno, 2002), a 
text caption for the corresponding pictures are more beneficial (Mayer, 2005c). The 
text-plus-graphical metaphors (see Figure 4.6), were adapted for the web with 
permission of McKay (2000a). These metaphors were largely designed to replace the 
corresponding text with a picture or graphic whenever appropriate (McKay, 2000a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Example of text-plus-graphical metaphor format (McKay, 2000a) 
 
4.9.4 Practice problem booklet 
Learning procedural knowledge requires practice. This booklet (see Appendix A-2) 
was used with the kind permission of the original author Professor Bagley and 
adapted by McKay (2000a). It allows participants to practice what they have learned 
or experienced in a WMIS. The participants were required to apply six problem 
solving steps to two new problems. By repeating this process, participants may build 
schemas and reinforce learning (Jonassen, 1997). “Combination of worked examples 
plus extended practice is most likely to facilitate the acquisition of problem schemas 
and the transfer of those schemas to novel problem” (Jonassen, 1997, p. 12) 
4.9.5 Post-test 
As described in Section 4.3, there were seven new test-items in the post-test within 
the overall 41-items. These test-items were also designed according to the test 
specification as shown in Table 4.3. They were constructed to be as similar as 
possible in terms of content and the statistical properties, yet not identical in wording 
(see Table 4.4). As described earlier, there were also 20 dichotomous test-items and 
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21 partial credit test-items (see section 4.9.2). Table 4.5 details the test-item 
properties. They include: item ID; item content; item format (dichotomous or partial 
credit) and item numbering in the pre- and post-tests. The shaded cells in Table 4.5 
show the test-items that were rephrased in the post-test. The post-test covered all of 
the topics presented in the instructional modules and randomly ordered to reduce the 
‘memory effect’ that may occur due to the pre-test. Consequently, both pre- and post-
test were intended to measure the same construct. 
 
Table 4.5: Test-items properties 
Item 
ID Item Content Item Format 
Item No. in 
Pre-test/ 
code 
Item No.in 
Post-test/ 
code 
1 Programming Process 0 or 1 1/pr01 36/po36 
2 Programming Process 0 or 1 2/pr02 16/po16 
3 Basic mathematics 0 or 1 3/pr03 3/po03
4 Control structures 0 or 1 4/pr04 4/po04 
5 Conditional  0 or 1 5/pr05 5/po05 
6 Repetition  0 or 1 6/pr06 19/po19 
7 Counter-control Repetition 0 or 1 7/pr07 7/po07 
8 The ‘While’ logic characteristic 0 or 1 8/pr08 30/po30 
9 Defining diagram 0 or 1 or 2  9/pr09 9/po09 
10 Programming Process 0 or 1  10/pr10 10/po10 
11 Programming Process 0 or 1 11/pr11 11/po11 
12 Basic mathematics 0 or 1 12/pr12 31/po31 
13 Programming Process 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 13/pr13 13/po13
14 Control structures 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 14/pr14 14/po14 
15 Basic mathematics 0 or 1 or 2  15/pr15 32/po32 
16 Conditional  0 or 1 16/pr16 2/po02 
17 Control structures 0 or 1 or 2  17/pr17 17/po17 
18 Basic mathematics 0 or 1 or 2  18/pr18 18/po18 
19 Repetition  0 or 1 19/pr19 6/po06 
20 Repetition  0 or 1 20/pr20 20/po20 
21 Conditional  0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 21/pr21 21/po21 
22 Conditional  0 or 1 or 2 or 3 22/pr22 22/po22 
23 Conditional  0 or 1 23/pr23 23/po23 
24 Control structures 0 or 1 24/pr24 39/po39 
25 Control structures 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 25/pr25 25/po25 
26 Counter-control Repetition 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 26/pr26 26/po26 
27 Repetition  0 or 1 or 2 or 3 27/pr27 27/po27 
28 Repetition  0 or 1 28/pr28 28/po28 
29 Repetition  0 or 1 or 2 or 3 29/pr29 29/po29 
30 The ‘While’ logic characteristic 0 or 1 30/pr30 8/po08 
31 The ‘DoWhile’ logic characteristic 0 or 1 31/pr31 12/po12 
32 Programming using ‘While’ 0 or 1 or 2  32/pr32 15/po15 
33 The ‘For’ logic characteristic 0 or 1 33/pr33 33/po33 
34 Programming using ‘While’ 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 34/pr34 34/po34 
35 Solution algorithm 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 35/pr35 35/po35 
36 Solution algorithm 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 36/pr36 1/po01
37 Programming using ‘DoWhile’ 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 37/pr37 37/po37 
38 Programming using ‘For’ 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 38/pr38 38/po38 
39 Programming using ‘DoWhile’ 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 39/pr39 24/po24 
40 Solution algorithm 0 or 1 or 2  40/pr40 40/po40 
41 Programming using ‘For’ 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 41/pr41 41/po41 
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4. 10 Web-mediated instructional usability design 
The instructional interface can be described “as elements that assist the user, a 
learner, in the task of learning” (Lohr, 2000, p. 162). This section explains the 
instructional interface and the rationale behind the usability of the design. Although, 
the user-interface design is known to be one of the critical factors in successful web-
mediated instruction, typically, the instructional designers or educational software 
developers often neglect usability issues (Squires & Preece, 1996; Plass, 1998). If 
they do pay attention to usability issues, they rely on intuition and experience rather 
than theory-based models.  
 
This user-interface design takes this issue into account. As such, it facilitated the 
learners to focus on the instructional strategies thereby reducing the mental effort 
required for navigating their way through the modules (Lohr, 2000). Poor usability 
designs leave learners frustrated, unenthusiastic and with less desire to complete the 
learning activities (Notess, 2001). Instead the web-mediated instructional interface 
directs learners (using easily-identifiable signals, signs or cues) towards the relevant 
information they need to achieve the instructional objectives (Lohr, 2000). As 
discussed earlier in section 2.3 (see Learning theory and instructional theory: are they 
related?), the internal factors (Mayer 1987) of the learning process may be assisted 
by appropriate attention to the external instructional events such as the usability of 
the interface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Web-mediated instructional system (WMIS) - Welcome screen 
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the main screen of the web-mediated instructional system 
(WMIS). To commence the instruction, participants are instructed to click on the 
blue ‘Start Course’ hyperlink at the bottom of the interface. After clicking this 
navigational link, the instructional system opens to display in a separate (internet) 
browser window. These hyperlinks are coloured blue for easy recognition. In most 
web-sites, to increase usability, it is common that such navigational hyperlinks are 
often underlined blue textual words. Figure 4.8 shows the first screen of the WMIS. 
This screen displays knowledge navigation instruction or guidance on how to work 
through the instructional modules. Therefore navigation of the topics/modules is 
made possible by menu-driven facility or by navigation buttons or hyperlinks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8: First screen of web-mediated instructional module 
 
 
 
Current topic Subject matter 
Learning content area Navigation button note 
Menu-driven 
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A navigation button located at bottom-right of the screen offered ‘previous’ and 
‘next’ arrows allows the learners to move between topics. This type of button also 
indicates the learners’ current location and the numbers of remaining topics. The 
instructional materials are always located on the white background area at the left 
side of the screen. The instructional materials are presented in dark text on a white 
background to facilitate ease of reading for learners who may have colour perception 
deficiencies (McCracken & Wolfe, 2004). No scrolling of the screen is required to 
ensure that all information is seen in the one place. Therefore, to reduce extraneous 
cognitive load during learning, the instructional interface was designed consistently 
in terms of the usability and relating to the appearance, functionality and 
instructional ordering. Appearance means using consistent ‘visual elements’ such as 
layout, text style, colour and graphics throughout the instructional system. 
Functionality means the same ‘navigation element’ such ‘previous’ and ‘next’ arrows 
on each screen to allow the learners to navigate through the topics. Instructional 
ordering means the screen organisation remains consistent throughout the WMIS, for 
instance, the navigational button located at bottom-right of each screen (Galitz, 
2007). 
 
This usability strategy assists learners to predict the content of the next screen or 
web-page; thereby assisting the learner to build an understandable mental model of 
the instruction and its organisation (Rhee, Moon & Choe, 2006; Galitz, 2007). By 
applying this strategy, learners may focus their attention on the instructional 
materials rather than needing to put forth extra mental effort on trying to understand 
the interface. 
 
To avoid feelings of disorientation during learning, the interface answers questions 
such as ‘where am I now?’, ‘what can I do here?’, ‘where can I go from here?’ and 
‘how can I get there?’ (Galitz, 2007). To answer the question of ‘where am I?’, the 
interface provides several cues to prevent the learner from getting lost. For instance, 
the ‘current topic’ and ‘navigation buttons’ show the current location of the learner.  
Furthermore, Figure 4.9 illustrates the currently-viewed node, in addition to visited 
and non-active nodes. The currently-viewed content page shows in a ‘ticked’ 
shadowed node. The ‘tick’ identifies which nodes were visited.  
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The ‘non-ticked’ node shows the new and non-active hyperlinks. Without these cues, 
it may be possible for learners to experience navigational confusion due to limited of 
working memory (Nielsen & Loranger, 2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9: Screenshot of currently viewed, visited and non-active nodes 
 
To answer ‘what can I do here?’, the learner could navigate the learning content to 
achieve the learning objective. For instance: the navigational aid such as ‘mouse over 
on the red text for further information’ provides a cue to the learner as to what was 
expected on the current web-page in order to obtain more information on the current 
topic. This cue is located at the bottom-center of the current instructional content 
area as shown in Figure 4.10 (Mautone & Mayer, 2001). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Screenshot of navigational aids (graphical metaphor adapted from McKay (2000a)) 
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Figure 4.11: Screenshot of navigational aids 
 
To answer the question of ‘where can I go and how do I get there?’, the learner has 
the option of moving to the next topic using a navigation button or choosing a topic 
on the menu. In addition, it is possible for topics to have sub-topics. To this end, the 
red navigation button as depicted in Figure 4.11 indicates that the current topic has a 
sub-topic. This button is located on the bottom-left of the current learning content 
area (see Figure 4.12). If the cursor points over the left arrow, text cues are shown as 
‘go to previous sub-topic’ or ‘this topic begins here, no previous sub-topic’. If the 
cursor is placed over the right arrow, cues such as ‘continue to sub topic’ or ‘end of 
this topic’ were displayed. The red colour was chosen for this navigation button in 
order  to attract the learner’s attention. Text cues are provided to avoid disorientation, 
because learners may take more time if icons or symbols are presented alone 
(Stupak, DiFonzo, Younge & Homan, 2010). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Screenshot of red navigation buttons (textual metaphors adapted from Mckay (2000a)) 
 
 
Two versions of instructional treatments (T1 and T2) were accessed through the 
URL(s) as shown in Table 4.6. 
 
Table 4.6: URLs for web-mediated instructional system (WMIS) 
Instructional format URL 
Text-plus-textual (T1)  http://www.relaxlearning.com/c++/treatone/start.htm 
Text-plus-graphical (T2)  http://www.relaxlearning.com/t2/start.htm 
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4. 11 Scoring strategy 
There were a total of 41-items for pre- and post-tests; 20 of which were dichotomous 
and 21 of which were partial credit scoring test-items. The total number of test-items 
with correct responses is considered to be the total raw score. The highest possible 
raw score for both tests was 86 (see Appendix D-2). Total raw scores were usually 
used to measure a person’s ability. However, the use of raw scores as a scale to 
measure cognitive development are uncomfortably slippery and problematic (Wright 
& Stone, 1979). Therefore, the next section discusses the data analysis tools for 
transforming this observation into an objective and robust measurement. 
4. 12 Data Analysis Tools 
Questionnaires are often used as instruments in social science research to measure 
the level of performance, attitudes or opinions. In psychometric tests, the responses 
to the test-items demonstrate a person’s level of construct of interest (e.g reading 
ability, programming cognitive performance) and this is referred to as ‘latent traits’ 
(Rust & Golombok, 2009). Even though such constructs are easy to describe, they 
cannot be measured as simply as measuring height or weight because the construct is 
an (abstract) concept (McKay, 2000a) not a physical dimension. In order to measure 
students’ cognitive performance on their acquisition of programming concepts, the 
assessment instruments were developed and analysed.  
 
As mentioned before, the validity and reliability of the assessment instruments were 
confirmed first according to Rasch IRT model (Rasch, 1960) using the Quest 
software (Adams & Khoo, 1996). As quantitative researchers in social sciences 
concentrate more deeply on their statistical analyses, less has been done on the 
quality of the instruments with which they use to obtain their data for these statistics 
(Bond & Fox, 2007). However in this research, to report the interactive effects of the 
web-mediated instructional strategies and the cognitive preferences in the acquisition 
of abstract programming concepts, further analyses were conducted based on effect 
sizes (Cohen, 1988) The rationale behind utilizing the Rasch model, Quest and 
Cohen’s effect size, instead of other models, is presented in the next sections. 
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To further clarify the data analysis tools with respect to this thesis, it is necessary to 
delve a little further in the following issues to include: 
 Rasch item response theory (IRT) model, 
 Quest interactive test analysis system  
 anchoring strategy, and 
 effect size. 
4.12.1 Rasch item-response theory (IRT) model 
In general, social science research (for example intelligence and cognitive 
performance) and information systems (IS) research in particular, they usually 
measure the variables on an ordinal scale, precluding such arithmetic operations. 
This study assigned ordinal scales to the data through dichotomous and partial credit 
scoring. To apply parametric statistical techniques however on the data observed, an 
interval or ratio scale of the data is required. Rasch measurement provides a solution 
to transform the ordinal raw (observed) scores into linear measures, so called log-
odds probability units or ‘logits’ (the mathematical unit of the Rasch IRT model) 
(Wright & Stone, 1979; Molenaar, 1995; Bond & Fox, 2007; Iramaneerat, et al., 
2008). This process was needed because subsequent data analyses were to be 
completed utilizing parametric statistical techniques. Applying techniques such as 
factorial ANOVA and regression models to analyse ordinal raw scores, has been 
shown to lead to spurious interactions on the observed variables and underestimates 
of effect sizes (Embretson, 1996; Kang & Waller, 2005). Therefore, the Rasch IRT 
model was the best available method for constructing interval measures from these 
ordinal raw scores (Wright & Mok, 2004; Bond & Fox, 2007).  
 
Figure 4.13 shows the location of the test-items using ordinal raw score and Figure 
4.14 shows the location of the test-items using the logits values. The data for both 
figures were obtained from the VRT study (see section 4.6). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Item location based on raw scores 
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Figure 4.14: Item location based on logits values 
 
Because the logits were used to locate the test-items along the scale, the test-items 
showed in Figure 4.14 were positioned at the same distance apart. However, as 
pictured in Figure 4.13, the test-items located according to the raw scores have 
different intervals between them. Therefore, by simply summing the raw scores to 
measure students’ cognitive performance leads to an inconsistency in constructing a 
defensible unit of measurement (Wright & Masters, 1982). As Bond and Fox (2007, 
p. ix) state in their book that “....the essential rule in successful measurement is used 
ubiquitously in money, length,.....  That rule is one more unit means the same amount 
extra no matter how much there already is”.  
 
The Rasch measurement model is in a family of probabilistic models. So saying, the 
Rasch model is classified within item response theory (IRT) or latent trait theory. As 
the names suggest, the Rasch model focuses on characteristics of individual’s test-
items (item-level information), rather than concentrating on test-level information as 
it does in classical test theory (CTT) (Fan, 1998). Instead, the Rasch (1960) 
measurement allows for a robust approach to measuring an underlying variable or 
construct such as attitudes, abilities and personality traits. For instance, this study 
estimates student’ cognitive performance on their acquisition of programming 
language concepts. The Rasch model therefore predicts the probability of a student 
getting a correct response in terms of two variables, one relating to the ‘level of test-
items difficulty’ and second to the ‘ability of the participants’ (Barrett, 2001). In 
other words, the probability to endorse a test-item is modelled as a ‘logistic function’ 
of the discrepancy between the person’s proficiency and the test-item difficulty. It 
was assumed that a student with a higher proficiency had a greater chance of success 
on particular test-items compared to a less proficient student-participant. Moreover, 
the Rasch measurement also has the capability to demonstrate the student’s ability 
(higher or lower) in a test, as compared to other students on one scale.  
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Even though the CTT has served the measurement practices for decades, there are 
several reasons for choosing this Rasch IRT model instead of CTT for this study. 
One reason is, that it is takes the shortcomings of CTT into consideration. Firstly, in 
the CTT, correlation coefficients (or internal consistency) used as a basis in test-item 
selection and correlations are sample dependent (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Liu & 
Kalman, 2010). Testing instrumentation in an educational setting assumes that the 
ability of a student will be lower if that student is given a difficult test. However, the 
ability will be higher if that same student is given a less difficult test. That is to say 
that, on the one hand, a person’s abilities are dependent on the test-items that are 
being administered, while, on the other hand, if the same test-items are encountered 
by two different groups, one to above-average students and the other to below-
average students; the test-items appear to be less difficult to the former and more 
difficult to the latter. This is to say that, the calculations of test-item difficulty and 
test-item discrimination are dependent on the groups of examinees taking the test. In 
other words, with the CTT, the probabilities of participants  responding to test-items 
correctly or partially correct (test-item difficulty) are calculated from the number of 
responses or proportion responses in the sample. This is indicated by p-value, where 
p reflects the ratio of responses in a sample that endorses a test-item (Domino & 
Domino, 2006). As a result, the higher p-value denotes easier test-item, whereas a 
low p-value indicates more difficult test-item (Kline, 2005). Therefore, the p-value 
for any given test-item will be higher, if the value is drawn from a more able 
population, rather than if calculated from a less able population. This is the major 
drawback of this approach which is sample dependent (Hambleton, Jones & Rogers, 
1993). Since the random sampling was not possible for this study, biased parameters 
were possible (Embretson & Reise, 2000). 
 
Secondly, in order to make a fair score comparison within a testing-sample, it is 
necessary, that the responses be complete for each person. It is critical to achieve this 
condition, because in educational settings, missing data are unavoidable due to a 
variety of reasons such as: physical or mental fatigue, or time constraints. Thus, a fair 
comparison between a person’s ability and test-item difficulty in CTT cannot be 
attained, if there is one or more missing data (unless the missing value imputation is 
used). Even though some imputation methods are clearly better than others, none of 
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them can really be described as acceptable, as it is only deemed appropriate when the 
possibility of missing data is extremely small. “The only really good solution to the 
missing data problem is not to have any” (Allison, 2001, p. 2). There will always be 
one simple solution for this problem, as suggested by the default option of statistical 
packages. This is when the case (or person) with incomplete responses needs to be 
excluded. Unfortunately, this is not a desirous solution because of the probability of 
losing a significant amount of data in a practical situation to capture the relevant 
statistic (Allison, 2001).   
 
Thirdly, even though CTT has an estimate of person’s ability and test-item’s 
difficulty, it may also complicate the prediction of the outcomes of the interaction 
between a particular person and a particular test-item due to the measurement of both 
persons and the test-items that are expressed in different metrics. 
 
Consequently, the Rasch IRT model is preferred because of its capacity to overcome 
the aforementioned shortcomings in the CTT. Firstly, it was considered that the test-
item parameters are independent of the case (or person) characteristic. The total score 
of a person on a test is sufficient in estimating a person’s ability and the total score of 
a test-item is sufficient to estimate test-item’s difficulty. In Rasch IRT model, this is 
referred to as ‘local independence’. In other words, the correct or incorrect answers 
to a test-item are totally independent of correct or incorrect answers to any other test-
items in the test (Wright & Stone, 1979). One way to determine local independence 
is by visually examining the output derived from the Quest estimate, according to the 
Rasch model, this is known as the ‘fit statistic’ (for instance: see an item fit map in 
Figure 5.1) which shows how well each test-item addresses the single underlying 
construct. In the Rasch model when the data fit the model, this result can signify that 
all test-items measure a single construct. This property is also referred to as 
‘unidimensionality’ (Bond & Fox, 2001). The outfit or infit mean square values, for 
each test-item, of about one, are considered acceptable and indicate local 
independence and unidimensionality (Adams & Khoo, 1996). Hence, these 
requirements allow generalization of person’s ability and test-item difficulty to other 
samples of test-item and persons, respectively. 
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The second reason for choosing Rasch model because it is fairly robust in handling 
incomplete responses. It requires only sufficient density of data as the starting point 
for calculations (Bond & Fox, 2007). So saying, the Rasch model uses a different 
probability distribution for incomplete responses than it uses for complete responses. 
The fundamental measurement for the Rasch model is derived from the principle of 
‘specific objectivity’ (Linacre, 1989), that was first advocated by Rasch (1966; 
1967). Specific objectivity is defined as two different persons that can be compared 
independently of the response given to the specific test-item and two different test-
items can be compared regardless of the person’s ability attempt at those test-items 
(Irtel, 1995). For instance, when considering the analogy to measure human height, 
any ruler can be used as a measurement tool, the ruler is independent of the person 
being measured and it does not measure differently when measuring one person’s 
height to another. Hence, missing data would not affect the measures with specific 
objectivity. In spite of incomplete responses in the data, the data remains useful and 
provides plausible information. 
 
Finally, in this study the ability of the Rasch IRT model approach to visualizing the 
statistical properties of test-items, was taken into account (Camilli & Shepard, 1994). 
The performance interaction between persons and test-items could be described more 
precisely, as the Quest estimate offers a number of visual checks (for instance, see 
Figure 5.8) on the performance of person in relation to particular test-items, or the 
performance of test-items in relation to a particular group of people because both 
people and test-items are located in the same measurement scale (Callingham & 
Bond, 2006), representing the so-called powerful ‘conjoint measurement’ technique 
(Adams & Khoo, 1996; Adanez & Velasco, 2002). A graphical representation, for 
instance see the variable map Figure 5.8 (one of the Quest program’s outputs), which 
allows for a meaningful visual observation of person and test-item performance, 
simultaneously. This unique characteristic of the Quest estimate output files offer a 
richness of diagnosis. Besides the aforementioned advantages, the Rasch IRT model 
also allows calibration on small numbers of test-items and small numbers of 
examinees (Baker, 2001), in contrast with the CTT, which needs a more extensive 
test of up to 200 and more test-items to attain the test’s accuracy.  
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The specific measurement properties of Rasch IRT model (e.g local independence 
and unidimensionality) can successfully be achieved only when the observed 
responses fit the model (see Figure 5.1). Instead of using the total raw score to 
examine a student’s achievement, the Quest estimate’s test-item analysis focuses on 
the performance of each particular test-item, by calculating a fit statistic for that test-
item. Thus, it is possible to establish the relationship between characteristics of each 
test-item and the characteristics of a person’s performance, relative to all other 
participants (see variable map Figure 5.8 and Appendix E-1). This allows for finding 
an answer to a question like: ‘How much improvement can be realised when a person 
with a particular cognitive style performs with a particular instructional format?’. In 
addition, this process is required to ensure that the data fit the Rasch model and that 
the test-item can be equated. The Rasch model therefore has a strong mathematical 
basis and is derived from complex algorithms that are more efficiently solved using 
computer software (like the Quest interactive test analysis system). In this way, that 
although many educational researchers know about this technique, it is proposed here 
that the availability of the software has increased the utility of Rasch measurement.  
 
There are a growing number of user-friendly software packages that have removed 
some significant practical obstacles in implementation of the Rasch IRT model in the 
cognitive measurement field. Some of these software applications include: the Quest 
interactive test analysis system (Adams & Khoo, 1996), the joint maximum 
likelihood estimation (Winsteps) (Linacre, 2006) and the RUMM 2020: Pairwise 
conditional estimation (Andrich, 2004). 
4.12.2 Quest interactive test analysis system 
It is often assumed that the level of knowledge and skills may change as learning 
occurs. In this study, as mentioned earlier to measure these changes (see section 4.7), 
two tests were administered one prior to the instructional treatment and another 
straight after the instructional treatment (see Appendix B-1 and B-2). In order to 
assess students’ cognitive performance, the dichotomous and partial credit raw scores 
(data from both tests) were transformed into linear measures according to the Rasch 
model using the Quest estimate (Adams & Khoo, 1996). In so doing, meaningful 
comparisons of the performance on the tests could be reported through a variety of 
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informative tables and maps (for instance see Figure 5.1 and 5.8, and Table 5.2 and 
5.3 and Appendix E-1). As mentioned earlier in section 4.11(scoring strategy), the 
fundamental theory of Quest is the Rasch measurement theory which allows the 
analysis of data with a combination of dichotomous and polytomous test-items (Bond 
& Fox, 2001). Moreover, the Quest estimate also provides outputs according to 
classical test theory (CTT). So saying, that many statistical software analysis 
packages simply delete cases (a person’s performance) with incomplete data (Bond 
& Fox, 2007). This process is inappropriate as the entire dataset (of that person’s or 
test-item’s performance) might be discarded from the analysis. However, the beauty 
of the Quest estimate is the fact that it offers a flexible way of handling missing data. 
The Quest estimate analysis ignores certain codes and ‘holes in the data’. However, 
any test-items with ‘zero scores’ or ‘perfect scores’ are removed from the analysis as 
they do not provide useful evidence about those particular test-items or person’s 
performance. The Quest estimate offers several statistical outputs to examine the 
test-item fitness to the Rasch IRT model. Therefore, the ‘fit statistics’ demonstrate 
the amount of discrepancy between the empirical data and the expected responses by 
the model (Willmess, 1997). 
 
As the Quest estimate has the capability to evaluate the data to fit the Rasch Model 
by identifying that the ‘infit mean square’ of every test-item does not vary 
significantly from 1.00, and that the test-items that do not lie outside of the 
‘threshold range’ of 0.77 and 1.3 (see Figure 5.1). The values lower than 1.00 are 
indicative of a ‘lack of fit’. In other words, the test-items appear to ‘fit too well’ and 
may be duplicating the same construct too closely. Any values higher than 1.00 point 
out to the researcher that the test-items are not measuring the same construct. These 
test-items are referred to as ‘noise’. For the purpose of the data analysis, the criterion 
to check the fit of data to the model is based on default values of 0.77 to 1.33 as set 
by the Quest estimate. As said before, the capacity to illustrate the relationship 
between a person’s ability and the test-item difficulty on a single measurement scale 
(logits scale) is a key strength of Quest. In addition, the Quest system allows for a 
test-item and case estimate ‘anchoring’ that facilitates test equating and item banking 
(Bond & Fox, 2007). This anchoring or equating strategy is discussed in the next 
section. 
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4.12.3 Anchoring strategy 
Two different tests, which have been developed to be as similar as possible to one 
another in content and statistical properties, administered at a different point in time 
may differ somewhat in difficulty. To overcome this dilemma, an anchoring strategy 
can be used. This technique is also known as a ‘test equating strategy’. It seeks to 
adjust these difficulty differences, so that the score of two (or more) tests can be 
compared and used interchangeably (Wright & Stone, 1979; Yu & Popp, 2005). 
Kolen and Brennan (2004,  p. 2) defined equating as a “statistical process that is 
used to adjust scores on test forms so that scores on the forms can be used 
interchangeably”.  
 
Moreover, to concur with this concept, another source reports that equating has been 
conducted to compare different test forms that are intended to measure the same 
underlying construct, which was developed according to the same content and test 
specification (or test blueprint) (Brennan, 2006). Even though each test form was 
developed to be comparable to each other, they typically may differ somewhat in 
their difficulty. The same test-item may have a different difficulty parameter level 
when administered to different groups of people, or at a different time (for instance 
before the treatment and after the treatment) (Griffin & Callingham, 2006). 
Consequently, an equating analysis was performed in this study to anchor the test-
item difficulty parameters at a common metric. The reason for this process was that 
the same test-items in the pre-test may appear to be more difficult than the same test-
item in the post-test, due to changes in the participants’ knowledge levels.  
 
The lack of a common metric to measure improvement over time may be called into 
question because any improvement may not only be due to proficiency in domain 
knowledge; it may also be due to variation in the levels of difficulty of the pre- and 
post-tests. When the test-items’ difficulty parameter from different tests (pre- and 
post-test) are located on a common metric, then the abilities of the ‘person’ or ‘case 
estimates’ that are obtained from the pre- and post-tests, are comparable. Therefore, 
failure to establish such a common metric for measuring cognitive performance 
development may yield confounding results and the findings are doubtful (Bond & 
Fox, 2007). 
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In this study, the initial test-items’ difficulty parameters, which were obtained from 
the pre-test in the VRT study (see section 4.6), were used as the common metric to 
which all the other tests were equated. These included: the post-test in the VRT study 
and in the pre- and post-test in the main study (see section 4.7). The ‘equating 
analysis’ then anchored the test-items’ difficulty parameter (of those tests), on the 
same metric (or scale) as the initial pre-test in the VRT study. This anchoring 
strategy was initiated by conducting a Rasch calibration of the pre-test in the VRT 
study, so that the test-item difficulty (values) could be established. Further 
investigations then involved the anchoring of the post-test using the ‘test-item 
values’ obtained from an earlier calibration.  
 
It would be insufficient to anticipate that an earlier calibration would satisfy the 
requirement of Rasch model even though it was confirmed with the requirement of 
the Rasch properties; for instance, the invariance principle and unidimensionality at 
the first attempt. This result can be seen as analogous to an ‘inspector of weight and 
measures’ who may continue to monitor the scales used by grocers (Bond & Fox, 
2007). Hence, the researcher should ensure that the test-item values (anchored test-
items) are maintained across the study by taking into account the possibility of 
measurement error. To confirm that the measures are continually valid over time, any 
‘misbehaving test-items’ can be eliminated from the measure in the current form. 
 
Moreover, ‘test equating’ is necessary when the performance of same examinee on 
two different tests is to be compared. In practice, it is nearly impossible to construct 
two different tests using the same test specification matrix (see Table 4.3), which 
attempts to measure the same construct, to be completely parallel in every aspect. 
Thus, by equating two tests, the difficulty levels of both tests remain the same 
achieving a fair performance comparison of same examinee.  
4.12.4 Effect size 
The mean differences between pre- and post-tests are not sufficient to conclude that 
each intervention is statistically significant to increase learners’ cognitive 
performance. Effect size is therefore used to measure the effectiveness of the 
treatments on a person with individual differences in cognitive preference, relative to 
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some comparison, the effect size being independent of sample size. Thus, the effect 
size was reported as each experimental group was comprised of a different 
population size. In this condition, the ‘magnitude of effect’ is considered a valuable 
tool in evaluating the extent of the effectiveness of the instructional intervention (T1 
and T2) as recommended by Cohen (1977). It is important to note that effect size 
addresses the issue of being ‘practically significant’. The empirical results that are of 
‘statistical significance’ do not equal ‘practical significance’. Therefore, highly 
significant p values should not be considered as an automatic sign of large effects 
(Rosenthal, Rosnow & Rubin, 2000).   
 
The common guideline for effect size used in behavioural research is based on 
Cohen’s d. Cohen (1977), classifies a small effect size as 0.2, a medium effect size as 
0.5 and a large effect size as 0.8. However, a quantitatively unimpressive effect size 
should not be interpreted as unimportant, as it may have important practical 
implications (Hattie, 2009). Reporting the empirical results using effect size allows 
the readers of the research findings, to determine whether the theories underpinning 
the study support the findings, and to evaluate the ‘practical significance’ of the 
findings, and to make comparison of findings between related studies (Winkelman, 
2001). Furthermore, reporting effect size assists future researchers to conduct meta-
analysis (Rosenthal, et al., 2000). 
4. 13 Summary 
This chapter detailed the main hypotheses and methodology undertaken in this 
research. The intention was to investigate the interactive effects of cognitive 
preference and web-mediated instructional strategies in the acquisition of 
introductory programming concepts. In order to accomplish the aims of this research, 
the data was analysed quantitatively through descriptive and inferential statistics. The 
methodology reported in this chapter was utilized to collect and analyse the data. The 
rationale of choosing a measurement model and the data analysis software 
application was also discussed. It was then possible to investigate how the web-
mediated instructional strategies may have facilitated the learners with different 
cognitive preferences in their acquisition of programming concepts. The results of 
these methodologies and statistical tests are reported in the following chapter. 
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5 The Validity and Reliability Testing Study: Analysis and Results 
5. 1 Introduction 
Presented in this chapter are the results of the statistical analyses of the data collected 
from the validity and reliability testing (VRT) study as described in section 4.6 of the 
previous chapter. The first section of chapter-5 contains a description of the results of 
the test-item analysis. Reported in the second section are the results of the 
performance analysis. In addition to these results, it is important to further describe 
how the cognitive performance assessment instrument (or the tests) were validated 
for this research study, to ensure that the testing of the intended variables did not 
deviate across all experimental phases.  
 
The concept of validity has evolved far beyond its initial form as defined by Cureton 
(1951, p. 623). Validity is “the correlation between the actual test scores and the 
true criterion score”. As such, it gradually underwent a transition to the notion that 
“validity is an evolving property and validation is a continuing process” (Messick, 
1995, p. 741). As described earlier (in section 4.6), several analyses were needed in 
order to validate the test-items. Inappropriate test-items had to be identified and the 
necessary action had to be taken, according to whether those test-items should be 
eliminated or modified. This test-item analysis process was documented in terms of 
the elimination criterion and at what stage of the analysis these particular test-items 
were to be removed. The main purpose of this chapter therefore, is to report this 
procedure and the determine the preliminary results.  
 
It was necessary to conduct a pilot study to facilitate the methodology as it would 
increase the probability of success in the main study. Therefore, two pilot studies 
were actually conducted prior to the main study. The first pilot study was titled ‘the 
exploratory study’ (see section 4.5) while the second, was called ‘the validity and 
reliability testing (VRT) study’ (see section 4.6). The main intent of these two pilot 
studies was to establish the validity of the assessment instruments that would be used 
to measure the cognitive performance of the students’ programming knowledge
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 acquisition. In measuring the students’ cognitive performance on programming 
concept acquisition, it required quality instrumentation be used to monitor any 
improvement over time.  
 
Table 5.1 shows the summary of these two pilot studies. The results of the 
exploratory study were previously presented in section 4.5.3. 
 
Table 5.1: The pilot studies 
 The Exploratory Study The Validity and Reliability Testing 
Procedure  Please refer Figure 4.2 Please refer Figure 4.2 
125 Participants 98 
Pre-test Items 
Post-test Items  
35 
35 
41 
41 
 
To explain the impact of the ‘validity and reliability testing study’for this research, 
the discussion will present the following sections: 
 the validity and reliability testing (VRT) study,  
 performance measurement tools, 
 results of cognitive performance analyses, and 
 summary. 
5. 2 The validity and reliability testing (VRT) study 
In both pre- and post-test for this experiment, 41 test-items were used. The number 
of test-items was increased from 35 to 41, in order to increase the quantity of 
validated pre- and post-tests items that were to be used in the main experimental 
study. As such, this VRT experiment was conducted on two different groups of 
students: a novice group and an experienced group. The participants who were 
enrolled in the Introductory to Computer Programming Language course in the 
previous semester, were defined as experienced; they were expected to have acquired 
basic prior programming knowledge. The novice group had little or no knowledge in 
computer programming concepts, as they had not formally participated in this course, 
prior to this experiment. As earlier stated, it was necessary to include these two 
groups of participating students in this study, in order to obtain different levels of 
cognitive abilities to achieve the maximum spread of test-items scores (Izard, 2004a).  
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This second experiment utilized the same experimental procedure (see Figure 4.2) as 
previously conducted in the exploratory study. There were 40 participants for the 
novice group and 85 participants in the experienced group. All students participated 
on a voluntary basis. Both groups were then split based on their cognitive preference 
screening test results using the CSA (Riding & Cheema, 1991), by identifying pairs 
on their wholist-analytic and verbal-imagery ratios.  
 
The importance of this VRT study was to establish the construct validity of the new 
41 test-items instrument. To facilitate construct validity, two important factors were 
considered. Firstly, that the construct being measured should be based on some 
fundamental theory and secondly, the instrument should be developed to measure 
that underlying theory explicitly (Watson & Callingham, 2003). As mentioned earlier 
in section 4.12.1, the Rasch IRT model possessed three important properties; ‘local 
independence’, ‘unidimensionality’ and ‘specific objectivity’. The validity of the 
underlying construct was attained when the observed data satisfied these three 
properties (Wright & Masters, 1982). In the VRT study, the Rasch analyses were 
conducted on several consecutive ‘Quest estimate runs’ using the statistical software 
application developed by Adams and Khoo (1996), until the final set of test-items 
satisfied the Rasch IRT model’s requirements. When it was determined that the 
observed data ‘fit’ the Rasch model, a further analysis was conducted to investigate 
the interactive effects of cognitive preference and web-mediated instruction for the 
acquisition of introductory programming concepts. The results of that test-items 
analysis are reported in the following section. 
 
To further develop the discussion on the ‘validity and reliability testing study’, the 
following sub-sections include: 
 test-item analysis, and 
 summary of test-item analysis. 
5.2.1 Test-items analysis 
Prior to conducting this VRT study, the new test-items (there were seven) were 
tested by five people from different background to establish content-related validity. 
These new test-items were developed from the same test specification matrix (see 
Table 4.3) used to construct the first 35 test-items. There were five simple task test-
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items and two medium difficulty task test-items. The results achieved from a manual 
calibration showed all the new test-items were acceptable and were therefore, to be 
included in this VRT study. 
 
To further clarify the test-items analysis, it is necessary to delve a little further into 
the following issues that include: 
 pre-test analysis, and 
 post-test analysis. 
 
5.2.1.1 Pre-test analysis 
Figure 5.1, shows an ‘item fit map’ from the initial Quest estimate run that shows all 
the pre-test items fit the Rasch model, with the exclusion of test-item pr14, which 
lies outside the acceptable range. The fit statistics in the Rasch model focus on two 
aspects of fit, “each of which is routinely reported in both an unstandardized and a 
standardized form” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 57). The unstandardized form was 
reported as a mean square and the standardized form was reported as the ‘t statistic’. 
Both the ‘mean square and t statistics’ were based on the difference between what 
was observed for that test-item and what was theoretically predicted by the Rasch 
IRT model (Liu & Kalman, 2010). The Rasch analysis usually monitors the 
compatibility of the data to the model (also called the fit statistic) in an 
unstandardized form: the weighted mean square (infit) and unweighted mean square 
(outfit) statistic. It was noted that the mean squares values are consistently positive.  
 
In practice, the infit mean square values that lie between 0.77 and 1.30 are 
considered acceptable in most cases (Adams & Khoo, 1996) and indicate a maximum 
of 30% variation from a theoretical value of ‘1’. The characteristics of misfit test-
items could be described in two ways. The first attribute is ‘overfit’ meaning that 
test-item lies beyond the dotted line on left-hand side of the item fit map (see Figure 
5.1). The fit statistic less than 0.77 for the test-items indicate a 23% less variation or 
overlap than predicted by the model (see Figure 5.1). The second is ‘underfit’ and 
signifies that the test-item lies beyond the dotted line on right-hand side of the item 
fit map. A fit statistic value that is higher than 1.30 will indicate more than a 30% 
variation between the model and the observed scores. The test-items showed more or 
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less variation than was predicted by the model considered to not conform to the 
‘unidimensionality’ property of the Rasch IRT model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Item fit map (Run 1) of pre-test in VRT study 
 
The infit and outfit mean squares could be converted into a standardized form using 
the Wilson-Hilferty cube root transformation to make them normally distributed 
(Ayala, 2008). In the Quest estimate, these normalized mean square versions of the 
statistics are referred to as infit ‘t’ and outfit ‘t’. The expected ‘t’ values would have 
a mean near ‘0’ and standard deviation near ‘1’ if the observed data are to conform to 
the model (Bond & Fox, 2007). Standardized infit and outfit statistic values can have 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing Run 1)                                          
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                             
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                                      
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                   
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40      
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-- 
  1 pr01                                    .          *   |              . 
  2 pr02                                    .          *   |              . 
  3 pr03                                    .         *    |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              | *            . 
  5 pr05                                    .             *|              . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |    *         . 
  7 pr07                                    .           *  |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              *              . 
  9 pr09                                    .             *|              . 
 10 pr10                                    .        *     |              . 
 11 pr11                                    .       *      |              . 
 12 pr12                                    .       *      |              . 
 13 pr13                                    .              |             *. 
 14 pr14                                    .              |              .         * 
 15 pr15                                    .           *  |              . 
 16 pr16                                    .            * |              . 
 17 pr17                                    .           *  |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |*             . 
 19 pr19                                    .              *              . 
 20 pr20                                    .           *  |              . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |            * . 
 22 pr22                                    .     *        |              . 
 23 pr23                                    .      *       |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .        *     |              . 
 25 pr25                                    .              |    *         . 
 26 pr26                                    .              |        *     . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |     *        . 
 28 pr28                                    .              *              . 
 29 pr29                                    .              | *            . 
 30 pr30                                    .          *   |              . 
 31 pr31                                    .           *  |              . 
 32 pr32                                    .             *|              . 
 33 pr33                                    .          *   |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .      *       |              . 
 35 pr35                                    .              |            * . 
 36 pr36                                    .              |          *   . 
 37 pr37                                    .       *      |              . 
 38 pr38                                    .          *   |              . 
 39 pr39                                    .          *   |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .             *|              . 
 41 pr41                                    .   *          |              . 
======================================================================================
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either ‘∞’ positive or ‘∞’ negative values. For this study, values not larger than ‘3’ 
were considered fit to the model (Izard, 2005b). Any values larger than ‘3’ indicate 
that observed data are unexpected if they fit the model (perfectly) (Linacre, 2002). 
Negative ‘t’ values show the test-items have less variation than expected by the 
model. For instance, the response string is closer to the Guttman-style; ‘1111100000’ 
which is defined as achieving all easy test-items correctly and all difficult test-items 
incorrectly; where test-items were ordered from easier to most difficult. On the other 
hand, a positive ‘t’ value indicates more of a variation than predicted by the model. 
As such, the response string is more haphazard; which would mean a more able 
person would attain easy test-items as incorrect (e.g., 001001110) or that a less able 
person gets more difficult test-items correct (e.g., 1101000110) (Bond & Fox, 2007). 
 
The infit mean square for pr14 was 1.51 and therefore shows a misfit. Further 
examination on test-item pr14 was conducted based on the classical test theory and 
was produced by the Quest estimate by the ‘itanal’ output file (see Table 5.2). Quest 
offers an explanation of the extent to which each test-item discriminates between 
students with a range of abilities. As such, the discrimination value for test-item pr14 
is 0.05 which is considered low. The mean ability of getting ‘1’, ‘3’ and ‘4’ correct 
responses are slightly similar with the values being -0.84, -0.82 and -0.80 
respectively. However, the mean ability to get ‘2’ correct responses, exceeds the 
ability of getting ‘3’ or ‘4’ correct responses. Therefore, it can be said that this test-
item inconsistently discriminates between the more and less able students. 
 
Table 5.2: Quest itanal output based on Rasch and CTT 
Item   14: pr14                                Infit MNSQ = 1.51 
                                                     Disc =  .05 
  
Categories          0         1         2         3         4         x      missing 
  
Count               10        24        25        33        33         0         0 
Percent (%)        8.0      19.2      20.0      26.4      26.4        .0 
Pt-Biserial       -.10      -.06       .17      -.04       .00        NA 
p-value           .144      .248      .032      .326      .486        NA 
Mean Ability     -1.06      -.84      -.64      -.82      -.80        NA        NA 
  
Step Labels                   1         2         3         4 
  
Thresholds                 -2.31     -1.33      -.85      -.13 
Error                        .41       .31       .29       .29 
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Table 5.3: Test-items estimates in input order for pr14 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing Run 1)                                               
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                                           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT  
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
14  pr14           |   305  500 |  -2.31   -1.33    -.85    -.13 |   1.51  1.76   4.2   4.3 
                   |            |     .41     .31     .29     .29| 
 
 
As noted before, another index that is used to determine test-item discrimination is 
the infit ‘t’-statistic. Moreover, that the poorly discriminating test-items are indicated 
by a large positive value of the infit ‘t’-statistic, while negative values point out over 
discrimination (Willmess, 1997). Adam and Khoo (1996) suggest that both infit and 
outfit ‘t’-statistics are sensitive to sample size. Furthermore, they propose that infit 
values are more robust than the outfit values. However, under most circumstances, 
the infit and outfit values will be similar. The infit-‘t’ of 4.2 for test-item pr14 (see 
Table 5.3) shows that test-item unsuccessfully discriminates between novice- and 
experienced-learners.  
 
A second run of the pre-test analysis was conducted by deleting the poorly 
discriminating test-item (test-item pr14). By referring to the item fit map in Figure 
5.2, the results show that two test-items lie outside the acceptable range. These test-
items are test-item pr13 and pr21 with infit mean square values of 1.36 and 1.38 
respectively (see Table 5.4). Both test-items indicated 30% above the expected mean 
square values. In order to retain or discard these test-items in a subsequent (Quest) 
run, a particular investigation on the test-items was considered necessary. This can 
be done by checking the Quest’s ‘itanal’ output for both test-items (refer Table 5.5 
and Table 5.6). Discrimination indices are 0.23 for test-item pr13 and 0.27 for test-
item pr21. The minimum discrimination index that suggests discrimination between 
the less able and more able students is 0.2 (Barrett, 2001). Consequently, both test-
items are considered acceptable. The infit ‘t’ value is 3.2 for both test-items as 
displayed in Table 5.4, indicate more of a variation than expected by the Rasch 
model. 
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Figure 5.2: Item fit map (Run 2) of pre-test in the VRT study 
 
 
Table 5.4: Test-items estimates in input order for pr13 and pr21 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing Run 2)                                              
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT  
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
13  pr13           |   138  375 |   -.97    -.46    -.01         |   1.36  1.70   3.2   3.6 
                   |            |     .28     .30     .32        | 
                   |            |                                | 
21  pr21           |   203  500 |  -1.56    -.82    -.32     .69 |   1.38  1.53   3.2   3.2 
                   |            |     .28     .30     .33     .38| 
 
 
 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing Run 2)                                          
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                               
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                      
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                   
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40      
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- 
  1 pr01                                    .         *    |              . 
  2 pr02                                    .        *     |              . 
  3 pr03                                    .        *     |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              |  *           . 
  5 pr05                                    .              *              . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |       *      . 
  7 pr07                                    .           *  |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              |*             . 
  9 pr09                                    .              *              . 
 10 pr10                                    .       *      |              . 
 11 pr11                                    .      *       |              . 
 12 pr12                                    .      *       |              . 
 13 pr13                                    .              |              .  * 
 15 pr15                                    .            * |              . 
 16 pr16                                    .           *  |              . 
 17 pr17                                    .           *  |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |   *          . 
 19 pr19                                    .              *              . 
 20 pr20                                    .            * |              . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |              .   * 
 22 pr22                                    .         *    |              . 
 23 pr23                                    .      *       |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .       *      |              . 
 25 pr25                                    .              |        *     . 
 26 pr26                                    .              |          *   . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |       *      . 
 28 pr28                                    .              *              . 
 29 pr29                                    .              |   *          . 
 30 pr30                                    .           *  |              . 
 31 pr31                                    .            * |              . 
 32 pr32                                    .            * |              . 
 33 pr33                                    .          *   |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .      *       |              . 
 35 pr35                                    .              |             *. 
 36 pr36                                    .              |            * . 
 37 pr37                                    .      *       |              . 
 38 pr38                                    .         *    |              . 
 39 pr39                                    .         *    |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .              *              . 
 41 pr41                                    .   *          |              . 
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This analysis continued by looking at the mean ability of students who gave incorrect 
responses and who were awarded partial marks of ‘1, 2, 3 and 4’. The mean ability 
for test-items pr13 and pr21 were slightly similar to those who had been given ‘1 and 
2’ as partial marks (see Table 5.5 and 5.6, highlighted in grey). This analysis points 
out the test-items that ineffectively discriminate between both groups. However, 
students with an incorrect response are shown to have a satisfactory mean ability 
which is lower than students with correct responses for both test-items. As a 
consequence, a solution for this condition was to recode both test-items in the 
(Quest) control file and to revise the second (Quest) run analysis (Run 3 in the 
analysis). This recode process indicates that the person who scores partially correct 
(1 or 2) is assumed to have a similar level of abilities (see Appendix E-1, Pre-test run 
4, control file). 
 
 
Table 5.5: Itanal output for test-item pr13 (Run 2) 
Item   13: pr13                                Infit MNSQ = 1.36 
                                                     Disc =  .23 
  
Categories          0         1         2         3         4         x      missing 
  
Count               53        27        18        25         0         2         0 
Percent (%)       42.4      21.6      14.4      20.0        .0       1.6 
Pt-Biserial       -.24       .06      -.01       .21        NA       .10 
p-value           .004      .262      .465      .011        NA      .122 
Mean Ability     -1.01      -.81      -.84      -.65        NA      -.36        NA 
  
Step Labels                   1         2         3 
  
Thresholds                  -.97      -.46      -.01 
Error                        .28       .30       .32 
 
 
Table 5.6: Itanal output for test-item pr21 (Run 2) 
Item   21: pr21                                Infit MNSQ = 1.38 
                                                     Disc =  .27 
  
Categories          0         1         2         3         4         x      missing 
  
Count               28        32        26        25        11         3         0 
Percent (%)       22.4      25.6      20.8      20.0       8.8       2.4 
Pt-Biserial       -.13      -.03      -.01       .16       .16      -.25 
p-value           .071      .374      .447      .035      .039      .003 
Mean Ability     -1.01      -.84      -.84      -.71      -.58     -2.19        NA 
  
Step Labels                   1         2         3         4 
  
Thresholds                 -1.56      -.82      -.32       .69 
Error                        .28       .30       .33       .38 
 
The purpose of this revised second run of the Rasch analysis was to produce precise 
estimates after applying a solution to the aforementioned problem. The results for 
this revised second run show that all test-items fit the Rasch IRT model as shown in 
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Figure 5.3. The item fit map also demonstrates the ‘unidimensionality’ of the test-
items. In other words, the instrument measures a single construct. The purpose of the 
following (Quest) analysis run was to produce an ‘anchor file’ (see section 4.12.3). 
This anchor file was to be used as an ‘input file’ for subsequent Quest estimate/run 
analyses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Item fit map (Run 2 revised) of pre-test in the VRT study 
 
The following economist’s metaphor explains why it is impossible to compare two 
different tests without an anchoring strategy.  
(The Validation and Reliability Testing Run 2 Revised)                             
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                           
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                               
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40   
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-- 
  1 pr01                                    .         *    |              . 
  2 pr02                                    .        *     |              . 
  3 pr03                                    .         *    |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              |  *           . 
  5 pr05                                    .              *              . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |        *     . 
  7 pr07                                    .           *  |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              |*             . 
  9 pr09                                    .              |*             . 
 10 pr10                                    .     *        |              . 
 11 pr11                                    .     *        |              . 
 12 pr12                                    .      *       |              . 
 13 pr13                                    .              |         *    . 
 15 pr15                                    .             *|              . 
 16 pr16                                    .           *  |              . 
 17 pr17                                    .           *  |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |    *         . 
 19 pr19                                    .              |*             . 
 20 pr20                                    .             *|              . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |          *   . 
 22 pr22                                    .           *  |              . 
 23 pr23                                    .      *       |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .       *      |              . 
 25 pr25                                    .              |         *    . 
 26 pr26                                    .              |            * . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |         *    . 
 28 pr28                                    .              *              . 
 29 pr29                                    .              |     *        . 
 30 pr30                                    .           *  |              . 
 31 pr31                                    .             *|              . 
 32 pr32                                    .            * |              . 
 33 pr33                                    .         *    |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .     *        |              . 
 35 pr35                                    .              |              .* 
 36 pr36                                    .              |              * 
 37 pr37                                    .      *       |              . 
 38 pr38                                    .        *     |              . 
 39 pr39                                    .        *     |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .              *              . 
 41 pr41                                    .   *          |              . 
================================================================================= 
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“Economists use something called “constant dollars”. Each year the government’s 
economists calculate the cost of a particular selection of products that is intended to 
represent the things that a typical American family buys in a year. The economists 
call this mix of products the “market basket”. They choose one year as the 
“reference year”. Then they compare the cost of the “market basket” in each of the 
other years with its cost in the reference year. This analysis enables them to express 
wages and prices from each of the other years in terms of reference-year dollars. To 
compare the average teacher’s salary in 1958 with the average teacher’s salary in 
1998, they would convert both those salaries into reference-year dollars” 
(Livingston, 2004, p. 2). 
 
To reduce the possibility of a memory effect, it was important that the pre- and post-
tests were administered to the students with different sequencing, with intention that 
the two tests have equal difficulty. Even though the test-items were developed to be 
equally difficult; in some circumstances one turns out to be harder than the other. In 
comparing these different tests, it was decided that the pre-test is preferred as a 
‘reference’ or ‘anchor test’. The purpose of the anchoring process is to place the test-
items on a common difficulties scale (Siemon, Izard, Breed & Virgona, 2006) as 
detailed in Table 5.7. This process could only be performed after the data are 
considered as satisfactory, reflecting the Rasch properties such as ‘local 
independence’ and ‘unidimensionality’. These characteristics explain the probability 
of the students correct answer to a test-item do not depend on the response to other 
test-items in the test and therefore, have a ‘specific objectivity’. These anchor values 
are used as an input file for conducting the post-test analysis (see Table 5.7). 
 
Other key parts of the analysis are reported in detail in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9. For 
instance, the test-item ‘separation reliability value’ that is used to explain how well 
test-items difficulties disseminate across different levels of person’s abilities. The 
reliability of test-item separation is considered to be attained when test-item 
calibration sufficiently spreads within the different abilities of student. The value 
close to 1.00 indicates test-items’ or persons’ performance are reliable and consistent 
in behaviour.   
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Table 5.7: Pre-test items anchor values 
    1  pr01                anchored at  -2.55 
    2  pr02                anchored at  -2.88 
    3  pr03                anchored at    .81 
    4  pr04                anchored at    .54 
    5  pr05                anchored at   -.68 
    6  pr06                anchored at  -2.13 
    7  pr07                anchored at  -1.26 
    8  pr08                anchored at    .49 
    9  pr09                anchored at   -.57 
   10  pr10                anchored at  -1.55 
   11  pr11                anchored at  -1.95 
   12  pr12                anchored at  -1.05 
   13  pr13                anchored at   -.75  -.06 
   14  pr14                deleted 
   15  pr15                anchored at   -.81  1.84 
   16  pr16                anchored at    .05 
   17  pr17                anchored at  -1.14  3.59 
   18  pr18                anchored at   1.17 -1.34 
   19  pr19                anchored at   1.21 
   20  pr20                anchored at   -.33 
   21  pr21                anchored at  -1.67   .08   .34 
   22  pr22                anchored at   -.01  -.41  -.19 
   23  pr23                anchored at  -1.82 
   24  pr24                anchored at   1.21 
   25  pr25                anchored at   1.05  1.55  -.28 
   26  pr26                anchored at   1.93   .38  -.18  1.11 
   27  pr27                anchored at    .14   .29 
   28  pr28                anchored at   1.78 
   29  pr29                anchored at    .26   .97  -.08 
   30  pr30                anchored at    .40 
   31  pr31                anchored at    .22 
   32  pr32                anchored at    .38  1.43 
   33  pr33                anchored at    .35 
   34  pr34                anchored at    .71  1.50 
   35  pr35                anchored at    .63 -1.43   .80 
   36  pr36                anchored at   1.08   .68 -1.04 
   37  pr37                anchored at   1.85   .55   .94 
   38  pr38                anchored at    .83   .52 
   39  pr39                anchored at    .70   .75  1.56 
   40  pr40                anchored at   1.88   .96 
   41  pr41                anchored at   1.31  -.08   .04   .44
 
 
Table 5.8: Summary of item estimates (Run 7) 
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
Mean                          -.01 
SD                             .97 
SD (adjusted)                  .96 
Reliability of estimate        .97 
  
  Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean     .97             Mean     .96 
    SD       .13             SD       .29 
   
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.40             Mean    -.24 
    SD      1.35             SD      1.40 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
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Table 5.9: Summary of case (or person) estimates (Run 7) 
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.92 
SD                             .77 
SD (adjusted)                  .64 
Reliability of estimate        .69 
   
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.00             Mean     .96 
    SD       .35             SD       .35 
  
       Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .01             Mean    -.01 
    SD       .83             SD       .70 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
 
 
The reliability of estimate (Wright and Master (1982), called this index as  separation 
reliability) for test-items’ and persons’ performance was 0.97 (see Table 5.8) and 
0.69 (see Table 5.9) respectively, and considered as ‘high’ for the test-item and 
‘satisfactory’ for the person performance. The overall fit for test-items (infit mean 
square = 0.97, s.d=0.13, infit t= -0.40) and persons (infit mean square= 1.00, 
s.d=0.35, infit t= -0.01), were considered acceptable.  
 
Both tables (Table 5.8 and 5.9) were produced from the last run of the Rasch analysis 
(Quest estimate) for the pre-test. The pre-test analysis was conducted with a few 
iterative (Quest) runs until the data conformed to the Rasch IRT model (see 
Appendix E-1 for the remaining Quest analysis and results for the VRT study). Also 
note that a visual check to confirm that the data fit the model can also be examined 
through item fit map in Figure 5.4.  
 
As pictured in Figure 5.4, the item fit map from last run of pre-test analysis shows all 
23 test-items lie between the acceptable range of 0.77 to 1.30 (Adams & Khoo, 
1996). The post-test analysis was also conducted using the anchor values obtained 
from pre-test analysis  
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Figure 5.4: Item fit map (Run 7) of pre-test in the VRT study 
 
5.2.1.2 Post-test analysis 
As mentioned earlier, the initial run of the post-test items analysis was calibrated 
using the anchor file created from the pre-test analysis. The purpose of using these 
pre-test anchor values was to anchor the common test-items in both tests to a single 
anchored test-item difficulty scale. By maintaining scale integrity, the direct 
comparison of student’s achievement on both tests could be executed because the 
same ‘ruler’ is used (Izard & Jeffery, 2003). This anchoring strategy determines 
whether or not the different achievement in both tests, were due to the treatment they 
received and not to other possible causes (Draugalis & Jackson, 2004). For instance: 
changes in measurement setting; regression to the mean; maturation and dropping out 
of the experimental study. As a result, those potential threats to internal validity were 
controlled in this VRT study. 
 
 
 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing Pre-test New Run 7 ANCHOR ON)                  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                              
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                  
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40      
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- 
  3 pr03                                    .         *    |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              |    *         . 
  5 pr05                                    .              |*             . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |          *   . 
  7 pr07                                    .        *     |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              |    *         . 
 10 pr10                                    .    *         |              . 
 12 pr12                                    . *            |              . 
 15 pr15                                    .          *   |              . 
 16 pr16                                    .             *|              . 
 17 pr17                                    .        *     |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |*             . 
 20 pr20                                    .              |*             . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |          *   . 
 22 pr22                                    .         *    |              . 
 23 pr23                                    . *            |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .  *           |              . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |          *   . 
 32 pr32                                    .              |*             . 
 33 pr33                                    .         *    |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .  *           |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .         *    |              . 
 41 pr41                                    .        *     |              . 
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Figure 5.5: Item fit map (Run 1) of post-test in the VRT study 
 
Altogether, there were 17 estimate runs that were conducted until the data conformed 
to the Rasch model. It is perhaps interesting to note that only one non-conforming 
test-item was deleted on each (Quest estimate) run. This deletion process will explain 
why only 23 test-items were acceptable to be used to measure the students’ cognitive 
performance in the VRT study. In the first run (Run 1), as shown in Figure 5.5, there 
were 9 test-items that were located outside the acceptable range. However, only the 
worst misfit test-item was deleted because each deleted test-item would affect the 
performance of other test-items (during the analysis).  
 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                     
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                             
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                
 MNSQ   .33       .38       .45       .56       .71      1.00      1.40      1.80     
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--- 
  1 po36                                           .    *  |       . 
  2 po16                                   *       .       |       . 
  3 po03                                           .    *  |       . 
  4 po04                                           .       |*      . 
  5 po05                                           .       *       . 
  6 po19                                           .       | *     . 
  7 po07                                           .       | *     . 
  8 po30                                           .       *       . 
  9 po09                                           .*      |       . 
 10 po10                                           .       |   *   . 
 11 po11                                           .       |  *    . 
 12 po31                                           .       |   *   . 
 13 po13                                           .       |   *   . 
 15 po32                                           .     * |       . 
 16 po02                                           .      *|       . 
 17 po17                                           .       |*      . 
 18 po18                                           .       | *     . 
 19 po06                                           .       |       .             * 
 20 po20                                           .      *|       . 
 21 po21                                          .       | *     . 
 22 po22                                          .       |   *   . 
 23 po23                                           .       *       . 
 24 po39                                           .   *   |       . 
 25 po25                                         * .       |       . 
 26 po26                                           .       |       .                  
* 
 27 po27                                           .  *    |       . 
 28 po28                                          .       |       .    * 
 29 po29                                          .       |       .    * 
 30 po08                                           .       |  *    . 
 31 po12                                           .       |   *   . 
 32 po15                                           .  *    |       . 
 33 po33                                           .    *  |       . 
 34 po34                                          *.       |       . 
 35 po35                                           .       |*      . 
 36 po01                                          .       |      *. 
 37 po37                                   *      .       |       . 
 38 po38                                     *     .       |       . 
 39 po24                                           .       |   *   . 
 40 po40                                           .     * |       . 
 41 po41                                           .   *   |       . 
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Notice, that the pre-test item po26 was the worst misfit as shown in Figure 5.5. See 
the details of the test-item analysis for test-item po26 that is presented in Table 5.10. 
The infit ‘t’ value for po26 is 7.6 showing misfit. 
 
Table 5.10: Item analysis on test-item po26 
Item   26: po26                                Infit MNSQ = 2.51 
                                                     Disc =  .25 
  
Categories          0         1         2         3         4         x      missing 
  
Count               56        17        16         6        28         2         0 
Percent (%)       44.8      13.6      12.8       4.8      22.4       1.6 
Pt-Biserial       -.25       .00       .18       .12       .13      -.08 
p-value           .002      .495      .025      .095      .081      .196 
Mean Ability      -.24      -.07       .14       .17       .06      -.31        NA 
  
Step Labels                   1         2         3         4 
  
Thresholds                   .39       .54       .71      1.43 
Error                        .00       .00       .00       .00 
 
 
As shown in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.6, the average ability of the students who 
scored ‘4’ was below the average ability of the students who scored ‘3’ and ‘2’. This 
reveals that this test-item (po26) was unable to discriminate between novice- and 
experienced-learners, and therefore, was eliminated in the subsequent estimate run. 
This statement is made by assuming experienced-learners were more able than 
novice-learners in a post-test as shown in Figure 5.10. Although in some practices, it 
is possible to have a student who has had considerable experience but does not 
perform well as expected. The post-test items analysis was conducted iteratively until 
all the test-items satisfied the Rasch IRT model requirement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: The mean ability for test-item po26 
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Figure 5.7: Item fit map (Run 17) of post-test in the VRT study 
 
Figure 5.7 shows the item fit map from last estimate run (Run 17) of post-test 
analysis. Notice that all 23 test-items lie within acceptable ranges and satisfied the 
Rasch measurement properties. These test-items successfully showed a ‘good fit’ to 
measure the students’ cognitive performance. 
 
Table 5.11: Summary of item estimates (Run 17) 
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.03 
SD                             .85 
SD (adjusted)                  .84 
Reliability of estimate        .98 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square  Outfit Mean Square 
  
 Mean     .99        Mean     .96 
 SD       .11        SD       .15 
  
  
 Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
 Mean    -.08             Mean    -.20 
 SD      1.17             SD       .97 
  
0 items with zero scores 
0 items with perfect scores 
 
 
 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: New Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                             
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                              
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.4 
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
  3 po03                                    .      *       |              . 
  4 po04                                    .              |    *         . 
  5 po05                                    .              |*             . 
  6 po19                                    .              |       *      . 
  7 po07                                    .              |  *           . 
  8 po30                                    .              |   *          . 
 10 po10                                    .       *      |              . 
 12 po31                                    .         *    |              . 
 15 po32                                    .     *        |              . 
 16 po02                                    .           *  |              . 
 17 po17                                    .              |   *          . 
 18 po18                                    .             *|              . 
 20 po20                                    .              |*             . 
 21 po21                                    .              |     *        . 
 22 po22                                    .              |*             . 
 23 po23                                    *              |              . 
 24 po39                                    .              *              . 
 27 po27                                    .           *  |              . 
 32 po15                                    .   *          |              . 
 33 po33                                    .             *|              . 
 34 po34                                    .            * |              . 
 40 po40                                    .              |      *       . 
 41 po41                                    .             *|              . 
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Table 5.12: Summary of case estimates (Run 17) 
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.34 
SD                             .69 
SD (adjusted)                  .59 
Reliability of estimate        .74 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square  Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean     .98     Mean     .96 
    SD       .33     SD       .26 
  
  
 Infit t            Outfit t 
  
 Mean    -.02        Mean    -.02 
 SD       .90        SD       .67 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
 
Moreover, the ‘separation reliability value’ for test-items is 0.98 (see Table 5.11), 
suggests that there are enough test-items disseminated along the scale (Bond & Fox, 
2007). This value provides “enough steps along the pathway” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 
40). In other words, the test-items adequately described the underlying construct. 
Additionally, information regarding the level of cognitive development at particular 
points along the scale could be identified (Wright & Masters, 1982). These test-items 
reflect reliability to confirm they were to be used in the ‘main experimental study’. 
The persons performance separation reliability is 0.74 (see Table 5.12) and shows a 
good dispersion as the population tested involves novice- and experienced-learners. 
The infit and outfit mean square for both the test-items’ and persons’ performance is 
close to ‘1’ indicates a good fit (Wright & Stone, 1979). 
 
The variable map that is produced by the Quest estimate illustrates the distribution of 
the 23 acceptable test-items and 125 persons along the single logit scale. Excerpts of 
the variable maps from each run (run 7 of pre-test and run 17 of post-test) are 
combined to show the changes in students’ cognitive performance (see Figure 5.8) 
and the test-items’ thresholds (see Appendix E-1: variable map of pre-test run 7 and 
post-test run 17, for the complete set of variable maps). Note that each student is 
depicted by an ‘N’ or an ‘E’. To facilitate identifications of novice- and experienced-
learners, the letters are colour coded in dark green and gray respectively. The two 
columns on left-hand side illustrate the students’ cognitive performance (or abilities) 
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in the pre- and post-tests, while the column on the right-hand side, locates the test-
items’ difficulty. The most knowledgeable students and the most difficult test-items 
are located at the top of the map. The first column on the right-hand side shows the 
dichotomous test-items (0 or 1 indicating wrong or right). While the test-items 
located higher on the logits scale, required higher knowledge in programming 
concepts to achieve them.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Excerpt of combined variable map of pre- and post-test. 
 
Test-items were designed to measure a specific type of knowledge. The test-items 
threshold ranging from 3.60 to -1.90 show that the test-items have a wide spread of 
difficulty. Notice too, that the students located at the 0.0 logits scale have a 50% 
probability to respond correctly and a 50% probability to answer incorrectly to the 
test-items located on the same horizontal level (for instance, see that test-item pr16; 
as the pre- and post-tests were anchored at the same scale, the test-item pr16 also 
refer to the same test-item in the post-test, coded as po02, see Table 4.5). A further 
interesting example, is to notice that dichotomous test-items pr04 and pr08 are 
located horizontally, between the logit scale values of 0.0 and 1.0. Consequently we 
can say that the students above this threshold are more likely than not, to answer 
these test-items correctly. Therefore, the higher the student is above the test-item 
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threshold, the more likely the student will score 1 for that particular test-item; while 
students below this threshold are more likely than not, to respond to these test-items 
incorrectly. Finally, the lower the student is, the more likely the student scored 0 for 
that test-item. 
 
A similar interpretation was used for partial credit test-items which are located in the 
right column on the right-hand side of the variable map (see Figure 5.8). For 
instance, the partial credit scoring was applied to test-item pr21 with a 0, 1, 2 and 3 
values as 0=totally wrong, 1=partially correct, 2= almost completely correct and 
3=completely correct. The threshold of getting partially correct on test-item pr21 is 
shown with pr21.1 and located on -1.81 on the logits scale. Therefore, the students 
above this threshold are more likely than not, to score ‘1 or more’ on this test-item. 
Moreover that the students located at this threshold have a 50% probability of getting 
totally wrong ‘0’ and a 50% probability of getting partially correct ‘1’ on this test-
item.  
 
The lower the students are located below the test-item threshold, the more likely the 
student would score a ‘0’ for that particular test-item. The higher the threshold 
appears on the logit scale, the more difficult for the students to endorse that test-item. 
For instance, test-item pr34.1 located higher on the scale than test-item pr17.1, 
indicates that it is more difficult for students to respond, reflecting the ‘1’ (partially 
correct) for test-item pr34 than test-item pr17. As shown in the Figure 5.8, test-items 
pr15 and pr17 make large distinctions between students who scored a ‘1’ and a ‘2’. 
The thresholds for test-item pr15.1 and 15.2 are: -0.88 and 1.90 respectively. For 
test-item pr17.1 and pr17.2 (are not shown in the Figure 5.8, see Appendix E-1), are -
1.16 and 3.60 in that order.  
 
The variable map is very useful to visually explain the relationship between student 
ability estimates and test-item difficulty estimates, in rich and meaningful manner. 
By default, the mean of the test-item difficulty is located at ‘0.0 logits’. As earlier 
anticipated, most of the experienced-learners are located at higher logit scale than 
novice-learners in the pre-test. The novice group’s abilities increased in the post-test. 
It is interesting to note that the ‘analytic-imager’ from the experienced group who 
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received T1 is located at the top of the map for pre-test and remains on the top for 
post-test. The ability estimate of this’ analytic-imager’ for pre-test and post-test is 
0.98 and 1.21 respectively. The person located at the bottom of the map for pre-test 
is an ‘analytic-verbaliser’ from the novice group with an ability estimate of -2.96, 
and for the post-test it is a ‘wholist-verbaliser’ with an ability estimate of -2.43. Both 
these people were assigned to T1 during the experiment. 
5.2.2 Summary of test-item analysis 
The particular interest in test-item analysis was to derive a standardised scale to 
confidently measure the cognitive performance of programming knowledge 
acquisition among novice-learners with different cognitive preferences. Table 5.13 
provides estimates of test-items and cases (or people’s performance) separation 
reliability and infit mean square indices for the pre- and post-tests. The ‘Cronbach 
alpha’ or internal consistency (as defined by the Quest estimate) values are 0.72 and 
0.73 for the pre- and post-tests respectively. These values are based on the CTT that 
reflect reliability not only in the Rasch measurement, but also in the CTT. 
 
Table 5.13: Reliability and fit indices for pre-test and post-test 
 Pre-test Post-test 
Item Separation Reliability 0.97 0.98 
Item Infit Mean Square 0.97 (SD. 0.13) 0.99 (SD. 0.11) 
Case Separation Reliability 0.69 0.74 
Case Infit Mean Square 1.00 (SD. 0.35) 0.98 (SD. 0.33) 
Cronbach Alpha 0.72 0.73 
 
In the VRT study, the 23 test-items from the pre- and post-tests satisfied the Rasch 
IRT model, with the associated degree of error. “This estimation of error decrease as 
information about difficulty and ability increases” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 41). Table 
5.14 shows that the error decreased as the student’s performance ability is near to 
mean ability of 0.0 (see Appendix E-2 for a full table). Therefore, these test-items 
satisfy the Rasch IRT model for ‘unidimensionality’ and they measure a single 
cognitive construct, as graphically presented in Figure 5.4 and 5.7.  
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Table 5.14: Error associates with case estimates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Table 5.15, the Infit ‘t’ values for the pre- and post-tests-items are located within 
‘±3’ showing a good fit except for pre-test-item pr12 (Izard, 2005b). This item has a 
‘t’ value of -3.6 indicating an overfit. In essence, this indicates lack of local 
independence, which means pre-test-item pr12 was not working independently of 
other items (Bond & Fox, 2007). However, Adams and Khoo (1996) in their Quest 
technical notes suggest that the fit statistics derived by Quest are sensitive to sample 
size particularly in their normalised form. Therefore, a condition can exist where the 
use of “mean square fit statistics as effect measures can be a useful way of 
considering compatibility of the observed data and the model” (Adams & Khoo, 
1996, p. 91). The infit mean square for test-item pr12 is 0.80 in the pre-test and 0.92 
in the post-test (coded as po31) showing a good fit. Both test-items were anchored at 
-1.05 thresholds. There are 17 common test-items in both pre- and post-tests 
anchored at the same difficulty scale, so that the performance of the individuals in 
both tests is fairly comparable. The anchor values for both pre- and post-tests are 
detailed in Table 5.15. 
Case Estimates In estimate Order                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR | ESTIMATE   ERROR |  INFIT  OUTFT  INFT   OUTFT      
               |             |                  |  MNSQ   MNSQ    t      t         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   66 E206     |    30  40   |   1.21      .35  |    .64    .82   -.84   -.22 
   51 E112     |    29  40   |   1.08      .34  |   1.36   1.28    .91    .71 
   88 E229     |    27  40   |    .86      .32  |    .46    .55  -1.57  -1.16 
   95 E236     |    27  40   |    .86      .32  |    .81    .56   -.37  -1.12 
   50 E110     |    26  40   |    .76      .32  |   1.40   1.37   1.05    .96 
   77 E218     |    26  40   |    .76      .32  |   1.71    .98   1.63    .07 
  105 E247     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |    .88   1.02   -.22    .18 
   73 E214     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |    .66    .80   -.91   -.44 
   93 E234     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |    .68    .74   -.83   -.64 
   63 E202     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |   1.42   1.12   1.13    .42 
      :                                       : 
      :                                       : 
      :                                       : 
    1 N101     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .82   1.27   -.53    .88 
  112 E254     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .95    .96   -.07   -.03 
   41 E123     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .92   1.24   -.17    .79 
  120 N205     |    17  40   |   -.08      .31  |    .96   1.03   -.03    .20 
  114 E258     |    17  40   |   -.08      .31  |    .85    .90   -.41   -.19 
   67 E208     |    17  40   |   -.08      .31  |    .86    .82   -.38   -.46 
  115 E259     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.11    .79    .44   -.57 
   96 E237     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.12    .92    .45   -.14 
  110 E252     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.23    .85    .77   -.38 
   79 E220     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.03    .81    .20   -.49 
   83 E224     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |    .73    .93   -.81   -.10 
   20 N125     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.00   1.37    .10   1.11 
   78 E219     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.75   1.27   2.01    .85 
   76 E217     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |    .92   1.03   -.15    .21 
   68 E209     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |    .93    .85   -.13   -.38 
   60 E130     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |   1.87   1.28   2.18    .87 
    3 N123     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |   1.43   1.82   1.24   2.07 
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Table 5.15: Infit t and anchored values 
Pre-test Anchored Values Post-test 
Item Name Infit t     Item name Infit t 
3   pr03 -0.6     3   po03 -2.4 
4   pr04 0.8     4   po04 1.8 
5   pr05 0.4 -0.68    5   po05 0.4 
6   pr06 1.8     6   po19 1.7 
7   pr07 -1.6     7   po07 0.9 
8   pr08 0.8     8   po30 1.5 
10  pr10 -2.3 -1.55    10  po10 -1.2 
12  pr12 -3.6 -1.05    12  po31 -1.1 
15  pr15 -0.6 -0.81 1.84   15  po32 -1.4 
16  pr16 -0.3 0.05    16  po02 -0.8 
17  pr17 -1.2 -1.14 3.59   17  po17 0.8 
18  pr18 0.2 1.17 -1.34   18  po18 -0.2 
20  pr20 0.3 -0.33    20  po20 0.4 
21  pr21 1.8 -1.67 0.08 0.34  21  po21 1.2 
22  pr22 -0.7 -0.01 -0.41 -0.19  22  po22 0.3 
23  pr23 -2.4 -1.82    23  po23 -1.9 
24  pr24 -1 1.21    24  po39 0 
27  pr27 1.6 0.14 0.29   27  po27 -0.4 
32  pr32 0.2     32  po15 -1.8 
33  pr33 -0.8 0.35    33  po33 -0.2 
34  pr34 -1 0.71 1.5   34  po34 -0.1 
40  pr40 -0.2 1.88 0.96   40  po40 0.7 
41  pr41 -0.5 1.31 -0.08 0.04 0.44 41  po41 -0.2 
 
Drawing on the Rasch test-item analysis, the 23 pre- and post-test items were then 
used to monitor the cognitive performance of individuals with different cognitive 
preferences in their acquisition of abstract programming concepts, when given two 
different web-mediated instructional treatments (T1 and T2).  
5. 3 Performance measurement tools 
The cognitive performance was measured using the difference estimate logit-value 
(dlv). This value was obtained by subtracting the post-test estimate logit-value (polv) 
from the pre-test estimate logit-value (prlv) (see Appendix E-3). In addition, the 
effect size was calculated to show the relative magnitude of the difference between 
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dlv mean of each treatment. In other words, effect size gives an answer to the 
question “How big a difference is it” (Izard, 2005a, p. 11). For the purpose of this 
study, a formula that was proposed by Cohen (1977) was used to calculate effect 
size. Due to the difficulty of interpreting the results by the use of the mean analysis 
alone, the effect size was used to provide fair comparisons between experimental 
treatments. Cohen defined effect size as the difference between two means divided 
by the pooled standard deviation.  
 
The following equation is a formula for calculating effect size: 
 
 
 
 
To facilitate the interpretation of the results, the ‘rule of thumb’ that was proposed by 
(Cohen, 1969; Izard & Jeffery, 2003) (see Table 5.16) used to reflect the magnitude 
of an effect in this study. The corresponding values for ‘very small’, ‘small’, 
‘medium’ and ‘large’ effect size are <0.2, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. By assuming the 
“populations being compared are normal with equal variability and conceive them 
further as equally numerous” (Cohen, 1988, p. 21) with d=0 indicates 100% overlap 
or 0% nonoverlap. When d=0.1 indicates 7.7% nonoverlap and d=0.2 indicates 
14.7% nonoverlap (the area of the combined distribution not shared by both 
populations) (Cohen, 1988). The 95% confidence interval was reported through the 
study. 
 
Table 5.16: Interpretation for magnitude of effect size 
Effect Size 
Magnitude 
Cohen’s Descriptors and  
Cohen’s Example 
Assigned  
Range 
< 0.2 Very small* 0.00 to 0.14 
0.2 Small 
Difference between the heights of 15 year old and 16 year old girls 
in the US 
0.15 to 0.44 
0.5 Medium (‘large enough to be visible to the naked eye’) 
Difference between the heights of 14 year old and 18 year old girls 
0.45 to 0.74 
0.8 Large (‘grossly perceptible and therefore large’) 
Difference between the heights of 13 year old 18 year old girls or 
the difference in IQ between holders of Ph.D degree and ‘typical 
college freshmen’ 
0.75 or more 
* note that “very small” is a descriptor devised by Izard and Jeffery (2003) for magnitudes less than “small” 
 √ (SD²T1 + SD2T2) / 2 
 meanT1– meanT2 
Cohen’s d = 
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5. 4 Results of cognitive performance analyses 
Results reported in this next section include: the cognitive performance of all 
students; the cognitive performance of the novice and experienced groups; the effect 
of single dimension and integrated dimension of cognitive preference on cognitive 
performance and their interactive effects. 
 
To further develop the discussion on the results of the cognitive performance 
analyses, the following sub-sections include: 
 cognitive performance analyses, 
 cognitive performance of novice and experienced group, 
 single cognitive preference effect on cognitive performance, 
 integrated cognitive preference effect on cognitive performance, 
 interactive effect of ICS and T1 and T2 on cognitive 
performance,and 
 summary of cognitive performance analyses. 
5.4.1 Cognitive performance analyses 
A mean analysis of the Quest estimate’s outputs was conducted to measure the 
interactive effects of prior domain knowledge, cognitive preference and web-
mediated instructional treatment on cognitive performance. The column graph 
(Figure 5.9) shows the mean and the (Cohen) magnitude of effect according to the 
treatments (T1 and T2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Mean analysis and effect size of comparison between T1 and T2 on all students, experienced group 
and novice group 
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In general, there is a very small difference in the performance on the text-plus-textual 
format (mean dlv= 0.80) and text-plus-graphical (mean dlv= 0.81) with (d=-0.02) 
relative to all students (see Table 5.17). The performance of the experienced group is 
better with a text-plus-graphical format (T2, mean dlv=0.75), than with a text-plus-
textual format (T1, mean dlv=0.63) with small to medium effect size (d=-0.36). 
Conversely, the novice group is superior with a T1 (mean dlv= 1.16) than T2 (mean 
dlv=0.93) with a medium to large effect size (d=0.6) (see also Table 5.17).  
 
Table 5.17: Mean analysis and effect size for all, novice- and experienced group 
Groups All Novice Experienced 
T1 mean dlv 0.80 1.16 0.63 
T2 mean dlv 0.81 0.93 0.75 
Effect sizes -0.02 0.60 -0.36 
 
Due to the nature of educational assessment practices, the performances are not 
always positive. In this VRT study, it can be determined that a student from the 
experienced group shows negative improvement (dlv = -.0.04) when given text-plus-
textual format. In other words, no learning had occurred. 
 
5.4.2 Cognitive performance of novice and experienced group 
As predicted, the experienced group (mean= - 0.67, median= -0.72) out-performed 
the novice group (mean= - 1.34, median= -1.26) in pre-test (see Figure 5.10). Box-
plots were created drawing on the Quest estimate values. Likewise, the experienced 
group (mean=0.02 median=0.04) shows a better performance on post-test than the 
novice group (mean= -0.30, median= -0.25). However, the novice group shows a 
higher achievement from pre- to post-test with a mean difference of 1.05, compared 
to the experienced group with mean difference of 0.69. Both the novice and 
experienced groups show improvement performance from pre- to post-test, 
irrespective of treatment they received. 
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Figure 5.10: Novice and experienced group performance on pre- and post-test 
 
5.4.3 Single cognitive preference/style effect on cognitive performance 
The results of the mean analysis and effect size for the novice group and the 
experienced group are summarised according to the single cognitive preference/style 
(SCS) in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 respectively. For the novice group, all the SCS 
groups achieve higher improvement with T1 than T2. The ‘verbalisers’ are the best 
performers with the mean improvement (dlv=1.24, d= 0.67) (see also Table 5.18).  
 
Table 5.18: Novice- and experienced groups’ performance on SCS 
 Instructional Strategies  
Cognitive style 
group 
T1 T2 Mean 
Differences 
Effect 
size 
Novice Group Mean N SD Mean N SD   
All 1.16 20 0.44 0.93 20 0.30 0.23 0.60 
Wholist 1.09 6 0.20 1.04 10 0.33 0.05 0.18 
Analytic 1.19 14 0.52 0.82 10 0.23 0.37 0.86 
Verbaliser 1.24 11 0.50 0.95 9 0.27 0.29 0.67 
Imager 1.06 9 0.32 0.91 11 0.33 0.15 0.44 
Experienced Group Mean N SD Mean N SD Mean 
Differences 
Effect 
size 
All 0.63 42 0.37 0.75 43 0.30 -0.12 -0.36 
Wholist 0.61 21 0.38 0.71 16 0.28 -0.10 -0.28 
Analytic 0.64 21 0.38 0.78 27 0.32 -0.13 -0.39 
Verbaliser 0.56 17 0.39 0.75 23 0.34 -0.19 -0.52 
Imager 0.68 25 0.36 0.76 20 0.26 -0.08 -0.25 
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The second best performer is the ‘analytic group’ with a mean improvement 
(dlv=1.19, d= 0.86), when given the same treatment. However, the effect size for the 
‘analytic group’ is large and ‘verbaliser group’ is medium to large. Conversely, all of 
the SCS groups in the experienced group obtain higher improvement with T2 than 
T1. The ‘wholist’, ‘verbaliser’, ‘imager’ and ‘analytic’ groups have a successive 
higher mean of improvement in T2 with dlv mean value of 0.71, 0.75, 0.76 and 0.78 
respectively (see also Table 5.18). The Cohen’s d for ‘verbalisers’ is medium (-0.52) 
and Cohen’s d for the rest of SCS groups were calculated to have a small practical 
important effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Novice-learners on SCS group performance with T1 and T2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Experienced-learners on SCS group performance with T1 and T2 
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5.4.4 Integrated cognitive preference/style effect on cognitive performance 
Integrated cognitive preference/style (ICS) (McKay, 2000a) were analysed to 
investigate the interactive effect they may have had with the instructional treatments 
(T1 and T2), on the participants’ cognitive performance. Two groups are compared, 
novice and experienced groups on the effect of ICS and T1 and T2. The mean 
analysis and effect size were calculated to determine statistical and the practical 
important difference between groups and treatments. Figure 5.13 shows a result for 
the novice group. The ‘analytic-verbaliser’ group given T1 is the top performer 
(mean dlv= 1.32). The Cohen’s d was computed to be 0.94, which indicates a large 
effect size. The other ICS groups given T1 out-performed the groups given T2 except 
for the ‘wholist-verbaliser’ group which performed slightly better in T2 than T1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13: Novice-learners on ICS group performance with T1 and T2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14: Experienced-learners on ICS group performance with T1 and T2 
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The ICS groups of experienced-learners (see Figure 5.14) show a variance in 
performance. In general, all ICS groups performed better with T2 than T1 with the 
exception of ‘wholist-imager’ group (T1 dlv mean= 0.75, T2 dlv mean=0.70, 
d=0.14). The ‘wholist-verbaliser’ group is determined to have a large practical 
important difference (d= -1.07) with instructional treatment (T2). The medium to 
large size of effect is calculated for ‘analytic-imager’ group (T1 dlv mean= 0.60, T2 
dlv mean= 0.81, d=-0.71). The detailed performance of novice and the experienced 
group with instructional treatments (T1 and T2) is presented in tabular format, Table 
5.19. 
 
Table 5.19: Novice- and experienced groups’ performance on ICS 
 Instructional Strategies  
Cognitive style 
group 
T1 T2 Mean 
Differences 
Effect 
size 
Novice Group Mean N SD Mean N SD   
All 1.16 20 0.44 0.93 20 0.30 0.23 0.60 
Wholist-verbaliser 1.03 3 0.21 1.06 4 0.34 -0.04 -0.12 
Wholist-imager 1.16 3 0.21 1.03 6 0.36 0.14 0.42 
Analytic-verbaliser 1.32 8 0.60 0.86 5 0.18 0.46 0.94 
Analytic-imager 1.01 6 0.37 0.78 5 0.28 0.23 0.69 
Experienced Group Mean N SD Mean N SD Mean 
Differences 
Effect 
size 
All 0.63 42 0.37 0.75 43 0.30 -0.12 -0.36 
Wholist-verbaliser 0.42 9 0.19 0.72 6 0.37 -0.29 -1.07 
Wholist-imager 0.75 12 0.43 0.70 10 0.23 0.05 0.14 
Analytic-verbaliser 0.71 8 0.50 0.76 17 0.34 -0.05 -0.12 
Analytic-imager 0.60 13 0.30 0.81 10 0.29 -0.21 -0.71 
 
5.4.5 Interactive effect of ICS and T1 and T2 on cognitive performance 
This section discusses the interactive effect of the ICS (McKay, 2000a) and the web-
mediated instructional treatments (T1 and T2) on the cognitive performance of 
acquisition programming concepts. Figure 5.15 shows the interactive effects that 
exist with the novice group. An important effect was found with the ‘analytic-
verbaliser’ and the ‘analytic-imager’ groups which performed better with a text-plus-
textual format than with a text-plus-graphical format. Conversely, the ‘wholist-
verbaliser’ group showed a better performance when given T2. The ‘wholist-
imagers’ performed slightly better in T1 than T2.  
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Figure 5.15: Interactive effect of ICS and instructional treatments for novice-group 
 
Figure 5.16 illustrates the interactive effect of an ICS (McKay, 2000a) and 
instructional treatments (T1 and T2) on cognitive performance for the experienced 
group. As opposed to the result of the novice group, the cognitive performance of the 
‘analytic-imagers’ in the experienced group is superior with T2 than T1. The 
‘wholist-verbalisers’ in experienced group is better in T2 than T1. Further, on the one 
hand, there is no practical important effect for ‘wholist-imager’ group with either 
treatments (T1 and T2) as they performed slightly better in T1 than with T2. While 
on the other hand, the ‘analytic-verbalisers’ to some extent performed better in T2 
than T1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.16: Interactive effect of ICS and instructional treatments for experienced-group 
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5.4.6 Summary of cognitive performance analyses 
The findings from this VRT study suggest that the novice- and experienced-learners 
possess different cognitive preferences when learning from web-mediated instruction 
with novice-learners showing preferences for the textual metaphor instructions 
(McKay, 2000a) and the more experienced-learners showing better performance with 
the multimedia (graphical metaphor instructions), regardless of their cognitive 
preference. These results parallel with the conclusions of the cognitive load theory 
(CLT) (Sweller et al., 1998), which posits that working memory is severely limited.  
 
Accordingly, human-beings’ memories can only store seven elements at a time when 
dealing with novel information (Miller, 1956). It may be possible to say that human’s 
expertise (whether novice or experienced) varies according to their knowledge 
schemata stored in their long-term memory (van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005). 
Moreover, the knowledge schemata may be possessed by the experienced-learners to 
allow them to integrate information into  larger chunks to be treated as a single 
(knowledge/skill) element. This cognitive process reduces the working memory 
limitations and thus develops the ability to combine information into more complex 
ideas (van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005). By contrast, when dealing with new 
information, novice-learners may have little or no knowledge schemata available to 
them and therefore may have limited capacity and duration in their working memory, 
reducing the number of (knowledge/skill) elements they can process simultaneously. 
 
With regards to cognitive learning preferences, the findings show no clear evidence 
that ‘imagers’ learn better with text-plus-graphical formats or that ‘verbalisers’ prefer 
the text-plus-textual format. Rather, learning ability is strongly influenced by the 
level of prior domain knowledge. ‘Experienced-imagers’ improved most with 
instruction that naturally suits their preferences, because it may have helped to create 
spontaneous mental pictures (Riding & Sandler-Smith, 1992). In addition, this 
cognitive process may be assisted by the available knowledge base among 
experienced-learners.  
 
Experts and novices may differ in the way in which they represent information (Chi, 
2000). Identifying how students formed their strategies when navigating web-
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mediated instruction is important. Attention should also be given to the method by 
which instructional materials should be organised in order to maximise student 
learning and ease of the knowledge development navigation. Dealing with novel 
information is difficult for novice-learners, particularly without an appropriate 
instructional strategy, and as a result, they may experience cognitive overload, which 
may bring about a reduction of their performance. 
5. 5 Summary  
In this chapter the results of the VRT study was discussed from two aspects. The first 
aspect was the test-item analysis according to the Rasch IRT measurement model. 
The primary purpose of the test-item analysis was to examine the validity and 
reliability of the test-items used in instruments for measuring cognitive performance 
outcomes in acquisition of introductory programming concepts.  
 
In order to acquire a better spread of abilities among participants, this experiment 
involved novice- and experienced-learners with introductory (abstract) programming 
concepts (Bagley, 1990; McKay, 2000a). There were 23 acceptable test-items that 
were tested for their use in the main study. These 23 test-items were also used to 
measure cognitive performance among novice- and experienced-learners.  
 
The second aspect discussed in this chapter, related to the cognitive performance 
from the VRT study and were reported in terms of a statistical means analysis and 
Cohen’s effect sizes. In conclusion, and parallel with the expertise reversal effect as 
proposed by Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler and Sweller (2003) and other researchers 
such as Park, Lee and Kim (2009), my findings suggest the need to consider the prior 
domain knowledge of the targeted students when designing web-mediated 
instructional strategies, particularly in relation to introductory programming 
languages. The purpose of the next chapter is therefore, to report the results of data 
collected from the main study. 
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6 Result and Discussion 
6. 1 Introduction 
The results report in this chapter are based on the empirical data collected from the 
main study experiment. As discussed in the research method chapter (chapter-4), the 
main study was undertaken to examine the interactive effects of web-mediated 
instructional strategies and cognitive preferences in the acquisition of introductory 
computer programming concepts in a Malaysian university. The participants 
volunteered in the main study defined as ‘novice-learners’. This research was guided 
by the following research question: 
 
Does the interactive effect of web-mediated instructional strategies and a learner’s 
cognitive style preference affect the acquisition of introductory computer 
programming concepts? 
 
This chapter first presents the performance of the cognitive performance 
measurement scale. This is important to ensure the validity and reliability of the test-
items. This chapter then describes the cognitive preference results followed by a 
descriptive statistics of the data obtained relating to the characteristics of the 
participants. The performance of pre- and post-test is presented next. The mean 
analysis and effect sizes used to analyse cognitive performance and to test each 
hypothesis are reported afterwards. Finally, this chapter discusses the results and 
closes with a summary. 
 
Even though the validity and reliability of the pre- and post-tests were first confirmed 
in the VRT study, the test-items were again validated in the main study to strengthen 
the validity of the inferences drawn from this study. As suggested by Bond and Fox 
(2007, p. 164), “it is impossible to measure change with a measure that changes”. 
The performance of the test-items in the main study is therefore reported in the 
following section.  
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Therefore, to expand on the results and discussion the the following sections will 
include: 
 the performance of the test-items, 
 the cognitive style analysis results, 
 descriptive statistics, 
 pre-test performance, 
 post-test performance, 
 cognitive performance, 
 hypothesis testing, 
 the interactive effects, 
 discussion, and 
 summary. 
6. 2 The performance of the test-items 
The test-items in the pre-test were calibrated using the reference or anchor values 
obtained from the VRT study. As previously explained in section 4.12.3, the 
anchoring or equating strategy intends to establish that two different tests that are 
measuring the same construct and the scores of these tests are comparable with each 
other. With an anchoring strategy, test-items that are common to old and new tests, 
could be used as anchored test-items with fixed parameters for conducting a new test 
analysis. For instance, the pre-test may be harder than the post-test, due to limited 
existing domain knowledge in the learners’ long-term memory, so without 
anchoring, examinees would be expected to obtain ‘lower scores’ in the pre-test and 
‘higher scores’ in the post-test. Therefore, an anchoring strategy will eliminate the 
effects of the scores due to differences in test form difficulty.  
 
For this study, the anchor values obtained from the VRT study serves as a common 
scale for analysing pre- and post-test items in the main study. Kolen and Brennan 
(2004) propose at least four aspects of commonalities between the two tests should 
be considered. These four aspects are detailed in Table 6.1. Therefore, according to 
these four aspects of commonalities in test equating, the pre- and post-tests in my 
study can be concluded to have a ‘high degree of resemblance’.  
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Table 6.1: Four aspects that should be considered in test equating 
Four aspects of 
commonalities for 
tests equating 
Description Degree of similarity  
 
Inferences  
 
Scores from two tests to be equated should draw 
similar types of inference 
 
same 
Constructs  The two tests should measure the same construct same 
Populations The tests were designed to be used within the same 
populations. 
same 
Measurement 
characteristics 
The tests have common characteristics such as test 
length, test format, administration procedures and 
test specification.  
 
same 
 
 
There were three test-items that were used as the common scale to monitor the 
development of learners before and after intervention. These test-items have shown 
stability over time throughout the VRT study and the main study as explained in 
section 4.12.3 (see also Table 5.15). The anchor test-item values in pre- and post-
tests are detailed in Table 6.2.   
 
Table 6.2: Anchored test-items in pre- and post-test 
 
12  pr12/ po31                anchored at  -1.05 
23  pr23/ po23                anchored at  -1.82 
27  pr27/ po27                anchored at    .14   .29 
 
 
 
The item fit map in Figure 6.1 demonstrate the ‘unidimensionality’ of the test-items. 
In other words, the test-items measures a single construct. For the location of 
anchored test-items on variable map see Figure 6.5 (highlighted in green). While the 
distribution of 14 acceptable test-items, is shown in test specification in Table 6.3 
(anchored test-items were highlighted in yellow). 
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Figure 6.1: Item fit map of post-test in main study 
 
Table 6.3 details the specification for 14 acceptable test-items. The depth of 
programming knowledge level was tested according to Gagne’s learning capabilities. 
This thesis concentrated on the following Gagne’s (1985) learning capabilities: 
1. verbal information skills 
2. intellectual skills 
3. cognitive strategies 
 
 
The learning objectives of the web-mediated instructional system (WMIS) is to 
develop algorithms and programming which use the WHILE, DO WHILE and FOR 
control structures using C++ language. Therefore, in the acquisition of programming 
concepts, the two types of knowledge presented were: declarative and procedural  
(van Merriënboer, 1997).  
 
The ‘declarative knowledge’ refers to the knowledge of ‘knowing what’ such as 
“computers have three main functions: data input, processing and data output” (van 
Merriënboer, 1997). The term ‘procedural knowledge’ refers to the knowledge of 
‘knowing how’. For instance, the knowledge about how to write a computer program 
for checking the input from the user lies in a valid range. 
 
 
 
(The Main Experiment: new Run 7 Post-test Anchor ON )                                  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Item Fit                                                                               
all on all (N = 352 L = 14 Probability Level= .50)                                     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
INFIT                                                                                  
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40      
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---- 
  3 po03                                    .           *  |              . 
  4 po04                                    .              *              . 
  6 po19                                    .            * |              . 
  7 po07                                    .              |  *           . 
  8 po30                                    .              *              . 
 12 po31                                    .         *    |              . 
 23 po23                                    .              |          *   . 
 27 po27                                    .              |        *     . 
 29 po29                                    .              |     *        . 
 30 po08                                    .  *           |              . 
 31 po12                                    .  *           |              . 
 32 po15                                    .          *   |              . 
 33 po33                                    .     *        |              . 
 35 po35                                    .        *     |              . 
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Table 6.3: Test-item specification  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructional Objectives : Programming Knowledge  
 
 
 
 
Declarative Procedural 
Band-A Band-B Band-C Band-D Band-E 
Verbal 
information 
skill 
Intellectual 
skill 
Intellectual 
skill 
Cognitive 
strategy 
Cognitive 
strategy 
Task 
No: 
Learning 
Domain 
     Totals 
14 Solution algorithm   √   1 
13 Programming using ‘For’    
 
  0 
12 The ‘For’ logic characteristic   √   1 
11 
Programming 
using 
‘DoWhile’ 
      0 
10 
The ‘DoWhile’ 
logic 
characteristic 
 √    1 
9 Programming using ‘While’   √   1 
8 
The ‘While’ 
logic 
characteristic 
√ √     2 
7 
Counter-
control 
repetition 
 
√     1 
6 Repetition   √ 
   #,√ 3 
5 Conditional     #  1 
4 Control structures √     1 
3 Basic mathematics √ #    2 
2 Programming Process      0 
1 Defining diagram 
 
     0 
TOTALs 5 3 3 1 2 14 
# = anchored test-item 
 
This test-items analysis was conducted similar to the test-items analysis process in 
the VRT study. The process was repeated until the final set of test-items satisfied the 
requirements of the Rasch IRT model. The data of learners’ cognitive performance 
that was measured using the difference estimate logit-value (dlv) for the main study 
is presented in Appendix F-3. 
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6. 3 The cognitive style analysis results  
The cognitive preference of participants was measured using the CSA software, 
developed by Riding and Cheema (1991). Participants were located on each 
fundamental preference/style dimension by means of a ratio. As previously explained 
in chapter 2, section 2.7.3, most of the cognitive preference assessment tools measure 
cognitive preference in a bipolar-like concept of preference. The CSA is one of the 
available measures that work with continuums of cognitive preference/style and 
measures the two dimension of preference simultaneously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Scatter map of CSA results 
 
In the main study, the ‘wholist-analytic’ ratio ranged from 0.4 to 3.57 (mean=1.29, 
sd=0.44) with the cut-off point 1.19.  The ‘verbal-imagery’ ratio range from 0.51 to 
2.33 (mean=1.08, sd=0.25) with cut-off point 1.04. The cut-off point for ‘wholist-
analytic’ is the median value for the intermediate (ranged from 1.02 to 1.35) and for 
the ‘verbal-imagery’ is the median value for bimodal (ranged from 0.98 to 1.09), 
(Riding, 2005). There were 399 participants seated for the CSA but only 352 
participants completed the whole test. The scatter map for the cognitive styles of 
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students in the main study is shown in Figure 6.2. They were either given T1 or T2. 
The tabular format of the map is depicted in Table 6.4.  
 
Table 6.4: Summary of population by cognitive preference/style 
Cognitive Preference/Style N = 352 
Single Cognitive Style (SCS)  
Wholist 176 
Analytic 176 
Verbaliser 179 
Imager 173 
Integrated Cognitive Style (ICS)  
Wholist-verbaliser 91 
Wholist-imager 85 
Analytic-verbaliser 88 
Analytic-imager 88 
 
A visual observation of the scatter map (see Figure 6.2) shows two students located 
at the extreme ‘imager continuum’, one received T1 (a294) and another given T2 
(a087). The Quest estimates result revealed the a294 student experienced negative 
improvement when given T1. By contrast, a087 shows a positive improvement when 
learning from T2. The student located at the extreme ‘verbaliser continuum’ and 
received T1 (a102) shows positive improvement with T1, while the ‘extreme 
verbaliser’ (a322) with T2 demonstrated even greater improvement. For the ‘wholist-
analytic continuum’, the extreme analytic and wholist experienced higher 
improvement with T1 compared with T2. The performance of extreme single 
cognitive preference groups is displayed in Figure 6.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3: The performance of extreme SCS on T1 and T2 
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6. 4 Descriptive statistics 
A total of (n=399) participants were involved in the main study. The data from a total 
of n=47 participants were discarded from the analysis due to incomplete data, such 
as: the participant did not sit for the CSA test; or pre-test (Quiz 1) and post-test (Quiz 
2). Therefore, only (n=352) participants were included in the data analysis as they 
did complete the whole experiment. The participants were second year undergraduate 
students from Bachelor of Civil Engineering course. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Gender profile of participants 
 
As evident in Figure 6.4, there were (n=214) female and (n=138) male participants. 
Increased enrolments of female students reflect the gender distribution in the main 
study. The minimum and maximum age of participants was 19 and 27 respectively 
with a mean age (M=21.63) years. The p-value <0.05 level of significance was used 
throughout the main study unless otherwise stated. This means that the probability of 
falsely rejecting the null hypothesis is smaller than 5%. The numbers of participants 
involved in the main study presented in Table 6.5 in a 4 x 2 factorial design. 
 
Table 6.5: Numbers of participants in 4 x 2 factorial design 
Cognitive Preference 
Instructional Strategies 
Text-plus-textual (T1) Text-plus-graphical (T2) 
Wholist-verbaliser 54 37 
Wholist-imager 36 49 
Analytic-verbaliser 53 35 
Analytic-imager 51 37 
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6. 5 Pre-test performance 
There were 352 participants that successfully completed the pre- and post-tests. 
Participants with ‘zero scores’ and ‘perfect scores’ were excluded from the analysis. 
This is because the participants with ‘zero scores’ provided no evidence of whether 
any learning had occurred. Similarly, the participants with ‘perfect scores’ were 
unable to show how much learning had occurred (Izard, 2005b). In the final analysis, 
only 305 participants were counted for the effect size computation. The pre-test was 
used to assess students’ prior domain knowledge on programming concepts.  
 
Table 6.6: Average of pre-test estimate logit-value (prlv) on the SCS and ICS 
Group Pre-test 
Mean prlv n sd 
Single Cognitive Preference/Style (SCS)    
Wholist -1.67 145 0.87 
Analytic -1.77 160 0.90 
Verbaliser -1.74 158 0.90 
Imager -1.70 147 0.86 
Integrated Cognitive Preference/Style (ICS)    
Wholist-verbaliser -1.74 75 0.83 
Wholist-imager -1.59 70 0.90 
Analytic-verbaliser -1.74 83 0.96 
Analytic-imager -1.81 77 0.82 
 
As previously explained in chapter-5 (see section 5.3), the cognitive performance of 
students was measured using the difference between pre- (prlv) and post-test (polv) 
estimate logit-value (dlv) rather than just post-test results (see Appendix F-3). This 
practice was to better determine the effects of the treatments (T1 and T2) on 
cognitive performance outcomes. The variation level of prior domain knowledge 
based on the SCS and ICS is presented in Table 6.6. The most performed group on 
the pre-test according to SCS was the ‘wholist’ group with an average performance 
of all ‘wholists’ being -1.67 (sd =0.87). The average performance of all SCS groups 
on the pre-test was -1.72 with a standard deviation of 0.04. Meanwhile, by analysing 
the data according to the ICS, the ‘wholist-imagers’ performed best in the pre-test 
(mean =-1.59, sd =0.90).  
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6. 6 Post-test performance 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the cognitive performance of 352 students on 14 test-items on 
the pre- and post-tests, the so called Quest ‘variable map’ (Adams & Khoo, 1996) 
(see Appendix F-1 (the variable map for pre-test), Appendix F-2 (the variable map 
for post-test) and Appendix F-3 (complete data of main study)). The logits scale for 
both the person and test-item ranges between -3.0 and 3.0. The default value of the 
mean ability and the mean test-item difficulty was set at 0.0 (Adams & Khoo, 1996). 
In other words, the student located on this logits scale has a 50% chance to correctly 
and incorrectly answer the test-items at the same horizontal level.  
 
As shown in Figure 6.5 (see first column from the left-hand side), all the students are 
positioned below the 0.0 logits scale on the pre-test except 15 students. However, the 
students located above the 0.0 logits scale, increased to 80 students in the post-test 
(see second column from the left-hand side). This result evidenced that their 
cognitive performance increased in the post-test. 
 
The five top performers (prlv= 0.83) in the pre-test were: two students from the 
‘analytic-imager’ group; one ‘analytic-verbaliser’; one ‘wholist-verbaliser’ and one 
‘wholist-imager’. Their performance is graphically illustrated as highlighted AI, AV, 
WV and WI respectively in Figure 6.5 (see also Appendix F-3, shaded rows). The 
‘wholist-verbaliser’ who was given T1 achieved perfect score in the post-test and 
was therefore excluded from the analysis.  
 
Both ‘analytic-imagers’ who were randomly given T2, scored considerably higher in 
the post-test (polv= 1.87, dlv= 1.04 ). While the ‘analytic-verbaliser’ who received 
T2 showed a negative improvement (polv=0.32, dlv =-0.51). A similar result is 
reflected by the ‘wholist-imager’ who showed a negative improvement when 
learning from T2 (polv= 0.13, dlv= -0.7). 
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Figure 6.5: Excerpt of combined variable map of pre-test and post-test 
 
The performance increased in the post-test with the three top performers located at a 
2.57 logits estimate. These students were a ‘wholist-imager’ who was given T2 
(prlv=0.29), an ‘analytic-verbaliser’ with T1 (prlv=-1.23) and a ‘wholist-verbaliser’ 
who learned with T1 (prlv=0.29). However, it was the ‘analytic-verbaliser’ who 
made the greatest improvement from the pre- to post-test (dlv= 3.8) as presented by 
the longest arrow in the Figure 6.5. The average student’s ability on the pre-test as 
computed by the Quest estimate, is -1.71 (sd=0.89). This average value shows that 
(The Main Study: Performance on Pre-test and Post-test)                              
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                          
all on all (N = 352 L = 14 Probability Level= .50)                                   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 |                       | 
  3.0                            |                       | 
                                 |                       |    pr32 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |      WI-WV-AV     X   | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
  2.0                            |                       | 
                                 |            AI-AI XX   | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                  XX   | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                   X   | 
  1.0                            |                 XXX   |   
     WI-WV-AV-AI-AI          X   |                       |    pr35 
                                 |                   X   |          pr27.2 
                                 |               XXXXX   |    pr07 
                                 |               XXXXX   | 
     WI-WV                  XX   |                       | 
                                 |           AV XXXXXX   | 
   .0                            |          WI XXXXXXX   | 
                                 |                       | 
                          XXXX   |                       | 
                                 |        XXXXXXXXXXXX   |          pr27.1 
                                 |   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 |                       | 
                          XXXX   |                       | 
                                 |      XXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr06 
 -1.0                            |                       | 
                                 |         XXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr03   pr04   pr12 
               AV XXXXXXXXXXXX   |                       |                      
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |         XXXXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 |                       | 
        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |                       |   pr23 
 -2.0                            |        XXXXXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
                                 |                XXXX   | 
                                 |                       | 
             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |                       | 
                                 |                       | 
 -3.0                            |                    X  | 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pre-test Post-test
See Appendix F-3 for 
the complete data 
Anchored test-items 
highlighted in green 
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the students found this pre-test as comparatively difficult because their ability is 
lower. This result is relatively true as the students are expected to have little or no 
programming domain knowledge. While the average students’ ability on the post-test 
is -0.61 (sd=1.02), which indicates that the ability level of the students enhanced with 
a corresponding increase in programming domain knowledge. The tests difficulty 
level remained unchanged because it were  anchored. In the first column from the 
right-hand side of the Figure 6.5 it shows the test-items located based on the logits 
estimate. The test-items located closer to the bottom of the map are easier to endorse, 
while the ones further up are more difficult. The probability of the top three 
performers on the post-test correctly answering the most difficult test-item is less 
than 50%. However, the test-items were dispersed evenly along the logits scale. 
6. 7 Cognitive performance  
This section presents the results of cognitive performance of SCS and ICS with the 
web-mediated instructional treatments (T1 and T2). The null hypotheses are tested 
using effect size estimates. The graphical presentation in Figure 6.6 visualises the 
cognitive performance of ICS with the text-plus-textual (T1) and text-plus-graphical 
format (T2) based on average dlv. The detailed information of the analysis is 
presented in tabular format in Table 6.7.  
 
Table 6.7: Cognitive performance of SCS and ICS groups based on effect sizes. 
Cognitive style 
group 
Instructional Strategies 
Mean 
difference 
Effect 
size T1 T2 
Mean N SD Mean N SD 
All 1.32 164 0.84 1.16 141 0.85 0.16 0.19 
SCS Group         
Wholist 1.28 72 0.89 1.21 73 0.95 0.07 0.08 
Analytic 1.35 92 0.81 1.10 68 0.74 0.25 0.32 
Verbaliser 1.38 91 0.80 1.12 67 0.79 0.26 0.32 
Imager 1.24 73 0.89 1.19 74 0.91 0.05 0.06 
ICS Group         
Wholist-verbaliser 1.25 43 0.82 1.23 32 0.87 0.02 0.02 
Wholist-imager 1.31 29 0.99 1.19 41 1.02 0.12 0.12 
Analytic-verbaliser 1.49 48 0.78 1.03 35 0.71 0.47 0.62 
Analytic-imager 1.19 44 0.81 1.18 33 0.76 0.01 0.01 
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The total of N value for T1 (N=164) in SCS group calculated by adding N values of 
wholist (N=72) and analytic groups (N=92). While for the ICS group, the total for of 
N value for T1 is calculated by adding N values of all ICS groups (wholist-
verbaliser, N=43; wholist-imager, N=29; analytic-verbaliser, N=48 and analytic-
imager, N=44). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Cognitive performance of ICS groups with T1 and T2 
 
The first hypothesis, H1, testing the possibility that one of the cognitive preference 
groups performed differently according to the treatment they received. For instance, 
‘wholist-verbalisers’ given T1 should have different cognitive performance 
compared with ‘wholist-verbalisers’ given T2. Overall, the data in Table 6.7 shows 
that web-mediated instructional treatment (T1 and T2) does have a ‘small’ to 
‘medium’ effect on cognitive performance. The effect sizes between treatments is 
‘small’ (d= 0.19). As stated in the mean column for all groups, the students, 
regardless their cognitive preferences performed better with the T1 than T2.  
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There is an interesting finding in the ICS groups. The ‘analytic-verbaliser’ group had 
a significantly higher average on cognitive performance with the T1 than T2. A 
‘medium’ size effect is observed (d=0.62). For the ‘wholist-imagers’, there is a 
‘negligible’effect size observed (d=0.12). There is an even more ‘trivial’ effect size 
that is computed for the ‘wholist-verbalisers’ and ‘analytic-imagers’ (d=0.02 and 
d=0.01 respectively).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Cognitive performance of SCS groups with T1 and T2 
 
The data summarised in Table 6.7 for SCS groups, indicates that web-mediated 
instructional treatments (T1 and T2) have ‘very small’ to ‘small’ effect on cognitive 
performance. The ‘analytic’ and ‘verbaliser’ cognitive preference have a similar 
effect size on cognitive performance (d= 0.32), which indicates that the chance of 
correctly rejecting the null hypothesis of H1 is approximately 64%. The information 
is also visualised in Figure 6.7. Both ‘analytic’ and ‘verbaliser’ groups performed 
better with T1 than T2. For the ‘wholist’ and ‘imager’ groups, the effect sizes are 
0.08 and 0.06 respectively, which indicates that there is 12% and 10% chance of 
correctly rejecting the null hypothesis of H1. 
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6. 8 Hypothesis testing 
From the results reported in the previous section, Table 6.8 summarises the 
hypothesis testing. The hypotheses were tested according Cohen’s d effect size. The 
percentage of probability to correctly reject the null hypothesis calculated using 
G*Power 3.0.10 software (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang & Buchner, 2007). Post hoc 
statistical power (1-ß) analysis (Cohen, 1988) is computed as a function of 
significance level (a=0.05), sample size and population effect size. 
 
 
Table 6.8: Summary of hypothesis testing 
Hypothesis Cohen’s d 
% probability 
to correctly 
reject H0 
H1: The cognitive performance of one cognitive style 
group differ when learning from text-plus-textual format 
and text-plus-graphical format compare to another. 
  
Wholist 0.08 12 
Analytic 0.32 64 
Verbaliser 0.32 64 
Imager 0.06 10 
H2: The cognitive performance of wholist-imager group 
who received text-plus-graphical instructional format will 
outperform wholist-imager group with text-plus-textual 
instructional format. 
 
0.12 12 
H3:The cognitive performance of wholist-verbaliser group 
who received text-plus-textual instructional format will 
outperform wholist-verbaliser group who learned from 
text-plus-graphical web-mediated instructional format. 
 
0.02 5 
H4:The cognitive performance of analytic-imager group 
who received text-plus-graphical instructional format will 
be higher compare to analytic-imager group who learned 
from text-plus-textual instructional format. 
 
0.01 5 
H5:The cognitive performance of analytic-verbaliser group 
who received text-plus-textual instructional format will be 
higher compare to analytic-verbaliser group who learned 
from text-plus-graphical instructional format 
 
0.62 87 
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6. 9 The Interactive effects  
This section reports the interactive effects of the integrated cognitive preference 
(ICS) and web-mediated instructional format on the cognitive performance in the 
acquisition of programming concepts. As evidenced in Table 6.6, no meaningful 
difference in performance of all groups (SCS and ICS) in the pre-test. Interestingly, 
as level of ability increased in the post-test, the interactive effects of cognitive 
preference and web-mediated instructional strategies do exist. Figure 6.8 shows the 
interactive of the ICS and web-mediated instructional formats. A practical important 
effect was found with the ‘analytic-verbalisers’ who performed best with the text-
plus-textual metaphor instructional format (T1) than the text-plus-graphical metaphor 
instructional format (T2). The ‘analytic-verbaliser’ group was the top performer, 
when given T1 (mean dlv=1.49) yet their counterpart was the worst performer with 
T2 (mean dlv=1.03). The top performer in T2 was a ‘wholist-verbaliser’  (mean dlv= 
1.23) group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Interactive effects of ICS and web-mediated instructional formats 
 
The ‘wholist-imagers’ performed slightly better in T1 (mean dlv= 1.31) than T2 
(mean dlv= 1.19). Further, there was no practical important effect for ‘wholist-
verbaliser’ (mean dlv T1= 1.25, mean dlv T2= 1.23) and the ‘analytic-imager’ (mean 
dlv T1=1.19, mean dlv T2= 1.18) groups, on both treatments (T1 and T2), as they 
performed nearly similar with each treatment, yet the cognitive performance of the 
‘wholist-verbaliser’ group is better than the ‘analytic-imagers’ on both instructional 
treatments. 
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6. 10 Discussion 
In a series of quasi-experiments, the cognitive performance of non-computer science 
or non-information technology students who have been given web-mediated 
instructional metaphor formats was investigated. The aim was to examine whether 
cognitive preferences and web-mediated instructional strategies does or does not 
have an interactive effect on cognitive performance. Several interesting findings are 
discovered in my research studies. Some of these findings however are not directly 
related to the research question and hypotheses. Therefore this section will discuss all 
the findings. 
 
Finding-1: Novice-learners performed better with text-plus-textual metaphors than 
text-plus-graphical metaphors regardless their cognitive preferences.  
 
This finding is not only found in the main study but also in the VRT study. I propose 
that the familiarity with the domain knowledge is believed to have a connection with 
what has previously been constructed and stored in working and long-term memory. 
As a result, novice-learners are likely facilitated with text-plus-textual metaphor 
instructional strategy or format, as they have to deal with new complex and novel 
information. Dealing with such information is difficult for novice-learners. 
Presenting complex information in a multimedia format may increase extraneous 
cognitive load because there is too much information and the cognitive 
manipulations are required simultaneously; thus reducing the resulting cognitive 
performance (Kalyuga, 2009).  These findings may reflect an ‘expertise reversal 
effect’ as suggested by Kalyuga et al. (2003). They proposed that multimedia formats 
that are effective for more experienced-learners might not be effective or may even 
be harmful for novice-learners.  
 
This finding conflicts with Mayer’s multimedia principle (Mayer, 2001; 2009a) 
which states that students learn better from learning materials presented to them, 
using words and pictures than those using words alone. However, this principle is 
likely to be supported for more experienced-learners as examined in the VRT study. 
Even though there is no quantifiable variable that can be defined for novice- and 
experienced-learners, yet the qualities they possess can be identified (Tennyson, 
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2001). Expert’s knowledge is represented by hierarchically organized schema which 
allows experts to access either a bottom-up or top-down processing mode 
(Champagne, Gunstone & Klopfer, 1982; Kalyuga, et al., 2003). However, the 
novice’s chaotic and less-integrated schema does not allow for such flexibility with 
their information processing. I propose that this effect may be the explanation why 
more experienced-learners performed better with the text-plus-graphical format. The 
more experienced-learners have their activated schema ready for constructing mental 
representation of the task at hand. Therefore, presenting learning materials with text 
and graphics assists more experienced-learners to construct new appropriate mental 
representation. However, this might be disadvantageous to novice-learners due to 
their lack of an integrated schema to construct mental representations of high-
element interactivity domain knowledge (Kalyuga, et al., 2003). 
 
It is clear from this brief discussion about novices and experts, that a better cognitive 
performance in a text-plus-textual metaphor instructional format may have been 
influenced by the level of the participants’ prior domain knowledge. The novice-
learners found that the textual metaphors can precisely convey the abstract 
programming concepts and may prevent misunderstanding of those concepts (Yu-
chen, 2007). As a result the novice-learners may construct more accurate mental 
models when learning from text-plus-textual metaphors compared with the text-plus-
graphical metaphor instructional format and thereby, contribute to higher cognitive 
performance. Furthermore, I propose that the use of sequential and systematic 
strategies in a text-plus-textual metaphor instructional format (reading the text from 
left to right and top to down) seems to be effective for learning as previously 
discovered by Niederhauser et. al (2000).  These findings are associated with the 
cognitive load theory (CLT) (Sweller, et al., 1998). The learners who adopted 
conventional reading strategies as they were reading from traditional paper-based 
text seem to have effectively minimised the used of their working memory resources 
because they are not required to choose which topic to navigate next. The working 
memory resources therefore can be fully utilised to understand the instructional 
content, hence increasing their cognitive performances. In addition, the cognitive 
performances of novice-learners are more obvious when the instructional format 
matches their cognitive preference. This leads to the founded of Finding 2. 
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Finding-2: ‘Analytic-verbalisers’ have performed considerably better in the text-
plus-textual metaphors compared to their counterparts who learned from text-plus-
graphical metaphors. 
 
This is probably so because the ‘analytic-verbalisers’ have good verbal memories 
and easily retain information, particularly when presented in a textual (or verbal) 
format (Riding, 2005).  
 
Furthermore, when presented information in a structured verbal format, the ‘analytic-
verbalisers’ no longer find pictures or graphics very helpful. However, adding some 
‘visual signals’ or ‘cues’ does assist learning from textual instruction (Mautone & 
Mayer, 2001). Signals in verbal information include: paragraph headings; bolding 
and italicizing of important words; signals phrases; pointer words and topical 
overviews written as content preview (Clark, et al., 2006, p. 79; Mayer, 2009a). For 
instance, Figure 6.9 shows how signals in the tabular form, added to the instructional 
materials in the text-plus-textual metaphor instructional format for comparing three 
control structures; while, do..while and for. This effect might help ‘analytic-
verbalisers’ to keep hold of the information presented to them longer, because the 
purpose of a conceptual ‘signal’ is to draw attention to essential information in the 
lesson, yet not to add any new information (Mayer, 2009a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Visual signals in a table to present a comparison between while, do..while and for control structures 
 
Furthermore, ‘analytics’ and ‘verbalisers’ use a relatively elaborated method of 
processing information during learning (Riding, 2005). If learning materials match 
their preferences they can maximise the use of working memory capacity therefore 
enhanced cognitive performance. However, if the learning material does not match 
their preferences then their performance is likely to be impaired particularly when 
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learning complex nature domain knowledge such as introductory programming 
concepts. Chen and Macredie (2004) concur that, ‘analytics’ (or field independent) 
people appreciate the benefit of web-mediated instruction that allows them to learn at 
their own pace.  
 
The non-linear interaction in web-mediated environment is also beneficial for 
‘analytics’ because they can determine their own learning path. I propose that this 
research has shown that the ‘analytics’ possess cognitive skills to restructure 
complex information based on their information processing characteristics; these 
performance outcomes may have been developed from the ‘cues’ in the instructional 
materials that match their preferences (Riding and Cheema, 1991). However, 
instructional materials that match imagers’ preferences seem to not help to improve 
their cognitive performance and this aspect is discussed in Finding 3. 
 
Finding-3: The cognitive performance of novice ‘wholist-imagers’ and ‘analytic-
imagers’ are almost similar with text-plus-textual metaphor and text-plus-graphical 
metaphor instructional formats. 
 
In other words, the cognitive performance of the ‘imagers’ is not affected by the 
instructional strategies. Presenting programming concepts in text-plus-graphical 
metaphor (or multimedia) format did not assist ‘imagers’ in this study because they 
perform best when the instructional materials can easily be visualised in mental 
pictures, which does not contain any acoustically complex and unfamiliar terms 
(such as programming language)(Riding, 2005). This finding is contra to what has 
been found by previous research such as in Riding and Douglas (1993) which 
discovered that imagers learned better when the materials on motor cars braking 
systems were presented in a text-plus-illustration format, rather than with text alone. 
McKay (2000a) also found that ‘imagers’ were superior to ‘verbalisers’ with text 
plus graphical metaphors. Similarly, when tested on college and university students, 
Smith and Woody (2000) observed that ‘visualisers’ learned better than ‘verbalisers’ 
when given learning materials in a multimedia format. Further evidence in Lee 
(2007), revealed that the learning performance of ‘wholist- and analytic-imagers’ is 
enhanced with a visual metaphor interface. Thomas and McKay (2010) also 
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discovered improvement in learning outcomes when instructional materials matching 
with students’ cognitive styles. 
 
Even though there is no clear evidence of these mixed findings, it could be 
speculated that the results from this research was influenced by a level of prior 
domain knowledge and the learning content. Let us first consider prior domain 
knowledge; information presented in words or pictures is received through our eyes, 
organized into a ‘verbal’ or ‘pictorial’ model in our working memory and integrated 
with prior knowledge into our long-term memory (Mayer, 2005a). The meaning of 
‘information organizing in working memory’ depends on prior knowledge in long-
term memory and determined prior to being stored in our long-term memory.  
 
As discussed previously, working memory is limited in capacity (Miller, 1956). 
Therefore, the individual’s working memory capacity and prior domain knowledge is 
critical for effective learning. In terms of the ‘verbal-imagery’ dimension of 
cognitive preference/style, Riding (2005) states on the one hand, that ‘verbalisers’ 
are most affected by working memory capacity because they use an elaborated 
approach during information processing. While on the other hand, ‘imagers’ are less 
influenced because they tend to use a more intuitive approach that requires less 
working memory capacity (Riding, 2005). When ‘imagers’ learn from text-plus-
graphical metaphor instructional materials, they may create spontaneous mental 
pictures of representation of the information or of what they may associate with it.  
 
Therefore, with insufficient prior domain knowledge in place in their long-term 
memories, ‘imagers’ tend to construct inaccurate mental representation of the 
graphical information in which they may be inclined to misunderstand the concepts 
presented (Salmerón, Baccino, Canas, Madrid & Fajardo, 2009). However, when 
‘imagers’ learn from textual materials, the possibilities of constructing irrelevant 
mental representation is lower, because text (or verbal) descriptions assist learners to 
organize information and integrate it with their existing knowledge, to build the 
meaning of information (Kozma & Russell, 1997) yet graphics is worth a thousand 
words (Mayer & Sims, 1994).  It is proposed that, as processing difficult information 
like abstract programming concepts requires most of our cognitive resources, this 
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may free up some of those resources in our working memory capacity to be devoted 
to other information processes.  
 
Furthermore, Mayer’s multimedia principle (Mayer, 2009a) suggests that people 
learn better with text and graphics rather than text alone. Yet my studies, do not give 
any difference even to the ‘imagers’. As Weidenmann (1989) argues, that learners 
always look at graphical materials as ‘easy’ and may be only superficially browsed 
without understanding the meaning of the information presented. This effect may 
explain why pictures (or graphics) in this study do not assist ‘imagers’. 
 
In terms of the instructional materials, it has been said that learning introductory 
programming concepts are always difficult for the beginners (Dijkstra, 1982). This 
common view may partly explain why presenting abstract programming concepts in 
text-plus-graphical metaphor instruction does not seem to help ‘imagers’ let alone the 
‘verbalisers’. Acquiring a programming language is a high-level cognitive task with 
a combination of declarative and procedural knowledge (Ormerod, 1990). Previous 
research has provided the evidence for the effectiveness of multimedia to present 
declarative information and procedural knowledge of for instance, a chemical 
phenomena (Ardac & Akaygun, 2004), how car’s braking system works and how a 
lightning storm develops (Mayer & Moreno, 1998). Whereas, in this study, 
multimedia in the form of the ‘interpretational graphical metaphors’ were used to 
explain difficult-to understand textual instructions (Carney & Levin, 2002). For 
instance, representing control structures in programming as analogous to the ‘steps in 
brushing teeth’ metaphor (McKay, 2000a).  
 
However, unlike a mechanical system, which has been made up from combinations 
of physical components and have physical characteristics (concrete concepts) 
(Merill, Tennyson & Posey, 1992), that are perhaps much easier to represent as 
mental pictures. Yet procedural and declarative knowledge in programming are 
‘abstract’ entities/concepts that have no physical characteristics (Narayanan & 
Hegarty, 2002). Therefore, the learners’ may misinterpret analogous graphics into 
irrelevant (abstract) concepts. Furthermore, novice-learners may have some intuitive 
knowledge in mechanical systems (such as car braking systems) because its works 
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according to laws of physics and causality. Yet programming concepts operate 
according to laws of mathematical logics, which is complicated for novice-learners 
to comprehend, without prerequisite knowledge in mathematics.  
 
Regardless of the differences between a mechanical system and a programming 
concept, they do share some similarities. As car braking system can be hierarchically 
decomposed to sub-systems (for instance how a piston works in master cylinder), the 
same goes for programming. Control structures (such as a conditional loop) in 
programming is analogous to ‘brushing teeth’, in which there are steps to complete 
the task. If the task of brushing teeth needs to be completed by five people, then the 
task needs to be repeated until all five people have brushed their teeth (McKay, 
2000a). This is the explanation why the ‘interpretational graphical metaphors’ used 
in this study may not have assisted the ‘imagers’ as expected. The ‘imagers’ seem to 
incorrectly interpret the graphical metaphors into irrelevant programming concepts.   
6. 11 Summary  
In this chapter, the results of the main study were presented based on the research 
question and hypotheses. The performance of the test-items in both pre- and post-
tests were tested again to confirm their validity and reliability. The reason for this 
carefulness, was to strengthen the findings drawn from the main research study. The 
students’ cognitive preference outcome results were presented to show the 
distribution of cognitive preference in the experiments’ participants. The three main 
findings have been interpreted and discussed. The next chapter identifies the 
contribution of this research in the theoretical and practical aspects; the limitations of 
this study and recommendations for future research. 
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7 Conclusion 
7. 1 Introduction 
Up to this point, this thesis has covered six chapters. As the final chapter, it presents 
a conclusion for my research studies. As such, it contains four main sections that 
commence with the contribution to the theory and practical application. There is a 
discussion of the limitations of this research, followed by a discussion of some 
possible future research. 
 
Following on from the results and discussion, this final chapter-7 will involve:  
 contributions, 
 limitations of the study, 
 suggestions for future research, and 
 concluding remarks. 
7. 2 Contributions 
While there is still much to be learned about how to assist novice-learners in 
acquiring an introductory programming language, in a web-mediated environment; 
this research has made several contributions. The findings contribute new knowledge 
to the literature in the disciplines of: HCI; web-mediated instruction; human 
cognitive processing and research methodology. The contribution of this research 
falls into theoretical and practical categories.   
7.2.1 Theoretical contribution  
The web-mediated instructional modules were developed according to: the cognitive 
theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2005a); CLT (Sweller, et al., 1998) and 
Gagne’s conditions of learning theory (1985). In terms of cognitive theory of 
multimedia learning, the multimedia principle suggests ways of designing the 
instruction of complex domains of knowledge, like programming. On the one hand, 
adding graphical metaphors to verbal (textual) instructions do assist learning of 
introductory programming concepts among experienced-learners, while they are less 
effective for novice-learners. On the other hand, providing visual cues to textual 
instructional strategies have positive effects on novice-learners in their acquisition of 
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complex knowledge domains. Therefore, the findings suggest that the multimedia 
principle can be applied for designing some instructional materials for learners with 
certain levels of prior domain knowledge. 
 
Even though the CLT, was not directly measured in this study, it has been used as a 
key theory to explain the cognitive processes involved when learning from text and 
pictures in web-mediated environment. This study has contributed to our knowledge 
in so far as proposing why high-intrinsic cognitive load instructional materials 
(which cannot be manipulated by an instructional designer) should be carefully 
designed, particularly for novice-learners. Our working memory assumes to have 
limited processing capacity. Consequently, novice-learners may have diminished 
capacity, because their memory’s information units are smaller than the experienced-
learners’ memory information units. Therefore, by reducing extraneous cognitive 
load when designing high-interactivity instructional strategies, it may assist novice-
learners to manage their total cognitive load in their working memory and increase 
their understanding of the instruction. 
 
In terms of cognitive preference, this study provides additional evidence that 
‘analytics’ and ‘verbalisers’ learn best when the instructional strategies match their 
cognitive preferences, particularly when learning a complex knowledge domain like 
abstract programming concepts. The findings contribute to increase the awareness for 
cognitive preference among the educational providers particularly in Malaysia. 
Cognitive preference in one sense or another should be considered when developing 
web-mediated instruction, particularly for the ‘novice-analytics’ and the ‘novice-
verbalisers’. As for the ‘novice-wholists’ and ‘novice-imagers’, further research in 
authentic learning environments is required. 
 
Gagne’s (1985) conditions of learning theory has dominated the teaching and 
learning curriculum development for decades; this research study has applied the 
Gagne’s theory in designing the web-mediated programming instructional strategies, 
which focussed on three learning outcomes: verbal information; intellectual skills 
and cognitive strategies. This is particularly important in order to identify what needs 
to set as the entry level domain knowledge, prior to achieve new instructional 
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objectives. For instance, the learners are required to understand the repetition 
concepts in order to develop an algorithm that solves repetition problems. Therefore, 
it is suggested that instructional developers continue to consider the Gagne’s theory 
as a framework when developing curriculum for new web-mediated courses.  
 
This research employed a Rasch IRT measurement model not only to test the validity 
and reliability of the test instruments but also to transform the ordinal raw score data 
into interval measures to calculate the effect sizes, that is the ‘logits’. As evidenced 
in Figure 4.13, the use of the raw scores to measure students’ cognitive performance 
will contribute to a variation in the ‘unit of measurement’ and lead to 
underestimating the effect sizes. This means that ‘one more unit is no longer equal to 
the same amount extra no matter how much there already is’. This research 
demonstrates that the use of a linear measurement allows for statistical evaluation of 
quantitative data because the data have their mathematical properties of equidistant 
interval measures, which permitted further analysis. Applying different approaches to 
the same set of quantitative data yields different outcomes. Therefore, using a Rasch 
measurement model (a family of probabilistic models of IRT) to analyse the data 
limits the mix of findings in similar research.  
7.2.2 Practical contribution 
Given there is a growing number of web-mediated instructional programmes in 
industry and higher education, carefully designed instruction strategies are necessary. 
The instructional developers are encouraged to investigate the characteristics of their 
targeted students or trainees. This study has evidenced the importance for giving 
consideration to the levels of prior domain knowledge and cognitive preference in 
knowledge acquisition processes through a web-mediated instructional environment. 
It is recommended therefore, that web-mediated instruction for complex knowledge 
domain and especially for the novice-learners should be designed in a textual format, 
with effective visual cues and navigational elements. The findings suggest that by 
giving some control to the learner (such as by pressing of ‘next’ or ‘previous’ 
buttons), it has been shown there is a positive effect on learning particularly for the 
‘analytic-verbalisers’. In addition, that presenting textual information with ‘visual 
cues’ such as: bold headings; paragraphing; indented paragraph and tabular formats 
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to assist learners, may reduce cognitive load in working memory and henceforth 
contribute to a better cognitive performance. 
 
The use of the Rasch IRT model to validate the instruments provides guidelines to 
other researchers and practitioners to measure their construct in other research areas, 
such as: customer satisfaction; clinical studies; attitudes and many other behavioural 
variables. For instance, in customer’s satisfaction survey, a Quest ‘variable map’ can 
be used to interpret the level of customer satisfaction. In my study, the ‘variable 
map’ as shown in Figure 6.5, depicts the students’ abilities in the pre- and post-tests, 
as well as showing the difficulty level associated with achieving each test-item (on 
the same measurement scale).  
 
For a customer satisfaction survey, student’s ability can be interpreted as customer 
satisfaction and test-item difficulty can be translated to identify the items’ (products 
or services) quality, yet the ‘variable map’ should be read in the opposite way round. 
This means that the smallest of the values for items’ quality means that the service or 
product has greater quality, due to the probability of higher customer satisfaction. 
For the customer satisfaction scale, the interpretation is similar to the low ability, 
which may correspond to lower levels of satisfaction. The Rasch IRT model can 
therefore provide a probabilistic individual satisfaction measure for each customer 
and a detailed quality measure for each service or product. Whereas in a clinical 
study, the use of the Rasch IRT model in developing quality measurement scales to 
assess a patient’s health and quality of life would reduce patient burden, due to the 
increased quality of the testing-items (i.e. shorter questionnaires), yet still provide 
relevant information to the medical practitioners. 
 
The primary objective of such assessment (or test) in the field of education or 
training, is to measure variables such as learning (or training) performance or 
aptitude (Griffin, 2009). The test-score provides the location of the test-taker on the 
measurement scale. The test can be given at any time, depending on the purpose. It 
can be either before instruction to assist the planning and direction of the instruction, 
on the one hand; and during instruction to help make an instructional adjustment or 
after instruction on the other, to provide specific information regarding what 
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learners’ know and what they do not. Therefore, the Rasch IRT model is appropriate 
to be used to evaluate the assessment scale and provide evidence and information 
that suits the purpose. 
7. 3 Limitations of the study 
The following limitations are noted for possible future studies: 
 due to the ethical and financial constraints, a ‘true experimental study’ cannot 
be executed as it was unfeasible to randomly assign participating students 
from different universities and course cohorts into the experimental treatment 
groups, and 
 in the main study, the CSA screening test was conducted on the same day 
with other experimental stages, due to the large number of participants and 
the physical constraints of the resources necessary to conduct the experiment. 
The main study may have a better similarity of participants’ average between 
groups if the CSA were conducted on the day prior to the other three stages’ 
because by doing that, each participant has an equal probability to be 
assigned to either group. 
7. 4 Suggestions for future research 
The findings from the main study offer various possible directions for future 
research. The suggestions include: 
 using two different techniques; Rasch IRT model and factor analysis to 
validate the test-items, thus the results can be compared. To achieve ideal 
experimental comparisons, it is also recommended that the studies employ a 
‘true experimental research design’, 
 as the main study was conducted with only novice-learners as the 
participants, it is recommended that future research should be conducted on a 
cohort of experienced-learners to identify if the positive effect of multimedia 
instructions is enhanced, 
 research on screen analysis, for instance to answer the following research 
question: “does cognitive preference affect the way learners navigate the 
web-mediated instruction?” and “how long do wholist (verbaliser or imager) 
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or analytics (verbaliser or imager) spend time on each screen?”  and “do they 
use next or previous button more frequent compared to other groups?” as 
well as “how to gain a better insight into the benefits and pitfalls of 
interactive multimedia instructions?”, and 
 conducting more research on how to assist students to be prepared to 
effectively use multimedia learning materials. 
7. 5 Concluding remarks 
The overarching purpose of this research was to investigate how web-mediated 
instructional strategies may assist novice-learners with different cognitive 
preferences in acquiring an introductory programming language, particularly in 
Malaysian universities. For this reason, it was required to investigate web-mediated 
teaching and learning environments. For instance, how to design an instructional 
environment that suits different individuals with different cognitive preferences and 
different levels of prior domain knowledge? Therefore, to serve all these 
requirements, web-mediated instructional topic were developed according to the 
existing theories which included: the multimedia principles in the cognitive theory of 
multimedia learning; the cognitive load theory and Gagne’s conditions of learning 
theory.  
 
The research studies were conducted in three phases that commenced with an 
exploratory study devised to test the methodology and the validity of the assessment 
instruments. After completing the first phase, the validity and reliability testing study 
was conducted to properly confirm the validity and reliability of the improved 
instruments and analyse the results. Since the participants involved in that phase 
were novice- and experienced-learners, this warranted further analysis to determine 
the effect of prior domain knowledge. The third research phase was the main study to 
accomplish the objectives of this PhD programme. The quantitative data were 
analysed based on the Rasch IRT model. The findings showed that the possible 
positive effects of multimedia presentations were limited for the novice-learners, 
when learning a complex knowledge domain, as pointed out in another research 
study conducted by Carney and Levin (2002). I propose that one possible explanation 
for this is that multimedia presentations may be too cognitively demanding for the 
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novice-learners when learning a high-element interactivity knowledge domain 
(Kalyuga, 2008).  
 
In conclusion, 
Does the interaction of Web-mediated instructional strategies 
and a learner’s cognitive style preference affect their cognitive 
performance in learning introductory programming concepts in 
Malaysian Universities? 
 
The answer seems to be yes, particularly for learners with ‘analytic-verbaliser’ 
cognitive preferences. The results show that ‘analytic-verbalisers’ performed better 
with text-plus-textual metaphor instructional strategies than with the text-plus-
graphical metaphor instructional strategies (Cohen’s d= 0.62). However, the 
integrated cognitive preferences that involve ‘wholists’ (the inherent mode for 
processing information) and the ‘imagers’ (the preferred thinking style for 
information as it is received) have non-beneficial learning results when given the 
text-plus-graphical metaphor instructions.  
 
Possibly because of this, they tend to perform better with text-plus-textual format. 
One explanation that may be taken into consideration is the learner’s level of prior 
domain knowledge. In addition, the ‘wholists’ may be overwhelmed even though 
they have a choice of whether to choose their own learning path, or to follow a linear 
structure provided in web-mediated instruction. However, it is proposed here that 
providing such a choice for the ‘wholists’ is not recommended, as they tend to 
become confused when faced with such options (Chen and Macredie, 2010; Wang 
et.al, 2000).   
 
This research provides no clear evidence that presenting instructional materials in a 
web-mediated learning environment in textual and graphical formats will improve 
cognitive performance other than presenting in a textual format alone, as proposed by 
Mayer’s multimedia principle (Mayer, 2001; 2005a). This principle assumes to be 
relevant across the educational media (paper-based or computer based) (Mayer, 
2003). However, these results also echo the recommendation by Schnotz and Bannet 
(2003), that adding graphics to text is not always applicable to knowledge 
acquisition. Yet it is strongly affected by task-appropriateness.  
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Overall, this research should not be taken to controvert that the value of multimedia 
as ineffective in all learning situations. In fact, multimedia did improve cognitive 
performance when tested on learners with prior domain knowledge in one of these 
experiments. 
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APPENDIX A-1 : PRE-TEST (EXPLORATORY STUDY) 
Introduction to Programming Concepts using C++: Quiz 1 
Answer each of the following questions in the space provided 
 
 
1. In one word, write an example of computer input data. 
………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
2. In one word, write an example of computer output data. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3. In one word, describe the difference between computerized input and output data. 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
4. All computers have three main functions. Use one word to describe each function. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
5. Name the programming statement that determines the processing logic. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
6. Describe the process you use in creating a computer program that inputs 10 numbers, 1 at a 
time, and prints out the total at the end of the program. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
7. Write an example of repetition question you could use in a daily file backup routine. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8. Write a statement that finds the average of 2 numbers. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………..……………………………………………………………………… 
 
Please write the time 
you begin here: 
……………… 
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9. Which control structures (sequential, repetition, conditional) are used by each of the 
following algorithms? 
a. A program for checking that input from a user lies in a valid range and 
repeatedly requesting input until it is within range. 
b. A program that reads 5 last names and prints the last name only if it = 
Johnson 
c. A program statement that find the average of 2 numbers 
d. A program converts an input value in degrees Fahrenheit to the 
corresponding value in degrees Celsius. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
10. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using WHILE 
statement. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
11. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using 
DOWHILE statement. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
12. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using FOR 
statement. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13. What is the most important difference between WHILE, DOWHILE and FOR repetition 
structures? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
14. Explain why the repetition question/test is important. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
15. Which control structure(s) are used by the following algorithm? 
Start Program_test 
     Start loop until counter = 10 
              Read name, score 
              Print name, score 
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     Stop loop 
Stop Program_test 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
16. Write an algorithm to read 5 employee’s monthly salaries.  Add all 5 employee’s salaries 
and print the total.  Write only the repetition/loop section of the program that reads the 
salaries and totals the salaries. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
17. Using the WHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
18. Using the DOWHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
19. Using the FOR control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
20. Explain what happens to the sequential processing when a conditional logic structure is 
used within a repetition loop. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
21. Give an example of how you would place a conditional logic structure within a repetition 
loop. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
22. Write just the processing section of an algorithm to print student’s name and course only if 
they attend UTM. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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23.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                           Figure 1 
Identify the control structure used in flowchart in Figure 1. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
24.  Write a WHILE statement to stop a loop when the value in the age variable is less than the 
number 0. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
25. Write an algorithm to read three numbers, add them together and print their total. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
26. Write a pseudocode to read 1 person’s name and his exam score. Print the name and exam 
score.  Print “Well done” if the score is higher or equal to 85. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
27. Given a written problem to solve using a computer, what critical information do you need 
to know before you start to write a solution algorithm? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
28. Name the four elements required to perform counter-controlled repetition. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
29. int main() 
{ 
 int number = 1; 
 while(number<=5) 
 { 
 cout << number * number << endl; 
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 number = number + 1; 
     } 
Write the output for the program above. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
30. Write a C++ program using DOWHILE statement to display the word “WELCOME” on 
the screen 10 times. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
31. Write a C++ program using FOR statement to display the word “WELCOME” on the 
screen 10 times. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
32. Write a C++ instruction that declares and initializes an int variable named 
numberOfpeople. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
33. Write a C++ instruction that declares and initializes a string variable named studentName.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
34. if (number <= 100) 
     number = number * 2; 
else 
     if (number > 500) 
     number = number * 3; 
 
If the number variable contains the integer 90, what value will be in the number variable 
after the code shown above is processed? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
35. What is the best selection/conditional structure to be used when the problem has many 
paths from which to choose? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Write the time you 
finish here: 
………………….. 
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APPENDIX A-2 : PRACTICE PROBLEM BOOKLET 
 
 
Practise Problem Booklet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Well done…. you have successfully worked through the online instructional 
module. 
 
Now, you need to complete the two practise problems that begin on the following 
page.  Please note that suggested solutions are given so that you can check your 
understanding of the concepts learned. 
 
 
Ask for QUIZ 2 when finished with this Practise Problem Booklet  
(Indicate when you ready to do this by raising your hand).  
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1.0 Practice Problem:  Supermarket Shopping 
 
Objective: 
Given a situation description (problem) write a solution algorithm. You need to include appropriate 
control structures. To help you start, the first step (redefining the problem) has been completed 
below.  Complete the task in the spaces provided. A suggested solution is on the next page for you to 
check your understanding. 
 
Situation description: 
Food shopping these days is no longer trivial affair.  Supermarkets are large and products are spread 
over a wide area.  You are required to describe the supermarket shopping process by writing a simple 
algorithm.  Assume that you are shopping with a list of items to buy from several different areas of 
the supermarket.  Food products are packed onto shelves, according to isle definition and number. 
 
Task: 
Follow the 6 problem solving steps you were shown earlier. 
1. Redefine problem: 
   Input:  food items on shopping list 
 
   Processing: pushing trolley around supermarket isles 
      
   Output: all listed food items in trolley 
 
2. logic patterns (control structures) required: 
 
…………………………………………….... 
3. repetition question: 
 
……………………………………………… 
 
4. repetition starting point: 
 
……………………………………………… 
 
5. repetition condition statement: 
 
……………………………………………… 
   
6. Solution algorithm: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………… 
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1.0 Practice Problem solution:  Supermarket Shopping 
 
Objective: 
Given a situation description (problem) write a solution algorithm. You need to include appropriate 
control structures. To help you start, the first step (redefining the problem) has been completed 
below.  Complete the task in the spaces provided. A suggested solution is on the next page for you to 
check your understanding. 
 
Situation description: 
Food shopping these days is no longer trivial affair.  Supermarkets are large and products are spread 
over a wide area.  You are required to describe the supermarket shopping process by writing a simple 
algorithm.  Assume that you are shopping with a list of items to buy from several different areas of 
the supermarket.  Food products are packed onto shelves, according to isle definition and number. 
 
Task: 
Follow the 6 problem solving steps you were shown earlier. 
1. Redefine problem: 
   Input:   food items on shopping list 
 
   Processing:  pushing trolley around supermarket isles 
      
   Output:  all listed food items in trolley 
 
2. logic patterns (control structures) required:  Sequential, repetition 
      
3. repetition question:   Have I finished shopping yet? 
       Do I have more items on my list to buy? 
 
4. repetition starting point:  New isle/department 
  
5. repetition condition statement:  do 
                shopping 
         WHILE items on list 
6. Solution algorithm: 
Start 
Get shopping trolley 
     Go to first supermarket isle 
Push trolley down isle 
                                                 DO 
                                                       Check shopping list for item 
 Look at shelf items 
 Take item on list, put in trolley, 
 Mark item off shopping list 
 WHILE items on list 
Go home, unpack goods…have a well earned rest 
  End 
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1.1 Practice problem:       UTM Graduation: course requirements 
 
Objective: 
Given a situation description (problem) write a solution algorithm.  You need to include appropriate 
control structures. To help you start, the first step (redefining the problem) has been completed 
below.  Complete the task in the spaces provided.  A suggested solution is on the next page for you to 
check your understanding. 
 
Situation description: 
Studying at UTM requires a number of administrative procedures to be completed before the award 
of a degree.  First of all a student needs to enroll in a specific course and participate in classes.  Often 
a student needs to show a past result before proceeding to the next subject.  The award of the degree 
can only be given once all required subjects are recorded as passed.  You are required to describe the 
administrative process involved in gaining an UTM degree. 
 
Task: 
Follow the 6 problem solving steps you were shown earlier. 
 
1. Redefine problem: 
 
  Input:  course name, required subjects to pass 
  Processing: enrolling in subjects, checking results 
  Output: Award of UTM degree 
2. logic patterns (control structures) required: 
  
      ………………………………………………… 
3. repetition question: 
  
      ………………………………………………… 
   
4. repetition starting point: 
 
…………………………………………………  
    
5. Repetition condition statement. 
  
             ………………………………………………… 
  
6. Solution algorithm: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………… 
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1.1 Practice problem solution: UTM Graduation: course requirements 
 
Objective: 
Given a situation description (problem) write a solution algorithm.  You need to include appropriate 
control structures. To help you start, the first step (redefining the problem) has been completed 
below.  Complete the task in the spaces provided.  A suggested solution is on the next page for you to 
check your understanding. 
 
Situation description: 
Studying at UTM requires a number of administrative procedures to be completed before the award 
of a degree.  First of all a student needs to enroll in a specific course and participate in classes.  Often 
a student needs to show a past result before proceeding to the next subject.  The award of the degree 
can only be given once all required subjects are recorded as passed.  You are required to describe the 
administrative process involved in gaining an UTM degree. 
 
Task: 
Follow the 6 problem solving steps you were shown earlier. 
 
1. Redefine problem: 
 
   Input:  course name, required subjects to pass 
   
                         Processing: enrolling in subjects, checking results 
      
    Output: Award of UTM degree 
 
 
2. logic patterns (control structures) required:  Sequential, repetition 
 
 
3. repetition question:   Can I graduate?  
 
 
4. repetition starting point:  Enrolment day…start of new semester 
     
 
5. repetition condition statement:  
 
                                                DO         
                                                               Enrolling in subjects and participate in classes 
            WHILE subjects to complete 
 
6. Solution algorithm: 
               * *this time complete your own solution algorithms** 
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APPENDIX A-3 : POST-TEST (EXPLORATORY STUDY) 
Introduction to Programming Concepts using C++: Quiz 2 
Answer each of the following questions in the space provided 
 
 
 
 
1. Given the following problem statement, list the critical information to solve the 
problem:  Write an algorithm to input 10 names and salaries.  A print out of all the 
names, salaries is also required. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
2. All computers have three main functions. Use one word to describe each function. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3. Name the programming statement that determines the processing logic. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
4. Write a pseudocode to read 1 person’s name and his exam score. Print the name and 
exam score.  Print “Well done” if the score is higher or equal to 85. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
5. Given a written problem to solve using a computer, what critical information do you 
need to know before you start to write a solution algorithm? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
6. Describe the primary characteristics of the control structure(s) you use in creating a 
computer program that inputs 10 numbers, 1 at a time, and prints out the total at the end 
of the program. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
7. Write an example of repetition question you could use in a daily file backup routine. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Please write the 
time you begin 
here: 
……………… 
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8. What is the most important difference between WHILE, DOWHILE and FOR repetition 
structures? 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
9. Explain why the repetition question/test is important. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
10
. 
Name the four elements required to perform counter-controlled repetition. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
11
. 
Write a program statement that calculates Netpay using Hours worked and Rate of pay. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
12
. 
Write a C++ instruction that declares and initializes a string variable named 
studentName. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13
. 
Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using 
DOWHILE statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
14
. 
Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using FOR 
statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
15
. 
Write just the WHILE statements that inputs 5 numbers into a program, one at a time 
and outputs it to the printer. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
16
. 
if (number <= 100) 
     number = number * 2; 
else 
     if (number > 500) 
     number = number * 3; 
 
If the number variable contains the integer 90, what value will be in the number variable 
after the code shown above is processed? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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17
. 
Using the WHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
18
. 
Using the DOWHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition 
condition statement in a program. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
19
. 
Explain what happens to the sequential processing when a conditional logic structure is 
used within a repetition loop. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
20
. 
Give an example of how you would place a conditional logic structure within a 
repetition loop. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
21
. 
int main() 
{ 
 int number = 1; 
 while(number<=5) 
 { 
 cout << number * number << endl; 
 number = number + 1; 
     } 
Write the output for the program above. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
22
. 
Write the program in question 21 using FOR repetition structure. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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23
.  
 
 
Figure 1 
Identify the control structure used in flowchart in Figure 1 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
24
.  
 
 
 
Figure 2 
Identify the control structures used in flowchart in Figure 2. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
25
. 
Write a WHILE statement to stop a loop when the value in the age variable is less than 
the number 0. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
26
. 
Write a FOR statement that processes the loop instructions as long as the value stored in 
the x variable is greater than 0. The x variable should be an int variable. Initialize the 
variable to the number 25 and increment it by 5 with each repetition of the loop. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
27
. 
What is the best selection/conditional structure to be used when the problem has many 
paths from which to choose? 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
28
. 
Write a program using FOR statement to display the word “WELCOME” on the screen 
10 times. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
29
. 
Write a program using DOWHILE statement to display the word “WELCOME” on the 
screen 10 times. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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30
. 
Write an algorithm to read three numbers, add them together and print their total. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
31
. 
 
Write just the repetition statement to print a horizontal row of 50 asterisks using FOR 
structure. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
32
. 
Using the FOR control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
33
. 
Which repetition statement is best used when the number of iterations is known? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
34
. 
Write a FOR statement to count from 50 to 10 backwards in increments of 5. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
35
. 
Write a program to print “*” using DOWHILE structure. The numbers of stars are based 
on users input. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Write the time you 
finish here: 
………………….. 
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APPENDIX B-1 : PRE-TEST   
Introduction to Programming Concepts using C++: Quiz 1 
Answer each of the following questions in the space provided 
 
 
1. Write an example of a computer’s data input device. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Write an example of a computer’s information output device. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. Add 2 to the variable myAge and assign the new value to myAge. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
4. Whenever you solve a programming problem, you will want to think in terms of the problem 
using one of the three formats. Pick which one is correct (processing, sequential, repetition, 
output, input). 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
5. Fill in the blank with your ‘best’ word: 
Conditional structures allow your programs to make …………………………… based upon user 
input or the results of a process. 
 
6. Many complex programming problems can be solved by doing the simple steps over and over 
again (yes/no). 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
7. Pick one word that does not control repetition (input, for, while, output). 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8. Name the repetition structure that will never repeat statements if the condition is not met. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
9.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       Figure 1 
 Identify the logic pattern(s)/control structure(s) used in the flowchart in Figure 1. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Please write the 
time you begin 
here: 
……………… 
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10. Write a C++ statement that declares and initializes a string variable named studentName. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
11. Write a C++ statement that declares and initializes an int variable named numberOfpeople. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
12. Write a program statement that calculates Netpay using Hours worked and Rate of Pay. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13. What are the three main functions of computer? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
14. Which control structures (sequential, repetition, conditional) are used by each of the following 
algorithms? Please write your answer(s) on the lines below each question. 
a. A program for checking that input from a user lies in a valid range and repeatedly requests 
for input until it is within range. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
b. A program that reads 5 last names and prints the last name only if it = Johnson. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
c. A program statement that finds the average of 2 numbers. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
d. A program that converts an input value in degrees Fahrenheit to the corresponding value in 
degrees Celsius. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
15. Write a statement that finds the average of 2 numbers. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
16. What is the best selection/conditional structure to be used when the problem has many paths 
from which to choose? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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17. Which control structure(s) are used by the following algorithm? 
Start Program_test 
     Start loop until counter = 10 
              Read name, score 
              Print name, score 
     Stop loop 
Stop Program_test 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
18. int main() 
{ 
 int number = 1; 
 while(number<=5) 
 { 
 cout << number * number << endl; 
 number = number + 1; } 
 
Write the output for the program above. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
19. Name the programming statement that determines the repetition processing logic. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
20. Explain why the repetition question/test is important. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
21. Write some pseudocode to read 1 person’s name and his exam score, print the name and exam 
score and print “Well done” if the score is higher or equal to 85. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
22. Write just the processing section of an algorithm to print students’ names and course only if they 
attend UTM. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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23.  if (number <= 100) 
     number = number * 2; 
else 
     if (number > 500) 
     number = number * 3; 
 
If the number variable contains the integer 90, what value will be in the number variable after the 
code shown above is processed? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
24.  Explain what happens to the sequential processing when a conditional logic structure is used 
within a repetition loop. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
25. Give an example of how you would place a conditional logic structure within a repetition loop. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
26. Name the four elements required to perform counter-controlled repetition. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
27. Write an algorithm to read 5 employee’s monthly salaries.  Add all 5 employee’s salaries and 
print the total.  Write only the repetition/loop section of the program that reads the salaries and 
totals the salaries. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
28. Write an example of repetition question you could use in a daily file backup routine. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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29. What is the most important difference between WHILE, DOWHILE and FOR repetition 
structures? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
30. Using the WHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition statement 
in a program. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
31. Using the DOWHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
32. Write a WHILE statement to stop a loop when the value in the age variable is less than the 
number 0. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
33. Using the FOR control structure, where would you position the repetition condition statement in 
a program. Write your example in C++ statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
34. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using the WHILE 
statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
35. Write an algorithm to read 3 numbers, add them together and print their total. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
36. Given a problem to solve using a computer, what information do you need to identify before you 
start to write a solution algorithm? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
37. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using the 
DOWHILE statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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38. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using the FOR 
statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
39. Based on the problem given here:  
 
Display the word “WELCOME” on the screen 10 times.  
Answer the following questions: Please write your answer(s) on the lines below each question. 
 
a. Declare and initialize variable for the above problem. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
b. Write a loop-continuation condition statement for the above problem. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
c. Write an update statement/increment for the above problem. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
40. Describe the process you use in creating a computer program that inputs 10 numbers, 1 at a time, 
and prints out the total at the end of the program. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
41. Write a FOR statement to display the word “WELCOME” on the screen 10 times in C++. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
Write the time you 
finish here: 
………………….. 
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APPENDIX B-2 : POST-TEST 
Introduction to Programming Concepts using C++: Quiz 2 
Answer each of the following questions in the space provided 
 
 
 
 
1. Given a problem to solve using a computer, what information do you need to identify before 
you start to write a solution algorithm? 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
2. What is the best selection/conditional structure to be used when the problem has many paths 
from which to choose? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
3. Write a statement to increase the variable myGrade by 2. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
4. Fill in the blank with your ‘best’ word: 
Whenever you solve a programming problem, you will want to think in terms of the problem 
using one of the three formats known as ……………………………. . 
 
5. Fill in the blank with your ‘best’ word: 
Conditional structures allow your programs to make ………………………… based upon user 
input or the results of a process. 
 
6. Name the programming statement that determines the repetition processing logic. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
7. Fill in the blank with your ‘best’ word:  
The statement in the  …………………………  repetition structure will execute continuously 
for a specific number of times. 
 
8. Using the WHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Please write the 
time you begin 
here: 
……………… 
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9.  
 
                                                           Figure 1 
 
Identify the logic pattern(s)/control structure(s) used in the flowchart in Figure 1. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
10. Write a C++ statement that declares and initializes a string variable named studentName. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
11. Write a C++ statement that declares and initializes an int variable named numberOfpeople. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
12. Using the DOWHILE control structure, where would you position the repetition condition 
statement in a program. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13. What are the three main functions of computer? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
14. Which logic patterns/control structures (sequential, repetition, conditional) are used by each of 
the following algorithms? Please write your answer(s) on the lines below each question. 
a. A program for checking that input from a user lies in a valid range and repeatedly 
requests for input until it is within range. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
b. A program that reads 5 last names and prints the last name only if it = Johnson. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
c. A program statement that finds the average of 2 numbers. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
d. A program that converts an input value in degrees Fahrenheit to the 
corresponding value in degrees Celsius. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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15. Write just the WHILE statements that inputs 5 numbers into a program, 1 at a time and outputs 
it to the printer. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
16. Write an example of a computer’s information output device. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
17. Which control structure(s) are used by the following algorithm? 
Start Program_test 
     Start loop until counter = 10 
              Read name, score 
              Print name, score 
     Stop loop 
Stop Program_test 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
18. int main() 
{ 
 int number = 1; 
 while(number<=5) 
 { 
 cout << number * number << endl; 
 number = number + 1; } 
 
Write the output for the program above. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
19. Fill in the blank with your ‘best’ word: 
The …………………………… structure will execute programming statements as long as the 
condition remains true. 
 
20. Explain why the repetition question/test is important. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
21. Write some pseudocode to read 1 person’s name and his exam score, print the name and exam 
score, and print “Well done” if the score is higher or equal to 85. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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22. Write just the processing section of an algorithm to print students’ names and course only if 
they attend UTM. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
23.  if (number <= 100) 
     number = number * 2; 
else 
     if (number > 500) 
     number = number * 3; 
 
If the number variable contains the integer 90, what value will be in the number variable after 
the code shown above is processed? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
24.  Based on the problem given here: 
  
Display the word “WELCOME” on the screen 10 times.  
Answer the following questions: Please write your answer(s) in the lines below each question. 
 
a. Declare and initialize variable for the above problem. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
b. Write a loop-continuation condition statement for the above problem. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
c. Write an update statement/increment for the above problem. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
25. Give an example of how you would place a conditional logic structure within a repetition loop. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
26. Name the four elements required to perform counter-controlled repetition. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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27. Write an algorithm to read 5 employee’s monthly salaries.  Add all 5 employee’s salaries and 
print the total.  Write only the repetition/loop section of the program that reads the salaries and 
totals the salaries. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
28. Write an example of repetition question you could use in a daily file backup routine. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
29. What is the most important difference between WHILE, DOWHILE and FOR repetition 
structures? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
30. Which repetition structure is a good choice when you asking a question. The answer will 
determine whether the loop is repeated. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
31. Write a program statement that calculates Netpay using Hours worked and Rate of Pay. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
32. Write a statement that finds the average of 2 numbers. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
33. Using the FOR control structure, where would you position the repetition condition statement 
in a program. Write your example in C++ statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
34. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using the WHILE 
statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
35. Given the following problem statement, list the critical information to solve the problem:  
Write an algorithm to input 10 names and salaries.  A print out of all the names, salaries is also 
required. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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36. Write an example of a computer’s data input device. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
37. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using the 
DOWHILE statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
38. Write just the repetition statement to print the odd integers between 1 and 99 using the FOR 
statement. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
39. Explain what happens to the sequential processing when a conditional logic structure is used 
within a repetition loop. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
40. Describe the process you use in creating a computer program that inputs 10 numbers, 1 at a 
time, and prints out the total at the end of the program. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
41. Write a FOR statement to display the word “WELCOME” on the screen 10 times in C++. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write the time you 
finish here: 
 
………………….. 
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APPENDIX B-3 : WRITTEN EXPLANATION 
 
 
 
 
Dear Participant, 
 
We are trying to improve the quality of our teaching of Introduction to Programming Concepts 
subject and we need your help to identify the parts of the course that need improvement. Your 
answers to each question will help us improve the course.  We hope you will put your best efforts 
into answering each item. 
 
 
Please write your details (for purpose of data analysis): 
 
Gender:   ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Age:        ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Course:   ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 
 
 
THANK YOU 
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APPENDIX C-1 : CONSENT FORM 
 
PORTFOLIO OF Business 
SCHOOL/CENTRE OF Business Information Technology 
Name of Participant:  
Project Title: Investigating the Interactive Effects of Instructional Format and Cognitive Style Differences in Web-Mediated Learning Environments 
Name(s) of Investigators:   
(1) Marlina Mohamad Phone: +614 01 500 773 
                                                
(2) Dr Elspeth McKay FACS PCP Phone: +613 9925 5978 
 
1. I have received a statement explaining the questionnaire involved in this project. 
2. I consent to participate in the above project, the particulars of which - including details of the questionnaires - have 
been explained to me. 
3. I authorise the investigator or his or her assistant to administer a questionnaire. 
4. I give my permission to be audio taped:     Yes    No 
5. I give my permission for my name or identity to be used:     Yes   No 
6. I acknowledge that: 
(a) Having read the Plain Language Statement, I agree to the general purpose, methods and demands of the 
study. 
(b) I have been informed that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time and to withdraw any 
unprocessed data previously supplied. 
(c) The project is for the purpose of research and/or teaching. It may not be of direct benefit to me. 
(d) The privacy of the information I provide will be safeguarded.  However should  information of 
a private nature need to be disclosed for moral, clinical or legal reasons, I will be given an opportunity to 
negotiate the terms of this disclosure. 
If I participate in a focus group I understand that whilst all participants will be asked to keep the 
conversation confidential, the researcher cannot guarantee that other participants will do this. 
(e) The security of the research data is assured during and after completion of the study.  The data collected 
during the study may be published, and a report of the project outcomes will  be provided to RMIT 
University and to the wider academic community.   Any information which may be used to identify me 
will not be used unless I have given my permission (see point 5). 
Participant’s Consent 
Name:  Date:  
(Participant) 
Name:  Date:  
(Witness to signature) 
  
Where participant is under 18 years of age: 
 
I consent to the participation of ____________________________________ in the above project. 
 
Signature: (1)                                             (2) Date:  
(Signatures of parents or guardians) 
Name:  Date:  
(Witness to signature) 
 
Participants should be given a photocopy of this consent form after it has been signed. 
Any complaints about your participation in this project may be directed to the Chair, Portfolio Human Research Ethics 
Sub-Committee, Business Portfolio, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne, 3001.  The telephone number is (03) 9925 5594 or 
email address rdu@rmit.edu.au.  Details of the complaints procedure are available from: 
http://www.rmit.edu.au/rd/hrec_complain 
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APPENDIX C-2 : PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT 
 
RMIT University  
Business Portfolio 
School of Business Information Technology 
 
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT 
PROJECT INFORMATION STATEMENT 
 
Project Title:  
Investigating the Interactive Effects of Instructional Format and Cognitive Style 
Differences in Web-Mediated Learning Environments 
 
 
Investigators: 
Marlina Mohamad  
PhD research student,  
School of Business Information Technology, 
RMIT University, 
marlina.mohamad@rmit.edu.au 
 
Dr Elspeth McKay FACS PCP  
Research Supervisor: Senior Lecturer,  
School of Business Information Technology,  
RMIT University,  
elspeth.mckay@rmit.edu.au,  
Tel. +613 9925 5978 
Fax +613 9925 5850 
 
 
Dear Participant, 
 
You are invited to participate in a research project being conducted by RMIT University. This 
information sheet describes the project in straightforward language, or ‘plain English’. Please read 
this sheet carefully and be confident that you understand its contents before deciding to participate. If 
you have any questions about the project, please contact one of the investigators.  
 
This research is being conducted by Marlina Mohamad, a Business Information Systems PhD student 
enrolled in the School of Business Information Technology. The research is supervised by Dr. 
Elspeth McKay and Prof. Brian Corbitt of the School of Business Information Technology, RMIT 
University. The aim of this research is to investigate the interactive effects of Web-mediated 
instructional strategies with students' cognitive differences (or learning preferences) for learning 
computer programming concepts. This research project has been approved by the RMIT Human 
Research Ethics Sub-Committee. 
 
You have been approached to participate in this research project because you have been identified as 
a student enrolled in Programming Language-1 course in Semester-1, 2008/2009 session. 
Approximately 90-100 students enrolled in this course will be invited to participate in this research.  
 
The main data collection method for this research is by Questionnaire. The questions to be asked are 
about learning programming concepts online. 
 
All information gathered during the course of this research, including your responses will be securely 
stored for a period of 5 years in the School of Business Information Technology, RMIT University, 
and can only be accessed by the researchers. After 5 years the data will be destroyed. Results 
published in academic journals and conferences will not include information that can potentially 
identify either you or your organisation.  
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There are no foreseeable risks associated with your participation in this research project. Your 
participation will assist the researchers and the wider Information Communications Technology 
(ICT) and education community understanding how this ICT can improve student performance in 
gaining new programming knowledge; particularly with a wide range of student differences. You 
may elect to receive a summary of the results of the study. In order to receive this summary, you need 
to provide us with a contact address during the session. Addresses collected in such a manner will 
only be used for disseminating the results and will be destroyed afterwards.   
 
Due to the nature of the data collection process, we are obtaining written informed consent from you. 
Please read this consent form carefully and be confident that you understand its contents before 
signing the consent form. If you have any questions about the project please feel free to contact one 
of the investigators. A copy of signed consent form will be given to you for your records. 
 
Your participation in this research is voluntary. As a participant, you have the right to withdraw your 
participation at any time; have any unprocessed data withdrawn and destroyed, provided that it can be 
reliably identified and provided that so doing does not increase your risk; and have any questions 
answered at any time. Any information that you provide can be disclosed only if (1) it is to protect 
you or others from harm, (2) a court order is produced, or (3) you provide the researchers with 
written permission. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this research, please contact the researcher, Marlina Mohamad, 
+614 01 500 773, E-mail: marlina.mohamad@rmit.edu.au or the supervisors listed above. 
 
Thank you for your participation in this research. 
 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
    Marlina Mohamad 
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APPENDIX D-1 : TEST SPECIFICATION MATRIX 
Specification for 41-Item Test on Introduction to Programming Concepts using C++ 
 
Gagne Learning skills hierarchy: stimulating recall of prior learning 
Adapted from the Differential instruction for five learning outcomes (Gagne, 1985 p 249) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructional Objectives : Programming Knowledge  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Declarative Procedural 
Band-A Band-B Band-C Band-D Band-E 
Verbal 
information 
skill 
Concrete 
concept 
Knowing basic 
terms  
Know “that” 
Intellectual 
skill 
Basic Rule  
Discriminates
Understands 
concepts & 
principles 
Intellectual 
skill 
Higher-order 
Rule 
Problem 
solving 
Applies 
concepts & 
principles to 
new situations 
Cognitive 
strategy 
Identify sub-
tasks 
Recognizes 
instated 
assumptions 
Cognitive 
strategy 
Knowing the 
“how” 
………….. 
Recall simple 
prerequisite 
rules & 
concepts 
Integrates 
learning from 
different areas 
into a plan for 
solving a 
problem 
Task 
No: 
Learning 
Domain: 
     Totals: 
14 Solution algorithm   35[35], 36[1] 40[40]  3 
13 Programming using ‘For’    
 
 38[38), 41[41] 2 
12 The ‘For’ logic characteristic   
33 [33] 
   1 
11 
Programming 
using 
‘DoWhile’ 
     37[37], 39[24] 2 
10 
The ‘DoWhile’ 
logic 
characteristic 
 31[12]     1 
9 Programming using ‘While’   
32[15] 
  34[34] 2 
8 
The ‘While’ 
logic 
characteristic 
8 [30] 30[8]     2 
7 Counter-control repetition 
 
7 [7]   26 [26]  2 
6 Repetition   6 [19] 
19[6], 
20[20] 28[28]  27[27], 29[29] 6 
5 Conditional   5 [5] 16[2]  
22[22], 
23[23] 21 [21] 5 
4 Control structures 4 [4] 14 [14] 17 [17]  24[39], 25[25] 5 
3 Basic mathematics 
 
3 [3] 12 [31] 15 [32] 18 [18]  4 
2 Programming Process 
 
1[36],2[16] 
11[11], 
10[10] 13 [13]   5 
1 Defining diagram 
 
 9[9]    1 
TOTALs 8 10 8 5 10 41 
   Black = McKay & Bagley  item                 red = new item       yellow = new item post-test           [#] = post-test no.                
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APPENDIX D-2 : SCORING STRATEGY 
 
Test-item 
No: Dichotomous Partial credit score
Test- item 
No: Dichotomus Partial credit score
1 0 or 1 1 1 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3
2 0 or 1 1 2 0 or 1 1
3 0 or 1 1 3 0 or 1 1
4 0 or 1 1 4 0 or 1 1
5 0 or 1 1 5 0 or 1 1
6 0 or 1 1 6 0 or 1 1
7 0 or 1 1 7 0 or 1 1
8 0 or 1 1 8 0 or 1 1
9 0 or 1 or 2 2 9 0 or 1 or 2 2
10 0 or 1 1 10 0 or 1 1
11 0 or 1 1 11 0 or 1 1
12 0 or 1 1 12 0 or 1 1
13 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3 13 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3
14 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 14 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
15 0 or 1 or 2 2 15 0 or 1 or 2 2
16 0 or 1 1 16 0 or 1 1
17 0 or 1 or 2 2 17 0 or 1 or 2 2
18 0 or 1 or 2 2 18 0 or 1 or 2 2
19 0 or 1 1 19 0 or 1 1
20 0 or 1 1 20 0 or 1 1
21 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 21 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
22 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3 22 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3
23 0 or 1 1 23 0 or 1 1
24 0 or 1 1 24 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
25 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 25 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
26 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 26 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
27 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3 27 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3
28 0 or 1 1 28 0 or 1 1
29 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3 29 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3
30 0 or 1 1 30 0 or 1 1
31 0 or 1 1 31 0 or 1 1
32 0 or 1 or 2 2 32 0 or 1 or 2 2
33 0 or 1 1 33 0 or 1 1
34 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 34 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
35 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3 35 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3
36 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 3 36 0 or 1 1
37 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 37 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
38 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 38 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
39 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 39 0 or 1 1
40 0 or 1 or 2 2 40 0 or 1 or 2 2
41 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4 41 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4
TOTAL 20 21 86 TOTAL 20 21 86
Pre-test Marking Structure Post-test Marking Structure
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Flowchart for the validity and reliability testing study analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pre-test 
 Run 1 
 Run 2 
 Run 3 
 Run 4-show anchor file 
 Run 5- anchor ON
Post-test 
Post-test  
(Delete misfit items from analysis) 
-use adjusted anchor file, misfit and non- 
identical items discarded from anchor file  
- the non-identical items are 3,4,6,7,8,32 
and 35 
- item 14 deleted from analysis as it was 
misfit in pre-test analysis 
 Run 1 
 Run 2 
 Run 3 
     : 
 Run 16
Re run Pre-test 
 Re-run 1 (New Run 5 pre-test)- item 35 
misfit 
 Re-run 2 (New Run 6 pre-test)- item 35 
deleted, item 11 mifit 
 Re-run 3 (New Run 7 pre-test) – items 11 
and 35 deleted, 
Re run Post-test 
 Re-run 1 (New Post Run 17)- item 11 and 
35 deleted 
Results 
 Items 1,2,9,11,13,14,19,25,26,28,29,30,31,35, 36,37,38,39 deleted from analysis 
(pre-test and post-test) 
 23 items are acceptable to be included in further analysis ( e.g: calculates effect 
sizes) 
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Flowchart for pre-test analysis    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Re-running analysis 
No 
Check control file 
Run analysis 
Check log file 
No 
Yes  
Check setting file 
Ok?
Ok? 
Yes  
No 
Check item fit map 
Yes  
Mis-fitting/ 
fitting too well 
item? 
 Run 1: item pr14 misfit 
 Run 2: item pr14 deleted, 
item pr13 and pr21 misfit 
 Run 3: recode item pr13 and 
pr21 
 Run 4: show anc file 
 Run 5:  anchor ON 
 New Run 5: pr35 mifit 
 New Run 6: pr35 deleted, 
pr11 misfit 
 New Run 7: pr11 deleted 
Start 
End 
Note:  
1. Check item mis-fitting on right hand side  
( not measuring the same construct) 
2. Item needs to be deleted one-by-one because 
each deleted item may affect other items. 
3. Re-run the analysis until all item on the right 
hand side are acceptable 
4. Repeat the process for the items in the left hand 
side (fitting too well) until all the items are 
acceptable. 
5. Create anchor file. 
Anchor 
file  
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Description of Quest input and outputs 
 
 
Quest Input File Name Description 
Control file Instruction command to run analysis 
  
 
 
 
Quest Output Name Description 
Log file Description of how analysis has been conducted and if 
errors occurred 
Setting file Provides a summary of the current program settings 
Item Fit Map Graphical notation of test-items 
Case Fit Map Graphical notation of person’s performance 
Test Item Estimates Test-item summary and fit statistics data 
Case Item Estimates Persons’ performance summary and fit statistics data 
Summary of Item Estimates Test level summary statistics that describe the estimation 
Summary of Case Estimates Sample level summary statistics that describe the 
estimation 
Variable Map  Show person and test-item performances 
Source: QUEST-The interactive test analysis system (Vol. 2.1) (Adams & Khoo, 1996) 
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Data file (vnrpre.txt) 
 
E105114111001100011102101001121000000000022101101 
E107113111001110011003001001101000x00001012002000 
E109213101x0x001010023x00001111000001111011110000 
E111214100011010011102011001021010000001002002100 
E113114201x10100x0100300100121100000111100110000x 
E1152141100001100110210000001000000000000x2000000 
E117213211001110011014001000100000010001000000000 
E12121411100x101010011100001111000001111002001101 
E123214111000111011023001001111000101111000110001 
E125213211111010111122111001221112111000002000111 
E1272142110011100111211110000010000xx0011x1002112 
E129113211x00100011x02001000011000010010002000000 
E131113211x00110011003001000101000x011100011000xx 
E135113111000111011023101001111000001111011110001 
E102223211011010111111110001021000000001002001101 
E104224111111010111111110001021001000001012101101 
E106123111001110011111111000011x00x0x0021120x2202 
E110123111101110111101011101111010002112101001100 
E112124111001111111104111201021x0x001111112011323 
E1141241110x1011011121001000101000000001002000100 
E116224111001010111101110000101010xx0001012121111 
E118223211001011011122001000101010000001102000113 
E120224111010110111104101x00011010000000002001000 
E122224111001110011111011000001000000002102001202 
E124124111001011011102011001101000000001001000001 
E1262242010110101111010100011210110x0001011001100 
E128223211001101011111100000111010110002010000100 
E130124211000101001032001000101000000001112112113 
E13222321101101011113111000010101xx0000100211110x 
E201214211101011111104101000221132101110100000000 
E2022142110010100111022111014311201121111000000xx 
E203214200001110111013100100331000000000000000000 
E204114211010111111112100111111000000000100000000 
E206214211101110011130111011331130201110121322004 
E20811411110111011111010120141113000x1100022002x1 
E209213111101100101103101000401100000000010300000 
E210213111111010111132001011331001211000012101203 
E211213211101010111132111001221001100111112011000 
E2122142110011100111341111112311400000000xx000xxx 
E2132142100101000001340000000010000xx00000xx0xx0x 
E214214211000010011114101201331110103111110001004 
E215213211001101011033010000001000000000000000000 
E216213111000110111103111200300000xx0000001000002 
E2172132110111001111120000001011000x1000000000102 
E218213111011110111132211201431142000110000000000 
E219113111010110001111000210411000100000000000000 
E220213211000101011123100211031040000001013000000 
E221213111000100011020000200201010001111100000000 
E22221321100011001111210120100110020000101000xx0x 
E2231132111010100111031120002000000xxx0000000x0xx 
E2242132110000001111001010003010000000000000000xx 
E2251142111001110110310010000000000000010xx00xxxx 
E226114211011110010021001000000000100010100000000 
E227114111001110111101101001101010000000000000xxx 
E228114111000110111110001000100000101000100000000 
E229214211001110111104101201331110200001110001000 
E2302132110011101011011112003010000000x0x00000000 
E231124211000111111013000210300000000000000000xxx 
E232224211000010011123200211120000000000000000x0x 
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E2331242110x01100000010010102000002xx0001020010xx 
E234224211101101111113101200301000103110111331104 
E23522411100010001110300001000100000211010000xxxx 
E236124111101110111134101200221000101011100000000 
E237123211001110011013001210001003000000100001000 
E238224111000110011121111210301003000000000000xxx 
E2391241110101100111330010001300140000000000000xx 
E2402241111011111111x21111x0431001000000000000xxx 
E241124111001110011014000000001001000000000000000 
E242223211000110011132000211101000000000000000000 
E24322321100011101112320000100100000000000000x0xx 
E244224211101000111132000001200000403000000000100 
E2462231111111101111x3111100431101000000xxx000000 
E2472231111111011x11340010x132113011100x100000xx0 
E248224111000000011024001000331003000000000000000 
E2492231110x01100111030002001200x0xx0000000000000 
E25022421110x10001100010000000000xx00000003012202 
E251224111000100111114110000011000100000000000000 
E252123211000111111133101101301000000000000000103 
E2532232110101100110200000000010000000000000xxxx0 
E2541242111001100111041012000110002000001100000xx 
E2572241110101000111020112001110001000000000xx001 
E2581231111101100111011011000110001000001100000xx 
E25912421100011001111310120020100000000000000xxx0 
E260224111000110011133101200101000000000100000xxx 
E261223211000000011104211200101000100110123000200 
N1011141100011101011041000x13210000xx000xxx0x0xxx 
N121214211x001111x1x041010003000001000000x2100xxx 
N1232142001001000110140100103310001x000xx13000020 
N124214211x01100100004100001110010101100000xxxxxx 
N103114111x0010000103210000031100020000000000xxxx 
N105214111000000xxx0000000114100xx2000000xxxx0010 
N10721410100011010001201100021100x200000x03300010 
N109214211x001100xx004000001400000xx000xx022000xx 
N113114101x001000xx00410x0x04000002000001x1xx0000 
N118214111x000001x01321000002210001000000x1xxxxxx 
N129214100x0000xxxxx040000003000100xxxx00xx10xxxx 
N131214211x001100xxx0400000120000x10100000200xxxx 
N111113111x001000xx0220100013000000011100000xxxxx 
N115213100x01100000x13001000xx0000x000000x00x00xx 
N116213210x001000x013410000121100010000000000xxxx 
N127113201001100100034000000x00x00100xx0000xxxxxx 
N1102241110011001x00140000012010x00x101000010x000 
N102224101x011000xx00110000x20000x1000xxx0200xxxx 
N122224211x001011000121000002000xx00311001230x000 
N125224211x00100111032001000201xx010211000230x010 
N126224210x000001x01130010011000000010000030000xx 
N104224111x00110100003x110003200x02x31000020200xx 
N1062241xx00110x1xxx04111001301xx000211000000xx00 
N108124201x001001000000100003210000110100030000xx 
N112224211x011110x1x04100000010xx00x111000030x000 
N119223101x01100100003001000220020200010000000xxx 
N120223200x000001x0003001000x0003020010000300xx00 
N1301231110011001x0023000001000xx00x00100000xxxx0 
N132223211x0010x000004010000201xxx0x110000300x00x 
N114123101x0000010x000110000000xxx1x000000030xx00 
N117223211x010000xx0010xx00x300000100000xx23000xx 
N128223211x001111000330000004311xxxx0010xx2x000xx 
N201213111010111111001011000200000001000101001102 
N2041132000101000010041000000000xx0000000xx20xxxx 
N205214111001110011004001000221000000000000000xxx 
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N20621420001010100100300120031100010200000xx00xxx 
N2082231000011100xx0021010x01x1000001000000000xxx 
N2102232110001101001341001012010001000000000xxxxx 
N21122411101010000113410000020100001100xx000000xx 
N213223200010100111003001101211000001110100200100 
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Item name list: list.txt 
 
1 pr01 
2 pr02 
3 pr03 
4 pr04 
5 pr05 
6 pr06 
7 pr07 
8 pr08 
9 pr09 
10 pr10 
11 pr11 
12 pr12 
13 pr13 
14 pr14 
15 pr15 
16 pr16 
17 pr17 
18 pr18 
19 pr19 
20 pr20 
21 pr21 
22 pr22 
23 pr23 
24 pr24 
25 pr25 
26 pr26 
27 pr27 
28 pr28 
29 pr29 
30 pr30 
31 pr31 
32 pr32 
33 pr33 
34 pr34 
35 pr35 
36 pr36 
37 pr37 
38 pr38 
39 pr39 
40 pr40 
41 pr41 
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Pre-test run 1 
Control file 
Title (The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)  
set width = 110 !page 
set logon >-allpre_log.txt 
data_file <<vnrpre.txt 
codes "01234x" 
format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
 
 
*            1         2         3         4  
*   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901 
key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1 
key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2 
key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3 
key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4 
 
 
item_names<<list.txt 
*anchor !items <<pre_anc.txt 
*delete !items <<pre_del.txt 
 
recode (01234x)(012340) !1 
recode (01234x)(012340) !2 
recode (01234x)(012340) !3 
recode (01234x)(012340) !4 
recode (01234x)(012340) !5 
recode (01234x)(012340) !6 
recode (01234x)(012340) !7 
recode (01234x)(012340) !8 
recode (01234x)(012340) !9 
recode (01234x)(012340) !10 
recode (01234x)(012340) !11 
recode (01234x)(012340) !12 
recode (01234x)(012340) !13 
recode (01234x)(012340) !14 
recode (01234x)(012340) !15 
recode (01234x)(012340) !16 
recode (01234x)(012340) !17 
recode (01234x)(012340) !18 
recode (01234x)(012340) !19 
recode (01234x)(012340) !20 
recode (01234x)(012340) !21 
recode (01234x)(012340) !22 
recode (01234x)(012340) !23 
recode (01234x)(012340) !24 
recode (01234x)(012340) !25 
recode (01234x)(012340) !26 
recode (01234x)(012340) !27 
recode (01234x)(012340) !28 
recode (01234x)(012340) !29 
recode (01234x)(012340) !30 
recode (01234x)(012340) !31 
recode (01234x)(012340) !32 
recode (01234x)(012340) !33 
recode (01234x)(012340) !34 
recode (01234x)(012340) !35 
recode (01234x)(012340) !36 
recode (01234x)(012340) !37 
recode (01234x)(012340) !38 
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recode (01234x)(012340) !39 
recode (01234x)(012340) !40 
recode (01234x)(012340) !41 
 
estimate !iter=100 
 
show settings >-allpre_set.txt 
 
show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt 
show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt 
show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt 
show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt 
show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt 
show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt 
show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt 
 
*show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt 
show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt 
show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt 
show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt 
show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt 
itanal >-allpre_out.txt 
*logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt 
*kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt 
 
Bye 
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Log file 
 # data_file <<vnrpre.txt                                                       
 # codes "01234x"                                                               
 # format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49                       
 #                                                                              
 # *            1         2         3         4                                 
 # *   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901                                
 # key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1                       
 # key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4                        
 # item_names<<list.txt                                                         
 # *anchor !items <<pre_anc.txt                                                 
 # *delete !items <<pre_del.txt                                                 
 #                                                                              
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !1                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !2                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !3                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !4                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !5                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !6                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !7                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !8                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !9                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !10                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !11                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !12                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !13                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !14                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !15                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !16                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !17                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !18                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !19                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !20                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !21                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !22                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !23                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !24                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !25                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !26                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !27                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !28                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !29                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !30                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !31                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !32                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !33                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !34                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !35                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !36                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !37                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !38                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !39                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !40                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !41                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # estimate !iter=100                                                           
 Scoring all -- all                                                             
   
 Starting Estimation for all -- all                                             
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iteration  1 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    26) =   .9992                              
     average change              =   .2590                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .4972                              
     average change              =   .2243                              
 iteration  2 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    17) =   .5089                              
     average change              =   .0521                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .2842                              
     average change              =   .0632                              
 iteration  3 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    39) =   .0557                              
     average change              =   .0178                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .0439                              
     average change              =   .0128                              
 iteration  4 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    36) =   .0093                              
     average change              =   .0037                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .0159                              
     average change              =   .0056                              
 estimation converged with : 
    maximum change in item estimates =  .00337                          
    maximum change in person estimates    =  .00378                     
 Performing fit analysis  
 #                                                                              
 # show settings >-allpre_set.txt                                               
 #                                                                              
 # show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt                                                
   
 # show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt                                                
   
 # show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt                                                
   
 # show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt                                              
 #                                                                              
 # *show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt                                       
 # show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt                                  
 # show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt                                       
 # show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt                                  
 # show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt                                       
 # itanal >-allpre_out.txt                                                      
 # *logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt                                              
 # *kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt                                                
 #                                                                              
 # bye 
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Setting file 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)                          
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Current System Settings                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                 
Data File     =  vnrpre.txt 
Data Format   =  code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
  
Log file      =  allpre_log.txt 
  
Page Width    =  110 
Page Length   =   65 
Screen Width  =   78 
Screen Length =   24 
 
Probability level =   .50 
 
Maximum number of cases set at 60000 
 
VALID DATA CODES      0 1 2 3 4 x 
 
GROUPS 
 
1 all                 (  125 cases ) : All cases 
  
  
SCALES 
  
1 all                 (   41 items ) : All items 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED CASES: 
  
No case deletes or anchors 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED ITEMS: 
  
No item deletes or anchors 
  
RECODES 
  
   1        pr01                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   2        pr02                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   3        pr03                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   4        pr04                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   5        pr05                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   6        pr06                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   7        pr07                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   8        pr08                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   9        pr09                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  10        pr10                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  11        pr11                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  12        pr12                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  13        pr13                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  14        pr14                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  15        pr15                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  16        pr16                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
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  17        pr17                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  18        pr18                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  19        pr19                  (01234x) TO (012340)                           
  20        pr20                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  21        pr21                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  22        pr22                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  23        pr23                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  24        pr24                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  25        pr25                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  26        pr26                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  27        pr27                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  28        pr28                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  29        pr29                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  30        pr30                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  31        pr31                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  32        pr32                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  33        pr33                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  34        pr34                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  35        pr35                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  36        pr36                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  37        pr37                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  38        pr38                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  39        pr39                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  40        pr40                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  41        pr41                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  
SCORING KEYS 
  
Score = 1     11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Score = 2     yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 
Score = 3     yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 
Score = 4     yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 
==================================================================== 
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Item fit map 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                         
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                                
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40       
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- 
  1 pr01                                    .          *   |              . 
  2 pr02                                    .          *   |              . 
  3 pr03                                    .         *    |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              | *            . 
  5 pr05                                    .             *|              . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |    *         . 
  7 pr07                                    .           *  |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              *              . 
  9 pr09                                    .             *|              . 
 10 pr10                                    .        *     |              . 
 11 pr11                                    .       *      |              . 
 12 pr12                                    .       *      |              . 
 13 pr13                                    .              |             *. 
 14 pr14                                    .              |              .         * 
 15 pr15                                    .           *  |              . 
 16 pr16                                    .            * |              . 
 17 pr17                                    .           *  |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |*             . 
 19 pr19                                    .              *              . 
 20 pr20                                    .           *  |              . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |            * . 
 22 pr22                                    .     *        |              . 
 23 pr23                                    .      *       |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .        *     |              . 
 25 pr25                                    .              |    *         . 
 26 pr26                                    .              |        *     . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |     *        . 
 28 pr28                                    .              *              . 
 29 pr29                                    .              | *            . 
 30 pr30                                    .          *   |              . 
 31 pr31                                    .           *  |              . 
 32 pr32                                    .             *|              . 
 33 pr33                                    .          *   |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .      *       |              . 
 35 pr35                                    .              |            * . 
 36 pr36                                    .              |          *   . 
 37 pr37                                    .       *      |              . 
 38 pr38                                    .          *   |              . 
 39 pr39                                    .          *   |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .             *|              . 
 41 pr41                                    .   *          |              . 
===================================================================================== 
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Test-item estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)                                                                 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT                    
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t                       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1   pr01           |   104  125 |  -2.43                         |    .92   .84   -.5   -.7 
                   |            |     .24                        | 
2   pr02           |   109  125 |  -2.75                         |    .93   .81   -.3   -.7 
                   |            |     .27                        | 
3   pr03           |    21  125 |    .85                         |    .91   .80   -.6  -1.0 
                   |            |     .24                        | 
4   pr04           |    26  125 |    .58                         |   1.04  1.09    .4    .6 
                   |            |     .23                        | 
5   pr05           |    57  125 |   -.61                         |    .98   .99   -.5   -.1 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
6   pr06           |    96  125 |  -2.02                         |   1.10  1.25    .9   1.5 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
7   pr07           |    74  125 |  -1.17                         |    .94   .94  -1.1   -.5 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
8   pr08           |    27  125 |    .53                         |   1.00   .95    .1   -.3 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
9   pr09           |    54  125 |   -.51                         |    .99  1.00   -.2    .0 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
10  pr10           |    82  125 |  -1.45                         |    .90   .86  -1.6  -1.1 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
11  pr11           |    92  125 |  -1.84                         |    .88   .81  -1.3  -1.3 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
12  pr12           |    68  125 |   -.97                         |    .88   .86  -3.0  -1.5 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
13  pr13           |   138  375 |   -.94    -.43     .00         |   1.27  1.43   2.5   2.5 
                   |            |     .31     .29     .31        | 
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14  pr14           |   305  500 |  -2.31   -1.33    -.85    -.13 |   1.51  1.76   4.2   4.3 
                   |            |     .41     .31     .29     .29| 
15  pr15           |    68  250 |   -.81    1.87                 |    .95   .95   -.5   -.3 
                   |            |     .38     .62                | 
16  pr16           |    37  125 |    .10                         |    .95   .94   -.5   -.4 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
17  pr17           |    72  250 |  -1.06    3.57                 |    .94   .92   -.9   -.7 
                   |            |     .38    1.17                | 
18  pr18           |    61  250 |   -.19     .07                 |   1.03   .97    .3   -.1 
                   |            |     .33     .35                | 
19  pr19           |    15  125 |   1.24                         |   1.01  1.03    .1    .2 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
20  pr20           |    47  125 |   -.27                         |    .94   .93   -.9   -.6 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
21  pr21           |   203  500 |  -1.50    -.78    -.30     .68 |   1.26  1.34   2.3   2.2 
                   |            |     .31     .29     .32     .38| 
22  pr22           |   108  375 |   -.70    -.23     .35         |    .85   .78  -1.3  -1.3 
                   |            |     .30     .31     .35        | 
23  pr23           |    89  125 |  -1.72                         |    .87   .81  -1.6  -1.5 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
24  pr24           |    15  125 |   1.24                         |    .88   .67   -.5  -1.4 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
25  pr25           |    32  500 |    .25     .53     .62     .62 |   1.11   .90    .4   -.1 
                   |            |     .47     .49     .48     .48| 
26  pr26           |    26  500 |    .36     .49     .65    1.34 |   1.18  1.19    .6    .5 
                   |            |     .58     .61     .66    1.02| 
27  pr27           |    56  250 |   -.25     .72                 |   1.12  1.33    .9   1.7 
                   |            |     .34     .43                | 
28  pr28           |     9  125 |   1.81                         |    .99   .99    .1    .1 
                   |            |     .35                        | 
29  pr29           |    55  375 |   -.19     .48     .84         |   1.04  1.06    .3    .3 
                   |            |     .41     .48     .54        | 
30  pr30           |    29  125 |    .44                         |    .93   .90   -.6   -.6 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
31  pr31           |    33  125 |    .26                         |    .95   .94   -.5   -.4 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
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32  pr32           |    36  250 |    .16    1.66                 |    .98   .88   -.1   -.6 
                   |            |     .47     .64                | 
33  pr33           |    30  125 |    .40                         |    .92   .88   -.7   -.7 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
34  pr34           |    28  250 |    .44    1.77                 |    .87   .71   -.6  -1.3 
                   |            |     .50     .72                | 
35  pr35           |   103  375 |   -.63    -.36     .92         |   1.26  1.45   2.3   2.5 
                   |            |     .31     .32     .43        | 
36  pr36           |    49  375 |    .00     .27     .43         |   1.23  2.84   1.1   4.0 
                   |            |     .41     .42     .44        | 
37  pr37           |    17  375 |    .69     .97    1.48         |    .87   .56   -.3  -1.0 
                   |            |     .69     .76     .99        | 
38  pr38           |    33  250 |    .28    1.07                 |    .93   .86   -.3   -.5 
                   |            |     .44     .51                | 
39  pr39           |    36  375 |    .19     .89    1.83         |    .93   .75   -.3  -1.0 
                   |            |     .47     .63    1.03        | 
40  pr40           |    12  250 |   1.09    1.70                 |    .98   .80    .1   -.4 
                   |            |     .75     .86                | 
41  pr41           |    52  500 |   -.02     .16     .39     .90 |    .83   .63   -.8  -1.2 
                   |            |     .42     .45     .49     .63| 
                   |            |                                | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Mean               |            |   -.01                         |   1.00  1.01   -.1    .0 
SD                 |            |   1.10                         |    .14   .38   1.3   1.4 
====================================================================================================== 
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Summary of item estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                              
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.01 
SD                            1.10 
SD (adjusted)                 1.02 
Reliability of estimate        .86 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.00             Mean    1.01 
    SD       .14             SD       .38 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.07             Mean    -.02 
    SD      1.25             SD      1.41 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Summary of case estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case Estimates                                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.80 
SD                             .49 
SD (adjusted)                  .41 
Reliability of estimate        .69 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.12             Mean    1.01 
    SD       .43             SD       .45 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .29             Mean     .03 
    SD      1.07             SD       .84 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
====================================================================
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Variable map 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 1)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 41 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr17.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                                 |    pr15.2 pr28   pr39.3 
                                 |    pr32.2 pr34.2 pr40.2 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr37.3 
                                 |    pr26.4 
                                 |    pr19   pr24 
                                 |    pr38.2 pr40.1 
  1.0                            |    pr35.3 pr37.2 pr39.2 pr41.4 
                                 |    pr03   pr29.3 
                                 |    pr21.4 pr26.3 pr27.2 pr37.1 
                                 |    pr04   pr08   pr25.2 pr25.3 pr25.4 
                             X   |    pr26.2 pr29.2 pr30 pr33 pr34.1 pr36.3 pr41.3 
                            XX   |    pr22.3 pr25.1 pr26.1 pr31  pr36.2 pr38.1 
                           XXX   |    pr32.1 pr39.1 pr41.2 
   .0                        X   |    pr13.3 pr16   pr18.2 pr36.1 
                         XXXXX   |    pr14.4 pr41.1 
                         XXXXX   |    pr18.1 pr22.2 pr27.1 pr29.1 
                       XXXXXXX   |    pr20   pr21.3 pr35.2 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    pr09   pr13.2 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    pr05   pr35.1 
               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr22.1 
               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr14.3 pr15.1 pr21.2 
 -1.0  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr12   pr13.1 
                         XXXXX   |    pr17.1 
                  XXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr07 
                             X   |    pr14.2 
                         XXXXX   |    pr10   pr21.1 
                            XX   | 
                          XXXX   |    pr23 
                             X   |    pr11 
 -2.0                        X   |    pr06 
                             X   | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr01   pr14.1 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr02 
                                 | 
 -3.0                            | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Each X represents    1 students 
===================================================================================== 
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Pre-test run 2 
Control file 
Title (The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)  
set width = 110 !page 
set logon >-allpre_log.txt 
data_file <<vnrpre.txt 
codes "01234x" 
format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
 
 
*            1         2         3         4  
*   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901 
key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1 
key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2 
key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3 
key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4 
 
 
item_names<<list.txt 
*anchor !items <<pre_anc.txt 
delete !items <<pre_del.txt 
 
recode (01234x)(012340) !1 
recode (01234x)(012340) !2 
recode (01234x)(012340) !3 
recode (01234x)(012340) !4 
recode (01234x)(012340) !5 
recode (01234x)(012340) !6 
recode (01234x)(012340) !7 
recode (01234x)(012340) !8 
recode (01234x)(012340) !9 
recode (01234x)(012340) !10 
recode (01234x)(012340) !11 
recode (01234x)(012340) !12 
recode (01234x)(012340) !13 
recode (01234x)(012340) !14 
recode (01234x)(012340) !15 
recode (01234x)(012340) !16 
recode (01234x)(012340) !17 
recode (01234x)(012340) !18 
recode (01234x)(012340) !19 
recode (01234x)(012340) !20 
recode (01234x)(012340) !21 
recode (01234x)(012340) !22 
recode (01234x)(012340) !23 
recode (01234x)(012340) !24 
recode (01234x)(012340) !25 
recode (01234x)(012340) !26 
recode (01234x)(012340) !27 
recode (01234x)(012340) !28 
recode (01234x)(012340) !29 
recode (01234x)(012340) !30 
recode (01234x)(012340) !31 
recode (01234x)(012340) !32 
recode (01234x)(012340) !33 
recode (01234x)(012340) !34 
recode (01234x)(012340) !35 
recode (01234x)(012340) !36 
recode (01234x)(012340) !37 
recode (01234x)(012340) !38 
Turn off asterisk to delete misfitting test-item 
from delete file
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recode (01234x)(012340) !39 
recode (01234x)(012340) !40 
recode (01234x)(012340) !41 
 
estimate !iter=100 
 
show settings >-allpre_set.txt 
 
show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt 
show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt 
show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt 
show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt 
show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt 
show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt 
show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt 
 
*show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt 
show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt 
show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt 
show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt 
show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt 
itanal >-allpre_out.txt 
*logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt 
*kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt 
 
bye 
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Log file 
 # data_file <<vnrpre.txt                                                       
 # codes "01234x"                                                               
 # format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49                      
 # *            1         2         3         4                                 
 # *   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901                                
 # key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1                       
 # key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4                       
 #                                                                              
 # item_names<<list.txt                                                         
 # *anchor !items <<pre_anc.txt                                                 
 # delete !items <<pre_del.txt                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !1                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !2                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !3                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !4                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !5                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !6                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !7                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !8                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !9                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !10                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !11                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !12                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !13                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !14                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !15                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !16                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !17                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !18                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !19                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !20                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !21                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !22                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !23                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !24                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !25                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !26                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !27                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !28                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !29                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !30                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !31                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !32                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !33                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !34                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !35                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !36                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !37                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !38                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !39                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !40                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !41                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # estimate !iter=100                                                           
 Scoring all -- all                                                             
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 Starting Estimation for all -- all                                             
iteration  1 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    26) =   .9344                              
     average change              =   .2590                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .5500                              
     average change              =   .3182                              
 iteration  2 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    17) =   .5151                              
     average change              =   .0534                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .3205                              
     average change              =   .0419                              
 iteration  3 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    26) =   .0507                              
     average change              =   .0171                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    99) =   .0455                              
     average change              =   .0187                              
 iteration  4 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    37) =   .0107                              
     average change              =   .0041                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .0183                              
     average change              =   .0048                              
 estimation converged with : 
    maximum change in item estimates =  .00306                          
    maximum change in person estimates    =  .00479                     
   
 Performing fit analysis  
 # show settings >-allpre_set.txt                                               
 # show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt                                                
 # show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt                                                
 # show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt                                                
 # show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt                                              
 # show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt                                              
 # show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt                                              
 # show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt                                              
 # *show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt                                       
 # show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt                                  
 # show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt                                       
 # show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt                                  
 # show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt                                       
 # itanal >-allpre_out.txt                                                      
 # *logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt                                              
 # *kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt                                                
 # bye                                
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Setting file 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Current System Settings                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                                                
Data File     =  vnrpre.txt 
Data Format   =  code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
  
Log file      =  allpre_log.txt 
  
Page Width    =  110 
Page Length   =   65 
Screen Width  =   78 
Screen Length =   24 
  
Probability level =   .50 
  
Maximum number of cases set at 60000 
  
VALID DATA CODES      0 1 2 3 4 x 
  
GROUPS 
  
1 all                 (  125 cases ) : All cases 
  
  
SCALES 
  
1 all                 (   40 items ) : All items 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED CASES: 
  
No case deletes or anchors 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED ITEMS: 
  
   14  pr14                deleted 
  
RECODES 
  
   1        pr01                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   2        pr02                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   3        pr03                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   4        pr04                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   5        pr05                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   6        pr06                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   7        pr07                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   8        pr08                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   9        pr09                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  10        pr10                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  11        pr11                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  12        pr12                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  13        pr13                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  14        pr14                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  15        pr15                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  16        pr16                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
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  17        pr17                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  18        pr18                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  19        pr19                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  20        pr20                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  21        pr21                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  22        pr22                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  23        pr23                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  24        pr24                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  25        pr25                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  26        pr26                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  27        pr27                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  28        pr28                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  29        pr29                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  30        pr30                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  31        pr31                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  32        pr32                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  33        pr33                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  34        pr34                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  35        pr35                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  36        pr36                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  37        pr37                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  38        pr38                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  39        pr39                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  40        pr40                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  41        pr41                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  
SCORING KEYS 
  
Score = 1     11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Score = 2     yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 
Score = 3     yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 
Score = 4     yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 
==================================================================== 
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Item fit map 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                         
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                              
--------------------------------------------------------------------
INFIT                                                                                                
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      1.40       
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-----       
  1 pr01                                    .         *    |              . 
  2 pr02                                    .        *     |              . 
  3 pr03                                    .        *     |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              |  *           . 
  5 pr05                                    .              *              . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |       *      . 
  7 pr07                                    .           *  |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              |*             . 
  9 pr09                                    .              *              . 
 10 pr10                                    .       *      |              . 
 11 pr11                                    .      *       |              . 
 12 pr12                                    .      *       |              . 
 13 pr13                                    .              |              .  * 
 15 pr15                                    .            * |              . 
 16 pr16                                    .           *  |              . 
 17 pr17                                    .           *  |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |   *          . 
 19 pr19                                    .              *              . 
 20 pr20                                    .            * |              . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |              .   * 
 22 pr22                                    .         *    |              . 
 23 pr23                                    .      *       |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .       *      |              . 
 25 pr25                                    .              |        *     . 
 26 pr26                                    .              |          *   . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |       *      . 
 28 pr28                                    .              *              . 
 29 pr29                                    .              |   *          . 
 30 pr30                                    .           *  |              . 
 31 pr31                                    .            * |              . 
 32 pr32                                    .            * |              . 
 33 pr33                                    .          *   |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .      *       |              . 
 35 pr35                                    .              |             *. 
 36 pr36                                    .              |            * . 
 37 pr37                                    .      *       |              . 
 38 pr38                                    .         *    |              . 
 39 pr39                                    .         *    |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .              *              . 
 41 pr41                                    .   *          |              . 
=====================================================================================
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Test-item estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)                                                                 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT                    
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t                       
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1   pr01           |   104  125 |  -2.51                         |    .90   .83   -.6   -.8 
                   |            |     .25                        | 
2   pr02           |   109  125 |  -2.83                         |    .89   .76   -.5   -.9 
                   |            |     .27                        | 
3   pr03           |    21  125 |    .82                         |    .90   .78   -.6  -1.0 
                   |            |     .24                        | 
4   pr04           |    26  125 |    .55                         |   1.05  1.15    .5    .8 
                   |            |     .23                        | 
5   pr05           |    57  125 |   -.65                         |   1.00  1.04    .0    .4 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
6   pr06           |    96  125 |  -2.09                         |   1.15  1.36   1.3   2.0 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
7   pr07           |    74  125 |  -1.23                         |    .94   .93  -1.0   -.6 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
8   pr08           |    27  125 |    .50                         |   1.02   .95    .2   -.2 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
9   pr09           |    54  125 |   -.55                         |   1.00  1.01    .1    .1 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
10  pr10           |    82  125 |  -1.52                         |    .87   .83  -1.9  -1.4 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
11  pr11           |    92  125 |  -1.91                         |    .86   .79  -1.4  -1.4 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
12  pr12           |    68  125 |  -1.02                         |    .87   .84  -2.9  -1.5 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
13  pr13           |   138  375 |   -.97    -.46    -.01         |   1.36  1.70   3.2   3.6 
                   |            |     .28     .30     .32        | 
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15  pr15           |    68  250 |   -.84    1.89                 |    .97   .98   -.3   -.1 
                   |            |     .34     .60                | 
16  pr16           |    37  125 |    .06                         |    .94   .92   -.6   -.5 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
17  pr17           |    72  250 |  -1.13    3.58                 |    .94   .94   -.7   -.5 
                   |            |     .38    1.17                | 
18  pr18           |    61  250 |   -.22     .05                 |   1.07  1.01    .6    .1 
                   |            |     .34     .35                | 
19  pr19           |    15  125 |   1.22                         |   1.01  1.00    .1    .1 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
20  pr20           |    47  125 |   -.31                         |    .96   .95   -.6   -.4 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
21  pr21           |   203  500 |  -1.56    -.82    -.32     .69 |   1.38  1.53   3.2   3.2 
                   |            |     .28     .30     .33     .38| 
22  pr22           |   108  375 |   -.75    -.25     .36         |    .91   .84   -.8   -.9 
                   |            |     .31     .33     .37        | 
23  pr23           |    89  125 |  -1.79                         |    .86   .79  -1.6  -1.5 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
24  pr24           |    15  125 |   1.22                         |    .88   .65   -.5  -1.4 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
25  pr25           |    32  500 |    .27     .55     .64     .64 |   1.17  1.12    .6    .4 
                   |            |     .45     .50     .49     .49| 
26  pr26           |    26  500 |    .36     .51     .68    1.37 |   1.22  1.40    .8    .9 
                   |            |     .58     .62     .66    1.04| 
27  pr27           |    56  250 |   -.28     .72                 |   1.16  1.42   1.2   2.1 
                   |            |     .34     .43                | 
28  pr28           |     9  125 |   1.78                         |   1.00  1.01    .1    .2 
                   |            |     .35                        | 
29  pr29           |    55  375 |   -.20     .49     .87         |   1.09  1.15    .5    .7 
                   |            |     .39     .48     .52        | 
30  pr30           |    29  125 |    .41                         |    .94   .94   -.5   -.3 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
31  pr31           |    33  125 |    .23                         |    .96   .95   -.4   -.3 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
32  pr32           |    36  250 |    .16    1.66                 |    .97   .83   -.2   -.8 
                   |            |     .44     .64                | 
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33  pr33           |    30  125 |    .36                         |    .92   .86   -.7   -.8 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
34  pr34           |    28  250 |    .41    1.77                 |    .86   .69   -.7  -1.3 
                   |            |     .50     .71                | 
35  pr35           |   103  375 |   -.66    -.39     .92         |   1.29  1.59   2.5   2.9 
                   |            |     .31     .34     .44        | 
36  pr36           |    49  375 |   -.02     .27     .45         |   1.26  3.29   1.3   4.4 
                   |            |     .42     .44     .44        | 
37  pr37           |    17  375 |    .69     .99    1.51         |    .86   .53   -.3  -1.1 
                   |            |     .69     .76    1.02        | 
38  pr38           |    33  250 |    .25    1.07                 |    .91   .79   -.4   -.8 
                   |            |     .45     .52                | 
39  pr39           |    36  375 |    .16     .89    1.86         |    .92   .68   -.3  -1.3 
                   |            |     .47     .63    1.02        | 
40  pr40           |    12  250 |   1.09    1.71                 |    .99   .77    .1   -.4 
                   |            |     .73     .86                | 
41  pr41           |    52  500 |   -.03     .17     .40     .94 |    .82   .57   -.8  -1.3 
                   |            |     .44     .44     .50     .63| 
                   |            |                                | 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mean               |            |   -.01                         |   1.00  1.03   -.1    .0 
SD                 |            |   1.12                         |    .14   .46   1.2   1.5 
=========================================================================================================== 
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Summary of item estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                     
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.01 
SD                            1.12 
SD (adjusted)                 1.04 
Reliability of estimate        .87 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.00             Mean    1.03 
    SD       .14             SD       .46 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.05             Mean     .00 
    SD      1.20             SD      1.47 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Summary of case estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case Estimates                                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.86 
SD                             .57 
SD (adjusted)                  .49 
Reliability of estimate        .73 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.12             Mean    1.03 
    SD       .45             SD       .47 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .28             Mean     .05 
    SD      1.09             SD       .85 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Variable map 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 2)                          
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr17.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                                 |    pr15.2 pr28   pr39.3 
                                 |    pr32.2 pr34.2 pr40.2 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr37.3 
                                 |    pr26.4 
                                 |    pr19   pr24 
                                 |    pr38.2 pr40.1 
  1.0                            |    pr35.3 pr37.2 pr39.2 pr41.4 
                                 |    pr03   pr29.3 
                                 |    pr21.4 pr25.3 pr25.4 pr26.3 pr27.2 pr37.1 
                             X   |    pr04   pr08   pr25.2 pr26.2 
                             X   |    pr29.2 pr30   pr34.1 pr36.3 pr41.3 
                           XXX   |    pr22.3 pr25.1 pr26.1 pr33   pr36.2pr38.1 
                             X   |    pr31   pr32.1 pr39.1 pr41.2 
   .0                     XXXX   |    pr16   pr18.2 
                             X   |    pr13.3 pr36.1 pr41.1 
                          XXXX   |    pr18.1 pr22.2 pr29.1 
                 XXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr20   pr21.3 pr27.1 pr35.2 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    pr13.2 
                    XXXXXXXXXX   |    pr09 
                         XXXXX   |    pr05   pr22.1 pr35.1 
              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr15.1 pr21.2 
 -1.0                 XXXXXXXX   |    pr12   pr13.1 
              XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr17.1 
                    XXXXXXXXXX   |    pr07 
                      XXXXXXXX   | 
                           XXX   |    pr10 
                           XXX   |    pr21.1 
                            XX   |    pr23 
                         XXXXX   |    pr11 
 -2.0                            | 
                                 |    pr06 
                             X   | 
                                 | 
                             X   |    pr01 
                                 | 
                             X   | 
                                 |    pr02 
 -3.0                            | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Each X represents    1 students 
===================================================================================== 
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Pre-test run 4 (show anchor file) 
Control file 
Title (The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)  
set width = 110 !page 
set logon >-allpre_log.txt 
data_file <<vnrpre.txt 
codes "01234x" 
format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
 
 
*            1         2         3         4  
*   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901 
key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1 
key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2 
key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3 
key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4 
 
 
item_names<<list.txt 
*anchor !items <<pre_anc.txt 
delete !items <<pre_del.txt 
 
recode (01234x)(012340) !1 
recode (01234x)(012340) !2 
recode (01234x)(012340) !3 
recode (01234x)(012340) !4 
recode (01234x)(012340) !5 
recode (01234x)(012340) !6 
recode (01234x)(012340) !7 
recode (01234x)(012340) !8 
recode (01234x)(012340) !9 
recode (01234x)(012340) !10 
recode (01234x)(012340) !11 
recode (01234x)(012340) !12 
recode (01234x)(011230) !13 
recode (01234x)(012340) !14 
recode (01234x)(012340) !15 
recode (01234x)(012340) !16 
recode (01234x)(012340) !17 
recode (01234x)(012340) !18 
recode (01234x)(012340) !19 
recode (01234x)(012340) !20 
recode (01234x)(011230) !21 
recode (01234x)(012340) !22 
recode (01234x)(012340) !23 
recode (01234x)(012340) !24 
recode (01234x)(012340) !25 
recode (01234x)(012340) !26 
recode (01234x)(012340) !27 
recode (01234x)(012340) !28 
recode (01234x)(012340) !29 
recode (01234x)(012340) !30 
recode (01234x)(012340) !31 
recode (01234x)(012340) !32 
recode (01234x)(012340) !33 
recode (01234x)(012340) !34 
recode (01234x)(012340) !35 
recode (01234x)(012340) !36 
recode (01234x)(012340) !37 
Test-item 13 has been recode in Run 3 
Test-item 21 has been recode in Run 3 
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recode (01234x)(012340) !38 
recode (01234x)(012340) !39 
recode (01234x)(012340) !40 
recode (01234x)(012340) !41 
 
estimate !iter=100 
 
show settings >-allpre_set.txt 
 
show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt 
show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt 
show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt 
show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt 
show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt 
show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt 
show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt 
 
show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt 
show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt 
show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt 
show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt 
show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt 
itanal >-allpre_out.txt 
*logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt 
*kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt 
 
Bye 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Turn off asterisk to produce anchor file from 
the current run
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Log file 
 # data_file <<vnrpre.txt                                                       
 # codes "01234x"                                                               
 # format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49                      
 #                                                                              
 # *            1         2         3         4                                 
 # *   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901                                
 # key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1                       
 # key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4                       
 #                                                                              
 # item_names<<list.txt                                                         
 # *anchor !items <<pre_anc.txt                                                 
 # delete !items <<pre_del.txt                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !1                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !2                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !3                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !4                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !5                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !6                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !7                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !8                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !9                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !10                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !11                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !12                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !13                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !14                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !15                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !16                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !17                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !18                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !19                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !20                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !21                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !22                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !23                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !24                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !25                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !26                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !27                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !28                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !29                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !30                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !31                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !32                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !33                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !34                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !35                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !36                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !37                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !38                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !39                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !40                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !41                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # estimate !iter=100                                                           
 Scoring all -- all                                                              
 Starting Estimation for all -- all                                             
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 iteration  1 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    26) =   .9067                              
     average change              =   .2548                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .5937                              
     average change              =   .3370                              
 iteration  2 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    17) =   .5229                              
     average change              =   .0533                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .2998                              
     average change              =   .0350                              
 iteration  3 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    39) =   .0438                              
     average change              =   .0162                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    99) =   .0418                              
     average change              =   .0191                              
 iteration  4 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    37) =   .0112                              
     average change              =   .0041                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .0172                              
     average change              =   .0049                              
 estimation converged with : 
    maximum change in item estimates =  .00280                          
    maximum change in person estimates    =  .00423                     
   
 Performing fit analysis  
 #                                                                              
 # show settings >-allpre_set.txt                                               
 #                                                                              
 # show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt                                                
 # show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt                                                
   
 # show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt                                                
   
 # show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt                                              
 # show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt                                              
 #                                                                              
 # show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt                                        
 # show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt                                  
   
 # show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt                                       
 # show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt                                  
 # show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt                                       
 # itanal >-allpre_out.txt                                                      
 # *logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt                                              
 # *kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt                                                
 #                                                                              
 # bye                                                                          
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Setting file 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Current System Settings                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                              
--------------------------------------------------------------------             
  
  
Data File     =  vnrpre.txt 
Data Format   =  code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
  
Log file      =  allpre_log.txt 
  
Page Width    =  110 
Page Length   =   65 
Screen Width  =   78 
Screen Length =   24 
  
Probability level =   .50 
  
Maximum number of cases set at 60000 
  
VALID DATA CODES      0 1 2 3 4 x 
  
GROUPS 
  
1 all                 (  125 cases ) : All cases 
  
  
SCALES 
  
1 all                 (   40 items ) : All items 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED CASES: 
  
No case deletes or anchors 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED ITEMS: 
  
   14  pr14                deleted 
  
RECODES 
  
   1        pr01                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   2        pr02                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   3        pr03                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   4        pr04                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   5        pr05                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   6        pr06                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   7        pr07                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   8        pr08                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   9        pr09                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  10        pr10                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  11        pr11                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  12        pr12                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  13        pr13                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  14        pr14                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  15        pr15                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  16        pr16                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
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  17        pr17                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  18        pr18                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  19        pr19                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  20        pr20                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  21        pr21                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  22        pr22                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  23        pr23                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  24        pr24                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  25        pr25                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  26        pr26                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  27        pr27                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  28        pr28                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  29        pr29                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  30        pr30                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  31        pr31                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  32        pr32                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  33        pr33                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  34        pr34                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  35        pr35                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  36        pr36                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  37        pr37                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  38        pr38                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  39        pr39                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  40        pr40                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  41        pr41                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  
SCORING KEYS 
  
Score = 1     11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Score = 2     yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 
Score = 3     yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 
Score = 4     yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 
==================================================================== 
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Item fit map 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                         
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
--------------------------------------------------------------------
INFIT                                                                                     
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20       
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------ 
  1 pr01                                    .         *    |              . 
  2 pr02                                    .        *     |              . 
  3 pr03                                    .         *    |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              |  *           . 
  5 pr05                                    .              *              . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |        *     . 
  7 pr07                                    .           *  |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              |*             . 
  9 pr09                                    .              |*             . 
 10 pr10                                    .     *        |              . 
 11 pr11                                    .     *        |              . 
 12 pr12                                    .      *       |              . 
 13 pr13                                    .              |         *    . 
 15 pr15                                    .             *|              . 
 16 pr16                                    .           *  |              . 
 17 pr17                                    .           *  |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |    *         . 
 19 pr19                                    .              |*             . 
 20 pr20                                    .             *|              . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |          *   . 
 22 pr22                                    .           *  |              . 
 23 pr23                                    .      *       |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .       *      |              . 
 25 pr25                                    .              |         *    . 
 26 pr26                                    .              |            * . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |         *    . 
 28 pr28                                    .              *              . 
 29 pr29                                    .              |     *        . 
 30 pr30                                    .           *  |              . 
 31 pr31                                    .             *|              . 
 32 pr32                                    .            * |              . 
 33 pr33                                    .         *    |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .     *        |              . 
 35 pr35                                    .              |              .* 
 36 pr36                                    .              |              * 
 37 pr37                                    .      *       |              . 
 38 pr38                                    .        *     |              . 
 39 pr39                                    .        *     |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .              *              . 
 41 pr41                                    .   *          |              . 
============================================================================ 
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Test-item estimates 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                                                     
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                       
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT                    
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t                       
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1   pr01           |   104  125 |  -2.55                         |    .91   .84   -.5   -.7 
                   |            |     .25                        | 
2   pr02           |   109  125 |  -2.88                         |    .88   .76   -.6   -.9 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
3   pr03           |    21  125 |    .81                         |    .90   .77   -.6  -1.0 
                   |            |     .25                        | 
4   pr04           |    26  125 |    .54                         |   1.06  1.19    .5   1.0 
                   |            |     .23                        | 
5   pr05           |    57  125 |   -.68                         |   1.00  1.05    .1    .5 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
6   pr06           |    96  125 |  -2.13                         |   1.18  1.43   1.5   2.2 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
7   pr07           |    74  125 |  -1.26                         |    .94   .93  -1.0   -.6 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
8   pr08           |    27  125 |    .49                         |   1.03   .96    .3   -.2 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
9   pr09           |    54  125 |   -.57                         |   1.02  1.03    .4    .3 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
10  pr10           |    82  125 |  -1.55                         |    .85   .81  -2.1  -1.6 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
11  pr11           |    92  125 |  -1.95                         |    .85   .76  -1.6  -1.6 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
12  pr12           |    68  125 |  -1.05                         |    .86   .83  -2.8  -1.6 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
13  pr13           |    95  250 |  -1.06     .25                 |   1.20  1.33   2.0   2.2 
                   |            |     .34     .36                | 
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15  pr15           |    68  250 |   -.88    1.90                 |    .98   .99   -.2    .0 
                   |            |     .38     .62                | 
16  pr16           |    37  125 |    .05                         |    .94   .92   -.6   -.5 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
17  pr17           |    72  250 |  -1.16    3.60                 |    .94   .93   -.8   -.5 
                   |            |     .38    1.17                | 
18  pr18           |    61  250 |   -.22     .05                 |   1.11  1.03    .9    .2 
                   |            |     .34     .35                | 
19  pr19           |    15  125 |   1.21                         |   1.02  1.03    .2    .2 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
20  pr20           |    47  125 |   -.33                         |    .98   .97   -.3   -.2 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
21  pr21           |   141  375 |  -1.81    -.18     .78         |   1.23  1.31   1.8   1.9 
                   |            |     .31     .35     .40        | 
22  pr22           |   108  375 |   -.75    -.25     .37         |    .95   .89   -.4   -.6 
                   |            |     .31     .34     .36        | 
23  pr23           |    89  125 |  -1.82                         |    .86   .79  -1.6  -1.5 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
24  pr24           |    15  125 |   1.21                         |    .88   .64   -.5  -1.4 
                   |            |     .28                        | 
25  pr25           |    32  500 |    .28     .59     .68     .68 |   1.20  1.28    .7    .8 
                   |            |     .47     .50     .49     .49| 
26  pr26           |    26  500 |    .39     .54     .71    1.43 |   1.26  1.55    .9   1.1 
                   |            |     .58     .62     .67    1.05| 
27  pr27           |    56  250 |   -.31     .73                 |   1.21  1.54   1.5   2.5 
                   |            |     .38     .42                | 
28  pr28           |     9  125 |   1.78                         |   1.00  1.03    .1    .2 
                   |            |     .35                        | 
29  pr29           |    55  375 |   -.20     .50     .90         |   1.12  1.23    .7   1.0 
                   |            |     .39     .49     .54        | 
30  pr30           |    29  125 |    .40                         |    .95   .95   -.4   -.2 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
31  pr31           |    33  125 |    .22                         |    .97   .97   -.3   -.1 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
32  pr32           |    36  250 |    .13    1.66                 |    .95   .80   -.2   -.9 
                   |            |     .47     .67                | 
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33  pr33           |    30  125 |    .35                         |    .92   .85   -.7   -.8 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
34  pr34           |    28  250 |    .41    1.80                 |    .85   .65   -.8  -1.5 
                   |            |     .50     .71                | 
35  pr35           |   103  375 |   -.66    -.39     .96         |   1.33  1.71   2.7   3.2 
                   |            |     .31     .34     .44        | 
36  pr36           |    49  375 |    .00     .28     .46         |   1.31  3.69   1.5   4.8 
                   |            |     .41     .44     .45        | 
37  pr37           |    17  375 |    .72    1.00    1.55         |    .86   .51   -.3  -1.1 
                   |            |     .67     .77    1.03        | 
38  pr38           |    33  250 |    .25    1.10                 |    .90   .75   -.5  -1.0 
                   |            |     .47     .50                | 
39  pr39           |    36  375 |    .17     .92    1.92         |    .90   .64   -.5  -1.4 
                   |            |     .45     .63    1.04        | 
40  pr40           |    12  250 |   1.11    1.73                 |    .99   .79    .1   -.3 
                   |            |     .73     .86                | 
41  pr41           |    52  500 |   -.02     .19     .45     .98 |    .82   .56   -.8  -1.3 
                   |            |     .44     .46     .50     .63| 
                   |            |                                | 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mean               |            |   -.01                         |   1.00  1.04   -.1    .0 
SD                 |            |   1.13                         |    .14   .51   1.1   1.4 
=========================================================================================================== 
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Summary of item estimates 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                          
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.01 
SD                            1.13 
SD (adjusted)                 1.06 
Reliability of estimate        .87 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.00             Mean    1.04 
    SD       .14             SD       .51 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.05             Mean     .01 
    SD      1.11             SD      1.45 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Summary of case estimates 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                          
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Case Estimates                                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.89 
SD                             .63 
SD (adjusted)                  .55 
Reliability of estimate        .75 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.09             Mean    1.04 
    SD       .44             SD       .52 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .21             Mean     .06 
    SD      1.11             SD       .88 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Variable map 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                          
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr17.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            |    pr39.3 
                                 |    pr15.2 pr28   pr34.2 
                                 |    pr32.2 pr40.2 
                                 |    pr37.3 
                                 |    pr26.4 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr19   pr24 
                                 |    pr38.2 pr40.1 
  1.0                            |    pr29.3 pr35.3 pr37.2 pr39.2 pr41.4 
                                 |    pr03   pr21.3 
                                 |    pr25.3 pr25.4 pr26.3 pr27.2 pr37.1 
                             X   |    pr04   pr25.2 pr26.2 pr29.2 
                             X   |    pr08 pr22.3 pr26.1 pr30 pr34.1 pr36.3 pr41.3 
                           XXX   |    pr13.2 pr25.1 pr33   pr36.2 pr38.1 
                             X   |    pr31   pr32.1 pr39.1 pr41.2 
   .0                     XXXX   |    pr16   pr18.2 pr36.1 
                            XX   |    pr41.1 
                         XXXXX   |    pr18.1 pr21.2 pr22.2 pr29.1 
                     XXXXXXXXX   |    pr20   pr27.1 pr35.2 
                    XXXXXXXXXX   | 
                 XXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr09 
                          XXXX   |    pr05   pr22.1 pr35.1 
               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr15.1 
 -1.0                 XXXXXXXX   | 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    pr12   pr13.1 
                    XXXXXXXXXX   |    pr07   pr17.1 
                      XXXXXXXX   | 
                      XXXXXXXX   | 
                           XXX   |    pr10 
                            XX   | 
                         XXXXX   |    pr21.1 pr23 
 -2.0                            |    pr11 
                            XX   |    pr06 
                                 | 
                             X   | 
                                 |    pr01 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                            XX   |    pr02 
 -3.0                            | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Each X represents    1 students 
===================================================================================== 
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Anchor file 
  
 * (The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                       
 *------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 *Item Estimates (Category Deltas)                                              
 *all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                             
 *------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   1      -2.552                                                                 
   2      -2.882                                                                 
   3        .813                                                                
   4        .543                                                                 
   5       -.676                                                                 
   6      -2.132                                                                 
   7      -1.259                                                                 
   8        .493                                                                 
   9       -.573                                                                 
  10      -1.550                                                                 
  11      -1.951                                                                 
  12      -1.051                                                                
  13       -.748    -.056                                                       
  15       -.812    1.842                                                        
  16        .053                                                                 
  17      -1.142    3.590                                                        
  18       1.175   -1.341                                                       
  19       1.214                                                                 
  20       -.326                                                                 
  21      -1.666     .077     .341                                               
  22       -.013    -.405    -.191                                               
  23      -1.824                                                                 
  24       1.214                                                                 
  25       1.049    1.548    -.281                                               
  26       1.932     .375    -.181    1.106                                      
  27        .137     .289                                                        
  28       1.782                                                                
  29        .257     .966    -.077                                               
  30        .398                                                                 
  31        .219                                                                 
  32        .382    1.434                                                       
  33        .351                                                                 
  34        .710    1.504                                                        
  35        .629   -1.432     .800                                               
  36       1.080     .679   -1.039                                               
  37       1.845     .547     .940                                               
  38        .828     .516                                                        
  39        .703     .752    1.557                                               
  40       1.879     .965                                                        
  41       1.311    -.084     .036     .438   
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Pre-test run 7 
Control file 
Same as in Run 2. However in this run all misfitting test-item from pre- and post-test 
analysis were deleted. 
 
 
Log file 
 # data_file <<vnrpre.txt                                                       
 # codes "01234x"                                                               
 # format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49                      
 # *            1         2         3         4                                 
 # *   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901                                
 # key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1                       
 # key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4                       
 #                                                                              
 # item_names<<list.txt                                                         
 # anchor !items <<adjpre_anc.txt                                               
 # delete !items <<pre_del.txt                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !1                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !2                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !3                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !4                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !5                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !6                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !7                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !8                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !9                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !10                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !11                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !12                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !13                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !14                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !15                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !16                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !17                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !18                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !19                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !20                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !21                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !22                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !23                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !24                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !25                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !26                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !27                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !28                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !29                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !30                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !31                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !32                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !33                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !34                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !35                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !36                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !37                                                  
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 # recode (01234x)(012340) !38                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !39                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !40                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !41                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # estimate !iter=100                                                           
 Scoring all -- all                                                             
 Starting Estimation for all -- all                                             
iteration  1 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item     6) =   .9319                              
     average change              =   .7428                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    34) =   .2961                              
     average change              =   .2453                              
 iteration  2 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item     6) =   .1302                              
     average change              =   .1039                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    96) =   .1755                              
     average change              =   .1240                              
 iteration  3 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item     6) =   .0178                              
     average change              =   .0148                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    96) =   .0301                              
     average change              =   .0162                              
 estimation converged with : 
    maximum change in item estimates =  .00282                          
    maximum change in person estimates    =  .00442                     
   
 Performing fit analysis  
 #                                                                              
 # show settings >-allpre_set.txt                                               
 # show !map=1 >-allpre_1map.txt                                                
   
 # show !map=2 >-allpre_2map.txt                                                
 # show !map=3 >-allpre_3map.txt                                                
   
 # show !table=1 >-allpre_1tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=2 >-allpre_2tab.txt                                              
 # show !table=3 >-allpre_3tab.txt                                              
   
 # show !table=4 >-allpre_4tab.txt                                              
 # *show items !form=anchor >-pre_anc.txt                                       
 # show cases !order=estimate >-allpre_cso.txt                                  
   
 # show cases !order=fit >-allpre_csf.txt                                       
   
 # show items !order=estimate >-allpre_ito.txt                                  
 # show items !order=fit >-allpre_fit.txt                                       
   
 # itanal >-allpre_out.txt                                                      
 # *logit_table >-allpre_logit.txt                                              
 # *kidmap 1-125>-allpre_kid.txt                                                
 #                                                                              
 # bye                         
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Setting file 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 7 ANCHOR ON)                
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Current System Settings                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                               
--------------------------------------------------------------------             
Data File     =  vnrpre.txt 
Data Format   =  code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
 
Log file      =  allpre_log.txt 
  
Page Width    =  110 
Page Length   =   65 
Screen Width  =   78 
Screen Length =   24 
  
Probability level =   .50 
  
Maximum number of cases set at 60000 
  
VALID DATA CODES      0 1 2 3 4 x 
  
GROUPS 
  
1 all                 (  125 cases ) : All cases 
SCALES 
1 all                 (   23 items ) : All items 
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED CASES: 
No case deletes or anchors 
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED ITEMS: 
 
    1  pr01                deleted 
    2  pr02                deleted 
    5  pr05                anchored at   -.68 
    9  pr09                deleted 
   10  pr10                anchored at  -1.55 
   11  pr11                deleted 
   12  pr12                anchored at  -1.05 
   13  pr13                deleted 
   14  pr14                deleted 
   15  pr15                anchored at   -.81  1.84 
   16  pr16                anchored at    .05 
   17  pr17                anchored at  -1.14  3.59 
   18  pr18                anchored at   1.17 -1.34 
   19  pr19                deleted 
   20  pr20                anchored at   -.33 
   21  pr21                anchored at  -1.67   .08   .34 
   22  pr22                anchored at   -.01  -.41  -.19 
   23  pr23                anchored at  -1.82 
   24  pr24                anchored at   1.21 
   25  pr25                deleted 
   26  pr26                deleted 
   27  pr27                anchored at    .14   .29 
   28  pr28                deleted 
   29  pr29                deleted 
   30  pr30                deleted 
   31  pr31                deleted 
   33  pr33                anchored at    .35 
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   34  pr34                anchored at    .71  1.50 
   35  pr35                deleted 
   36  pr36                deleted 
   37  pr37                deleted 
   38  pr38                deleted 
   39  pr39                deleted 
   40  pr40                anchored at   1.88   .96 
   41  pr41                anchored at   1.31  -.08   .04   .44 
  
RECODES 
  
   1        pr01                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   2        pr02                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   3        pr03                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   4        pr04                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   5        pr05                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   6        pr06                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   7        pr07                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   8        pr08                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   9        pr09                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  10        pr10                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  11        pr11                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  12        pr12                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  13        pr13                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  14        pr14                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  15        pr15                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  16        pr16                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  17        pr17                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  18        pr18                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  19        pr19                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  20        pr20                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  21        pr21                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  22        pr22                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  23        pr23                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  24        pr24                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  25        pr25                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  26        pr26                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  27        pr27                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  28        pr28                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  29        pr29                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  30        pr30                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  31        pr31                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  32        pr32                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  33        pr33                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  34        pr34                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  35        pr35                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  36        pr36                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  37        pr37                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  38        pr38                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  39        pr39                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  40        pr40                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  41        pr41                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  
SCORING KEYS 
Score = 1     11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Score = 2     yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 
Score = 3     yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 
Score = 4     yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 
==================================================================== 
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Item fit map 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 7 ANCHOR ON)                         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                                  
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                     
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20      
1.40      1.60      1.80      2.0 
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------ 
  3 pr03                                    .         *    |              . 
  4 pr04                                    .              |    *         . 
  5 pr05                                    .              |*             . 
  6 pr06                                    .              |          *   . 
  7 pr07                                    .        *     |              . 
  8 pr08                                    .              |    *         . 
 10 pr10                                    .    *         |              . 
 12 pr12                                    . *            |              . 
 15 pr15                                    .          *   |              . 
 16 pr16                                    .             *|              . 
 17 pr17                                    .        *     |              . 
 18 pr18                                    .              |*             . 
 20 pr20                                    .              |*             . 
 21 pr21                                    .              |          *   . 
 22 pr22                                    .         *    |              . 
 23 pr23                                    . *            |              . 
 24 pr24                                    .  *           |              . 
 27 pr27                                    .              |          *   . 
 32 pr32                                    .              |*             . 
 33 pr33                                    .         *    |              . 
 34 pr34                                    .  *           |              . 
 40 pr40                                    .         *    |              . 
 41 pr41                                    .        *     |              . 
============================================================================ 
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Test-item estimates 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 7 ANCHOR ON)                                                    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT                    
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t                       
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3   pr03           |    21  125 |    .71                         |    .90   .80   -.6   -.8 
                   |            |     .25                        | 
4   pr04           |    26  125 |    .47                         |   1.10  1.24    .8   1.1 
                   |            |     .23                        | 
5   pr05           |    57  125 |   -.68                         |   1.02  1.07    .4    .6 
                   |            |      **                        | 
6   pr06           |    96  125 |  -1.90                         |   1.22  1.57   1.8   2.6 
                   |            |     .22                        | 
7   pr07           |    74  125 |  -1.13                         |    .89   .87  -1.6  -1.1 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
8   pr08           |    27  125 |    .43                         |   1.09  1.07    .8    .4 
                   |            |     .23                        | 
10  pr10           |    82  125 |  -1.55                         |    .83   .78  -2.3  -1.8 
                   |            |      **                        | 
12  pr12           |    68  125 |  -1.05                         |    .80   .76  -3.6  -2.2 
                   |            |      **                        | 
15  pr15           |    68  250 |   -.88    1.90                 |    .93   .94   -.6   -.3 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
16  pr16           |    37  125 |    .05                         |    .97  1.00   -.3    .1 
                   |            |      **                        | 
17  pr17           |    72  250 |  -1.16    3.60                 |    .90   .88  -1.2   -.9 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
18  pr18           |    61  250 |   -.22     .05                 |   1.02   .88    .2   -.4 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
20  pr20           |    47  125 |   -.33                         |   1.02  1.05    .3    .4 
                   |            |      **                        | 
21  pr21           |   141  375 |  -1.81    -.18     .78         |   1.22  1.31   1.8   1.9 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
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22  pr22           |   108  375 |   -.75    -.25     .37         |    .91   .83   -.7   -.8 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
23  pr23           |    89  125 |  -1.82                         |    .80   .71  -2.4  -2.1 
                   |            |      **                        | 
24  pr24           |    15  125 |   1.21                         |    .80   .55  -1.0  -1.7 
                   |            |      **                        | 
27  pr27           |    56  250 |   -.31     .73                 |   1.22  1.77   1.6   3.1 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
32  pr32           |    36  250 |    .06    1.58                 |   1.02   .86    .2   -.6 
                   |            |     .47     .67                | 
33  pr33           |    30  125 |    .35                         |    .91   .84   -.8   -.8 
                   |            |      **                        | 
34  pr34           |    28  250 |    .41    1.80                 |    .81   .67  -1.0  -1.3 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
40  pr40           |    12  250 |   1.11    1.73                 |    .92   .78   -.2   -.3 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
41  pr41           |    52  500 |   -.02     .19     .45     .98 |    .89   .77   -.5   -.5 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mean               |            |   -.01                         |    .97   .96   -.4   -.2 
SD                 |            |    .97                         |    .13   .29   1.3   1.4 
=========================================================================================================== 
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Summary of item estimates 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run7 ANCHOR ON)                 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                     
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.01 
SD                             .97 
SD (adjusted)                  .96 
Reliability of estimate        .97 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean     .97             Mean     .96 
    SD       .13             SD       .29 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.40             Mean    -.24 
    SD      1.35             SD      1.40 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Summary of case estimates 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run7 ANCHOR ON)                 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case Estimates                                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.92 
SD                             .77 
SD (adjusted)                  .64 
Reliability of estimate        .69 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.00             Mean     .96 
    SD       .35             SD       .35 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .01             Mean    -.01 
    SD       .83             SD       .70 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Variable Map 
 
(The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 7 ANCHOR ON)                                    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr17.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                                 |    pr15.2 pr34.2 
                                 |    pr40.2 
                                 |    pr32.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr24 
                                 |    pr40.1 
  1.0                        X   |    pr41.4 
                                 |    pr21.3 
                                 |    pr03   pr27.2 
                           XXX   | 
                            XX   |    pr04   pr08   pr22.3 pr34.1 pr41.3 
                            XX   |    pr33 
                             X   |    pr41.2 
   .0                    XXXXX   |    pr16   pr18.2 pr32.1 
                          XXXX   |    pr41.1 
                         XXXXX   |    pr18.1 pr21.2 pr22.2 
                       XXXXXXX   |    pr20   pr27.1 
                      XXXXXXXX   | 
                    XXXXXXXXXX   | 
                        XXXXXX   |    pr05   pr22.1 
                   XXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr15.1 
 -1.0                XXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 |    pr07   pr12 
                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr17.1 
                     XXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 | 
                       XXXXXXX   |    pr10 
                                 | 
                     XXXXXXXXX   |    pr06   pr21.1 pr23 
 -2.0                            | 
                         XXXXX   | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                        XXXXXX   | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
 -3.0                        X   | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Each X represents    1 students 
===================================================================================== 
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Flowchart for post-test analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
1. Check item mis-fitting on right hand side ( not 
measuring the same construct) 
2. Item needs to be deleted one-by-one because each 
deleted item may affect other item. 
3. Re-running the analysis until all items on the right 
hand side are acceptable. 
4. Repeat the process for the items in the left hand side 
(fitting too well) until all the items are acceptable. 
5. Used adjusted anchor file from the validity and 
relibility testing study because some items are not 
identical with the items in pre-test. 
Re-running analysis 
No 
Check control file 
Run analysis 
Check log file 
No 
Yes  
Check setting file 
Ok?
Ok? 
Yes  
No 
Check item fit map 
Yes  
Mis-fitting/ 
fitting too well 
item? 
 Run 1: use anchor file from pre-test 
run, pr14 deleted from analysis 
 Run 2: po26 deleted 
 Run 3: po06 deleted 
 Run 4: po29 deleted 
 Run 5: po28 deleted 
 Run 6: po01 deleted 
 Run 7: po13 deleted 
 Run 8: po24 deleted 
 Run 9: po12 deleted 
 Run 10:po08 deleted 
 Run 11:po16 deleted 
 Run 12:po09 deleted 
 Run 13:po38 deleted 
 Run 14:po25 deleted 
 Run 15:po36 deleted 
 Run 16:po37 deleted 
 New Run 17: po11 and po35 
deleted
Start 
End 
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Post-test run 1 
 
Control file 
 
Title (The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)  
* Run 1: used anchor file from pre-test run, pr14 deleted from 
analysis 
 
set width = 110 !page 
set logon >-allpost_log.txt 
data_file <<allpost.txt 
codes "01234x" 
format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
 
 
*            1         2         3         4  
*   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901 
key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1 
key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2 
key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3 
key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4 
 
 
item_names<<namelist.txt 
anchor !items <<adjpre_anc.txt 
delete !items <<post_del.txt 
 
recode (01234x)(012340) !1 
recode (01234x)(012340) !2 
recode (01234x)(012340) !3 
recode (01234x)(012340) !4 
recode (01234x)(012340) !5 
recode (01234x)(012340) !6 
recode (01234x)(012340) !7 
recode (01234x)(012340) !8 
recode (01234x)(012340) !9 
recode (01234x)(012340) !10 
recode (01234x)(012340) !11 
recode (01234x)(012340) !12 
recode (01234x)(011230) !13 
recode (01234x)(012340) !14 
recode (01234x)(012340) !15 
recode (01234x)(012340) !16 
recode (01234x)(012340) !17 
recode (01234x)(012340) !18 
recode (01234x)(012340) !19 
recode (01234x)(012340) !20 
recode (01234x)(011230) !21 
recode (01234x)(012340) !22 
recode (01234x)(012340) !23 
recode (01234x)(012340) !24 
recode (01234x)(012340) !25 
recode (01234x)(012340) !26 
recode (01234x)(012340) !27 
recode (01234x)(012340) !28 
recode (01234x)(012340) !29 
recode (01234x)(012340) !30 
recode (01234x)(012340) !31 
recode (01234x)(012340) !32 
recode (01234x)(012340) !33 
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recode (01234x)(012340) !34 
recode (01234x)(012340) !35 
recode (01234x)(012340) !36 
recode (01234x)(012340) !37 
recode (01234x)(012340) !38 
recode (01234x)(012340) !39 
recode (01234x)(012340) !40 
recode (01234x)(012340) !41 
 
estimate !iter=100 
 
show settings >-allpost_set.txt 
 
show !map=1 >-allpost_1map.txt 
show !map=2 >-allpost_2map.txt 
show !map=3 >-allpost_3map.txt 
show !table=1 >-allpost_1tab.txt 
show !table=2 >-allpost_2tab.txt 
show !table=3 >-allpost_3tab.txt 
show !table=4 >-allpost_4tab.txt 
 
*show items ! form=anchor >-post_anc.txt 
show cases !order=estimate >-allpost_cso.txt 
show cases !order=fit >-allpost_csf.txt 
show items !order=estimate >-allpost_ito.txt 
show items !order=fit >-allpost_fit.txt 
itanal >-allpost_out.txt 
*logit_table >-allpost_logit.txt 
*kidmap 1-125>-allpost_kid.txt 
 
Bye 
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Log file 
 # data_file <<allpost.txt                                                      
 # codes "01234x"                                                               
 # format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49                      
 #                                                                              
 #                                                                              
 # *            1         2         3         4                                 
 # *   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901                                
 # key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1                       
 # key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4                       
 #                                                                              
 #                                                                              
 # item_names<<namelist.txt                                                     
 # anchor !items <<adjpre_anc.txt                                               
 # delete !items <<post_del.txt                                                 
 #                                                                              
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !1                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !2                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !3                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !4                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !5                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !6                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !7                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !8                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !9                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !10                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !11                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !12                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !13                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !14                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !15                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !16                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !17                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !18                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !19                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !20                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !21                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !22                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !23                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !24                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !25                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !26                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !27                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !28                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !29                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !30                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !31                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !32                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !33                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !34                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !35                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !36                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !37                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !38                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !39                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !40                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !41                                                  
 #                                                                              
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 # estimate !iter=100                                                           
 Scoring all -- all                                                             
   
   
   
 Starting Estimation for all -- all                                             
                                                                                
                                            
 iteration  1 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    35) =   .3040                              
     average change              =   .0964                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    13) =   .5616                              
     average change              =   .4996                              
 iteration  2 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item    35) =   .0327                              
     average change              =   .0180                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    66) =   .0204                              
     average change              =   .0152                              
 estimation converged with : 
    maximum change in item estimates =  .00792                          
    maximum change in person estimates    =  .00220                     
   
 Performing fit analysis  
 #                                                                              
 # show settings >-allpost_set.txt                                              
 #                                                                              
 # show !map=1 >-allpost_1map.txt                                               
 # show !map=2 >-allpost_2map.txt                                               
 # show !map=3 >-allpost_3map.txt                                               
 # show !table=1 >-allpost_1tab.txt                                             
 # show !table=2 >-allpost_2tab.txt                                             
 # show !table=3 >-allpost_3tab.txt                                             
 # show !table=4 >-allpost_4tab.txt                                             
 #                                                                              
 # *show items ! form=anchor >-post_anc.txt                                     
 # show cases !order=estimate >-allpost_cso.txt                                 
   
 # show cases !order=fit >-allpost_csf.txt                                      
   
 # show items !order=estimate >-allpost_ito.txt                                 
   
 # show items !order=fit >-allpost_fit.txt                                      
   
 # itanal >-allpost_out.txt                                                     
 # *logit_table >-allpost_logit.txt                                             
 # *kidmap 1-125>-allpost_kid.txt                                               
 #                                                                              
 # bye                    
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Setting file 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Current System Settings                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Data File     =  allpost.txt 
Data Format   =  code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
Log file      =  allpost_log.txt 
  
Page Width    =  110 
Page Length   =   65 
Screen Width  =   78 
Screen Length =   24 
  
Probability level =   .50 
  
Maximum number of cases set at 60000 
  
VALID DATA CODES      0 1 2 3 4 x 
  
GROUPS 
1 all                 (  125 cases ) : All cases 
  
SCALES 
1 all                 (   40 items ) : All items  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED CASES: 
  
No case deletes or anchors 
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED ITEMS: 
  
    1  po36                anchored at  -2.55 
    2  po16                anchored at  -2.88 
    5  po05                anchored at   -.68 
    9  po09                anchored at   -.57 
   10  po10                anchored at  -1.55 
   11  po11                anchored at  -1.95 
   12  po31                anchored at  -1.05 
   13  po13                anchored at   -.75  -.06 
   14  po14                deleted 
   15  po32                anchored at   -.81  1.84 
   16  po02                anchored at    .05 
   17  po17                anchored at  -1.14  3.59 
   18  po18                anchored at   1.17 -1.34 
   19  po06                anchored at   1.21 
   20  po20                anchored at   -.33 
   21  po21                anchored at  -1.67   .08   .34 
   22  po22                anchored at   -.01  -.41  -.19 
   23  po23                anchored at  -1.82 
   24  po39                anchored at   1.21 
   25  po25                anchored at   1.05  1.55  -.28 
   26  po26                anchored at   1.93   .38  -.18  1.11 
   27  po27                anchored at    .14   .29 
   28  po28                anchored at   1.78  
   29  po29                anchored at    .26   .97  -.08 
   30  po08                anchored at    .40 
   31  po12                anchored at    .22 
   33  po33                anchored at    .35 
   34  po34                anchored at    .71  1.50 
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   36  po01                anchored at   1.08   .68 -1.04 
   37  po37                anchored at   1.85   .55   .94 
   38  po38                anchored at    .83   .52 
   39  po24                anchored at    .70   .75  1.56 
   40  po40                anchored at   1.88   .96 
   41  po41                anchored at   1.31  -.08   .04   .44 
  
RECODES 
  
   1        po36                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   2        po16                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   3        po03                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   4        po04                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   5        po05                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   6        po19                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   7        po07                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   8        po30                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   9        po09                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  10        po10                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  11        po11                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  12        po31                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  13        po13                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  14        po14                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  15        po32                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  16        po02                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  17        po17                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  18        po18                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  19        po06                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  20        po20                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  21        po21                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  22        po22                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  23        po23                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  24        po39                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  25        po25                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  26        po26                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  27        po27                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  28        po28                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  29        po29                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  30        po08                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  31        po12                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  32        po15                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  33        po33                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  34        po34                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  35        po35                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  36        po01                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  37        po37                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  38        po38                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  39        po24                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  40        po40                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  41        po41                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  
SCORING KEYS 
  
Score = 1     11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Score = 2     yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 
Score = 3     yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 
Score = 4     yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 
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Item fit map 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                                                        
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Fit                                                                                        
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                                          
 MNSQ   .33       .38       .45       .56       .71      1.00      1.40      1.80      2.20      2.60      3.0 
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
  1 po36                                           .    *  |       . 
  2 po16                                   *       .       |       . 
  3 po03                                           .    *  |       . 
  4 po04                                           .       |*      . 
  5 po05                                           .       *       . 
  6 po19                                           .       | *     . 
  7 po07                                           .       | *     . 
  8 po30                                           .       *       . 
  9 po09                                           .*      |       . 
 10 po10                                           .       |   *   . 
 11 po11                                           .       |  *    . 
 12 po31                                           .       |   *   . 
 13 po13                                           .       |   *   . 
 15 po32                                           .     * |       . 
 16 po02                                           .      *|       . 
 17 po17                                           .       |*      . 
 18 po18                                           .       | *     . 
 19 po06                                           .       |       .             * 
 20 po20                                           .      *|       . 
 21 po21                                           .       | *     . 
 22 po22                                           .       |   *   . 
 23 po23                                           .       *       . 
 24 po39                                           .   *   |       . 
 25 po25                                         * .       |       . 
 26 po26                                           .       |       .                             * 
 27 po27                                           .  *    |       . 
 28 po28                                           .       |       .    * 
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 29 po29                                           .       |       .    * 
 30 po08                                           .       |  *    . 
 31 po12                                           .       |   *   . 
 32 po15                                           .  *    |       . 
 33 po33                                           .    *  |       . 
 34 po34                                          *.       |       . 
 35 po35                                           .       |*      . 
 36 po01                                           .       |      *. 
 37 po37                                    *      .       |       . 
 38 po38                                     *     .       |       . 
 39 po24                                           .       |   *   . 
 40 po40                                           .     * |       . 
 41 po41                                           .   *   |       . 
============================================================================================================== 
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Test-item estimates 
 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                                                        
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                     
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT                    
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t                       
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1   po36           |   115  125 |  -2.55                         |    .90   .81   -.3   -.5 
                   |            |      **                        | 
2   po16           |   120  125 |  -2.88                         |    .61   .47  -1.3  -1.7 
                   |            |      **                        | 
3   po03           |    50  125 |    .31                         |    .89   .87  -2.2  -1.2 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
4   po04           |    63  125 |   -.07                         |   1.05  1.07   1.2    .7 
                   |            |     .18                        | 
5   po05           |    81  125 |   -.68                         |   1.02  1.01    .3    .2 
                   |            |      **                        | 
6   po19           |    90  125 |   -.92                         |   1.10  1.15   1.1   1.1 
                   |            |     .20                        | 
7   po07           |    51  125 |    .28                         |   1.07  1.10   1.4    .9 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
8   po30           |    56  125 |    .13                         |    .99   .97   -.2   -.2 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
9   po09           |   109  250 |  -1.06    -.09                 |    .79   .85  -2.3  -1.1 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
10  po10           |    92  125 |  -1.55                         |   1.16  1.06   1.2    .4 
                   |            |      **                        | 
11  po11           |   102  125 |  -1.95                         |   1.13   .97    .7   -.1 
                   |            |      **                        | 
12  po31           |    76  125 |  -1.05                         |   1.14  1.11   1.5    .8 
                   |            |      **                        | 
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13  po13           |   195  250 |  -1.06     .25                 |   1.16  1.22   1.7   1.6 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
15  po32           |    87  250 |   -.88    1.90                 |    .92   .92   -.7   -.5 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
16  po02           |    43  125 |    .05                         |    .96   .95  -1.0   -.5 
                   |            |      **                        | 
17  po17           |   110  250 |  -1.16    3.60                 |   1.04  1.05    .4    .4 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
18  po18           |    83  250 |   -.22     .05                 |   1.07  1.07   1.0    .6 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
19  po06           |    65  125 |   1.21                         |   1.88  1.91   6.1   4.3 
                   |            |      **                        | 
20  po20           |    77  125 |   -.33                         |    .98   .97   -.5   -.3 
                   |            |      **                        | 
21  po21           |   178  375 |  -1.81    -.18     .78         |   1.10  1.11   1.0    .8 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
22  po22           |   161  375 |   -.75    -.25     .37         |   1.17  1.16   1.7   1.1 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
23  po23           |   103  125 |  -1.82                         |    .99   .86    .0   -.6 
                   |            |      **                        | 
24  po39           |    27  125 |   1.21                         |    .87   .76  -1.2  -1.5 
                   |            |      **                        | 
25  po25           |    55  500 |    .28     .59     .68     .68 |    .72   .61  -2.0  -1.6 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
26  po26           |   179  500 |    .39     .54     .71    1.43 |   2.51  3.26   7.6   5.5 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
27  po27           |    96  375 |   -.42     .24     .84         |    .83   .80  -1.8  -1.5 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
28  po28           |    31  125 |   1.78                         |   1.54  1.42   2.7   1.7 
                   |            |      **                        | 
29  po29           |   155  375 |   -.20     .50     .90         |   1.52  1.64   4.1   3.4 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
30  po08           |    71  125 |    .40                         |   1.13  1.13   2.3   1.1 
                   |            |      **                        | 
31  po12           |    86  125 |    .22                         |   1.14  1.15   3.1   1.4 
                   |            |      **                        | 
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32  po15           |    83  250 |   -.16    1.21                 |    .85   .87  -1.6   -.9 
                   |            |     .31     .35                | 
33  po33           |    56  125 |    .35                         |    .90   .89  -1.9  -1.0 
                   |            |      **                        | 
34  po34           |    63  500 |    .31    1.03    1.33    1.80 |    .74   .63  -1.5  -1.8 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
35  po35           |    91  375 |    .06     .54    1.45         |   1.05  1.02    .5    .2 
                   |            |     .31     .34     .41        | 
36  po01           |   171  375 |    .00     .28     .46         |   1.30  1.82   2.8   3.8 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
37  po37           |    59  500 |    .63     .87    1.18    1.70 |    .63   .50  -2.1  -2.0 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
38  po38           |   110  500 |    .06     .48     .82    1.32 |    .65   .60  -3.0  -2.3 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
39  po24           |   121  500 |    .16     .80    1.32    1.79 |   1.18  1.15   1.1    .8 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
40  po40           |    35  250 |   1.11    1.73                 |    .93   .81   -.3   -.6 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
41  po41           |   131  500 |   -.02     .19     .45     .98 |    .88   .76  -1.1  -1.3 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
                   |            |                                | 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mean               |            |    .03                         |   1.06  1.06    .5    .2 
SD                 |            |   1.06                         |    .34   .47   2.3   1.7 
=========================================================================================================== 
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Summary of item estimates 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                           .03 
SD                            1.06 
SD (adjusted)                 1.06 
Reliability of estimate        .99 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.06             Mean    1.06 
    SD       .34             SD       .47 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .46             Mean     .24 
    SD      2.26             SD      1.74 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Summary of case estimates 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Case Estimates                                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.08 
SD                             .50 
SD (adjusted)                  .45 
Reliability of estimate        .79 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean    1.10             Mean    1.06 
    SD       .37             SD       .29 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean     .27             Mean     .22 
    SD      1.22             SD       .84 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Variable map 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 1 ANCHOR ON)                                                    
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                                     
all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                                                   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po17.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                                 |    po32.2 po28   po34.4 po24.4 
                                 |    po37.4 po40.2 
                                 | 
                                 |    po26.4 po35.3 
                                 |    po34.3 po38.4 po24.3 
                                 |    po06   po39   po15.2 po37.3 
                                 |    po34.2 po40.1 
  1.0                      XXX   |    po29.3 po41.4 
                             X   |    po21.3 po27.3 po37.2 po38.3 po24.2 
                           XXX   |    po25.3 po25.4 po26.3 
                       XXXXXXX   |    po25.2 po26.2 po29.2 po35.2 po37.1 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    po22.3 po26.1 po08   po01.3 po38.2 po41.3 
                 XXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po03   po07   po13.2 po25.1 po33 po34.1 po01.2 
                  XXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po30   po27.2 po12   po24.1 po41.2 
   .0               XXXXXXXXXX   |    po02   po18.2 po35.1 po01.1 po38.1 
                   XXXXXXXXXXX   |    po04   po09.2 po41.1 
             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po18.1 po21.2 po22.2 po29.1 po15.1 
                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po20 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    po27.1 
                        XXXXXX   | 
                            XX   |    po05   po22.1 
                           XXX   |    po32.1 
 -1.0                        X   |    po19 
                            XX   |    po09.1 po31   po13.1 
                            XX   |    po17.1 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po10 
                             X   | 
                                 |    po21.1 po23 
 -2.0                        X   |    po11 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po36 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po16 
 -3.0                            | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Each X represents    1 students 
============================================================================================ 
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Adjusted anchor file 
 
 * (The Validation and Reliability Testing PRE-TEST Run 4)                       
 *------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 *Item Estimates (Category Deltas)                                               
 *all on all (N = 125 L = 40 Probability Level= .50)                             
 *------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   1      -2.552                                                                
   2      -2.882                                                                 
   5       -.676                                                                 
   9       -.573                                                                 
  10      -1.550                                                                 
  11      -1.951                                                                 
  12      -1.051                                                                 
  13       -.748    -.056                                                       
  15       -.812    1.842                                                        
  16        .053                                                                 
  17      -1.142    3.590                                                        
  18       1.175   -1.341                                                       
  19       1.214                                                                 
  20       -.326                                                                 
  21      -1.666     .077     .341                                               
  22       -.013    -.405    -.191                                               
  23      -1.824                                                                
  24       1.214                                                                 
  25       1.049    1.548    -.281                                               
  26       1.932     .375    -.181    1.106                                      
  27        .137     .289                                                        
  28       1.782                                                                
  29        .257     .966    -.077                                               
  30        .398                                                                 
  31        .219                                                                 
  33        .351                                                                 
  34        .710    1.504                                                        
  36       1.080     .679   -1.039                                               
  37       1.845     .547     .940                                               
  38        .828     .516                                                        
  39        .703     .752    1.557                                               
  40       1.879     .965                                                        
  41       1.311    -.084     .036     .438 
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Post-test run 17 
 
Control file 
Same as in Run 1. However in this run all misfitting test-items from pre- and post-
test analysis were deleted. 
 
Log file 
 # data_file <<allpost.txt                                                      
 # codes "01234x"                                                               
 # format code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49                      
 #                                                                              
 # *            1         2         3         4                                 
 # *   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901                                
 # key 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 !score=1                       
 # key yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 !score=2                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 !score=3                       
 # key yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 !score=4                       
  
 # item_names<<namelist.txt                                                     
 # anchor !items <<adjpre_anc.txt                                               
 # delete !items <<post_del.txt                                                 
 #                                                                              
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !1                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !2                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !3                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !4                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !5                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !6                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !7                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !8                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !9                                                   
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !10                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !11                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !12                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !13                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !14                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !15                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !16                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !17                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !18                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !19                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !20                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(011230) !21                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !22                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !23                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !24                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !25                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !26                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !27                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !28                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !29                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !30                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !31                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !32                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !33                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !34                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !35                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !36                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !37                                                  
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 # recode (01234x)(012340) !38                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !39                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !40                                                  
 # recode (01234x)(012340) !41                                                  
 #                                                                              
 # estimate !iter=100                                                           
 Scoring all -- all                                                             
 Starting Estimation for all -- all                                             
 iteration  1 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item     6) =   .3761                              
     average change              =   .2834                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case   122) =   .3019                              
     average change              =   .2657                              
 iteration  2 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item     6) =   .0548                              
     average change              =   .0439                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    16) =   .0705                              
     average change              =   .0528                              
 iteration  3 :                                                         
   item estimates --> 
     maximum change (item     6) =   .0072                              
     average change              =   .0066                              
   person estimates --> 
     maximum change (case    14) =   .0106                              
     average change              =   .0068                              
 estimation converged with : 
    maximum change in item estimates =  .00122                          
    maximum change in person estimates    =  .00163                     
 Performing fit analysis  
 #                                                                              
 # show settings >-allpost_set.txt                                              
 # show !map=1 >-allpost_1map.txt                                               
   
 # show !map=2 >-allpost_2map.txt                                               
 # show !map=3 >-allpost_3map.txt                                               
   
 # show !table=1 >-allpost_1tab.txt                                             
 # show !table=2 >-allpost_2tab.txt                                             
   
 # show !table=3 >-allpost_3tab.txt                                             
 # show !table=4 >-allpost_4tab.txt                                             
   
 # *show items ! form=anchor >-post_anc.txt                                     
 # show cases !order=estimate >-allpost_cso.txt                                 
   
 # show cases !order=fit >-allpost_csf.txt                                      
   
 # show items !order=estimate >-allpost_ito.txt                                 
   
 # show items !order=fit >-allpost_fit.txt                                      
   
 # itanal >-allpost_out.txt                                                     
 # *logit_table >-allpost_logit.txt                                             
 # *kidmap 1-125>-allpost_kid.txt                                               
 #                                                                              
 # bye                                  
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Setting file 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Current System Settings                                                          
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Data File     =  allpost.txt 
Data Format   =  code 1-4 gender 5 treatment 6 csa 7-8 items 9-49 
Log file      =  allpost_log.txt 
  
Page Width    =  110 
Page Length   =   65 
Screen Width  =   78 
Screen Length =   24 
  
Probability level =   .50 
  
Maximum number of cases set at 60000  
VALID DATA CODES      0 1 2 3 4 x 
  
GROUPS 
1 all                 (  125 cases ) : All cases 
  
SCALES 
1 all                 (   23 items ) : All items 
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED CASES: 
 
No case deletes or anchors 
  
  
DELETED AND ANCHORED ITEMS: 
  
    1  po36                deleted 
    2  po16                deleted 
    5  po05                anchored at   -.68 
    9  po09                deleted 
   10  po10                anchored at  -1.55 
   11  po11                deleted 
   12  po31                anchored at  -1.05 
   13  po13                deleted 
   14  po14                deleted 
   15  po32                anchored at   -.81  1.84 
   16  po02                anchored at    .05 
   17  po17                anchored at  -1.14  3.59 
   18  po18                anchored at   1.17 -1.34 
   19  po06                deleted 
   20  po20                anchored at   -.33 
   21  po21                anchored at  -1.67   .08   .34 
   22  po22                anchored at   -.01  -.41  -.19 
   23  po23                anchored at  -1.82 
   24  po39                anchored at   1.21 
   25  po25                deleted 
   26  po26                deleted 
   27  po27                anchored at    .14   .29 
   28  po28                deleted  
   29  po29                deleted 
   30  po08                deleted 
   31  po12                deleted 
   33  po33                anchored at    .35 
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   34  po34                anchored at    .71  1.50 
   35  po35                deleted 
   36  po01                deleted 
   37  po37                deleted 
   38  po38                deleted 
   39  po24                deleted 
   40  po40                anchored at   1.88   .96 
   41  po41                anchored at   1.31  -.08   .04   .44 
  
RECODES 
  
   1        po36                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   2        po16                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   3        po03                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   4        po04                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   5        po05                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   6        po19                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   7        po07                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   8        po30                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
   9        po09                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  10        po10                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  11        po11                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  12        po31                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  13        po13                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  14        po14                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  15        po32                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  16        po02                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  17        po17                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  18        po18                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  19        po06                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  20        po20                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  21        po21                  (01234x) TO (011230) 
  22        po22                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  23        po23                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  24        po39                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  25        po25                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  26        po26                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  27        po27                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  28        po28                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  29        po29                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  30        po08                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  31        po12                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  32        po15                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  33        po33                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  34        po34                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  35        po35                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  36        po01                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  37        po37                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  38        po38                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  39        po24                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  40        po40                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  41        po41                  (01234x) TO (012340) 
  
SCORING KEYS 
Score = 1     11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Score = 2     yyyyyyyy2yyy222y22yy22yy222y2yy2y22222222 
Score = 3     yyyyyyyyyyyy33yyyyyy33yyy33y3yyyy333333y3 
Score = 4     yyyyyyyyyyyyy4yyyyyy4yyy44yyyyyyy4yy444y4 
==================================================================== 
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Item fit map 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                                        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Fit                                                                                  
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                        
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
INFIT                                                                                     
 MNSQ   .50       .56       .63       .71       .83      1.00      1.20       
---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- 
  3 po03                                    .      *       |              . 
  4 po04                                    .              |    *         . 
  5 po05                                    .              |*             . 
  6 po19                                    .              |       *      . 
  7 po07                                    .              |  *           . 
  8 po30                                    .              |   *          . 
 10 po10                                    .       *      |              . 
 12 po31                                    .         *    |              . 
 15 po32                                    .     *        |              . 
 16 po02                                    .           *  |              . 
 17 po17                                    .              |   *          . 
 18 po18                                    .             *|              . 
 20 po20                                    .              |*             . 
 21 po21                                    .              |     *        . 
 22 po22                                    .              |*             . 
 23 po23                                    *              |              . 
 24 po39                                    .              *              . 
 27 po27                                    .           *  |              . 
 32 po15                                    .   *          |              . 
 33 po33                                    .             *|              . 
 34 po34                                    .            * |              . 
 40 po40                                    .              |      *       . 
 41 po41                                    .             *|              . 
=========================================================================== 
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Test-item estimates 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                                                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Item Estimates (Thresholds) In input Order                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                                             
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    ITEM NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR|  THRESHOLD/S                   |  INFT  OUTFT INFT  OUTFT                    
                   |            |    1       2       3       4   |  MNSQ  MNSQ   t     t                       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
3   po03           |    50  125 |    .09                         |    .86   .82  -2.4  -1.5 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
4   po04           |    63  125 |   -.30                         |   1.10  1.12   1.8   1.1 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
5   po05           |    81  125 |   -.68                         |   1.02  1.03    .4    .3 
                   |            |      **                        | 
6   po19           |    90  125 |  -1.15                         |   1.17  1.27   1.7   1.7 
                   |            |     .21                        | 
7   po07           |    51  125 |    .06                         |   1.06  1.08    .9    .7 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
8   po30           |    56  125 |   -.09                         |   1.09  1.07   1.5    .6 
                   |            |     .19                        | 
10  po10           |    92  125 |  -1.55                         |    .87   .77  -1.2  -1.4 
                   |            |      **                        | 
12  po31           |    76  125 |  -1.05                         |    .92   .87  -1.1  -1.0 
                   |            |      **                        | 
15  po32           |    87  250 |   -.88    1.90                 |    .85   .85  -1.4  -1.0 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
16  po02           |    43  125 |    .05                         |    .95   .95   -.8   -.4 
                   |            |      **                        | 
17  po17           |   110  250 |  -1.16    3.60                 |   1.08  1.11    .8    .8 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
18  po18           |    83  250 |   -.22     .05                 |    .98   .90   -.2   -.5 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
20  po20           |    77  125 |   -.33                         |   1.02  1.01    .4    .1 
                   |            |      **                        | 
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21  po21           |   178  375 |  -1.81    -.18     .78         |   1.13  1.15   1.2   1.0 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
22  po22           |   161  375 |   -.75    -.25     .37         |   1.03   .95    .3   -.2 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
23  po23           |   103  125 |  -1.82                         |    .77   .62  -1.9  -2.2 
                   |            |      **                        | 
24  po39           |    27  125 |   1.21                         |    .99   .82    .0   -.9 
                   |            |      **                        | 
27  po27           |    96  375 |   -.42     .24     .84         |    .95  1.02   -.4    .1 
                   |            |      **      **      **        | 
32  po15           |    83  250 |   -.41    1.04                 |    .82   .85  -1.8  -1.0 
                   |            |     .34     .41                | 
33  po33           |    56  125 |    .35                         |    .99   .96   -.2   -.2 
                   |            |      **                        | 
34  po34           |    63  500 |    .31    1.03    1.33    1.80 |    .96  1.01   -.1    .1 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
40  po40           |    35  250 |   1.11    1.73                 |   1.14  1.09    .7    .4 
                   |            |      **      **                | 
41  po41           |   131  500 |   -.02     .19     .45     .98 |    .97   .75   -.2   -.9 
                   |            |      **      **      **      **| 
                   |            |                                | 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Mean               |            |   -.03                         |    .99   .96   -.1   -.2 
SD                 |            |    .85                         |    .11   .15   1.2   1.0 
====================================================================================================== 
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Summary of item estimates 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                               
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                      
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of item Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.03 
SD                             .85 
SD (adjusted)                  .84 
Reliability of estimate        .98 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean     .99             Mean     .96 
    SD       .11             SD       .15 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.08             Mean    -.20 
    SD      1.17             SD       .97 
  
   0 items with zero scores 
   0 items with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Summary of case estimates 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case Estimates                                                                   
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
Summary of case Estimates 
========================= 
  
Mean                          -.34 
SD                             .69 
SD (adjusted)                  .59 
Reliability of estimate        .74 
  
  
 Fit Statistics 
=============== 
  
 Infit Mean Square         Outfit Mean Square 
  
    Mean     .98             Mean     .96 
    SD       .33             SD       .26 
  
  
      Infit t                  Outfit t 
  
    Mean    -.02             Mean    -.02 
    SD       .90             SD       .67 
  
   0 cases with zero scores 
   0 cases with perfect scores 
==================================================================== 
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Variable map 
(The Validation Phase POST-TEST: Run 17 ANCHOR ON)                                        
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                               
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                        
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po17.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                                 |    po32.2 po34.4 
                                 |    po40.2 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po34.3 
                             X   |    po39 
                             X   |    po15.2 po34.2 po40.1 
  1.0                            |    po41.4 
                          XXXX   |    po21.3 po27.3 
                          XXXX   | 
                          XXXX   | 
                     XXXXXXXXX   |    po22.3 po41.3 
                           XXX   |    po33   po34.1 
                          XXXX   |    po27.2 po41.2 
   .0             XXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po03   po07   po02   po18.2 
                           XXX   |    po30   po41.1 
                     XXXXXXXXX   |    po18.1 po21.2 po22.2 
               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po04   po20 
                  XXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po27.1 po15.1 
                        XXXXXX   | 
                      XXXXXXXX   |    po05   po22.1 
                       XXXXXXX   |    po32.1 
 -1.0                 XXXXXXXX   | 
                                 |    po19   po31 
                           XXX   |    po17.1 
                           XXX   | 
                                 | 
                        XXXXXX   |    po10 
                                 | 
                             X   |    po21.1 po23 
 -2.0                            | 
                             X   | 
                                 | 
                             X   | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Each X represents    1 students 
=========================================================================== 
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APPENDIX E-2: ERROR ASSOCIATES WITH CASE ESTIMATES 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case Estimates In estimate Order                                                                
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR | ESTIMATE   ERROR |  INFIT  OUTFT  INFT   OUTFT                        
               |             |                  |  MNSQ   MNSQ    t      t                           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   66 E206     |    30  40   |   1.21      .35  |    .64    .82   -.84   -.22 
   51 E112     |    29  40   |   1.08      .34  |   1.36   1.28    .91    .71 
   88 E229     |    27  40   |    .86      .32  |    .46    .55  -1.57  -1.16 
   95 E236     |    27  40   |    .86      .32  |    .81    .56   -.37  -1.12 
   50 E110     |    26  40   |    .76      .32  |   1.40   1.37   1.05    .96 
   77 E218     |    26  40   |    .76      .32  |   1.71    .98   1.63    .07 
  105 E247     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |    .88   1.02   -.22    .18 
   73 E214     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |    .66    .80   -.91   -.44 
   93 E234     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |    .68    .74   -.83   -.64 
   63 E202     |    25  40   |    .66      .31  |   1.42   1.12   1.13    .42 
   61 E132     |    24  40   |    .56      .31  |    .63    .76  -1.11   -.58 
   86 E227     |    24  40   |    .56      .31  |   1.87   1.16   2.11    .54 
  117 E261     |    24  40   |    .56      .31  |   2.04   1.58   2.42   1.47 
   42 E125     |    24  40   |    .56      .31  |    .99   1.15    .09    .51 
   69 E210     |    23  40   |    .47      .30  |    .90    .79   -.20   -.52 
  113 E257     |    23  40   |    .47      .30  |   1.53   1.14   1.49    .51 
  121 N206     |    23  40   |    .47      .30  |    .95   1.05   -.04    .27 
   70 E211     |    23  40   |    .47      .30  |    .85    .88   -.38   -.23 
   62 E201     |    23  40   |    .47      .30  |   1.00    .81    .11   -.47 
  123 N210     |    22  40   |    .38      .30  |    .57    .84  -1.56   -.37 
   47 E102     |    22  40   |    .38      .30  |    .99   1.15    .05    .52 
  118 N201     |    22  40   |    .38      .30  |   1.66   1.23   1.89    .75 
   43 E127     |    22  40   |    .38      .30  |   1.17   1.34    .64   1.00 
   49 E106     |    21  40   |    .29      .30  |    .76   1.20   -.77    .67 
   54 E118     |    21  40   |    .29      .30  |    .89    .79   -.30   -.57 
   48 E104     |    21  40   |    .29      .30  |    .63    .76  -1.36   -.65 
   58 E126     |    20  40   |    .20      .30  |    .63    .76  -1.37   -.66 
  104 E246     |    20  40   |    .20      .30  |    .91    .76   -.21   -.67 
   91 E232     |    20  40   |    .20      .30  |   1.41   1.49   1.35   1.39 
  125 N213     |    20  40   |    .20      .30  |    .60    .89  -1.50   -.25 
   53 E116     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |    .55    .71  -1.74   -.87 
   81 E222     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |   1.67   1.24   2.01    .79 
   57 E124     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |    .93    .97   -.15    .02 
   99 E240     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |    .88    .69   -.34   -.95 
   71 E212     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |    .93    .84   -.16   -.39 
   33 E105     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |   1.29    .98   1.01    .06 
   65 E204     |    19  40   |    .11      .30  |    .86    .75   -.40   -.73 
   59 E128     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .83    .85   -.50   -.37 
   56 E122     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |   1.04   1.29    .23    .92 
    1 N101     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .82   1.27   -.53    .88 
  112 E254     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .95    .96   -.07   -.03 
   41 E123     |    18  40   |    .02      .30  |    .92   1.24   -.17    .79 
  120 N205     |    17  40   |   -.08      .31  |    .96   1.03   -.03    .20 
  114 E258     |    17  40   |   -.08      .31  |    .85    .90   -.41   -.19 
   67 E208     |    17  40   |   -.08      .31  |    .86    .82   -.38   -.46 
  115 E259     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.11    .79    .44   -.57 
   96 E237     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.12    .92    .45   -.14 
  110 E252     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.23    .85    .77   -.38 
   79 E220     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.03    .81    .20   -.49 
   83 E224     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |    .73    .93   -.81   -.10 
   20 N125     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.00   1.37    .10   1.11 
   78 E219     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |   1.75   1.27   2.01    .85 
   76 E217     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |    .92   1.03   -.15    .21 
   68 E209     |    16  40   |   -.17      .31  |    .93    .85   -.13   -.38 
   60 E130     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |   1.87   1.28   2.18    .87 
    3 N123     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |   1.43   1.82   1.24   2.07 
===================================================================================== 
*****Output Continues**** 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Case Estimates In estimate Order                                                                
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR | ESTIMATE   ERROR |  INFIT  OUTFT  INFT   OUTFT                        
               |             |                  |  MNSQ   MNSQ    t      t                           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  100 E241     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |    .83    .77   -.42   -.65 
   89 E230     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |    .85    .81   -.36   -.51 
   40 E121     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |    .59    .77  -1.33   -.63 
   55 E120     |    15  40   |   -.27      .32  |    .56    .71  -1.47   -.85 
  116 E260     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .96    .78    .01   -.57 
   46 E135     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .58    .78  -1.32   -.57 
   90 E231     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .75    .76   -.66   -.64 
   25 N112     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .94   1.03   -.04    .21 
   84 E225     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .92    .91   -.13   -.16 
    5 N103     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .97    .86    .03   -.30 
   75 E216     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |   1.41   1.04   1.17    .22 
   34 E107     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .56    .62  -1.41  -1.17 
   64 E203     |    14  40   |   -.38      .33  |    .79    .68   -.54   -.94 
  124 N211     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |    .65    .63  -1.01  -1.10 
    6 N105     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |   1.07   1.17    .31    .58 
  109 E251     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |    .69    .83   -.83   -.38 
  106 E248     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |    .96    .80    .00   -.49 
   52 E114     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |    .70    .82   -.81   -.41 
  102 E243     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |   1.02   1.00    .18    .11 
   97 E238     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |    .83    .74   -.37   -.69 
   94 E235     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |   1.72   1.80   1.76   1.95 
   22 N104     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |   1.00   1.29    .11    .86 
   87 E228     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |   1.74   1.92   1.80   2.17 
   36 E111     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |    .79    .75   -.52   -.67 
   32 N128     |    13  40   |   -.49      .34  |   1.34   1.23    .97    .72 
  122 N208     |    12  40   |   -.60      .35  |   1.01    .90    .16   -.15 
  108 E250     |    12  40   |   -.60      .35  |   1.53   1.43   1.35   1.16 
  101 E242     |    12  40   |   -.60      .35  |    .97    .85    .04   -.32 
   98 E239     |    12  40   |   -.60      .35  |    .94    .71   -.03   -.74 
   23 N106     |    12  40   |   -.60      .35  |   1.06    .98    .29    .07 
   35 E109     |    12  40   |   -.60      .35  |    .58    .72  -1.22   -.72 
   15 N116     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |    .59    .68  -1.15   -.81 
   26 N119     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |    .88    .77   -.20   -.52 
   92 E233     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |   1.19   1.07    .59    .30 
   85 E226     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |    .73    .82   -.66   -.37 
   10 N118     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |    .66    .69   -.87   -.77 
   19 N122     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |    .69    .95   -.78   -.01 
    9 N113     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |   1.30   1.06    .85    .29 
    4 N124     |    11  40   |   -.73      .36  |    .69   1.10   -.78    .38 
  107 E249     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |   1.13    .98    .46    .10 
   24 N108     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |    .96    .94    .04   -.02 
   44 E129     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |    .54    .66  -1.28   -.80 
   11 N129     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |   1.34    .90    .90   -.10 
   82 E223     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |    .87   1.00   -.21    .14 
   80 E221     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |   1.04   1.01    .22    .16 
   37 E113     |    10  40   |   -.86      .38  |    .54    .65  -1.29   -.84 
   31 N117     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |   1.48   1.28   1.16    .73 
    7 N107     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |   1.11   1.42    .38    .98 
  103 E244     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |    .68    .81   -.76   -.32 
   12 N131     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |    .69    .78   -.72   -.39 
   45 E131     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |    .58    .64  -1.08   -.79 
   21 N126     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |    .73    .89   -.61   -.10 
   74 E215     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |    .93    .94   -.04    .02 
    2 N121     |     9  40   |  -1.01      .39  |    .88    .89   -.18   -.12 
   27 N120     |     8  40   |  -1.17      .41  |   1.10    .99    .37    .14 
   39 E117     |     8  40   |  -1.17      .41  |    .96   1.33    .03    .78 
===================================================================================== 
                                               
*****Output Continues**** 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Case Estimates In estimate Order                                                                
all on all (N = 125 L = 23 Probability Level= .50)                                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     NAME      |SCORE MAXSCR | ESTIMATE   ERROR |  INFIT  OUTFT  INFT   OUTFT                       
               |             |                  |  MNSQ   MNSQ    t      t                           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    8 N109     |     8  40   |  -1.17      .41  |   1.40   1.00    .98    .16 
   30 N114     |     7  40   |  -1.35      .44  |    .86    .97   -.19    .12 
   13 N111     |     7  40   |  -1.35      .44  |   1.14   1.09    .45    .34 
   17 N110     |     7  40   |  -1.35      .44  |    .92    .75   -.04   -.35 
  119 N204     |     6  40   |  -1.56      .47  |   1.23   1.02    .64    .23 
   29 N132     |     6  40   |  -1.56      .47  |    .86    .90   -.19    .01 
   28 N130     |     6  40   |  -1.56      .47  |    .88    .84   -.14   -.09 
  111 E253     |     6  40   |  -1.56      .47  |    .80    .76   -.35   -.25 
   38 E115     |     6  40   |  -1.56      .47  |    .79    .74   -.36   -.31 
   18 N102     |     6  40   |  -1.56      .47  |   1.08    .77    .32   -.24 
   72 E213     |     5  40   |  -1.80      .51  |    .90    .87   -.07    .00 
   16 N127     |     4  40   |  -2.08      .56  |    .94    .78    .02   -.07 
   14 N115     |     3  40   |  -2.43      .63  |   1.08    .92    .31    .21 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mean           |             |   -.34           |    .98    .96   -.02   -.02 
SD             |             |    .69           |    .33    .26    .90    .67 
===================================================================================== 
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APPENDIX E-3 : DATA OF THE VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY TESTING 
STUDY 
 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE  
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
1 E107 1 31 -0.81 -0.2 0.61
2 E109 1 31 -0.9 -0.37 0.53
3 E135 1 31 -0.36 -0.05 0.31
4 E209 1 31 -0.64 -0.1 0.54
5 E210 1 31 0.32 0.45 0.13
6 E216 1 31 -0.72 -0.2 0.52
7 E218 1 31 0.27 0.52 0.25
8 E219 1 31 -0.81 -0.15 0.66
9 E221 1 31 -0.9 -0.63 0.27
10 E117 1 32 -1.32 -0.31 1.01
11 E125 1 32 0.08 0.41 0.33
12 E129 1 32 -1.32 -0.49 0.83
13 E131 1 32 -1.1 -0.63 0.47
14 E211 1 32 0.03 0.37 0.34
15 E215 1 32 -1.45 -0.37 1.08
16 E217 1 32 -0.81 0.25 1.06
17 E220 1 32 -0.18 0 0.18
18 E222 1 32 -0.64 0.17 0.81
19 E223 1 32 -1.2 -0.71 0.49
20 E224 1 32 -1.45 0.25 1.7
21 E230 1 32 -0.9 -0.15 0.75
22 E105 1 41 -0.43 0.09 0.52
23 E111 1 41 -0.64 -0.31 0.33
24 E115 1 41 -1.74 -0.96 0.78
25 E121 1 41 -0.57 0.04 0.61
26 E123 1 41 -0.5 0.17 0.67
27 E208 1 41 0.08 0.04 -0.04
28 E227 1 41 -0.99 0.56 1.55
29 E228 1 41 -1.1 0.17 1.27
30 E113 1 42 -0.99 -0.49 0.5
31 E127 1 42 -0.43 0.41 0.84
32 E201 1 42 -0.3 0.41 0.71
33 E202 1 42 0.08 0.63 0.55
34 E203 1 42 -0.99 -0.56 0.43
35 E204 1 42 -0.64 0 0.64
36 E206 1 42 0.63 0.99 0.36
37 E212 1 42 -0.18 0.17 0.35
38 E213 1 42 -2.1 -1.69 0.41
39 E214 1 42 0.22 0.29 0.07
40 E225 1 42 -1.32 -0.31 1.01
41 E226 1 42 -1.32 -0.2 1.12
42 E229 1 42 -0.07 0.78 0.85
43 E106 2 31 -0.18 0.33 0.51
44 E110 2 31 -0.07 0.71 0.78
45 E246 2 31 -0.3 0.17 0.47
46 E247 2 31 -0.3 0.75 1.05
47 E249 2 31 -1.32 -1.06 0.26
48 E258 2 31 -0.81 0.41 1.22
49 E102 2 32 -0.43 0.25 0.68
50 E118 2 32 -0.43 0.04 0.47
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE  
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
51 E128 2 32 -0.57 0.17 0.74
52 E132 2 32 -0.36 0.56 0.92
53 E237 2 32 -0.72 0.04 0.76
54 E242 2 32 -0.99 -0.15 0.84
55 E243 2 32 -1.2 -0.56 0.64
56 E252 2 32 -0.43 -0.25 0.18
57 E253 2 32 -1.74 -0.79 0.95
58 E261 2 32 -0.3 0.56 0.86
59 E104 2 41 -0.18 0.25 0.43
60 E112 2 41 0.36 0.9 0.54
61 E114 2 41 -0.9 -0.31 0.59
62 E116 2 41 -0.3 0.22 0.52
63 E120 2 41 -0.81 0.25 1.06
64 E122 2 41 -0.43 0.25 0.68
65 E124 2 41 -0.9 -0.1 0.8
66 E235 2 41 -1.2 0.22 1.42
67 E236 2 41 -0.24 0.52 0.76
68 E238 2 41 -0.57 -0.37 0.2
69 E239 2 41 -0.57 -0.15 0.42
70 E240 2 41 -0.36 0.22 0.58
71 E241 2 41 -1.59 -0.37 1.22
72 E248 2 41 -0.99 -0.25 0.74
73 E251 2 41 -1.2 -0.49 0.71
74 E257 2 41 -0.9 0.45 1.35
75 E260 2 41 -0.9 -0.05 0.85
76 E126 2 42 -0.5 0.33 0.83
77 E130 2 42 -0.3 -0.05 0.25
78 E231 2 42 -1.1 -0.15 0.95
79 E232 2 42 -0.9 0 0.9
80 E233 2 42 -1.2 -0.37 0.83
81 E234 2 42 0.45 0.9 0.45
82 E244 2 42 -0.9 -0.25 0.65
83 E250 2 42 -0.81 0.13 0.94
84 E254 2 42 -0.72 0.41 1.13
85 E259 2 42 -1.1 0.09 1.19
86 N111 1 31 -1.45 -0.43 1.02
87 N115 1 31 -2.85 -2.03 0.82
88 N201 1 31 -0.64 0.6 1.24
89 N101 1 41 -1.1 0.17 1.27
90 N103 1 41 -1.2 -0.05 1.15
91 N105 1 41 -1.45 -0.43 1.02
92 N107 1 41 -0.64 -0.15 0.49
93 N113 1 41 -1.59 -0.37 1.22
94 N118 1 41 -1.2 -0.05 1.15
95 N129 1 41 -2.85 -0.31 2.54
96 N205 1 41 -1.32 0.41 1.73
97 N116 1 32 -1.45 -0.05 1.4
98 N127 1 32 -2.1 -1.06 1.04
99 N204 1 32 -2.32 -1.28 1.04
100 N109 1 42 -1.32 -0.43 0.89
101 N121 1 42 -0.99 -0.1 0.89
102 N123 1 42 -0.57 -0.1 0.47
103 N124 1 42 -1.2 -0.25 0.95
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE  
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
104 N131 1 42 -1.59 -0.2 1.39
105 N206 1 42 -1.1 0.37 1.47
106 N114 2 31 -1.91 -0.71 1.2
107 N119 2 31 -1.2 -0.2 1
108 N130 2 31 -1.91 -1.28 0.63
109 N208 2 31 -1.91 -0.49 1.42
110 N102 2 41 -1.91 -0.79 1.12
111 N104 2 41 -0.5 0.13 0.63
112 N106 2 41 -1.1 -0.2 0.9
113 N110 2 41 -1.32 -0.56 0.76
114 N211 2 41 -1.2 -0.31 0.89
115 N117 2 32 -1.45 -0.37 1.08
116 N120 2 32 -1.91 -0.49 1.42
117 N128 2 32 -0.64 -0.05 0.59
118 N132 2 32 -1.45 -0.79 0.66
119 N210 2 32 -1.1 0.33 1.43
120 N213 2 32 -0.72 0.25 0.97
121 N108 2 42 -0.99 -0.25 0.74
122 N112 2 42 -0.99 0 0.99
123 N122 2 42 -0.64 -0.31 0.33
124 N125 2 42 -0.43 0.6 1.03
125 N126 2 42 -1.45 -0.63 0.82
 
Note:  
CSA Description 
31 Wholist-verbaliser 
32 Wholist-imager 
41 Analytic-verbaliser 
42 Analytic-imager 
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APPENDIX F-1 : THE VARIABLE MAP OF PRE-TEST IN MAIN STUDY 
(The Main Study:New Pre-test-RUN 25 Anchor ON)                                            
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                              
all on all (N = 352 L = 14 Probability Level= .50)                                        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  4.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 |    pr08 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  3.0                            | 
                                 |    pr32 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  1.0                            | 
                             X   |    pr35 
                                 |    pr27.2 
                                 |    pr07 
                                 | 
                            XX   | 
                                 | 
   .0                            | 
                                 | 
                          XXXX   | 
                                 |    pr27.1 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                          XXXX   | 
                                 |    pr06 
 -1.0                            | 
                                 |    pr03   pr04   pr12 
                  XXXXXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    pr23 
 -2.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 | 
 -3.0                            | 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Each X represents    5 students 
============================================================================ 
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APPENDIX F-2: THE VARIABLE MAP OF POST-TEST IN MAIN STUDY 
(The Main Experiment: new Run 7 Post-test Anchor ON )                                     
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Item Estimates (Thresholds)                                                              
all on all (N = 352 L = 14 Probability Level= .50)                                        
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  3.0                            | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                             X   | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
  2.0                            | 
                            XX   |    po35.3 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                            XX   | 
                                 | 
                             X   | 
  1.0                      XXX   |    po29.3 po15.2 
                                 |    po27.3 
                             X   |    po35.2 
                         XXXXX   |    po29.2 
                         XXXXX   | 
                                 |    po27.2 po33   po35.1 
                        XXXXXX   | 
   .0                  XXXXXXX   |    po29.1 
                                 | 
                  XXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po30 
             XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po27.1 po08   po12 
                                 | 
                XXXXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po15.1 
 -1.0                            | 
                   XXXXXXXXXXX   |    po31 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                   XXXXXXXXXXX   | 
                                 | 
                                 |    po23 
 -2.0             XXXXXXXXXXXX   |    po07 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                          XXXX   | 
                                 |    po19 
                                 | 
                                 | 
 -3.0                        X   | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                                 | 
                             X   | 
 -4.0                            | 
                                 |    po04 
                                 | 
                                 |    po03 
                                 | 
                                 | 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Each X represents    3 students 
============================================================================ 
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APPENDIX F-3: DATA OF THE MAIN STUDY 
 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE 
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
1 a001 1 31 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
2 a007 1 31 -2.78 -0.07 2.71
3 a015 1 31 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
4 a016 1 31 -1.23 0.32 1.55
5 a017 1 31 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
6 a018 1 31 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
7 a021 1 31 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
8 a025 1 31 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
9 a031 1 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
10 a033 1 31 -0.2 -0.07 0.13
11 a042 1 31 -1.87 0.51 2.38
12 a045 1 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
13 a047 1 31 -0.2 -0.8 -0.6
14 a057 1 31 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
15 a059 1 31 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
16 a089 1 31 -1.87 0.13 2
17 a095 1 31 -0.7 0.32 1.02
18 a099 1 31 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
19 a100 1 31 -1.23 -1.11 0.12
20 a104 1 31 -1.23 -1.11 0.12
21 a105 1 31 -0.7 0.13 0.83
22 a109 1 31 -0.2 1.46 1.66
23 a114 1 31 -0.2 0.7 0.9
24 a117 1 31 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
25 a118 1 31 -1.23 0.32 1.55
26 a123 1 31 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
27 a127 1 31 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
28 a139 1 31 -1.23 -0.8 0.43
29 a184 1 31 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
30 a185 1 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
31 a192 1 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
32 a203 1 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
33 a206 1 31 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
34 a208 1 31 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
35 a235 1 31 -2.78 -2.38 0.4
36 a257 1 31 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
37 a282 1 31 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
38 a286 1 31 0.29 2.57 2.28
39 a300 1 31 -1.87 0.92 2.79
40 a307 1 31 -1.87 0.51 2.38
41 a310 1 31 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
42 a311 1 31 0.29 1.46 1.17
43 a312 1 31 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
44 a005 2 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
45 a006 2 31 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
46 a026 2 31 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
47 a027 2 31 -1.87 -3 -1.13
48 a030 2 31 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
49 a035 2 31 -0.2 -0.29 -0.09
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE 
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
50 a046 2 31 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
51 a063 2 31 -1.23 0.92 2.15
52 a065 2 31 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
53 a071 2 31 -1.23 0.32 1.55
54 a072 2 31 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
55 a074 2 31 -1.23 -0.07 1.16
56 a079 2 31 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
57 a137 2 31 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
58 a138 2 31 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
59 a142 2 31 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
60 a143 2 31 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
61 a144 2 31 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
62 a149 2 31 -0.7 -0.29 0.41
63 a153 2 31 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
64 a156 2 31 -0.7 0.51 1.21
65 a241 2 31 -1.23 0.51 1.74
66 a248 2 31 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
67 a250 2 31 -1.23 -1.47 -0.24
68 a265 2 31 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
69 a267 2 31 -1.87 0.13 2
70 a268 2 31 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
71 a269 2 31 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
72 a328 2 31 -0.7 0.92 1.62
73 a340 2 31 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
74 a345 2 31 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
75 a349 2 31 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
76 a003 1 32 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
77 a004 1 32 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
78 a012 1 32 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
79 a013 1 32 -1.23 1.87 3.1
80 a022 1 32 -1.87 0.51 2.38
81 a029 1 32 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
82 a048 1 32 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
83 a051 1 32 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
84 a055 1 32 0.29 0.13 -0.16
85 a060 1 32 -0.2 0.32 0.52
86 a086 1 32 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
87 a088 1 32 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
88 a106 1 32 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
89 a112 1 32 -2.78 1.87 4.65
90 a121 1 32 -0.2 1.87 2.07
91 a125 1 32 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
92 a126 1 32 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
93 a194 1 32 -0.2 -0.07 0.13
94 a197 1 32 -1.23 0.13 1.36
95 a201 1 32 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
96 a212 1 32 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
97 a216 1 32 -1.23 -1.47 -0.24
98 a218 1 32 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
99 a274 1 32 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
100 a301 1 32 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
101 a308 1 32 -1.23 0.32 1.55
102 a313 1 32 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE 
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
103 a317 1 32 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
104 a320 1 32 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
105 a011 2 32 -1.23 0.32 1.55
106 a024 2 32 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
107 a032 2 32 0.83 0.13 -0.7
108 a066 2 32 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
109 a069 2 32 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
110 a077 2 32 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
111 a083 2 32 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
112 a141 2 32 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
113 a148 2 32 -2.78 -0.07 2.71
114 a151 2 32 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
115 a157 2 32 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
116 a158 2 32 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
117 a159 2 32 -1.87 -3.78 -1.91
118 a162 2 32 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
119 a166 2 32 -1.23 0.32 1.55
120 a168 2 32 -1.23 -1.47 -0.24
121 a170 2 32 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
122 a171 2 32 -1.87 0.13 2
123 a176 2 32 -1.23 -1.89 -0.66
124 a178 2 32 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
125 a242 2 32 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
126 a245 2 32 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
127 a249 2 32 -1.87 1.46 3.33
128 a260 2 32 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
129 a261 2 32 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
130 a264 2 32 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
131 a270 2 32 0.29 2.57 2.28
132 a271 2 32 -1.23 1.87 3.1
133 a272 2 32 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
134 a281 2 32 -1.87 0.13 2
135 a287 2 32 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
136 a288 2 32 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
137 a323 2 32 -0.2 1.16 1.36
138 a325 2 32 0.29 0.92 0.63
139 a330 2 32 -0.7 0.51 1.21
140 a331 2 32 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
141 a336 2 32 -0.2 1.16 1.36
142 a343 2 32 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
143 a344 2 32 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
144 a348 2 32 0.29 0.13 -0.16
145 a351 2 32 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
146 a020 1 41 -1.87 0.51 2.38
147 a040 1 41 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
148 a050 1 41 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
149 a052 1 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
150 a053 1 41 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
151 a054 1 41 -0.2 0.32 0.52
152 a056 1 41 -0.2 0.92 1.12
153 a058 1 41 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
154 a090 1 41 -1.23 -1.11 0.12
155 a092 1 41 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE 
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
156 a094 1 41 -0.7 0.92 1.62
157 a101 1 41 -0.7 0.32 1.02
158 a102 1 41 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
159 a103 1 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
160 a107 1 41 -0.7 -0.29 0.41
161 a115 1 41 -0.2 0.51 0.71
162 a116 1 41 -0.7 -0.07 0.63
163 a120 1 41 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
164 a132 1 41 -0.7 -0.52 0.18
165 a181 1 41 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
166 a183 1 41 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
167 a187 1 41 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
168 a188 1 41 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
169 a189 1 41 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
170 a191 1 41 -1.23 0.51 1.74
171 a195 1 41 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
172 a202 1 41 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
173 a204 1 41 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
174 a210 1 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
175 a211 1 41 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
176 a215 1 41 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
177 a222 1 41 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
178 a223 1 41 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
179 a224 1 41 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
180 a228 1 41 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
181 a230 1 41 -0.7 1.16 1.86
182 a256 1 41 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
183 a277 1 41 -2.78 -0.07 2.71
184 a279 1 41 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
185 a280 1 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
186 a291 1 41 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
187 a297 1 41 -2.78 0.13 2.91
188 a303 1 41 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
189 a315 1 41 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
190 a316 1 41 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
191 a318 1 41 -1.23 2.57 3.8
192 a319 1 41 0.29 1.46 1.17
193 a321 1 41 -0.2 0.92 1.12
194 a002 2 41 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
195 a014 2 41 -1.23 0.7 1.93
196 a034 2 41 -1.23 -0.07 1.16
197 a061 2 41 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
198 a068 2 41 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
199 a070 2 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
200 a082 2 41 -0.2 -0.07 0.13
201 a085 2 41 -1.23 0.32 1.55
202 a113 2 41 0.83 0.32 -0.51
203 a134 2 41 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
204 a135 2 41 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
205 a136 2 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
206 a140 2 41 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
207 a146 2 41 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
208 a160 2 41 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE 
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
209 a165 2 41 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
210 a173 2 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
211 a179 2 41 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
212 a233 2 41 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
213 a236 2 41 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
214 a258 2 41 -2.78 -2.38 0.4
215 a273 2 41 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
216 a285 2 41 -0.7 0.92 1.62
217 a289 2 41 -1.87 -1.11 0.76
218 a290 2 41 -0.7 -0.29 0.41
219 a322 2 41 -0.2 1.87 2.07
220 a327 2 41 0.29 0.13 -0.16
221 a329 2 41 -0.7 0.13 0.83
222 a332 2 41 -0.2 0.13 0.33
223 a333 2 41 -1.23 -1.11 0.12
224 a334 2 41 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
225 a338 2 41 -1.23 0.13 1.36
226 a341 2 41 -1.87 0.92 2.79
227 a346 2 41 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
228 a352 2 41 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
229 a008 1 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
230 a010 1 42 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
231 a036 1 42 -1.23 -0.29 0.94
232 a044 1 42 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
233 a049 1 42 -0.2 0.13 0.33
234 a080 1 42 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
235 a091 1 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
236 a097 1 42 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
237 a108 1 42 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
238 a110 1 42 -0.2 -0.29 -0.09
239 a111 1 42 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
240 a119 1 42 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
241 a128 1 42 -2.78 0.32 3.1
242 a130 1 42 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
243 a182 1 42 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
244 a186 1 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
245 a190 1 42 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
246 a198 1 42 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
247 a199 1 42 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
248 a207 1 42 -1.87 0.32 2.19
249 a213 1 42 -1.87 -2.38 -0.51
250 a214 1 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
251 a221 1 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
252 a225 1 42 -2.78 -0.29 2.49
253 a229 1 42 -2.78 -1.11 1.67
254 a231 1 42 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
255 a232 1 42 -0.2 0.92 1.12
256 a251 1 42 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
257 a253 1 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
258 a275 1 42 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
259 a276 1 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
260 a278 1 42 -0.7 0.51 1.21
261 a283 1 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
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 NAME TREATMENT CSA ESTIMATE 
PRE-TEST 
(prlv) 
ESTIMATE 
POST-TEST 
(polv) 
IMPROVEMENT 
(dlv) 
262 a284 1 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
263 a293 1 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
264 a294 1 42 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
265 a295 1 42 -1.23 -1.47 -0.24
266 a298 1 42 -2.78 -0.8 1.98
267 a302 1 42 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
268 a304 1 42 -1.87 0.51 2.38
269 a305 1 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
270 a306 1 42 -1.87 -0.07 1.8
271 a309 1 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
272 a314 1 42 -1.23 0.51 1.74
273 a028 2 42 -0.7 0.51 1.21
274 a041 2 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
275 a062 2 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
276 a073 2 42 -2.78 -2.38 0.4
277 a076 2 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
278 a087 2 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
279 a096 2 42 -2.78 -0.52 2.26
280 a098 2 42 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
281 a124 2 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
282 a129 2 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
283 a133 2 42 -1.23 0.13 1.36
284 a147 2 42 -2.78 0.32 3.1
285 a150 2 42 -1.87 -0.52 1.35
286 a152 2 42 -1.87 -0.29 1.58
287 a154 2 42 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
288 a161 2 42 -1.23 -0.07 1.16
289 a167 2 42 -1.23 -1.89 -0.66
290 a174 2 42 -2.78 -2.38 0.4
291 a175 2 42 -1.23 -0.52 0.71
292 a177 2 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
293 a180 2 42 -1.87 -1.47 0.4
294 a244 2 42 -1.23 -0.07 1.16
295 a262 2 42 -0.7 0.7 1.4
296 a263 2 42 -2.78 -1.89 0.89
297 a266 2 42 -1.23 1.46 2.69
298 a292 2 42 0.83 1.87 1.04
299 a324 2 42 -0.7 0.51 1.21
300 a326 2 42 0.83 1.87 1.04
301 a335 2 42 -1.87 -0.8 1.07
302 a337 2 42 -1.23 0.32 1.55
303 a339 2 42 -2.78 0.13 2.91
304 a342 2 42 -1.87 -1.89 -0.02
305 a347 2 42 -2.78 -1.47 1.31
 
Note: 
CSA Description 
31 Wholist-verbaliser 
32 Wholist-imager 
41 Analytic-verbaliser 
42 Analytic-imager 
-end of thesis- 
